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Blue Pill 40 Something Having Problems Swallowing the Red
Pill: Need some Objective Female Input
5 upvotes | January 23, 2014 | /r/RedPillWomen | Link | Reddit Link
Hi Gals,
As the name suggests I am a Blue Pill Professor in Liberal Arts who just stumbled on the Red Pill
literature.
I am married but our relationship has been very poor, very low energy, very low sex, for many years
due to a structural imbalance- she makes a LOT of money, I have been in school making NO money.
Funny how that works- irrespective of me earning a PhD AND playing house husband, butler at the
same time. Whatever.
I have read all of Athol's material and am trying to implement the Mindful Attraction Plan in my life
and I have to say the techniques work so well I am (almost) terrified but I am nevertheless having a
difficult time accepting all of this.
When I am loving and kind with my wife, when I consider her feelings and treat her with respect,
when I call her at work just to hear about her day, she holds me in contempt. She starts arguments,
belittles me, speaks disrespectfully, contradicts me in front of the children etc. Then when I get into a
fight with her- when I am (what I consider) rude to her, put her in her place, calmly read her the riot
act and basically slap her down as I would one of my students with an idiotic position she responds
with immediate resistance and often with raging anger. BUT invariably that night we usually have
awesome sex! After the fight she sucks up to me like my dog.
My problem is I WANT a woman I can treat with respect. I feel badly when I treat my wife (what I
see as) badly. This has robbed my sleep for weeks even though the sex frequency has GREATLY
increased to (almost) tolerable levels. (Yes I read No More Mr. Nice Guy as well so thanks ahead of
time).
I never learned "game" and never used it because I was attached and now married so never thought I
would have to use it. Despite the success this remains so confusing and frustrating. I can do some
gaming fairly well: I don't have a problem with rude sexual jokes, sexualizing the marriage and
relationship, or talking openly about hot young girls in my classes or her friends I would like to screw
so there is that. I JUST DON'T UNDERSTANT WHY I have to put down, criticize and belittle the
woman I love before she will want to have sex!
I am really pissed off at the world, at women, at God, for the DECADES that I was lied too and
deceived and the DECADES of living in a near sexless marriage.
So OK, I have found the sexual triggers now and understand the rules of attraction (strong cave man
does what he wants...man blazes trail...woman can follow I don't care....woman gets wet...I get it) but
I cannot stop thinking about whether it is better to use my new knowledge (and skills) to warm up the
old cold wife or forge out on my own hunting fresh game without the baggage, the YEARS of
denials, disrespect, rudeness, and everything else.
Obviously I thought this was better directed over here than on RP. Can somebody offer advice on
digesting the Red Pill for a natural (albeit quite minor) Alpha reduced to Betatude by marriage to a
strong overachiever?
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Characteristics and Traits of the "Mythical" Unicorn
0 upvotes | February 15, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The Unicorn does exist! I think they are more common than most of you think- perhaps they just
need to be tamed and reined in. What say you all?
I am a long time married guy who recently discovered TRP and transformed his life and marriage in
less than a month. For YEARS my wife was the Alpha provider while I finished school and no matter
how hard I Beta'd with the house she kept losing sexual attraction to me (Duh! Blue pill Alert). For
YEARS she faked it and drip fed the sex to the minimum Beta-pussy rate (i.e. twice a month- one
pity fuck and one ovulation fuck). Then I finished school, got a job, discovered TRP, and my deeply
buried inner Alpha wolf emerged (he was just waiting for an excuse to howl). I hit the weights hard,
learned game and upped my Beta around the house to ridiculous levels, taking over the kids
homework, laundry, dishes, food provisioning, and preparation. I told her when she gets home from
work the only thing she should have to worry about is pleasing me.
Of course Beta cannot work on its own- that is for relationship comfort not the tingles but it was
necessary to lay the groundwork for my next move: Dread game.
All it took was her seeing me flirting with hotties in public and I grabbed the reins and reset the rules
of our relationship. She is still a high powered exec who makes a shitload of money- lots more than
me despite my higher educational attainment and prestigious job as a college professor BUT- I am
the Captain, she is my number 1 in charge of ships operations and personelle (i.e. the kids). More
important, I told her flat out: "I am the man in this house and what I say matters. If it doesn't, then I
will find another house where it does." Then I showed her I was fully capable and willing to start
spinning plates if I chose.
In private or at work she handles problems like the professional she is. At home or when with me she
looks to me first to take the lead. She is sweet, vulnerable, feminine, helpful, kind, and loving and
finally in our 40's we have sex just about every other day in ways and intensities more satisfying than
I ever thought would be possible.
It doesn't always work and it doesn't even usually work. Perhaps it only rarely works? But without
doubt the Unicorn does exist.
Happy Valentines Day!
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Relationship Text Game
0 upvotes | February 20, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I can find very little on the topic of text game in relationships and offer my one successful example. I
just started texting last week and just went full RP a few months ago. When I went RP I informed my
wife that she had a choice, we would follow the Captain/First Mate model and she would respect me
as a man or I was leaving. She is big time executive with 6-figure income but immediately agreed.
Me, a power lifter, lawyer, college wrestler, and now a college professor beta-ized by marriage
rediscovering his inner Alpha wolf.
Had a very slight argument when I (unsuccessfully) initiated yesterday and she all but pushed me
away. I laughed in her face and told her calmly as I left the room: "Slut shields are not appropriate for
marriage so what you just did was not appropriate." Spin Hamster Spin!
Next day I sent this text (like I said, since TRP we have followed the Captain/First Mate model in our
marriage):
Me: Hailing Frequencies Open
Her: Hey
Me: Resistance is Futile
Her: Ha! You will be the one escaping. (Referencing an obnoxious video game I played decades
ago).
Me: Lower your shields and prepare to be boarded.
Her: Pushy
Me: Your life as you know it is over. From this time forward, you will service...me.
I expected a response and had several text replies ready (the Borg are awesome!) but did not get her
ACTUAL response until she got home (which was very good indeed).
Thoughts? Also, references to married/LTR game and/or texts are much appreciated. You guys rule!
We may yet turn this country around but for now I am happy with my own relationship with women.
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Field Report: OMG Employing TRP at the Disney Theme
Parks- Why Even the smartest Woman Really IS the most
mature teenager in the room
346 upvotes | March 4, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Field Report and some RP Theory:
0MG (Old Married Guy) reporting on his success with employing TRP for the first time on vacation
with my wife and kids. A little background- my wife is an overeducated lawyer, extremely well
organized and intelligent. All you need to know about me is in my handle.
We went to a Disney Park on our first day of vacation and for the first time I did not defer to my
wife. In fact, I set the goals and the missions for the day. As with any good TRP day we started off
with a bang. I didn't ask either- just started fondling my sweet when I woke up and before she was
fully awake the juices were flowing and she was in no position to protest. You will have to read my
letter to Hustler for the details.
At the park I set the mission- we are going to have FUN and at the same time plow through this park
like a bull moose set loose on a virgin herd of cows. I led the way the entire time- amazing how this
little symbolic act (before TRP I would let her lead the way) makes all the difference. When she or
the kids were hungry I stopped and fed them. When she was thirsty I did not ask- I jumped in line at
the vendor and bought the pops. I confiscated her phone at the beginning and gave her mine (she had
the Disney App on her phone that shows the ride wait times and a digital map with an icon for you
that moves as you move).
Of course any leader would be a fool to ignore suggestions from a competent First Officer- damn
good idea to stop and get the Fastpasses when we did- but her suggestions were ALWAYS
FILTERED through the overall mission objective. Sure we can go that direction. The goal is to ride
as many rides as possible- the mission objective doesn't matter where we start!
At the end of the night when she was exhausted I called it quits and we headed for the gate. On the
tram back to our car my wife hugged me tight and shamelessly kissed me with real passion saying: "I
really like you like this. Thank you so much."
Here is the theory part: Even a woman who is better organized than the man should not lead. Even a
woman who is smarter than the man should not lead. Intelligence is NOT the main factor in
leadership. A steady hand is the most important thing. Women are mercurial. Their goals and
objectives change depending on their mood, the time of month, the time of day, how they FEEL at
that moment. Sure my wife might have started the day with the objective to ride the most rides- but
beyond doubt by halfway through that goal would have changed. With me leading we really did ride
the most rides. Mission accomplished.
Imagine how much more important male leadership is in the real emotional ups and downs of a LTR
than it is in a day at the Magic Kingdom!
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Techniques for maintaining your frame in the face of tragedy
and adversity- lots more questions than answers
14 upvotes | March 11, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
How do you maintain your frame with your Significant Other (SO) when faced with serious life
problems like death in the family, loss of job/house, serious illness, etc?
The only thing I can think of that might help would be to double down on lifting weights and martial
arts. However, perhaps there is a meditation technique, a violent or exciting movie, or a reading that
can help? Praying the Rosary? Perhaps an inspirational reading or audio file? Sometimes I think I just
miss getting yelled at like at football practice: "Move your ass. 110 Percent. Go! Go! Go! you can do
it!"
Or perhaps the key is turning off your emotions or at least tamping them down? Can you learn not to
give a shit? How does that even work?
Related to this, can a RP man ever rely on his SO for emotional support? I think the answer is No! A
RP man cannot rely on his SO for emotional support...ever. It might be a blessing if you ever get it
but don't expect it to last long. That is not her job. It is your job to maintain frame and carry on. Some
introspection and perhaps a change in strategy or a consultation with fresh eyes might help. Of course
there is always "counseling."
Any thoughts on how to maintain frame when your life drops in the shitter? I have seen loss of frame
control (often in response to a shit test after a tragedy) as the central issue on many RP posts and it
deserves deeper analysis from the community.
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Human Sexual Behavioral Observations in Their Natural
Setting
11 upvotes | March 13, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Went to the gym and while in the hot-tub with my teenage son today we observed primate mating
behaviors with amused detachment. At first anyway. We will call them Boy and Girl 1 and 2 and they
were apparently on a double date at the pool. Joking, laughing, and other IOI's such as hair twisting
and even light touching with the boys wildly gesticulating and attempting to engage the young ladies
ensued. Then Boy 1 began splashing Girl 1 and a genuine fight was had with Boy 1 winning handily
and Girl 1 submitting by going limp, eyes closed, holding her breath as double scoops of water were
dumped on her. At which point Boy 2 (White Knights of the Round Table Assemble!) stepped in
front of the next scoop and stopped Boy 1 from continuing his asshole-ness. A good wrestling match
was had while the girls looked on who both looked annoyed for some reason (Ha!). Girl 2 (with the
White Knight) looked open mouth pissed off, perhaps disgusted and I laughed out loud.
At which point I turned to my son (pure Alpha defensive lineman and wrestler) and told him: "Go
cockblock that White Knight and see what happens." (I know, don't judge me- my boy just read
Roosh's book "Day Bang" on 'day game'- and we have had a running dialogue on it for several days).
My boy was up to the challenge and it reveals some RP truths. He approached the wrestling Boy 1
and 2 and said authoritatively: "Is there a problem over here." They broke guiltily apart and the girls
looked even more annoyed. Then he sat down next to Girl 2 and started babbling: "I don't know, you
know some girls like getting splashed and it aint nobody's business, isn't that right?" He used eye
contact with Girl 2 sparingly but effectively and she was nodding her head immediately. Naturally
Boy 2 saw his losing hand and started to gesticulate, even touching my son on the arm at one point.
He just continued babbling for over a minute then smirked at the girl and looked her right in the eye
before standing up and slapping Boy 2 on the arm saying: "Its cool."
Can you guess what happened?
Yep, while we continued sitting in the hot tub the boys and girls retired to the locker rooms. At which
point Girl 2 came back to the pool to talk with my son and put his number in her cell phone before
returning to her date.
Moral: White Knights do not give women the tingles and without the tingles women are not
trustworthy. A White Knight will almost never get pussy and will never get a woman's loyalty or
love.
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Field Report: Hit on by the hottest girl in my class after
dispensing Red Pill knowledge
153 upvotes | March 18, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Old Married Guy college professor here with a humdinger of a tale.
After class several kids were lined up to ask questions. Last in line was the hottest girl in class
dressed to the nines with low cut etc etc. One of the young men in front of her (who has stayed after
class several times to talk with me) offered compliments on how I handled yet another young lady on
a particularly divisive political issue (i.e. by deflecting, using humor to defuse tension and ultimately
ignoring her and calling on another student when she started to get unruly).
He commented how he was debating this chick in one of his classes and she called him "an asshole in
front of the whole class." He went on: "I mean I apologized right away but I don't think she was
impressed."
I took a deep breath with a singular thought running through my head: 'Don't tell him about the red
pill, don't tell him about the red pill.'
However, I could not resist and put my hand on his shoulder telling him in my fatherly teaching
voice: "Son, you don't apologize to a woman who calls you an asshole." I noticed the hottie behind
him perked her cute little ears right up at that but I stayed focused on the misguided soon to be AFC.
He was surprised, perhaps shocked, and asked for advice a little indignantly: "Well what was I
supposed to say?"
I paused for a short time (again thinking 'don't tell him about the red pill') and then sighed before
answering his question: "When a girl calls you an asshole the proper response is: 'Why thank you
very much for noticing.' He looked stunned, completely mystified, but the hot chick behind him
broke out in uncontrolled laughter. I mean she really lost it, red faced, eyes sparkling the whole bit.
The soon to be AFC checked her out for a few seconds while she continued laughing before looking
at me again and giving me a quiet "Oh, OK."
Now the only people left in the room were me and hottie number one. I thought she was flirtatious
and borderline inappropriate but she actually followed me all the way to my car and point blank
asked me: "So what is your policy on dating students?"
I thought she was kidding. Seriously! That type of thing has never happened to me before. I advised
her I didn't have a policy but the school sure does. She grinned and looked me right in the eyes while
batting her baby blues: "Then what is your policy on dating ex-students?"
That finally got my attention and I started to stammer and stutter, mouth opening and closing like a
fish out of water.
Now I don't want to ruin it for you guys but I have to tell the truth: I told her: "Well, umm, heh heh,
well, I, umm, guess my policy is that I am happily married."
She rolled her eyes and grimaced a bit before giving me a light nod and a soft: "OK." I watched her
walk away and then drove away without my book bag which was still there when I drove back.
Karma!
Discussion? Please don't tell me I should have fucked her: I may never go to sleep again after this
experience.
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You can't negotiate desire....but can you COMMAND it?
22 upvotes | March 20, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I am reading Tomassi's book the Rational Male and he makes the same point Athol Kay makes in
MMSL and MAP that you can absolutely NOT, no way, no how, negotiate desire. You cannot talk
your way into your LTR wanting to fuck you because the gina tingles depend on emotion, not logic.
This is irrefutable but I may have discovered a way out (or should I say a way IN) that little box.
While you cannot "negotiate" or "logic" your way to desire in a woman, in some circumstances I
believe you can compel or command it. Yes, I said compel or command it, lets discuss it.
Like "Stage 4" from the Managed Attraction Plan (wherein you demand that your vampire begin
treating you "better" or else...) I believe you can "demand" that your LTR begin fucking you with real
desire on a regular basis...or else.
I know it sounds radical and direct but remember the following facts:
1. Women respond to dominance, usually by becoming more submissive.
2. Women respond to Alpha behavior with sexual attraction.
3. One of the most Alpha behaviors of them all is to be constantly escalating to sex.
By laying down the law with your woman and establishing reasonable limits on the amount of sex
that you, the man, MUST have in order to remain in the relationship you make her more submissive
and more sexually attracted to you at the same time. By fucking her more you inject her with
testosterone and cause her body to produce a plethora of bonding and sexual charging chemicals. By
establishing a limit you also disarm her "denial" nuclear weapon which makes her considerably more
submissive. When you start getting the sex you need it improves your frame immeasurably, makes
you even more dominate and Alpha- a lot more- and triggers even more sexual response from the
woman.
In any new relationship I think it is critical that you establish these specific parameters (i.e. your sex
frequency requirements). In a recently unplugged RP man in a LTR I think it is also critical that you
establish these parameters as soon as you have improved yourself to the point your SO is starting to
ask what is going on. I believe that is when you hit her with the hard dread and make your demands.
In my case I went RP and started crushing the weights. I lost 25 pounds by losing about 55 pounds of
fat and gaining 30 pounds of muscle. I got a better job and started giving the family only positive
energy. I took charge of several household chores. I studied and learned game and started flirting
with hot girls in front of her. Then when my SMV soared past hers and she asked me what the hell I
was doing (after I flirted with a waitress much to her annoyance) I told her very clearly I was going to
have a wife very soon that wanted to fuck me at least twice a week and the only thing she had to
decide was whether that wife was going to be her or another woman. She cried and promised that she
would do what she could to make it work.
That was all it took for my marriage and it is the reason marriage counselors often recommend the
couple start having sex more, even if they don't feeeeeeel like it. It may be 'fake it until you make it'
but in my case the comfort of knowing there is a fairly small time limit (5 days is my hard limit) and
this greatly strengthens my frame and lets me handle sexual denials with equanimity, love and
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consideration.
In short, I object to the common manosphere claim that the man must somehow change everything in
his life and devote himself to sexually attracting his wife and then wait for his wife to respond. I think
more men need to take charge and demand their conjugal rights. We have accepted the woman's
frame for to long. Marriage is an agreement to be sexually exclusive IN RETURN FOR at least
minimal sexual satisfaction. I decided I was going to enforce that contract AND I was obviously
capable and willing to break it if my demands were not met.
I really think many married men don't push hard enough on this issue. I think many women would
respond favorably after crying the usual: "But I don't feeeeeel like having sex" if the man said "well I
do" and started escalating rapidly.
Please realize this is not advice- or if it is it might be like giving a cannon to a schoolboy and a recipe
for divorce.
Thoughts?
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Field Report in LTR / Married Game on Hard Mode: Last
Minute Resistance and Amused Mastery
7 upvotes | March 27, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
OMG here with a tale from a 20+ year marriage changed by TRP. I was really playing with fire on
this one and I don't recommend it but it amused me and I hope my story amuses you. I also was not
really trying to get sex with this exchange (no really) but that is how it worked out.
As is my custom, when my wife (high powered, ultra smart, in charge, no nonsense business
executive) came home from work I watched her get undressed and noted with approval her "tell" that
she wanted to have sex (she flashed her 36 Double Darlings before covering up again and did not put
on lounging clothes but her nightgown). In fact, she slowly pulled off her hot pink underwear and
was about to put on a fresh pair when I swooped in and picked her up off her feet and sat in a
recliner, cradling her like a little child. She let out a whoop and put her arms around my neck,
laughing as I sat down. Her eyes sparkled and she flushed bright red before giving a breathless:
“What are you doing.”
(With an amused half smile): “I want to make out with my wife” (kissing her).
After just a couple seconds she pulled back, shaking her head fiercely. “I haven’t brushed my teeth
yet.”
“I don’t care” (holding her tightly and kissing her again).
Now she pulled back shaking her head: “I do.”
I laughed in her face: “You are going to pull an LMR after that display?”
Frowning she asked the obvious question: “What is an LMR?”
“Last minute resistance. There is a whole body of literature on how to overcome it. Give it your best
shot. You can do better than no teeth brushing.”
Frowning deeper she rolled her eyes slightly and pushed me back to arms-length, as best she could as
she was still laying half naked on my lap cradled in my arms. Without hesitation or mercy she
launched her attack: “OK, fine. When are you going to get a job that pays more than me.”
In my BP days that would have caused a HUGE fight because the answer is pretty damn obvious- she
is a business lawyer, I am a college professor. Nuff said. Instead of losing my frame I grinned and
kept deep eye contact with her before telling her in a cold, icy voice: “You don’t unload the chemical
weapons for an LMR. That’s crossing a red line, dearest. Try again.”
Grinning ever so slightly at her victory she continued without hesitating in her whiny little girl voice:
“But I don’t feeeel like having sex. You can’t make me.”
I smirked: “I never said I wanted to have sex. I said I am going to make out with my wife” (kissing
her again). When she pulled back I grinned wickedly and asked if she wanted to try again. This time
she flicked her hair and licked her lips, warming to the challenge.
Again she launched her attack almost without hesitation as if she had been thinking hamstering about
it for a while: “OK then, why do you think it’s OK to play games with your own wife. All this game
thing is just to get me in bed.”
Luckily I had also been thinking and studying the issue so…Smirking deeper I answered her very
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valid question: “Because all the world is a stage sweety.”
Now she squirmed a bit to loosen my hold and pulled back even further to give room to her protest:
“But it is all manipulation. You are manipulating me so I will have sex with you.”
My smirk changed into a little bit of a boyish grin like I got my hand stuck in the cookie jar and
nodded slowly: “Every human interaction is about manipulation.” I had a lot more to say but could
see her sizable hamster spinning like a roulette wheel so said nothing further and let her process this.
After a few seconds she had worked up a response: “OK, so you can justify it because it is good
manipulation but…but, it’s not fair. You have this game that you always play but it is one sided. It’s
not fair” (more whiny little girl voice).
Sarcastically: “Right, like you don’t know girl game and manipulate me with it all the time.”
She sat up, eyes bright, suddenly very interested: “You are going to have to tell me about girl game.
That is the first I heard of it.” I rocked her lightly and lectured her in my professor’s voice, ticking off
the points while keeping deep eye contact: “Girl game is being sweet, submissive, agreeable, sexually
available, and asking what you want or need me to do clearly without whining, bitching, or nagging.”
“Hmm, how does that work, give me an example.”
I was ready: “OK, so a woman’s husband is mad at her because she demanded a new dishwasher and
he doesn’t want to work overtime to get it for her. Instead of complaining she gives him time to
unwind and then kneels down in front of his chair, puts her eyes down and her head on his knee.
Does he stay mad at her?”
Laughing she had to admit it was not likely (and that it was likely she got her dishwasher after all).
In a joking whiny little boy voice I said: “But that is manipulation…it’s not fair.”
Her response: “Can you carry me into the bedroom.”
I dumped her off my lap onto her feet: “Maybe, but you’re still pretty damn heavy. Keep working on
it.” Then ignoring her mock angry expression I took her by the hand and led her to the bedroom.
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How do you introduce your woman to TRP?
22 upvotes | March 30, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
How do you introduce your woman to TRP and ultimately train her to be a RP woman, submissive,
sweet, kind, and sexually available?
I know there is a strong train of thought that thinks of TRP as 'fight club' (and we know what THAT
rule is- actually the first two rules). However, is it possible this thinking is PUA based rather than
LTR based?
So for LTR's and plates/soft harems (if you think you should) how do you introduce your LTR to
TRP? What do you tell her, when, how, how much?
Full disclosure. Long time marriage on the brink of divorce when I discovered Athol's books MMSL
and MAP and of course NMMG. I have discussed in detail TRP principles with my wife. I even told
her what kind of "victims" she was from the 'Art of Seduction' although that is one area where
maintaining the mystery would have probably been better. For the record that would be: "Pampered
Royal" and "New Prude" with a lot of "Professor" and "Novice" (although that may be her being
"The Natural" but I digress).
Point is she is a smart girl and a hot-shot lawyer and you know what? She gets it. She has not
strongly disagreed with a single RP principle from becoming a better man, taking care of business
and getting in shape, to men and women are different with different sexual agendas and desires all the
way to the female hamster and innate hypergamy. She cried NAWALT at the "women will never love
you like you want because they "only" love opportunistically and for what you give them but
accepted the reality when I assured her she is not like all the others (and then her hamster forced her
to admit it).
This was mentioned on another thread and I thought it would be a good discussion.
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Female Sexual Cues: Physical, Emotional, Psychological, and
Personality and Sexual Cues: This is a cross post from a reply
but I am really proud of this one!
68 upvotes | April 6, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I present a model of female sexual cues culled from the following books:
--"The Art of Seduction" --"A Billion Wicked Thoughts" --"The Rational Male" --MMSL and MAP
along with many hours on the manosphere.
In this model you need a balance between the categories (emotional, psychological etc) AND
minimal activation in EACH domain. You may think you would want to trigger the more the merrier
but not so fast. You can get her legs spread by activating only emotional cues but probably not much
beyond a ONS. If you only activate her psychological cues then you are just a Beta provider to her
and the sexual attraction will fade when the divorcerape option becomes available. The personality
cues and sexual cues can definitely be faked if you only want a ONS or you can become a better man
and actually adopt them into your personality.
FEMALE SEXUAL CUES:
1. Physical Cues: --ANYTHING sexual or even active gets them wet! Watching baboons fucking,
gay sex, violent rape porn, whipping scenes, even watching people work out. --However,
women do not necessarily want to have sex just because they are wet (this is why Viagra
doesn't work on women and why actual rape victims are not torn apart). There is a BIG
difference between getting them "wet" and giving them "the tingles" because for that you need
other sexual cues.
2. Emotional Cues --Secondary Selection- if other chicks want to fuck him I want to fuck him -Male Competency- doesn't matter what skill or even how practical the skill, just be good at
something. --Male Success or male passion and energy- money, job status, whatever makes
your mission in life --Social Dominance (Alpha) --Emotional perception of male's physical
attractiveness --Emotional perception of male's personality/compatability
3. Psychological Cues (i.e. "The Hamster" and "solipsism") --Long term consequences of sex with
this person --how will having sex affect my ties to this man --what will my friends think --will
having sex improve my status long and short term --Note that women prefer STORIES and
drama over visual content- this is how the psychological affects the emotional --the man's
stability and provider capability --male competence in a practical way, dominance, and
kindness
4. Personality (Ladies Like Alphas) --Strong, confident leader of men and women --male
competence and success --Stoic, calm, masculine, logical presence to calm her emotional
storms
5. Sexuality --Rescue Instinct: Powerful cue that her vagina/love can cure/reform a bad guy,
misunderstood Alpha --fully 1/2 of female fantasies are to be so sexually irresistible the man
loses control --desire to surrender and/or be overcome by a powerful male with danger and
excitement beyond will.
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The "Male Competence" cue for female sexuality is different for different domains. For "Emotional"
you only need to be good at something- doesn't matter what it is so long as you can draw her into
your world. A woman can be impressed with any male achievement (except World of Warcraft).
Psychological "Male Competence" is much more practical- what have you done for me lately. In
Personality Male competence is confident, strong and assertive interpersonal skills competency. In
sexuality, it is just assumed the male will be competent and curiosity about that factor has probably
slayed more pussy than anything else in the history of man.
Discussion? Any important triggers I missed? What about the classification and nomenclature?
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Son asks mom how do I attract girls? JBY advice is rejected
and hilarity ensues
286 upvotes | April 9, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
One piece of RP wisdom concerns not asking women for advice on how to deal with women. Would
a fisherman ask the fish how to catch them and expect a straight answer?
So my 16 y/o teenage boy tested this theory because he did not believe me. He asked my wife, his
mom, how do I attract a girl? Guess what she told him...wait for it..."oh sweety, just be yourself and
the right girl will come along." LMFAO.
My sons response? "Sure mom, whatever. Dad said you would say that exact stupid line. It was wordfor-word. Is there a class you girls take or something?"
She vehemently shook her head. "No, you are great kid. That is good advice."
His response was to put his arm around her and give her a warm hug while saying: "Sure mom but let
me ask you this: Do you think a fisherman should ask one of the fish how to catch them?" Hilariously
my wife got it pretty quick. She fucking knew JBY is really the wrong advice and yet she still
repeated it to her own son. They all repeat it- word for word.
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I don't really want to have sex every other day......
6 upvotes | April 15, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Old married guy here turning himself and his relationship around but with a situation and would like
your thoughts. Basically we have been having sex every other day for several months and it has really
been great. Now that I am a take no prisoners Alpha with the mighty dread and she is a surrendered
wife she doesn't turn me down for sex. That was always the fucking dream, right? Well, sure
but...Now I have a greater responsibility to make sure she enjoys it. Pretty sure I have that right. With
great power comes great responsibility. Plus tonight she whined like a bitch after a particularly
uninspiring session "I don't want to have sex every other day."
So I am not interested in pushing it to the point of starfish sex (for those who don't know the dreaded
starfish is when your SO goes limp and spread out during sex, bored out of her mind and basically
hating you with her vagina) and my question is when do you know to quit escalating and when do
you push on? The problem is "Always be Escalating" has been my strategy as I play the "insatiable
rake" (one of the seducer types from "The Art of Seduction") often leaving sexy messages via email
and text during the day- so how do I know whether to push through or back off? When she responds
negatively to my Kino? That could be a shit test or LMR. If she is a bitch? That is usually when she
needs it the hardest.
I know, I could just ask her. Ha Ha!
So yah, body language resources and thoughts are appreciated.
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Married Game: Gaming in Long Term Relationships and
Amused Wifery
5 upvotes | April 29, 2014 | /r/trpGAME | Link | Reddit Link
Greetings to the new sub as my first post.
I assume most of you are all about pickup artistry and us old married guys (OMG's) know (or need to
learn) that Game and Pickup artistry needs to be maintained throughought the LTR. As Roosh
advises- learn game and pick up your wife over and over again. It is the solution to a dead bedroom
and yah, TRP...fucking...works.
Cocky, in-control, confident, leading, fun, arrogant, with a bit of dark triad is what women want to
fuck and if you are married or LTR-ed you damn well better project that frame to your woman if you
want her to fuck you. Did you forget that your wife was also a woman? Did you forget you were the
man? Most of us did at some point and this sub is all about correcting that.
I think amused mastery over your wife or girlfriend generates tingles even better than the Dread.
Thoughts?
What say you Red Pill Brothers with constructive gaming advice in a LTR or marriage? How dark is
dark triad when you really are 'in love'? Do you agree with my list of "Alpha" traits that drench a
wife's woman's panties- Cocky, in-control, confident, etc?
A general discussion of wife game would be appreciated, preferably with graphic, voyeuristically
detailed examples.
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Check out this Married/LTR Shit Test
0 upvotes | May 2, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
20+ year marriage still going strong. As part of my dominance campaign I have tried to order meals
for my wife and she loves to make a game of undermining me. This is where my high powered
executive wife kicks in the conscious shit tests and she has a fucking ball with them.
I chose the restaurant to meet after her appointment and told her the meal would be on the table and
ready. She googled the restaurant during our telephone confab and told me what she wanted me to
order for her twice (probably because she heard how annoyed I was by it- only a slight loss of frame)
and I then ignored her prattles. Then she tried to pick an argument about me "always forgetting" what
she wants and I laughed in her ear. I am pretty sure she could see me roll my eyes through the phone
and certainly heard the sarcasm. Then she texted me with her order and I ignored her. Then she called
the restaurant. Seriously? Called the fucking restaurant to make sure I ordered exactly what she
wanted? At least I was able to tease her about being a control freak the entire meal. She must have
liked it because the panties came off seconds after I got home and she had a fairly uncommon
fuckpound orgasm sans our buzzing friend.
She claims: "I don't like surprises" and doesn't want any culinary surprises. I keep teasing her that she
is numbingly boring. I thought about leaving after the waitress told me she had called to make sure I
ordered the Alfredo. Thoughts?
TLDR: Doesn't matter how deliberate, childish, controlling, obnoxious, or provocative the shit test
the solution is always the same: MAINTAIN FRAME.
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Check out this Married/LTR Shit Test
4 upvotes | May 2, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
20+ year marriage still going strong. As part of my dominance campaign I have tried to order meals
for my wife and she loves to make a game of undermining me. This is where my high powered
executive wife kicks in the conscious shit tests and she has a fucking ball with them. I chose the
restaurant to meet after her appointment and told her the meal would be on the table and ready.
She googled the restaurant during our telephone confab and told me what she wanted me to order for
her twice (probably because she heard how annoyed I was by it- only a slight loss of frame) and I
then ignored her prattles. Then she tried to pick an argument about me "always forgetting" what she
wants and I laughed in her ear. I am pretty sure she could see me roll my eyes through the phone and
certainly heard the sarcasm. Then she texted me with her order and I ignored her. Then she called the
restaurant. Seriously? Called the fucking restaurant to make sure I ordered exactly what she wanted?
At least I was able to tease her about being a control freak the entire meal. She must have liked it
because the panties came off seconds after I got home and she had a fairly uncommon fuckpound
orgasm sans our buzzing friend.
TLDR: Doesn't matter how deliberate, childish, controlling, obnoxious, or provocative the shit test
the solution is always the same: MAINTAIN FRAME.
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Mood Rings: A potential workaround to connecting with the
feels
0 upvotes | May 5, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I tried an experiment today and it seemed to work well enough to share. Other experiences and
comments are welcome.
I bought a cheap mood ring and had my wife wear it while we were laying in bed. I understand these
things work by measuring body temperature and potentially galvanic skin response so they are not
very accurate measures of actual emotion. However, they ARE very likely measures of emotional
CHANGE. They definitely change color when your emotional state changes. So...
A central TRP doctrine holds that activating female sexual passion depends on activating her
emotions.
In other words: Female desire depends on the feels.
It matters little what emotion you are activating- even angry = hot make up sex. The important thing
is to make her feel something- anything.
With the mood ring on I started playing with my wife- basic kino, touching her palm, running my
finger delicately in her hand and it was not long before the stone changed color from black to streaks
of blue (blue is supposed to indicate well being and calmness). When I started touching her neck the
stone turned color again to a nice dark blue that lightened up even more when I started kissing her
and turned light red when I licked her lips (Red is supposed to indicate passion).
My contention is the color doesn't matter- what matters is that you make the color change.
Long story short- After I had seen all the colors of the rainbow in the stone I tried to get up and she
went absolutely crazy. "Oh no you don't, where are you going?" She grabbed me like I was a life
jacket and fucked the living shit out of me.
TLDR Old Married Guy plays with his wife's feels, measuring the change using a basic biosensor
mood ring hocus pocus and she practically rapes him.
Am I onto something? My contention is don't worry about what the color means?. Just make it
change. Make her feel something, anything, and she is yours.
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Field Report on LTR Game: Sex, Dominance, Submission and
surprisingly easy and complete Compliance
26 upvotes | May 7, 2014 | /r/trpGAME | Link | Reddit Link
20+ year marriage turning around every day after taking TRP. I read the "The Sex God Method" and
began adding a few things to our love life last night. I teased my wife all day that I had read this
book, that I was really horny, and that I wanted to try some new things.
She was her usual reticent self but kept her protests and grumbles quiet. Then I told her my cock was
hers and only hers (as she always claimed) but there was a corollary to that claim: "Do you know
what it is?"
She hardly hesitated: "That my pussy is yours."
I kissed her and made her repeat it twice.
Then I showed her the "door slam" technique. This is a raw dominance move the author describes. I
opened the BR door a few inches, then grabbed my wife by the arms. She thought I was going to kiss
her but instead I shoved her hard against the door, making a satisfactory bang when her body closed
it. I grabbed her and started to aggressively make out over her loud protests but her yelling made the
kissing even more enjoyable. We barely made it to the bed.
While there I pounded her in missionary for several minutes and we were definitely in an altered
state. When both of us were obviously approaching the culmination I took total charge of her.
The take home for this post is that the book claims a woman is especially suggestive when aroused. I
had no idea! Towards the end I told my wife in the low, hypnotic voice the book suggests: "Squeeze
my cock with my pussy baby."
Normally she would have a host of lawyer-like excuses but this time she obeyed instantly.
I could not believe it! After 3 babies and 25 years of sex she bore down and gripped me tighter than I
could have thought possible. I should have told her to relax, or to squeeze and relax but I was to
caught up with my own feels to realize she was in total compliance mode. She was squeezing with all
of her might! Her orgasm that was pretty close was now gone and no longer relevant because her man
has given her an order in the throes of passion and she was compelled to obey.
Of course I did not last long after this but later that night when alone I realized my dick was bleeding
in two places! Next time I will just tell her to cum for me.
TLDR: Women become very compliant when they are turned on. Be careful how you use this
knowledge young padawans, she may surprise you.
Edit.....Some comments alluding to aggressive dominant sexual practices as "rape" are misplaced
although I am compelled to add this: The dominance moves as I describe are modified and expanded
from the book The Sex God Method for use with long time GF's/Wives and not new girls. Obviously
these are used after you have already agreed to have sex, after you know each other very well etc etc.
One can certainly see how doing this with girl you brought home from the bar (or even a new GF)
might be a bit...rapey.
For the little boys and girls over at r/thathappened... if you have never had any raw chafing or cracks
in your privates from having lots of rough sex then you are not doing it right. Take The Red Pill and
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learn about sexual strategy for men in the modern world.
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Hard Core Dominance Moves
48 upvotes | May 16, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Lets build a list of physically dominant moves you can use on your woman (and in most cases she
will love it). Be careful that you don't actually hurt her doing these! Neither Reddit nor
Bluepillprofessor, or any of his aliases accepts liability for this information so be careful. That said,
my wife is late 40's, recent knee surgery etc so these moves aren't THAT aggressive. On the other
hand I am a highly qualified martial arts expert who knows when to stop so be careful. Seriously.
Also, I have to say it because this information, just like men and women, can be abused. This
information presumes consent. Women love being thrown around in bed but not so much otherwise.
Maybe somebody can come up with even more aggressive ideas, keeping in mind the goal is
seduction! Great caution, masculine logic, and circumspection should be used when deciding whether
these are appropriate for your relationship but think of it as 'play' wrestling. I think most women love
to be manhandled by a man who sexually attracts them.
1. Inspired by the freaking awesome book The Sex God Method, I did the following to my wife: I
opened the BR door a few inches, then grabbed her by the arms. She thought I was going to
kiss her but instead I shoved her hard against the door, making a satisfactory bang when her
body closed it. Then I grabbed her and started to aggressively make out over her loud protests
that she was going to break the door, but her yelling made the kissing even more enjoyable. We
barely made it to the bed.
2. I routinely picked her up with a bear hug, held her for a few seconds, then body slam her onto
the bed. Sometimes I follow with my ample body weight on her and kiss away the protests.
Instant tingles.
3. Throw her over my shoulder and carry her up the stairs to the bedroom while slapping her ass.
Also cradle her in my arms but could only do this in the last few months when I got into better
shape because going up the stairs like this is hard.
4. Same move with the bear hug except this time throw her over the hood of the car and bend her
backwards. I needed to reach the top of her butt and pull her up on the hood so we could grind.
Be careful! This is not a soft bed so don't slam her. Set her down fairly gently but firmly. Also,
make sure the hood is not hot when you do this.....ouch.
5. She wouldn't let me handcuff her so I told her we didn't need them. During missionary I held
her arms over her head. I had to stop having sex with her and tell her to settle down (but did not
let her go) because she was struggling so much I was afraid she might break a wrist. Pretty
intense shit.
6. A basic arm drag and pull from big time wrestling actually works on an opponent who is lighter
than you. You tube it. Basically you take her arm, gripping the wrist and upper arm. This makes
the arm a lever and you just turn your body while holding the arm and the person goes flying
face down onto the bed or couch. A small trip with the leg is optional. If you hold on a bit
longer and flip harder you can throw her onto her back. Either way considerable time is saved if
you are both naked.
7. Gripping the hair at the roots and controlling the head is a well known move, especially for
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those rare men who are blowjob fans (Heh) but did you know you can control her head- and
thus her body- in almost the same way simply with a hand on the back of her neck? Put a hand
on her upper arm and a hand on the back of the neck and you can pretty much throw her in any
direction. Keep your elbows in tight and close to your body and rotate your entire torso rather
than using just your arms. Take a step as you hold on and you can really send her flying.
DON'T squeeze the neck so hard you leave marks and don't press against the front of the neck
(throat) at all. Keep your fingers close together like a single claw when doing this to avoid
bruises and fingerprints.
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Field Report: Bluepillprofessor goes to a conference on
Women's Studies- Red Pill Confirmation and Hamsters Galore!
138 upvotes | May 21, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Bluepillprofessor goes to a conference:
A Red Pill guy in enemy territory for a week. I won’t describe the conference fully so as to protect
the guilty (and the innocent) but trust me, it is put on by a Women’s Study’s Department and a
Sociology Department has turned into being all about sexual assault woe-is-me-isms and prevention
strategies.
In reality it was: --90% PhD sized hamster solipsistic bitch fest look what happened to
me…..me…me….me,
--9% men are awful terrible beasts, how can we undermine the patriarchy and teach boys to be more
feminine and nurturing?
--1% are there any real solutions to the issue at hand (except men are bad…bad…bad…)
I could write a book on my experiences so far but will be content with a couple examples.
One lecturer told us all about the cycle of domestic violence.
Here we go fellows: Strap yourself in:
1---Husband Bad, beats wife--2---Husband apologizes, please forgive me I will never hurt you again--3---Hamster accepts apology---4---FOR SOME UNKNOWN REASON THE COUPLE WILL THEN INEVITABLY HAVE
HOT SEX. (bwwwwaAAAAAHAHHHHHHHHHHAAAAAAHHAAAAA).
5—Husband uses “negs” (her words, not mine) and isolation to destroy woman’s ego and cut off her
social contacts
6---Husband violent---goto …..2
Got that everybody? The woman has no agency for making up and fucking the shit out of him for
treating her badly.
It is all the man’s fault! Here is more proof:
The 5 reasons a woman will not leave an abusive relationship:
1. HE has lowered her self esteem using negs and isolation.
2. HE has taken away her resources and FORCED her to not work or has taken her paycheck.
3. HE does the bills (cuz we know when a man does the bills that is abusive and controlling)
4. HE threatens her
5. HE may become violent
If you thought SHE had any responsibility to leave an abusive asshole you would be mistaken.
Then the next lecture revealed some Red Pill truths:
Males are violent in 6-12% or relationships depending on the study. Females are violent in 15-25% of
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relationships depending on the study.
So women are TWICE as likely to be violent in a relationship! Got that?
Another lecturer pointed out that women lie in over 50% of domestic violence cases. They lie and
make false charges even when SHE injured HIM and 99% of the time HE goes to jail.
Women will also attempt to take the children away from the man (using them as hostages) in
over 30% of divorce cases).
Another attempted to hamster the difference between “low level relationship violence” (which is
“exciting and mutual” AND “FOR SOME REASON THAT WE DON’T UNDERSTAND IS
ASSOCIATED WITH FREQUENT AND HOT SEX. THEY ACTUALLY SEEM TO LIKE IT
FOR SOME REASON, ESPECIALLY DURING SEX AND WE HAVE NO IDEA WHY”lmfao- I started giggling and had to leave the room) and “relationship terrorism” (which can ONLY
be committed by the MAN). The Speaker had never been a man (although based on her looks that
was not entirely clear) OR on the receiving end of a divorce summons where REAL terrorism is
committed.
Here is another tidbit “we don’t understand.” 85% of women in domestic violence situations report
feeling “very safe” and 10% report feeling “safe.” Take home? 95% of women who get beat up
by their SO feel “Safe” or “Very Safe” with their Significant Other. Wow, you mean a big strong
man willing to use his muscles to get what he wants makes a woman feel safe. Your kidding! We
don’t “understand” because it doesn’t’ fit the paradigm.
This is more proof: The first question asked after the Rape lecture was: “It seems the solution is to
TEACH MEN THAT WOMEN ARE PEOPLE AND NOT PROPERTY. WE MUST MAKE
SURE THAT MEN UNDERSTAND THAT WOMEN ARE NOT A CONQUEST. HOW DO
WE TEACH MEN THEY SHOULD NEVER EVEN APPROACH A WOMAN WITHOUT
HER APPROVAL?”
Here’s another one: [after a long discussion about young boys acting out some hideous feminist asked
a real gem]: “Boys acting out is caused by the patriarchy and the masculine face that it forces on
young boys. The long term solution is to train boys away from these masculine tendencies and I think
that should be the main goal…”
Yes they talk about these things openly and unashamedly at academic conferences.
We could power our civilization for 1,000 years with the kinetic energy from those PhD hamsters.
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Sunshine Mary: What is the real story?
0 upvotes | May 24, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Big fan of Sunshine Mary who is a Christian blogger with some truly outstanding posts about
submission in marriage that are consistent and very helpful for Red Pill theory:
http://sunshinemaryandthedragon.wordpress.com/
Apparently some reporter tracked her down and has revealed personal information about her. She has
closed her blog.
Does anybody know the real story and if there is anything we can we do to help?
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Gave my 16 y/o son the Red Pill: Now he says he is an
herbivorous MGTOW and has no interest in the "entitled
princesses" his age. Is her right? Or should I be concerned?
0 upvotes | June 4, 2014 | /r/RedPillParenting | Link | Reddit Link
A warning to parents and a question. If you understand nothing else know this: The Red Pill cannot
be un-swallowed.
My 16 y/o son is an impressive young man and Alpha as fuck. He is a Cessna Pilot and landed a
plane solo for the first time on his 16th Birthday- even before he got his driver's license. He is a
starting football defensive lineman at a large school that routinely goes to the State championships.
He is great looking (no parental bias, seriously) and chiseled like a rock over every square inch of his
body from lifting weights. He has a full beard and an IQ of 130 with a knack for researching deep
political issues (at least he got something from me). He has loads of friends and our house is full of
boisterous young boys all weekend long, usually deep into the night.
However, when he tries to talk to any girl his age they roll their eyes and turn away from him.
I saw the problem right away- pedastalizing, nervous sexuality, terrified to speak with a good looking
girl- and gave him "Day Bang" which he devoured. He keeps a "game" notebook and took notes
throughout the book.
Here is the real problem. When he started using game with girls he was so put off with how well it
worked he now tells me he is giving up girls until he can fly his plane- he doesn't actually have one
yet but he will, probably as a graduation present- to Asia or Eastern Europe and find a "real" woman.
"None of those entitled little princesses are going to tie me down that's for sure. Fuck them."
My son has never been divorce-raped. He has never had any really bad experiences with women. His
family is intact and his father and mother have a loving, passionate relationship (since I took the Red
Pill last year anyway). His mother takes him to lunch alone almost every week and they have a great
relationship. Yet he has no interest in girls. None. I remember at that age that was the only thing I
could think about. I don't understand and wonder: Should I be concerned or does my teenage son
have the right idea?
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Is it easier to reform a drunk/verbally abusive a>>hole OR
rekindle the tingles with an uber Beta husband?
4 upvotes | June 9, 2014 | /r/RedPillWomen | Link | Reddit Link
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If all women disappeared you might not even notice until you
took your kid to school and found out his teacher was gone. If
all men disappeared the power would go out in less than an
hour, and the lights would never come on again.
1 upvotes | June 16, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
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A Rant about AWALT from an OMG
3 upvotes | June 26, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
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What do we get in return for our commitment?
28 upvotes | July 15, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
What do we get in return for our commitment?
Never forget: Women hold the keys to sex. Men hold the keys to commitment. With feminism's
victory and our matriarchal culture, the only leverage men have in a relationship today is our
commitment.
We always talk about "setting boundaries" but are rarely specific. I want to change that so let's do a
thought experiment. Say you are with a girl who wants to take it to the next level- exclusivity,
moving, getting married, having kids, etc. Of course she is being agreeable, sweet and submissive
and she is laying you like tile. Everything is GREAT and she is exactly what you have always wanted
in a woman.
IF you decide to adopt her frame and take up the relationship a notch, THEN you need to establish
the future boundaries and NOW is the time to do it.
Let's list and describe those boundaries:
1. Her attitude and behavior: How does she treat you- sweet and submissive. Smart and
submissive? Ball busting and rude? You get to pick at this stage. Negotiate it and be specific.
Make it for as long as there is a relationship.
2. SEX: How much enthusiastic sex do you get AT A MINIMUM. Is it every other day. Every 3
days? Is it twice a month cuz that's probably what you are going to get eventually. Blowjobs to
completion and anal sex are also good to put on the menu at this point.
3. Guys night out/no girls night out (at least in places targeted by thirsty chodes and slayer
Alphas).
Can we come up with more to add to our list of demands before we commit? I realize many will
claim it doesn't matter because she will change anyway but I say it DOES matter if you can establish
a frame for the relationship. If you follow that frame you will have far fewer problems later.
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Reading to my 7 year old: Lets play spot the misandry and
submissive pedastalization training for our male youth.....
306 upvotes | July 31, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Last night I read a Dr. Sues book called "The best nest" to my 7 y/o son.
The action ensues with Mr. Bird singing happily that he loves his home and nest. "I love my home I
love my nest in all the world my nest is best."
Of course Mrs. Bird is NOT happy. She wants a BIGGER home.
The first thing we notice is that Mrs. Bird is a head taller than the mousy Mr. Bird and she crosses her
arms angrily, ordering Mr. Bird what to do with fierce eyes and accusing points, poking her fingers
(claws?) into his chest accusingly. I asked my boy: "Does the mamma bird order the daddy bird
around like that." To my great pride he responded: "Yah, usually, but that is not how it is supposed to
be."
The next thing I noticed as the birds left the house is that momma bird is leading the way. I asked my
boy: "Does mamma bird lead the daddy bird all around like that." He responded: "Umm, usually not,
but sometimes. Usually the daddy is supposed to lead."
Then Mr. Bird selects 3 separate houses and Mrs. Bird flippantly and arrogantly rejects his selections.
I asked my boy: "Does Mrs. Bird get to decide where they live?" He said: "Well, they should talk
about it but Mr. Bird should decide. WHY IS HE LETTING HER BE STUPID?" Bonus points for
the ability to recognize and pass shit tests at age 7.
Finally Mrs. Bird finds the "perfect place" to build a nest. It is a large belfry- right above a huge
church bell- and the birds set about for several pages building a nest out of a variety of materials.
Standing above the bell on her new nest Mrs. Bird happily cries out: "This nest is the best. I want to
say here forever." Mr. Bird goes to the roof to sing his song again. My son said: "Why would Mr.
Bird let her build the nest there? She's not very smart, right?" I told him: "It's Not about being smart,
sweety. Mrs. Bird just feeeelz like she wants another house." My son looked up thoughtfully: "Wait,
so...it is really Mr. Bird is being stupid cuz like he is letting her get away with all of that?" I nodded,
laughed and hugged him tightly.
Then the man comes to pull the rope that rings the big bell "right under Mrs. Birds nest." My son
immediately started yelling: "Wait, what? They built the nest together so now it is Mrs. Birds nest?"
I choked back a tear and had to stop reading for a minute.
Why can a 7 year old see things so clearly when our society and so many adult men (and women) are
completely blind?
Of course the story ends with Mrs. Bird disappearing and Mr. Bird thinking she was eaten by a cat.
Heartbroken he flies off to nurse his oneitis and seeks shelter in their old home. Of course Mrs. Bird
is there and has already laid an egg. Blithely informing Mr. Bird a momma bird is free to change her
mind whenever she wants. The last page shows a baby bird hatching from the egg- another hostage
for Mrs. Bird's hypergamy and manipulation: But that explanation will have to wait a few years.....
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Figured out something important about sexual withdrawal and
the nature of women. Why you MUST not lose frame in the
face of continual sexual denials....
83 upvotes | August 2, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Earlier this week the venerable Archwinger had a great post about sexual denial and withdrawal in a
marriage or LTR. In sum he claimed that women have a serious aversion to unworthy men getting
pleasure or orgasms.
This explains women's hysteria about porn viewing- yuck, an unworthy man is looking at girls and
getting off. Ewww. He is CHEATING on his wife by doing that yucky thing.
This explains women's aversion to giving HJ/BJ in substitute for full out sex with men they deem
"unworthy" because it is not about the sex or submitting themselves- it is about an unworthy man
being 'allowed' to have an orgasm. Yuck!
This explains 'rape culture' and why women laugh hysterically about men being raped (don't bend
over to get the soap now) while remaining horrified at the thought of ANY woman having sex
without full written consent and signed forms.
This explains women dressing like sluts and then complaining when a(unworthy) man looks at them.
At first blush it explains female denial in a nice tight package.
However, although I felt there was considerable merit in Arch's claim I also thought there was
something missing that bothered me all week. I have it figured out now.
It is NOT just that women who believe their man is a loser or not up to their ever changing standards
lose attraction. IT IS THAT WOMEN GET INTENSE PLEASURE FROM DENYING THE MAN,
WATCHING HIM SQUIRM IN DESPERATE PAIN, LAUGHING AT HIM ACTING LIKE A
LITTLE BOY WHILE HE TWITCHES IN AGONY. They get a HUGE dopamine rush knowing that
you are desperate to have sex and knowing it would not even be an inconvenience for them but
actually would be pleasurable, but instead, leading you on mercilessly, and then pulling out the rug at
the last second. Lest you think I am being dramatic go peruse r/Deadbedrooms for about 3 minutes.
The idea hit home when poster on Rollo's blog told a heart-warming story of a man who initiated
with his wife and she turned him down saying: "No, I don't feel like it. I just want you to hold me
because you have not been meeting my emotional needs as a woman." The next day the man takes his
wife shopping and they pick out diamond ear rings, a bracelet and thousands of dollars in jewelry.
The wife gets more and more excited as they continue to shop and she continues to pick out
expensive jewelry with the husband's encouragement. Wow! All that lack of action in the bedroom is
really paying off for her! You go girrrrrl!
Finally she says: "I am ready to check out, lets take everything up to the register."
The man says: "No, I don't feel like it. I just wanted you to hold those items because you have not
been meeting my emotional needs as a man."
I suspect he almost came in his pants when he saw his wife's look of horror and disappointment.
THAT IS THE FEELING YOUR WIFE OR LTR GETS EVERY SINGLE TIME SHE
DENIES YOU SEX- BUT ONLY IF you react and lose frame. If you roll your eyes and go into
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ghost mode, ignoring her attempts to cruelly and viciously poke you full of holes you take away the
pleasure she gets from denying you. Who remembers the grade school advice? Don't react to a bully
and they will eventually stop bullying you.
Take away the PLEASURE women get from denying you. Stop being DESPERATE and use the time
to get away from your hostage taker, lower your oneitis and Stockholm Syndrome, and begin
cultivating other options (aka DREAD).
TLDR: Stop reinforcing and rewarding her sexual denials. Maintain Frame, cultivate an IDGAF
attitude and ultimately, cultivate other options if the denials continue.
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Utopian dream of all female production company self destructs.
Hilarity ensues and provides further evidence tending to
support Red Pill Theory about the nature of women.
125 upvotes | August 9, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This is cut/paste from the story in the daily mall.
TLDR: Dream of female only production company blows up when women fight over stupid shit and
ruin the enterprise. Sorry sweetcheeks, next time hire a male manager.
I was laughing at the title because it was so obvious:
Catfights over handbags and tears in the toilets. When this producer launched a women-only
TV company she thought she'd kissed goodbye to conflict...
It was an idealistic vision swiftly shattered by the nightmare reality: constant bitchiness, surging
hormones, unchecked emotion, attention-seeking and fashion rivalry so fierce it tore my staff apart.
When I read the other day that Sienna Miller had said there was no such thing as 'the Sisterhood', I
knew what she meant.
I can understand why people want to believe that women look out for each other - because with men
in power at work and in politics, it makes sense for us to stick together.
In fact, there was a time when I believed in the Sisterhood - but that was before women at war led to
my emotional and financial ruin.
Five years ago, I was working as a TV executive producer making shows for top channels such as
MTV, and based in Los Angeles. It sounds like a dream job and it could have been - if I'd been male.
Working in TV is notoriously difficult for women. There is a powerful old boys' network, robust
glass ceiling and the majority of bosses are misogynistic males.
Gradually, what had started out as a daydream - wouldn't it be great if there were no men where I
worked? - turned into an exciting concept. I decided to create the first all-female production company
where smart, intelligent, career-orientated women could work harmoniously, free from the bravado of
the opposite sex.
In hindsight, I should have learned the lessons of my past - at my mixed secondary school I was
bullied by a gang of nasty, name-calling girls, so I knew only too well how nasty groups of women
could become.
And working in TV, I'd met lots of super-competitive 'door-slammers' who'd do anything to get to the
top. But I told myself that, with the right women, work could be wonderful.
So, in April 2005, I left my job, remortgaged my house - freeing up close to £100,000 - and began
paying myself just £700 a month to set up this utopian business. Having worked extremely hard for
12 years, I had lots of experience and a good reputation. What could go wrong?
Picking my battles
I hired a team of seven staff and set up an office in Richmond upon Thames, Surrey. While the
women I interviewed claimed to be enthused by the idea, they still insisted on high salaries. Fair
enough, I thought at the time - they are professionals, and I knew most of them were talented and
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conscientious because I'd worked with them before.
But within a week, two cliques had developed: those who had worked together before and those who
were producing 'new ideas'.
Most days would bring a pointed moment when some people were invited out for lunch or a coffee
break - and some weren't. Nothing explicit was ever said; the cutting rejection was obvious enough.
Even when we all went to the pub after work, strict divisions remained, made clear according to who
sat where around the table and who would be civil - or not - to whom.
Fashion was a great divider, though in this battlefield everyone was on their own. Hideously
stereotypical and shallow as it sounds, clothes were a huge source of catty comments, from sly
remarks about people looking over-dressed to the merits of their fake tan application.
I always felt sorry for anyone who naively showed off a new purchase in the office, because everyone
would coo appreciatively to their face - then harshly criticise them as soon as they were out of
earshot. This happened without exception.
Sienna Miller
Sienna Miller recently said the sisterhood does not exist after she experienced bitchy comments from
other women
My deputy, Sarah, the general manager, first showed how much style mattered when she advertised
for an office assistant and refused to hire the best-qualified girl because she could not distinguish
Missoni from Marc Jacobs. This girl would have been making tea and running errands. But I didn't
challenge the decision not to hire her because I had a policy of picking my battles carefully.
The office was like a Milan catwalk, but with the competitiveness of a Miss World contest - and the
low cunning of a mud-wrestling bout.
A fashion spat ended one friendship when Sarah and our young development researcher received the
same surprise Christmas gift - a Chloe Paddington bag worth £900.
When they clocked the matching bags in the office, it was like pistols at dawn. They forced a few
compliments, but relations never recovered, to the expense of my company.
Another time, when two members of staff bought the same jeans, one proclaimed: 'They'll look better
on me, because I'm a size eight and she's a ten.'
It didn't take long for the office to become divided between the girls who wore make-up and those
who didn't. Comments from the former were typically 'Doesn't she know what spot cover-up is?' or
'Has she ever met a hairbrush?', while the no-make-up clan were equally biting, with comments behind their backs, naturally - such as 'People on the morning bus must think she's a prostitute'; or
'She looks like a slapper'.
The obsession with appearance meant nearly all the staff were on diets. If I bought a tuna mayonnaise
baguette for lunch, I would overhear staff commenting that I was pig - I'm a size 12.
Two of the skinny girls often snidely said about the largest girl: 'I'd kill myself if I got that fat.' One
of the assistants got her own back on the food police for several weeks by pretending to buy them fatfree lattes. . . which were really full-fat.
Employees considered it acceptable to take time off for beauty treatments - and not out of their
holiday allowance. One girl regularly came in late because she was getting her hair coloured, and
when I mentioned this she blew up in outrage. Though at least she had a reason; most just turned up
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late regardless, and huffed 'That's the time my train gets in' if I pointed at the clock.
In hindsight, I can see I should have been more strict. My idealism was my downfall because I tried
to see the best in people - I was convinced they would behave as they were treated, so I treated
everyone kindly.
Snide comments
If I'd have been more cynical, I would have been more successful.
I was often out trying to win contracts, but back at the office, work was an afterthought. It came
second to conversations about shopping, boyfriends and diets - oh, and spiteful comments from my
two development researchers, who were sharpening their acrylic nails against another staff member,
Natasha.
Six months after the company's inception, tensions spilled over when one of the researchers took
Natasha's laptop and refused to return it. That day I was forced to cancel my meetings and return to
the office to patch up relations.
Though Sarah, my general manager, was present, she refused to get involved because she didn't want
to be the 'bad cop'.
Despite being in charge, she was scared at the prospect of being bitched about - it was as though, in a
women-only environment, staff were unable to keep their defined roles.
Soon, arguments became a daily occurrence. It would start with snide comments between two people
then, as others joined in, emotion and anger would grow until an eruption - shouting, screaming,
swearing - which always left someone in tears.
Then the friends of the woman who was upset would follow her to console her, leaving one group in
the office and another group in the ladies. Both would then bitch unreservedly about each other - and
do absolutely no work.
It reached the point that I even wrote a handbook for staff on how to be nice to each other. The advice
centred on being respectful to everyone and treating people equally - taking phone messages properly
whether the call was for me or a junior.
I also said there should be no more criticising or whispering in the office. But although when people
read it they said they loved the idea, it made no difference.
Many of the women were aggressive or defensive, or both. The most aggressive masked a host of
insecurities with their outgoing nature, while the defensive ones opened up only when provoked.
The worst type I encountered, however, was the 'passive aggressive-She doesn't seem mean, but is the
worst of the pack, ruthlessly bringing you down in such a sweet and unassuming manner that you
don't realise what she's done until long after the event.
Broken hearts
She conceals her bitchy words in flowery phrases - one of my staff told another sweetly: 'I don't mean
to be a bitch, but I just can't bear to be in the same room and breathe the same air as you right now.'
But the biggest force wasn't personality type, it was hormones. When one woman started having IVF,
she unleashed her rage without warning and without apology.
At 'that time of the month' - which in an office staffed only by women meant someone was always at
that point - any bad mood was swiftly passed on to the rest of team as if by osmosis.
Hormones came second as an excuse for absence and bad temper only to love life problems. When
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one woman split up with her boyfriend, I was told in no uncertain terms by her that I must 'be superunderstanding and sensitive towards her at work' - in an email she sent me. A true drama queen, her
tears went on for a week.
Naturally, her enemies in the office delighted in her broken heart.
Another girl, juggling two relationships at once, frequently primed everyone in the office about what
to say to whom whenever either of the men called the office.
Another woman had a voracious sexual appetite and, in a female-only environment, saw nothing
wrong with screeching across the open-plan room details of her marathon sex sessions. I received
frequent complaints about her crude language.
I can still remember the name of all of my staff's partners and their affairs because it interfered with
our work so often.
Professionally, however, the company was somehow thriving.
We secured two programme commissions, one with ITV and a series with Living TV, so could afford
new offices in West London.
But this brought another explosion from Sarah when she paid out for a parking permit while another
girl was given a free space by the building's landlord.
During a massive row, Sarah said the girl had over-stepped her rank, while the girl told her it was just
'tough'. They never spoke again.
The effect a lack of testosterone was having in our office was even more apparent when I temporarily
hired two male directors to work on a series (camera operators are usually men because of the heavy
equipment). The team suddenly became quieter, more hard-working and less bitchy - partly because
they were too busy flirting.
Two girls openly went after one director, even though he had a live-in girlfriend - his partner didn't
stand a chance against their relentless flirting, and was dumped when one of them won his affections.
When we had meetings with men, staff turned ferocious, each out to prove that they were the sexiest
in the room. With a male commissioner at Channel 4, one employee said 'Watch this!', then stuck her
hand down her bra and tweaked her nipples. The man and I were speechless.
In this climate, I didn't dare employ any men because of the distraction and - even worse! - catfights
they created. I hate how much that sounds like stereotyping, but I'm afraid it's what I found to be true.
And while I stand by my initial reason for excluding male employees - because they have an easy
ride in TV - if I were to do it again, I'd definitely employ men. In fact, I'd probably employ only men.
Making close to half a million in our first year should have meant profit, but this was wiped out by
high salaries and accounting errors by staff. Then, when we began having cash-flow problems, Sarah
signed herself off sick with stress for a month. She also confessed she'd been dodging calls from
people who were due payment, thus ruining my firm's reputation.
By then I was back and forth on a plane between Britain and the U.S. dealing with fractious staff in
London and barmy LA producers.
My general manager was nowhere to be found, bills hadn't been paid and the tension in the office was
palpable.
To pump extra cash into the business, I sold both my cars, but it was too late and we went bankrupt in
March 2007, less than two years after I'd formed the company.
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Though I will not absolve myself of all guilt, I believe the business was ruined by the destructive
jealousy and in-fighting of an allfemale staff. Their selfishness and insecurities led to my company's
demise. When I needed the socalled 'Sisterhood', believe me, it just wasn't there.
• INTERVIEW: LAURA TOPHAM. Some names have been changed.
Read more:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-1168182/Catfights-handbags-tears-toilets-When-producer-l
aunched-women-TV-company-thought-shed-kissed-goodbye-conflict-.html#ixzz39rZX8gcA Follow
us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook
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In Defense of PUA as a Source of Knowledge
13 upvotes | August 12, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I posted the following story on another thread and it occurred to me this is also a powerful argument
against some of the doubters of TRP theory. We see it argued that TRP is not based on "scientific"
proof but on the field reports of Pickup Artists in the 1990's as later refined by various bloggers.
In other words, TRP is not based on rigorous controlled scientific experiments. TRP is primarily
based on the SYSTEMATIC observations of various social phenomena- specifically what attracts
women and makes them DTF.
Enter the doubters: How can we trust TRP, how can we believe a discipline that is not based on tested
and rigorous science?
To which I say: Have you ever had surgery? Ever been under anesthesia? I had surgery recently and
being a smart ass with a graduate medical degree I grabbed the doctors arm and told her with an
impish grin: "I am not going to let you guys knock me out this time until you can tell me how the
anesthesia takes away my consciousness." (Of course the answer is we have no idea).
She looked up from the computer with a look of panic but quickly started laughing. "Oh your that
(bluepillprofessor). Ha! Ha! You know:
"We don't have any studies on this that change the clinical picture because we still have absolutely no
idea WHY it works. We just do WHAT works."
TLDR: A LOT of medical knowledge and most medical procedures are figured out the same way
TRP Theory was figured out- not with rigorous double blind controlled studies, but by trial and error
and systematically recording what works and what doesn't. Don't let the scientific totalitarians tell
you TRP is not valid.
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Meet Charles Manson's Wife: 25 years old, pretty hot, obsessed
with one of the baddest guys ever: "He's Not really like that at
all. He never even thought of any of that Helter Skelter stuff.
That's just crazy." Yes, we know it is- bitches be crazy example
5 Billion.
0 upvotes | August 12, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
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Put a fork in it: MMSL has officially sold out to the feminine
imperative. Stay strong Red Pill
85 upvotes | August 16, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I have seen posts claiming MMSL should be on the sidebar blah blah and have always tried to point
out the femocentric and mercantile approach that is taken is, ultimately, not Red Pill at all.
I am a married man who has the deepest respect for Athol Kay (Peace Be Upon Him). His books
helped turn around my life and marriage:
-Married Man Sex Life Primer 2011
-Manage Attraction Plan
Cannot recommend them enough if you have a denying, frigid, domineering wife. This is the place to
start- but TRP is the place to finish.
In a word the MMSL blog sucks. I have always had a problem with his blog. As with any space
dominated by women, despite the name "Married Man's Sex Life" the space is NOT for married
MEN. It is a space dominated by women.
These women push around the Betas on that site obviously and openly. They despise the dread and
insist that the marital vows are sacrosanct- unless one of Kay's "Paying Clients" decides that is what
she wants (or perhaps when Jennifer and Athol decide that option is more likely to keep the checks
coming). The women mercilessly pounce on new male posters while giving out the pussy pass like
rain water.
This is the thread that spawned my rant followed by some excerpts.
http://marriedmansexlife.com/2014/05/a-choice-between-two-blue-pills/
you’ve seen a number of changes in my thought over the years. One of the more important
ones is the stepping away from the Red Pill motif. There are a few reasons for that. Thus
this all-purpose explanation of why, and why you should too. The first reason is simple. It’s
already trademarked. “Take the Red Pill” is a trademarked phrase and not by me.
So if you can't make money off of it you don't want anything to do with it? Got it.
when an individual person or couple comes to me with a relationship problem, the solution I
offer them is not advice on fixing the economy, or Red Pill based complaints about gender
issues. I simply try and fix the problem.
What about when understanding the social influences on a problem help with the solution? Men need
to understand the nature of women, the pussypasses, the solipsism, the shit tests, the horribly unfair
advantages that women have in divorce court and child custody matters, the social bias against men,
the war against boys, the societal beta-fication effort that has been so successful, the meta-social shit
test that is feminism. If they don't understand the basics of our programming, does he really think we
can just ignore all of that and "fix the problem." Or is it a quick term solution for a quick buck?
Again.
functional and happy sexual relationships are systems. There is an ebb and flow of energy
between the two sides. Thus you cannot help one, without also helping the other. I started
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off writing MMSL aiming just to help men, but have seen that at best it’s limited in its
effectiveness, even if well intentioned. At its worst, it probably causes damage. After a
certain point, the Red Pill motif just doesn’t help much.
Don't you see? We have to empower WOMEN if we are going to empower MEN (besides, women
pay more money for relationship counseling). Note the lack of call for men to become more
masculine and dominant so they can "man up" and actually attract their wives. Even more glaring is
the constant lack of any call for women to become more feminine and submissive so they can
"woman up."
As I develop more materials, MMSL will stay a brand targeted at a male audience.
Great, we will wait for it but haven't seen anything much beyond the books.
But there will also be brands of my material targeted for a co-ed audience and other brands
targeted at a female audience.
No doubt.
I know some people will think makes me a sell out, betraying men, yada yada yada. I think
I’m at peace with that finally.
$ellout.
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On Biblical Submission
7 upvotes | August 17, 2014 | /r/RedPillWomen | Link | Reddit Link
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The Drunk Captain Stumbles Out of his Ready
Room.......Strategies for recovering from a multi-year bender of
Beta
29 upvotes | August 22, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I have not seen a post in LTR's about the "Drunk Captain" or really about TRP and the Captain First
Officer dynamic proposed by Athol Kay (Peace Be Upon Him).
If you don't know, the "Captain/First Officer Model" is a model in which the man is the Captain and
the wife is his First Officer. Note she is SECOND IN COMMAND of the ship, not a doormat. That is
the fallacy of binary thinking that feminists collectively shit their pants over so let me dispense with it
RIGHT NOW. If the man is going to take over as Captain he must consider the needs of his Ship and
the needs of his officers- his "Number One" being the most primary of them all. Women prefer this
because it takes the pressure off her (the Captain is ultimately responsible) and because it forces the
man to be a man. The Captain cannot dump negativity, problems, emotions, and such on his First
Officer. Did you ever hear Picard crying about his day to Riker? Hell no! At the same time, if Riker
has a problem he respectfully brings it to the Captain's attention- and he listens! He is concerned.
This is the proper dynamic between feminine and masculine lovers and exactly what was envisioned
by Paul in all the wifely submission stuff, but that is another post.
When most married men find TRP it is because their sex life has gone stale, usually to the standard
Beta slop of twice a month (a pity fuck and an ovulation fuck like clockwork). Almost all of these
men need to step up, develop more "Alpha" traits, take charge, and adopt a Captain/FO relationship
with their wife.
However, a subset, probably a large subset and maybe a majority of married men are further gone
than just adding a little "Alpha." They have been the "Drunk Captain" hiding in his Ready Room for
years, dumping negative shit on his First Officer, modelling and permitting disrespectful
conversations, the whole array of Beta behaviors but in short- refusing to man up and take charge.
One night the Drunk Captain finds the manosphere and realizes he can be something different.
In my own case, when I came staggering out of my room and the scales fell off my eyes I was open
with my wife about what had happened (not recapitulating it here, just trust me it was some bad shit).
I realized that she was resentful- assuming all the duties of Command will do that. We both read
MMSL and MAP and talked about the Captain/FO. After sex one night I held her in my arms and
told her how sorry I was that the Captain had been locked in his ready room for so long but he was
back now. She cried and cried.
How about you drunk captains out there? What made YOU decide to put away the bottle? How did
you approach this transition?
For the rest of you in LTR's, how do you modify the Captain/FO relationship to suit your style and
needs?
Is this even the best model? Or is there something better?
As Picard would say: "Options?"
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Bluepillprofessor's Book List: 40 Books that Changed My Life
6 upvotes | August 27, 2014 | /r/RedPillBooks | Link | Reddit Link
Pick Up Artistry
Bang: The Pickup Bible by Roosh
The Best of Roosh Volume I By Roosh
Day Bang: How to pick up girls during the day By Roosh
The Gentlemen's Guide to picking up women by Ian Ironwood
The Ironwood Collection of Alpha moves by Ian Ironwood
Pickup lines don't work by Vince Valentino
The Natural by Richard Ruina
Self Help and Married Advice
Married Men's Sex Life Primer 2011 (MMSL) by Athol Kay
Managed Attraction Plan (MAP) by Athol Kay
How to answer do these pants make my ass look fat? By Athol Kay
No More Mr. Nice Guy by Robert Glover
Book of Pook
The Way of the Superior Man by David Deida
The Art of Seduction by Robert Greene
The 48 rules of power by Robert Greene
The Enlightened Sex Manual by David Deida
The Sex God Method
Get Inside Her: Dirty Secrets to Seduction From a Wing-Girl
The Attraction Handbook for Men: Harnessing the power of sex
How to Get your Wife in the Mood
How to be a Good Boyfriend
The Nice Guys Guide To Girls
The Key Logger
Mens Rights/Trouble with boys
The End of Men by Hanna Rosin
The Manipulated Man by Eshter Vilar
Enjoy the Decline by Arron Clarey
The Flipside of Feminism by Suzanne Venker
The Manosphere: A new hope for Masculinity by Ian Ironwood
Men on Strike by Helen Smith
The War Against Boys by Christina Summers
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The War on Men by Suzanne Venker
The way of men by Jack Donovan
Women First, men last: Feminisms War against Men by Steven Adams
Save the Males
Why boys fail by Richard Whitmore
Finally:
The Rational Male is in a category by itself- the intellectual tour-de-force of the entire manosphere
and TRP theory.
And for the Babes:
Fascinating Womanhood
The Surrendered Wife
Me? Obey Him?
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Red Pill Jargon and Terminology: A resource for the new and a
discussion for the old
25 upvotes | September 2, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I find myself posting quick answers to common questions and for the new guys this usually centers
around the technical jargon and metaphors that are used to describe The Red Pill. I therefore present a
short definition of the major terms and invite discussion, critique, and analysis.
The Red Pill Metaphor: The Red Pill (TRP) is about sexual strategy for men in a feminist
dominated world. It teaches self improvement above all but is largely about what women are actually
attracted to rather than what they have always told us and what we have always believed. When you
learn the secrets, it is almost like the famous scene in the movie: The Matrix. Morpheus offers Neo a
choice between the Red Pill and the Blue Pill:
“This is your last chance. After this, there is no turning back. You take the blue pill - the story ends,
you wake up in your bed and believe whatever you want to believe. You take the red pill - you stay in
Wonderland and I show you how deep the rabbit-hole goes.”
Neo reaches for the Red Pill and is told: “All I am offering is the truth.”
When you take “The Red Pill” you accept reality for what it is rather than what you would like it to
be and adjust your behaviors, mannerisms, and goals accordingly. You accept that male and female
sexual strategies are different, antagonistic, and that society has heavily tipped in favor of the
feminine strategy to the detriment of men.
Unplugging: In The Matrix, after Neo takes the Red Pill he wakes up in a water filled cocoon
connected by wires to a massive computer. “The Matrix” is a computer generated reality and
humanity is enslaved by the computers who are keeping us alive attached to the Matrix.
Unplugging from the Feminine Matrix can be nearly as painful as Neo emerging into a very different
reality. It is often a very painful process to review your past relationship failures and develop an
entirely new understanding of them. Many guys kick themselves over and over again, lamenting the
lost years when they were trapped by a society stacked against them and a set of beliefs and
ideologies that simply do not work. They were told to "Just Be Yourself." They stayed "Friend" with
girls who rejected them in hopes of earning their favor. They married women for richer or poorer
who divorced them when the business dried up and seemingly changed overnight. Men have various
problems with unplugging but perhaps the greatest is the discovery that women don’t want to hear
about your problems, your deep emotions, and that they don’t love you in the way society and Disney
has promised you will be loved. There is no Fairy Tale and there is no such thing as unconditional
love.
Women want a strong, masculine, rock to lean on during their monthly emotional roller coaster. All
we have been told about “communication” and “sensitivity” and being a good “provider” being the
keys to making a woman want to have sex with you WAS A LIE. Yes, it was all a Shit Test and you
fell for it...which helps explain why there is often so much anger when unplugging. Let us, just for a
marked change of pace try for a moment to consider the man’s perspective.
Consider the typical divorce filed in 80% of cases by the woman for no reason except she is
somehow unaaapppy. She goes to find her happiness, he loses his wife, children, ½ of his income
plus child support and still only sees his kid once a month. His wife divorced him to fuck Hawt
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Alpha-Fuck who now sleeps in his bedroom, on his bed, and wakes up his kids with her screams
while he rails her. That is not an exception or unusual in any way. That is very, very common.
When you realize there were ways that you could have acted and beliefs you could have adopted that
would have retained the attraction, or generated the attraction in so many other cases, the only
possible response is anger.
In fact, unplugging goes through all the stages of grief because you are, in effect, giving up and
mourning an entire set of beliefs- Denial, Anger, Bargaining, Depression, Acceptance.
The Tingles: The vaginal tingles are more than getting her wet. A women who gets the tingles is wet
and wants to get fucked, usually hard. Alpha behaviors generate the tingles. Beta Behaviors may be
nice and sweet but they do not generate the tingles. Omega behaviors turn off the tingles.
Male/Female Attraction Cues: Basically, whatever is good for making (and raising!!) babies is
what the other sex finds sexually attractive. Men: Young hourglass figured fertile female with big
boobies. Women: Strong leader able to protect and provide for the children. Check out The Rational
Male for many exceptional articles on this topic.
Alpha: There is not total agreement on this nebulous concept. The “Alpha Male” is the guy who
always has girls hanging off him and probably will rack up a triple digit “n” count (of sexual
partners) while creating many Alpha Widows ready to divorce her Beta husband for cash and prizes
after she fakes it with him for a few years. The Alpha is in the “top” 10% or so of attraction quotient.
He is comfortable around women, handsome, masculine, confident, self- assured, and often arrogant
and narcissistic. He is usually dismissive of women and treats them like a kid sister, completely
unfazed by her charms. This is enormously sexually attractive to women and the foundation of
“Game” which is an attempt to mimic the Alpha behaviors of men who are successful with women.
Beta: The poor provider who gets shit on by everybody and rarely gets laid characterizes the Beta. A
Beta male shows his sensitive side to women. He does not stand up to them but instead bows down to
the divine majesty of feminine power. The Beta Husband’s motto is: “I have to do whatever she says
because she has the pussy.” A Beta does not recognize or stand up to Shit Tests. Beta has a bad
reputation because while it is behavior that makes women feel warm and fuzzy inside, it does not
activate the tingles or make her horny. SOME Beta behaviors are necessary for any LTR but the vast
majority of men today have been conditioned to overdo it by orders of magnitude.
Omega: The real worthless dregs of sexual society are the Omega’s. These guys don’t just worship
pussy, they put it on a pedestal, they stand in awe of it often to the point they can’t even approach a
girl without shivering in fear. They live lives of desperation until ultimately they are “chosen” by a
land whale who mines him for the meager resources he is able to provide. Omega behaviors don’t
provide vaginal tingles and they don’t make anybody feel good. The most common adjectives for
them are “pathetic”, “ridiculous”, and “cringe-worthy.”
Hypergamy: “Marrying Up” is a very strong instinct in women. Women want a man who is taller,
smarter, wealthier, and a better conversationalist who leads them in the bedroom and out. They get
sexually aroused when a man takes charge and leads. Conversely, this means women do NOT
become sexually aroused unless the man is fulfilling her hypergamous instinct. If his father dies, or
he becomes depressed, the woman's hypergamous instinct will quickly surface and she will lose
sexual attraction.
In today’s feminine matrix, Hypergamy means that 10% of the men have 90% of the sex while the
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vast majority of men are starved for affection and female attention.
Hypergamy means if you are married your wife is ALWAYS looking to trade up and, she will always
be like a monkey, ready to swing to the next branch while her other hand is still firmly on the
previous branch. Men are also hypergamous and prefer younger, more fertile, and curvy women.
However, the dual mating strategy of women makes hypergamy especially problematic because it is
virtually impossible to satisfy! If you are Albert Alpha with a 10 inch cock who fulfills all her darkest
dreams, she will begin to yearn for Billy Beta who listen to her feeewings and whisper sweet
nothings into her ear. Hypergamy means simply that women are never satisfied and can never be
satisfied. Their levels of dissatisfaction can only be managed, never satisfied, says hypergamy.
Female Dual Mating Strategy: AF/BB- Almost all women want Alpha Fucks. They get wet when a
powerful, masculine male asserts dominance and leads them into passionate sex which they think
“just happened.” In fact, a strong man led them to it but don’t tell them that- magicians and their
tricks and all. Almost all women ALSO want Beta Bucks. They want a provider to take care of them
and are more than willing to fake passion and give up sex for years in order to get it.
Shit Tests: Women test men to determine if they are really a “leader” worthy of an Alpha Fuck. Most
of the time it is unconscious and they have no idea what they are doing. A Shit Test is an
unreasonable tone or attitude.
A Shit test in Pick Up situations is the standard bar-banter with the peacocking, feather strutting,
pretend Alpha males withstanding the verbal barrages from the interested females. The solution in
BOTH situations is Agree and Amplify, ignore, deflect, amused mastery (treat it like it is something
an endearing little girl did) or nuke (call them out and stop it).
Game: A set of behavioral modifications consistent with observations implemented in order to
maximize attraction. Game is being the “Alpha” male, cocky, funny, arrogant, irrationally confident,
easy going, in charge, strong, masculine. Game has been criticized as inauthentic and praised as
equivalent to makeup and heels. Early game was sometimes reduced to memorized scripts but more
recent game emphasizes the devil-may-care attitude of complete confidence, preferably with a smirk.
The word is ‘fake it until you make it.’
Frame: Your reality is your “frame.” The unflappable, cool, calm, rational, Alpha dude who attracts
women is a good frame. If a girl is irritated and rude this is a Shit Test and a test of your Frame.
Responding to her in kind with rudeness, hostility or anger is ‘adopting her frame.’ Responding to her
like she is a child and you are the adult is ‘maintaining your frame.’ Your "frame" is WHO you are at
your best.
The Hamster: The female rationalization hamster is widely known as the deadliest animal with the
most endurance of any rodent in the universe. Actually the Hamster is another metaphor and a
critique of female psychology, suggesting that women often use emotion to literally rewrite history in
their own minds. Imagine a hamster running on a wheel going round and round and round, changing
little emotional perceptions of something that happened and you get a small sense of the power of this
beast. Let me give you an insight into the workings of the hamster with a real world example. A girl
is laying in her bed thinking and the Hamster wheel powers up: I had sex with Tom yesterday. It was
OK. Tom didn’t call back today. Tom didn’t respond to my text. Tom is an asshole. I would not have
had sex with an asshole. Tom was pretty aggressive when he was fucking me. It wasn’t even that
good. Tom didn’t get my verbal consent. Tom had sex with me and I didn’t consent. That asshole
Tom raped me…squeak squeak!! Men also have a Hamster.
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The Cock Carousal: Like the horses on a carousal going up and down, a woman on the CC jumps
from cock to cock as the wheel goes round. Our society encourages women to jump on as many
Alpha cocks as she can find in her 20’s to satisfy the Alpha Fucks while she is then encouraged to
“settle down” in her 30’s with the same type of man that she sneered at, ignored, and belittled in her
20's). As the Wall approaches the CC rider suddenly decides that she is no longer a slut. Now she is a
born-again virgin and her new boyfriend, a niiice guy who makes good money is not going to get sex
on the first date, or the 2nd or the 5th. Nope, she needs to establish this new relationship where she
rations the sex in order to control her husband. She settles for a Beta Buck who can never excite her
like all the hawwwt guys she could never get to commit. She throws sex at her Beta pet for months or
years, as long as it takes, and then it tapers off, usually to twice a month, often beginning on the
Honeymoon.
The Wall: Beautiful women spend their youth not just fucking Alpha cocks and rewarding the most
arrogant, aloof, “bad guys” they can find but also reaping all the benefits of their beauty and fertility.
Men fall over themselves to please them. They have sexless male orbiters buy them things and
provide validation when yet another hawwwt “Boyfriend” pumps and dumps them. They get let into
the clubs. Men approach them and give them attention. Then, fate steps in and suddenly they are like
a former star football player who is now beat up, used up, has 1 to many concussions, and suddenly
the men (teams) are not paying them attention any longer. A woman whose eggs in the fridge are
nearing their expiration date is slamming into the wall and their clock is ticking to lock down a
provider to take care of them. See also “Baby Rabies.”
Solopsism: As a consequence of their privileged position in society, and their natural biology,
coddled women learn to think in terms of me…me…me. Women are wholly incapable of accepting
the suffering of a man- if anything it is sexually arousing to them to see a man hold up under
prolonged torture. However, if the man succumbs to the torture, she will feel nothing but disgust. See
also Threatpoint or “Sexual Denial in Marriage 2.0.”
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Red Pill Books from the Professor
20 upvotes | September 2, 2014 | /r/RedPillBooks | Link | Reddit Link
Pick Up Artistry
The bolded titles are the books that most impacted me as an old married guy.
• Bang: The Pickup Bible by Roosh
• The Best of Roosh Volume I By Roosh
• Day Bang: How to pick up girls during the day By Roosh
• The Gentlemen's Guide to picking up women by Ian Ironwood
• The Ironwood Collection of Alpha moves by Ian Ironwood
• Pickup lines don't work by Vince Valentino
• The Natural by Richard Ruina
• Models: Attracting women through honesty
• Dear Lover by David Dieda
Self Help and Married Advice
• Married Men's Sex Life Primer 2011 (MMSL) by Athol Kay
• Mindful Attraction Plan (MAP) by Athol Kay- this was my introduction to the manosphere.
• How to answer do these pants make my ass look fat? By AK
• No More Mr. Nice Guy by Robert Glover- this book finally made me understand.
• Book of Pook- Nobody will get your head straighter, more quickly than Pook. This is an
exceptional introduction to RP understanding available for free.
• The Way of the Superior Man by David Deida
• The Art of Seduction by Robert Greene- this book breaks down the type of seducers, and
victims
• The 48 rules of power by Robert Greene
• The Enlightened Sex Manual by David Deida- Tantric sex and moving your sexual energy up your
spine while withholding ejaculation. The shit actually does work.
• The Sex God Method- This book will freaking change your life!!
• Get Inside Her: Dirty Secrets to Seduction for a Wing-Girl
• How to Get you Wife in the Mood (Blue Pill)
• How to be a better boyfriend (Blue Pill)
• Mastery by Robert Green
• The Meditations of Marcus Aralias
• Being the Strong Man a Woman Wants by Elliot Katz (Purple Pill)
• When I say NO I feel Guilty by Manual Smith
• The Key Logger by Nicholas Jack (Don't trust them)
• The Nice Guys Guide to Girls by Nick Slade (Purple Pill)
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Mens Rights/Trouble with boys
• The End of Men by Hanna Rosin
• The Manipulated Man by Eshter Vilar- she sounded the earliest clarion call on feminism and
the demise of men
• Enjoy the Decline by Arron Clarey
• The Flipside of Feminism by Suzanne Venker
• The Manosphere: A new hope for Masculinity by Ian Ironwood
• Men on Strike by Helen Smith
• The War Against Boys by Christina Summers
• The War on Men by Suzanne Venker
• The way of men by Jack Donovan
• Women First, men last: Feminisms War against Men by Steven Adams
• Save the Males
• Why boys fail by Richard Whitmore
• The Wonder of Boys by Michael Gurrien
• The Mind of Boys by Michael Gurrien
Scientific/Evolutionary Psychology
• The Red Queen by Matt Riddle
• Sex at Dawn
• A Billion Wicked Thoughts
Finally:
The Rational Male by Rollo Tomassi is in a category by itself- the intellectual tour-de-force of the
entire manosphere and TRP theory.
And for the Babes:
• Fascinating Womanhood
• The Surrendered Wife
• Me? Obey Him
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Wife is using Girl Game on me. I like it.
5 upvotes | September 8, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Not sure if this goes in RP-Woman, RP-Game, RP-Parenting, or here under the LTR flair.
Background- 20+ year marriage, much of it in a r/deadbedroom with things never better 1+ year TRP.
After my wife gave me a second BJ to completion for the week I was pretty mellow for several
hours- until an argument with my Alpha, big-mouthed, football player son erupted over his yelling
and screaming and carrying on about his homework. Long/Short He yelled at his mama. I told him to
knock it the hell off and he had a total meltdown. Par for the course. I laughed at him because he was
being ridiculous and he became even more enraged- and now directed his screaming fit at me instead
of his mother.
I was not about to back down from my teenage son and my genuine amusement was not helping him
calm down so my wife tried this weird isolation play, saying (to me): "Sweety, I need you to bring
the laundry baskets upstairs."
I laughed at her and scratched her behind the ears in a brilliant example of Amused Mastery said to
the recalcitrant teenager for all to hear: "She is trying to separate the boys, isn't she cute?"
I thought it was a great victory for my Frame or something and then...seeing that ordering me to do
something wasn't going to work my wife's entire demeanor changed in an instant. She snuggled into
my chest, batted her eyes at me, and whispered in her falsetto baby voice: "Can you get me those
baskets now pweeeze." Then she broke eye contact by looking down sadly and then up again, shyly,
pleadingly looked into my eyes before lowering them demurely again.
While the teenage boy was oblivious to our exchange to me it was almost like a fricking spell. It was
magic I say. I am weak even recalling this hours later. She got her laundry baskets- folded.
TLDR: Girl Game on a sexually satisfied man is more powerful than the strongest argument, the
biggest attitude or the most persistent campaign of behavioral modification.
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Field Report: First Officer calls out the Captain for a brief
spurt of Beta- They really don't want expressions of love! Treat
them dismissively like a bratty teenager.
0 upvotes | September 16, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Married for 20+ years, /r/deadbedrooms for about 16 of those years until I unplugged +1 year. Things
have never been better. Sex on demand. Enthusiastic respect. Everything I ever hoped for in a
marriage.
As a "reward" following several weeks of almost daily sex (and blowjobs to completion, and a
continuing sweet and respectful attitude) I posted a paragraph long sloppy love sonnet on FB about
my wife. I told her I loved her stretch marks as battle scars in the fight for life and legacy. I assured
everybody of my undying love for my wife who is one of the most perfect of all God's creatures. It
was well written, personal, and very, very sweet.
I wonder how a Red Pill Wifey responds to such a sweet gesture? Can you guess?
In a text she wrote; "Curb your enthusiasm. That was sickeningly Beta."
Shit test engaged. Shit test completely ignored so far. I am tempted to respond to her text with
something along the lines of:
"Yes and that's all the Beta you get for the rest of the year" or
"I am balancing the sweet Beta with an extra hard Alpha fux. Guess which one is due next?"
Alternatively I can ignore her rude response. What say you all?
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I casually asked my friend Becky about secret turn-ons for
women, she didn't hesitate for a second. "Doing the dishes," she
responded, as her husband looked at her in disbelief. "That's
hot!" The popular web site WebMD answers the question:
What Turns Women On
13 upvotes | September 19, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This is the link to this Bluepill story. WebMD has millions of hits so I doubt it matters as clickbait.
Basically the female writer asks a few women what turns them on and they tell her the following
nonsense which somehow gets published on one of the most popular medical sites on the web.
"What turns women on":
Unloading the groceries...He simply believes these things are what husbands are supposed
to do. That to me is the biggest turn-on of all!
the one thing that I really love is that Pablo brings me my first cup of coffee each morning
After an especially long day at work, Robin Siebold, a psychotherapist in Melbourne, Fla.,
says, her husband of five years knows exactly how to lift her spirits. He will surprise her by
showing up at her workplace with his tow truck and loading her car onto his flatbed.
"I feel like I am always putting out fires at work, so at the end of the day, the last thing I
want to do is one more thing like drive home
Of course not.
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How to stop rape on campus and solve the "Fraternity
Problem" is to force these awful patriarchal institutions to
accept men!
14 upvotes | September 25, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Title should read "force them to accept WOMEN.
This was click baited over at CNN.Com. No need to post the link since I will quote from the article.
The basic message is simple: Sororities will remain female while Fraternities need to be destroyed
cuz...patriarchy and rape and masculine male aggression cannot be encouraged!
A fraternity allows a man to surround himself with others who confirm his masculinity....
But gender exclusivity is precisely the problem with fraternities. In only allowing men to
join, fraternities insist that men are fundamentally different from women...
Wait? Men and women are different? Really?
Candidates for membership are evaluated not on a particular skill (like the ability to play
soccer or engage in parliamentary debate) or welcomed not because they share political
ideals or religious beliefs (like being a libertarian or practicing Catholicism). Rather, the
primary criterion for membership—in addition to the secondary characteristics of good
looks, wealth, coolness, athletic prowess and unofficially in some organizations, whiteness
or blackness—is simply being male.
The OUTRAGE. The patriarchy. We must infiltrate and stop it because....
Fraternities' gender exclusivity has the effect of emphasizing brothers' collective traits,
masculinity especially, above all others. Men who join fraternities understand that fraternity
membership brings popularity and that their brothers will reward them when they "score"
with women.
We certainly cannot have that. Men can only be rewarded when they submit to women.
it may well go some way toward making Wesleyan fraternity men see their female
classmates as something other than a proverbial notch on a bedpost. After all, they will now
be sisters.
Incest is best.
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The Sex God Method: Sexual Denial, Sexual Satisfaction, and
the meaning of "Rape"
295 upvotes | September 26, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I had a record of over 400 down votes on a comment which I assume is because somebody linked the
thread to The Blue Pill, Two-X, or Ask-Hamsters. So I will repeat my argument and delve a bit
deeper for all the non-panty sniffing White Knights who violently accused me of "raping" my wife.
The Sex God Method by Daniel Rose answers and explains the age old question: What do women
want?
As it turns out, what women want more than anything is a MAN. A strong, solid, horny,
MASCULINE man who knows what he wants and is willing to go for it without hesitation or fear.
Understand a basic biological fact: A LOT of your woman's entire metabolisms is reserved to run her
sex organs- Vagina, Uterus, Ovaries. Your woman is MADE (or evolved) to have sex. LOTS of sex.
LOTS and LOTS of hard pounding sex. Her body is not made for gentle, delicate loving. She is
programmed to want to be rammed hard and deep and filled up with Alpha seed. It is what she
CRAVES more than anything.
Now if we put that fact alongside two others we come to an interesting conclusion:
1. Most BP Betas are NOT giving their woman hard thrusting, frenetic, deep pounding sex, nor
are they flipping her around the bed and fucking her hard in multiple positions. Instead they
spend hours performing cunnilingus and making sure she has an orgasm first.
2. The new definition of RAPE has been expanded to include basically any type of sex a woman
decides later she didn't really want.
Thus, all you BP faggots gently 'making love' to your women are not doing what she REALLY
wants! If they want pulsing, hard pounding fun....every time you have sex (which is probably not
very bloody often) you are a RAPIST. Chew on that motherfuckers.
Now on to my comment which currently has 407 downvotes in the thread: "We are not going to have
sex every day any more":
I have a very similar story in my 20+ year marriage. ON OUR HONEYMOON my wife
informed me (after YEARS of sex multiple times a day) that: "I don't have to have sex
every day."
Dumbass Bluepill me told her: "Of course not dear."
Fast forward through 2 decades of denials, shit tests, games, withdrawal of affection, and
sex twice a month- an ovulation and a pity fuck every month like clockwork.
When I unplugged my wife admitted (rather belatedly I think) the proper response would
have been: "Fine, you don't have to have sex with me every day- but I need to have sex with
YOU every day" (followed by grabbing her, throwing her on the bed and fucking her silly
after kissing her mouth shut).
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Shit test passed 20 years late.
TLDR:
1. Women WILL ALWAYS try to cut back the sex in order to seize control of the
relationship.
2. Don't "ask" for sex; TELL her what you are going to do to her body and then do it.
3. ANY woman who refuses her man is CHEATING on him and is NOT a GF or wife;
the response should be complete withdrawal of affection and time until the GF or wife
returns- or until you make it permanent and get somebody better.
Not surprisingly the White Knights and fems lost their shit. The main objection from the Blue Pill
faggots and womyn was the statement:
"Don't ask for sex. Tell her what you are going to do to her body and then do it.
I think many of them are so used to begging for sex that they could not wrap their heads around a
MAN actually grabbing his woman and fucking her senseless. Sorry to destroy the Blue
Pill/Disney/Twue Wuv fantasy but shooting the messenger is not going to change the truth of the
message. I attempted to engage a few of them with the following reply:
Oh for the love of God read the sidebar. Women are responsive. They want you to take
control. They want you to be the man and take charge. The number one female fantasy is to
be overwhelmed and taken by a strong male who cannot control himself.
You apparently don't disagree with point 1 (women will always try to take control of the
relationship using sex) so I will start with 2 and REPEAT: Don't "ask" for sex, TELL her.
Asking is Beta. Asking is TOTALLY anti-seductive. Basic PUA 101 is to assume the close.
You should TELL a girl you are going to fuck her good- not ask (or beg) her for her favor.
If you show some passion and get really, really horny, then chances are you will get your
girl really horny and then both of you can be happy for a few minutes.
Rapist? Does EVERY fucking post have to have the obligatory caveat- Oh, by the way, if
she says "no" you have to stop? If the girl is not DTF, if she verbally objects or pushes you
away or turns away you stop. Well no fucking shit Einstein. Thanks for reminding us.
Others lost their shit because I argued that sexual denial was a violation of the marriage contract just
as much as cheating with another person.
And on point 3- when you got married for all of human history until about the last 30 years
it was ASSUMED you were not going to be trapped in a no sex marriage. Of course we are
SO MUCH more enlightened today. The only thing men can do is withdraw affection and
cooperation if they are not getting affection and cooperation and you want to say that is also
abusive? Fuck you.
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I was in a /r/deadbedrooms marriage for 3/4 of my 20+ Year tenure so I know exactly what
I am saying and I stand by every word:
When you get married there are 2 promises exchanged.
1.You both agree to be exclusive sexually ("Forsaking all others")
1. you both agree to satisfy the other sexually ("to have and to hold from this day forth").
Moreover you agree to do these things "in sickness and in health, for richer or poorer, so
long as you both shall live."
If you cheat you violate the first provision of the marital agreement.
If you refuse your partner sexually you violate the second.
According to The Sex God Method, you need 4 elements to be a sex god: D-E-V-I
Dominance: Manhandle your woman! Wrestle her to the ground. Throw her against the wall and kiss
her while you put your hands down her pants. Pick her up and throw her down on the bed while you
rip off her clothes and then fuck her into the matress. Pull her hair and move her head around so you
can kiss her lips while thrusting hard (make sure you grab a big handful of hair at the skull cuz it
hurts if you grab higher than the base or grab a smaller amount- all in baby). Choke her while you
fuck her senseless (be very, very careful! Start with 0 pressure and just a hand on the throat- in fact,
start by holding the BACK of her neck and move slowly- I would argue you should never cut off her
air but some girls really dig it- google erotic asphyxia for more but from a medical standpoint I just
think it is dangerous).
Emotion: Give your woman a roller coaster ride of emotions. Whisper in her ear how much you love
her then spank her ass. Tell her how her pussy feels squeezing your dick. Comment how she is such a
horny slut for your cock because you can feel her dripping all over it. Have her stare into your eyes
the entire time you are fucking her and order her to cum just before you do.
Variety: Keep her guessing what position you are going to put her in next. Get her sizzling like a
steak on the grill then flip her over and fuck her some more. Cum inside her from different positions.
Don't be predictable.
Immersion: RELAX! I like to give my wife a long, sensual backrub, rubbing her body all over and
gently touching her intimately for just a second, teasing and building as we go. Immersion means the
total absence of thoughts. The only thing in the word is the two of you and your sex organs.
Rape- REAL RAPE- is FAILING to give your woman the kind of sex she wants and craves. Stop
raping her by your pathetic attempts and gentle lovemaking you Blue Pill faggots and start
FUCKING her. REAL Rape is FAILING to satisfy your woman just so you can continue the
Disney/Twue Wuv meme.

So my BP frenemies, you have been given the keys to the kingdom and the secret of
the universe. Ignore it at your peril or wait until your woman cheats on you with
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one of those "Alpha" guys who throws her down on the bed and cave mans her into
multiple orgasms.
Edit 1: I did not know the shit storm this post would cause nor that I would attract a brigade of Blue
Pill followers but that is what has apparently happened.
For my Blue Pill Brothers and Sisters and everybody from two-X or Ask Hamsters let me be clear.
As stated MANY times by me and others downthread and above in the Original Post "real" rape is
bad. Is that clear enough? Genuinely forcing yourself sexually on another person who does not
consent is "rape." Rape is not good. Rape is bad. Rape is terrible. Rape is awful. No sane person
condones Rape. Rape is a soul destroying act of aggression. That said, real Rape is NOT: I went
home with him, took off all my clothes, got in bed with him, let him finger me to 2 orgasms and he
was aggressive and we had great sex and I came all over the place like Niagara Falls but he didn't call
me the next day so Hamster. "Real" Rape is bruises and broken jaws, or the use of threats or force.
Real rape is shattered looks destroyed emotions and psychological agony. There is not a fuzzy line, it
is a bright and clear line.
If you don't know the difference between aggressive, hard pounding, sweaty, dripping sex with your
lover and "Rape" then please go to another thread.
Edit 2: I may not have been clear enough below so let me be clear. Since I unplugged and read Daniel
Rose's book, I often have this kind of sex with my wife. I throw her against the wall and aggressively
make out with her. I pick her up on my shoulder and carry her upstairs before throwing her on the
bed. I rip off her clothes. I hold her by the neck and even choke her. I pull her hair and spank her ass.
Other times I spend an hour giving her a slow sensual back rub. I may spend 1/2 hour just on her feet
then teasingly up the inside of her legs until she is going crazy and demands that I take her.
VARIETY!
HOWEVER: My wife is a ball busting, hard-nosed, strong, extremely intelligent lawyer who makes
more money in a month than most people make in a year. There has never, and will never, be a time
when I am unclear whether she consents. Sure there are always Last Minute Defense she might
playfully throw up but her consent is NEVER in any doubt. Never.
So if you attempt any of these techniques that is the first thing you need- a CLEAR line of
communication. You can't just go by her level of arousal (she may not even be aware of it) so this is
actually one time- and about the ONLY time- when you need to listen to what she is actually
SAYING, not what she does. Sure they joke all the time about don't picking up the bar of soapexcept it is not a joke. Be warned. Have a safe word etc (Our 'Safe' word is Mr. Mr. Mxyzptlk
backwards three times).
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Wife Tops Spreadsheet Guy: I told her about the November
Challenge to Stop Your Vices and Jokingly Told Her I Didn't
Have Any- So She Showed Me Her Spreadsheet On the Issue
24 upvotes | November 1, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
As the title states I told my wife about the November no Vice challenge and- jokingly- mentioned
that I didn't have any vices any more. She laughed with a low rumble. Then she offhandedly
mentioned her "Red Pill" spreadsheet. This was apparently something she created after about 6
months of TRP and improvement.
Now let me just interject that my wife is a Business Lawyer who uses spreadsheets all day so I was
not surprised. In fact I was rather amused- which is why, after some prodding, she showed it to me,
albeit with several of the columns 'hidden.'
She even has weighted scores for each characteristic!
I offer this because I think it gives a window into the female mind, at least the mind of a professional
woman who can support herself. The parenthetical comments 'alpha, beta, omega or neutral' are mine.
Here are the top 5 weighted scores for "Negatives":
1. Gets mad/ignores me if I don't have sex with him (not sure if this is Alpha, Omega, or Neutral
but it obviously got her fucking attention).
2. Still loses his temper and his mind (Omega- a lifelong problem that is much better post TRPregular sex is more conducive to calm than /r/deadbedrooms. Who knew?).
3. Stays up to late/wakes me up when he comes to bed (Neutral- Yawn- this is the vice I am
giving up for November)
4. Chews nails (Omega)
5. Makes less $ than me (Neutral- not that many men alive make more money than my wife and
those that do who would be willing to wife her up are 70 or so).
Obviously the vices are all over the board in her mind without any common features- but the
interesting thing was the virtues. Behold the mind of a professional woman who is her own Beta
Bucks:
Here are the top 5 Positive characteristics she notes about me:
1. "Satisfies me" (Alpha- she cums like a rushing stream after The Red Pill).
2. Protection from crime or looting (Alpha- physical mastery)
3. Protection in the apocalypse/Day of Judgment (Alpha- physical mastery)
4. Calms me when I am upset (Alpha- emotional control)
5. Could support us if I became disabled (Backup Beta Buck)
TLDR: If you wife up a strong, high earning professional woman who is her own Beta Buck then you
better be her Alpha fuck.
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The 12 Levels of Dread: "The Rules" for any Long Term
Relationship
175 upvotes | November 4, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
“Dread” is putting the fear or ‘dread’ in your wife that you have other opportunities and other options
rather than being chained to her whims. They HATE it- or at least they will TELL you they hate itbut women are irresistibly attracted to men who have options. This is well known as "Secondary
Selection" or "Pre-selection Bias."
I am compiling a book on RP theory and marriages focusing on Dread, Athol Kay's works (May
Peace Be Upon Him) along with Ian Ironwood's books and, of course, The Rational Male by the lion
of the manosphere, Rollo Tomossi. From studying this problem for a while, my personal experiences,
the books I have read and, of course, the blogging, I have been able to draw conclusions about what
actually works in the case of a low sex marriage or /r/deadbedrooms.
I offer to you on this thread for discussion, my theoretical foundation for my ambitious book: "How
to Turn Around a Low Sex Marriage" and this is some of what I have written so far minus the Red
Pill orientation and instruction.
Comments and discussion about turning around a marriage are appreciated.
I conceptualize Dread as a continuum with level 5 being the baseline "Dread" for a good or excellent
relationship. In other words, for most guys, Level 1-5 are personal and social self improvement so
that your "Dread" is at the level that it should be. After level 5, however, Dread takes on a different
tenor, that rapidly escalates to a better relationship- with either your wife or with somebody else.
--Edit---

To clarify, these are sequential. You don't go past level 5 if you are happy in the
relationship. You don't "cheat" until you have tried everything else and the
marriage is already over.
The 12 Levels of Dread
Dread Level 1: Learn to recognize and start passing Shit Tests. Begin building a strong, indefatigable
frame where you are not affected by her sexual denials. Your readings will inform you about the
basics of Pickup Artistry and seduction. Begin leading your wife more and begin seducing her. . Read
the sidebar on The Red Pill, Married Man's Sex Life by Athol Kay, No More Mr. Nice Guy by
Robert Glover, and the Book of Pook by the enigmatic manosphere blogger of the same name.
Dread Level 2: Develop an action plan to improve the major areas of your life. Develop the physical,
spiritual, psychological, financial and personal areas of your life. Your journey begins at the gym
where you need to lift heavy weights to exhaustion 3-4 times a week, working each muscle group at
least 2 times a week. Read The Mindful Attraction Plan by Athol Kay.
Dread Level 3: Begin to build a life apart from your wife. Join a club. Take up a cause, discipline, or
calling. Get busy. Read the Way of the Superior Male by David Dieda and the Art of Seduction by
Robert Green.
Dread Level 4: Begin conditioning your availability to your wife with her treatment of you. Your are
busy now. You don't have time for a sexually disinterested, annoying, or angry wife. Take up another
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cause if you need to. This is a great time to join a martial arts club. Read The Ironwood Collection of
Alpha Moves by Ian Ironwood.
Dread Level 5: Upgrade your clothes and start dressing ‘up’ more of the time. Top off your solid,
masculine, strong, indefatigable frame. You should be acting like the Captain of your Ship and
leading your relationship. You should be actively using Kino and seducing your wife. Read The
Rational Male by Rollo Tomossi.
Dread Level 6: Begin to study pickup artistry. Before you do anything stupid, use your newfound
knowledge about the stages of seduction and pickup artistry on your wife. Give it some time and
apply this knowledge to seducing your wife. Use pickup game first to try and save your marriage.
Read Bang, and Day Bang by Roosh.
Dread level 7: Begin to practice pickup artistry and learn how to approach pretty women and hold an
attractive conversation. Read The Natural by Richard Ruina.
Dread Level 8: SHOW your wife that you are capable of talking to pretty girls in public. Start with
waitresses. If you are with your wife and it has been 20-30 days since she gave you the 'favor' of her
body, and you strike up a conversation with a pretty young thing right in front of her 1 or 2 things
will happen- probably both. First she will lose her shit and accuse you of all kinds of things.
MAINTAIN FRAME/Amused Mastery. You are finally getting your wife to respond. That is the
important thing- there is hope for the relationship. Second, shortly after you get home she will
probably fuck you with more passion than your honeymoon. Read Models: Attracting Women
through honesty by Mark Manson and at least one other book among many choices on pickup
artistry.
Dread Level 9: This is the lynchpin. It is time to speak plainly but don’t start issuing ultimatums.
Instead, Dread at this level is an implied and credible, but still as yet unspoken threat. If it has not
worked before now and you are approaching Athol Kay's "Option A" or "Option B" point (i.e. start
fucking me like I need or I am filing for divorce). Note this is the END of a LONG process. Give the
first 7 steps about 1 month for every year of your marriage where you have been a Beta toe stub
pushover BUT, it is finally time to start speaking in masculine language- directly and up front. After
yet another sexual denial just look her in the eye and say something like: "You know I need to have
sex with you to have a relationship. You understand this is a biological need for men, right?" Don't
argue, don't get into emotional blackmail. Leave it hanging in the air and then disappear for several
hours. I recommend you continue doing this a couple more times in different contexts. Avoid getting
into drama or an argument. Your goal at this level is to inform her in no uncertain terms about your
expectations WITHOUT getting drawn into a battle. When you are getting along pretty well, ask her
what you can do together to get to the requirements that you have for the marriage. This stage can last
only a couple of weeks but may last longer. Writers recommend that you not let this hang for very
long or you risk going all the way back to the beginning. If it becomes clear that your wife is not
going to meet your demands, there is only one thing you can do after you read your Bible and pray.
Dread Level 10: TELL her how it is going to be- or else you are leaving and filing for divorce. I got
to this point in my marriage before it turned around. I told my wife: "You have a simple choice to
make. Fuck me...or fuck you." If you make it to this point you must be mentally checked out enough
and pissed off enough to actually move out and file for divorce if things don't improve. Your IDGAF
is no longer an act. Read The Art of War and The 48 Laws of Power.
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Dread Level 11: Get a GF or mistress and start having sex like you were meant to have. Read The Joy
of Sex.
Dread Level 12- Thermonuclear: TELL your wife that you have a GF so you won't be bothering her
for sex any longer unless she wants it (because you would never deny your wife something that she
wants and needs). Then when she blows up leave for the entire night. Come back next day (if you
want) or file for divorce. By this time you would probably welcome the loss of this shrewish, frigid
woman.
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Another AWALT: We can't be right all the time, can we?
91 upvotes | November 7, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I came home from a 3 day seminar recently and was feeling randy. My wife, on the other hand, had a
litany of complaints and I patiently listened for a couple of minutes as we got ready for bed.
Then I started to escalate, and being a Red Pill kind of guy I assumed the close.
In fact, I may have escalated a bit quickly when I picked up my wife, threw her down on the bed, and
fell on top of her. I started kissing her and she struggled cutely for about a second and then she
twisted away and I heard, "Wait, what are you doing, oh no! Red, RED, RED!"
Red happens to be our "safe" word and even though I have never heard it before, of course I
immediately stopped, literally at the breach.
My wife looked up at me with a considerable amount of open mouthed incredulity while I looked
down at her with amusement and then calmly rolled off. I sat on the edge of the bed and took her
hands gently.
My wife looked at me with wide eyes and said in a near awed whisper: "You...you were going fuck
me right then."
I smiled and nodded my head: "Yes."
She was starting to regain her bearings and responded after a few breaths, "OK, I, I, just wasn't
expecting that. God you are so crazy. You are like a bull in a china shop."
Letting go her hands I stood up and made to kiss her again but turned it into a paternal peck on the
forehead. Then I smiled grimly and told her, "that is the first time you used that safe word and you
know what that means, right?"
"No, what?"
"That all sexual activity stops for the night. I guess I will go take a cold shower." As I made my exit
from the bedroom I could hear my wife sputtering and cursing like anything but a lady.
"Wait, what the hell? What the fuck are you talking about? Where are you...oh you have got to be
shitting me. Seriously? You fucking bastard..."
I went to take a hot shower and I won't go into the details but, of course, she picked the lock to the
bathroom even before the water got hot. I only protested a little bit because she assured me that we
had never actually agreed to no sexual activity for the rest of the night if the safe word was used. I let
her blow me in the shower but it drove her absolutely crazy that I would not do PnV. She rubbed her
pussy on my leg and I finished her off with my fingers while she finished me off. Next day we took
care of the PnV when I threw her down exactly the same way and she sighed contentedly.
TLDR: Wife denies sex at the breach by using safe word. Husband demonstrates Amused Mastery
and she gets super horny. AWALT. Whether it is a 20+ year marriage or a one night stand, Red Pill
works.
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The 12 Step Plan of Dread: Book excerpt from my work in
progress: "A Man's Guide To Turning Around a Low Sex
Marriage (X-Post from TRP)
27 upvotes | November 8, 2014 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Edit 1- Warning: Use of even mild Dread during pregnancy has been reported to be fatal to a
marriage.
Edit 2- Dread Levels 1 and 2 can and should be done together. Level 1 is to START dealing
with Shit Tests. This takes a lifetime to master.
PLEASE don't accelerate through to levels 9 and 10 and start making demands 2, 3, or 12 weeks after
you have begun following this plan. Pretty please. Seriously take at least a year to build up to Level
10 or Athol Kay's Option A or Option B. We have had MANY reports of guys exploding their
marriages by ignoring this. Don't do it.
Also, understand this is boilerplate stuff. The details are for you and you alone to decide.
For example, I don't know if you need to lose a lot of weight, but Level 2- get your life in order and
go lift weights addresses it directly. step 3 can include more of that- join a martial art, get busy, lose
weight. Start biking, lose weight. All of this is connected and is for you to decide how and when it is
best to implement each of these levels.
Edit 2 TLDR: Go slow with this and don't be a dumbass.
I am especially interested in your thoughts on what works and what doesn't work to revive a low sex
marriage. Basically, my research suggests that passive Dread (a/k/a 'self improvement) along with
showing DHV's and internalizing Abundance are the way to revive a low sex marriage. If that doesn't
work, then you need to learn Game and use it on your wife. If that doesn't work, you need to go to
hard Dread and ultimately escalate to "Option A or Option B" (i.e. a final demand that she behave as
you need her to behave before you file for divorce or "cheat").
I am very interested in discussing if there are other things that I need to add or change to make this
plan more effective and I really want to avoid doing more harm than good.
“Dread” is putting the fear or ‘dread’ in your wife that you have other opportunities and other options
rather than being chained to her whims. They HATE it- or at least they will TELL you they hate itbut women are irresistibly attracted to men who have options. This is well known as "Secondary
Selection" or "Pre-selection Bias."
I conceptualize Dread as a continuum with level 5 being the baseline "Dread" for a good or excellent
relationship. In other words, for most guys, Level 1-5 are personal and social self improvement so
that your "Dread" is at the level that it should be. After level 5, however, Dread takes on a different
tenor, that rapidly escalates to a better relationship- with either your wife or with somebody else.
To clarify, these are sequential. You don't go past level 5 if you are happy in the relationship. You
don't "cheat" until you have tried everything else and the marriage is already over. You move up
these levels one at a time, slowly, and carefully, taking approximately 1 month for each level.
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The 12 Levels of Dread
Dread Level 1: Learn to recognize and start passing Shit Tests. Begin building a strong, indefatigable
frame where you are not affected by her sexual denials. Your readings will inform you about the
basics of Pickup Artistry and seduction. Begin leading your wife more and begin seducing her. . Read
the sidebar on The Red Pill, Married Man's Sex Life by Athol Kay, No More Mr. Nice Guy by
Robert Glover, and the Book of Pook by the enigmatic manosphere blogger of the same name.
Dread Level 2: Develop an action plan to improve the major areas of your life. Develop the physical,
spiritual, psychological, financial and personal areas of your life. Your journey begins at the gym
where you need to lift heavy weights to exhaustion 3-4 times a week, working each muscle group at
least 2 times a week. Read The Mindful Attraction Plan by Athol Kay.
Dread Level 3: Begin to build a life apart from your wife. Join a club. Take up a cause, discipline, or
calling. Get busy. You are going places, with or without her. Read the Way of the Superior Male by
David Dieda and the Art of Seduction by Robert Green.
Dread Level 4: Begin conditioning your availability to your wife with her treatment of you. Your are
busy now. You don't have time for a sexually disinterested, annoying, or angry wife. Take up another
cause if you need to. This is a great time to join a martial arts club. Read The Ironwood Collection of
Alpha Moves by Ian Ironwood.
Dread Level 5: Upgrade your clothes and start dressing ‘up’ more of the time. Top off your solid,
masculine, strong, indefatigable frame. You should be acting like the Captain of your Ship and
leading your relationship. You should be actively using Kino and seducing your wife. Read The
Rational Male by Rollo Tomossi.
Dread Level 6: Begin to study pickup artistry. Before you do anything stupid, use your newfound
knowledge about the stages of seduction and pickup artistry on your wife. Give it some time and
apply this knowledge to seducing your wife. Use pickup game first to try and save your marriage.
Read Bang, and Day Bang by Roosh.
Dread level 7: Begin to practice pickup artistry and learn how to approach pretty women and hold an
attractive conversation. Read The Natural by Richard Ruina.
Dread Level 8: SHOW your wife that you are capable of talking to pretty girls in public. Start with
waitresses. If you are with your wife and it has been 20-30 days since she gave you the 'favor' of her
body, and you strike up a conversation with a pretty young thing right in front of her 1 or 2 things
will happen- probably both. First she will lose her shit and accuse you of all kinds of things.
MAINTAIN FRAME/Amused Mastery. You are finally getting your wife to respond. That is the
important thing- there is hope for the relationship. Second, shortly after you get home she will
probably fuck you with more passion than your honeymoon. Read Models: Attracting Women
through honesty by Mark Manson and at least one other book among many choices on pickup
artistry.
Dread Level 9: This is the lynchpin. It is time to speak plainly but don’t start issuing ultimatums.
Instead, Dread at this level is an implied and credible, but still as yet unspoken threat. If it has not
worked before now and you are approaching Athol Kay's "Option A" or "Option B" point (i.e. start
fucking me like I need or I am filing for divorce). Note this is the END of a LONG process. Give the
first 7 steps about 1 month for every year of your marriage where you have been a Beta toe stub
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pushover BUT, it is finally time to start speaking in masculine language- directly and up front. After
yet another sexual denial just look her in the eye and say something like: "You know I need to have
sex with you to have a relationship. You understand this is a biological need for men, right?" Don't
argue, don't get into emotional blackmail. Leave it hanging in the air and then disappear for several
hours. I recommend you continue doing this a couple more times in different contexts. Avoid getting
into drama or an argument. Your goal at this level is to inform her in no uncertain terms about your
expectations WITHOUT getting drawn into a battle. When you are getting along pretty well, ask her
what you can do together to get to the requirements that you have for the marriage. This stage can last
only a couple of weeks but may last longer. Writers recommend that you not let this hang for very
long or you risk going all the way back to the beginning. If it becomes clear that your wife is not
going to meet your demands, there is only one thing you can do after you read your Bible and pray.
Dread Level 10: TELL her how it is going to be- or else you are leaving and filing for divorce. I got
to this point in my marriage before it turned around. I told my wife: "You have a simple choice to
make. Fuck me...or fuck you." If you make it to this point you must be mentally checked out enough
and pissed off enough to actually move out and file for divorce if things don't improve. Your IDGAF
is no longer an act. Read The Art of War and The 48 Laws of Power.
Edit: To be clear: "Dread" 11 and 12 is extreme and perhaps almost to a comical level. However,
there is no doubt it is STILL dread: This is nothing more than "Plate Theory" applied to your
marriage. I am suggesting that before you blow it up and get divorced and demote your wife to "ExWife" why not demote her to "Plate" first? You have nothing to lose! The legal issues could
potentially get sticky but very rarely do courts give a rip about infidelity. There is a better chance of
them caring if there are young kids. If this final tactic works, then you can restore your marriage. If it
doesn't, your marriage was already over, you just didn't get the memo. Some think the moral thing to
do is file for divorce first but there is no doubt that marriages survive affairs and this is the very last
attempt by you after a long, long battle that is either the final solution to your marriage, or a path to
an entirely new life.
Dread Level 11: Get a GF or mistress and start having sex like you were meant to have. Read The
Joy of Sex.
Dread Level 12: Thermonuclear: TELL your wife that you have a GF so you won't be bothering her
for sex any longer unless she wants it (because you would never deny your wife something that she
wants and needs). Then when she blows up leave for the entire night. Come back next day (if you
want) or file for divorce. By this time you would probably welcome the loss of this shrewish, frigid
woman.
Edit 1: THE USE OF EVEN MINOR FORMS OF DREAD IS NOT SUGGESTED DURING
PREGNANCY
We have had reports recently about men using Dread during the wife's pregnancy AND IT
CREATES A SHIT STORM.
DREAD is off limits during a pregnancy from what I have seen. They freak out even with soft dread.
Anything new, even things like deciding to get in shape and leaving for the gym needs to be handled
carefully because it is enough to create an existential crisis in some marriages.
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However, the essence of MRP is to be the masculine, rational, logical, leader of your life, your wife,
and your marriage and that is even more important with pregnant women. You just can't suddenly
become the leader if you were not before. Any major changes are verboten BUT you can roll it out
sloooowly and begin to pick up your balls and assert yourself as the man as the natural course of
things while still providing lots of comfort.
EDIT 2: Take your time- a month for each level:
Edit 2- Take note Merpers! We have had several posts recently to the effect: "I told my wife X, Y, Z
and that is how it was going to be or else..."
The problem is that you CANNOT MAKE DEMANDS OR ULTIMATUMS UNTIL YOUR SMV IS
HIGHER THAN HERS, ACCORDING TO HER.
THE LEVELS OF DREAD ARE SEQUENTIAL AND YOU NEED TO TAKE A MONTH OR
MORE AT EACH LEVEL (EXCEPT LEVELS 1-2 WHICH CAN AND SHOULD BE
IMPLEMENTED IMMEDIATELY).
if you make demands or even state your ultimate needs before you have improved the result is
predictable.
We say STFU and don't talk about this shit, don't make ultimatums, don't bitch and whine and
complain FOR A VERY GOOD REASON: It is not attractive and UNLESS YOUR SMV IS
HIGHER THAN HERS IT WILL MAKE HER COME 'UNGLUED.'.
**MEN DO; WOMEN TALK.
THE FIRST RULE OF FIGHT CLUB.....**
DO NOT TALK TO YOUR WIFE ABOUT THIS. DO NOT LET HER TALK ABOUT IT OR
ACCUSE YOU. Go forward, LIFT WEIGHTS, read the books, improve yourself. Start completely
over. Reboot. Follow the 12 steps of Dread beginning with reading up on Shit Tests and lifting
weights HARD. Build a positive, affirming frame. Get busy, start making the availability of your
positive affirming frame conditional on her sexual availability to you.
After you have improved like this (Dread levels 1-4) upgrade your wardrobe and start dressing like
the man.
ONLY if that does not get the results you want to you proceed to level 6- begin to learn PUA, level 7begin seducing your wife using PUA tactics, level 8- begin practicing PUA on random girls during
the day.
The soft ultimatums come at level 9:
To be clear, Level 9 is:
AFTER you get 10-20 number closes (Level 8),
AFTER you seduced your wife for a month or more (Level 7),
AFTER you have studied PUA for at least a month (Level 6),
AFTER you have upgraded your wardrobe (Level 5),
AFTER you have begun conditioning your availability to her with her treatment and (sexual)
availability to her (Level 4),
AFTER you have built a busy, full life with recreational options and friends (Level 3),
AFTER you have developed a plan to improve your physical, emotional, psychological and financial
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life, lifted weights for enough time you noticeably improve and are getting attention from other
women (Level 2),
AFTER you have learned how to handle Shit Tests (Level 1) and are blowing them away regularly
WITHOUT the anger (Unknown Level but pretty high up there).
Edit 3: Don't forget your vows
We have several reports of problems when men increase the levels of Dread when they begin pulling
the attention of other women and realize- hey, I am good looking, I know game, I could spin plates.
Forget this frigid, harpy, sex denying, nasty, bitchy, shit testing bitch, I am going to replace my 36
y/o wife with 2 18 y/o babes. As Athol Kay writes: That may seem like the lamest warning ever but
you will lose all your progress if you fail...THE TEST. There will ALWAYS be a "Test."
When you start to improve you are improving for yourself. However, it is assumed you are beginning
this path because you have a marriage that is not living up to your expectations. So you should enter
this path with the eye focused in self improvement BUT ALSO with some intention and eventual
expectation of improving your marriage.
Let me just remind you guys that you made vows. You made some promises. Men keep their
promises. It is up to you to decide how much you can take of HER broken promises, but don't forget
the promises that you made as you journey along the Dread.
TLDR:
1. In most cases you should NOT use Dread during pregnancy. In some cases it may be the only
thing that works- but BE CAREFUL. Start slow and continue slow.
2. FOLLOW THE LEVELS OF DREAD SEQUENTIALLY. DON'T START MAKING
DEMANDS UNTIL YOU REACH LEVEL 9. TAKE AT LEAST 1 MONTH FOR EACH
LEVEL (EXCEPT LEVELS 1-2 WHICH YOU SHOULD DO THE SAME DAY YOU FIND
MRP/TRP.).
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Are you kidding me? Lawyer "Hypnotizes Women" and
"forces" them to perform sex acts. No accountability example
number google (which is a bigger number than all the atoms in
the universe).
30 upvotes | November 22, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.thesmokinggun.com/documents/Ohio-lawyer-hypnotizes-female-clients-687543
Lorain County Bar association, which is seeking an immediate suspension of the lawyer,
who has been practicing for more than 30 years.
“Jane Doe” hired Fine last year to represent her in a child custody matter. The woman
recently contacted cops to report that she had “strange memories and feelings” after a series
of meetings with Fine that occurred in his office and in a conference room at the county
courthouse.
“She would be unable to recall substantial portions of the meetings, and afterwards she
would realize her clothes and bra were out of place and moved, **and her vagina was wet,”
**
Of course it was.
the October recordings begins with a discussion of the woman’s court case, “but when Fine
learns she is alone, he places her in a trance.” What follows, Thomas noted, “is of an
explicit sexual nature, wherein he induces her into multiple orgasms.”
Of course he did.
Fine told the woman he would cause her “horniness and arousal and excitement” and a
“life-changing experience.”
So disbar him and throw him in prison!
You have got to be kidding me.
Hypnosis is VOLUNTARY. You can't hypnotize someone without their consent. Fuck these bitches.
Edit: I did some minimal research on hypnosis and most of the experts claim that you cannot
'involuntarily' hypnotize a person or make them do something that violates their moral code.
However, there are uncommon (not rare but uncommon) reports and various claims of people being
involuntarily hypnotized. I still call bullshit. There are even some experts who deny that hypnosis
even exists, calling it akin to a voluntary transfer of will to another (now where have we discussed
something like that?)
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A Dystopian Parable of Power and Desire
78 upvotes | December 4, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Let us imagine a dystopian world where all women have electrodes implanted in their brains and all
men are given a control box with a button that, when pressed, gives the woman a burst of
indescribable pleasure. In fact, almost all women quickly become totally addicted to the pleasure
chemicals and we know she is addicted because she thinks of almost nothing else. She craves it.
Aches for it all the time. She thinks about the moment when you press that button, and just about the
only time she doesn’t think about you pressing that button is when you just pressed it a few minutes
before.
Bob and Jill Smith are husband and wife in that world. Let us spy in on a typical night in the Smith
home.
Jill (Hugging her husband warmly after making dinner, rubbing his feet, handing over her paycheck,
and giving her husband a new I-Phone just “because I love you”): “I was thinking you could press the
button later darling.”
Bob (Pulling back surprised): “What! You were just being nice because you wanted me to press the
button.”
Jill: “No darling, I love you so much. It is just so good. Oh come on, it doesn’t cost you anything to
press the button. Will you do it for me tonight, dear. It will not even take 10 minutes. Please.”
Bob: (frowning and pulling back more): “I don’t think so. It is very unattractive when you act like a
little girl and whine like that.”
Jill: (sobbing, crying hysterically) “I’m sorry, just tell me what you want me to do. I will do whatever
you tell me to do. Anything you want. Just tell me. Please, please, please just tell me what I can do to
make you happy.”
Bob: “Well you could suck my dick. That might make me press the button.”
Jill (eagerly complies, slurping his essence like a giant fleshy straw, then wiping her chin smiles
fetchingly): “I did what you said. Did I make you happy? Oh baby, will you press the button.
Bob fondles the box and lightly rubs his hand over the button several times as Jill goes into near
convulsions. She is in physical pain, muscles tense, frantic, her entire body trembling as Bob toys
with the button. Then smirking slightly he makes eye contact with his wife.
Bob: “No, I am just not feeling it.
Jill (crying openly) “But why, what is the problem? I did everything you said you wanted me to do.”
Between sobs she managed to get out: “Is there anything else I can do, anything you want me to do,
just tell me.”
Bob: “You are starting to irritate me now. Is the only thing you care about me because of that damn
button?”
Jill: “No of course not darling. I love you. You are my one true love. It is just so easy for you to do.
It’s not so bad. It will only take a couple of minutes, you can be really quick and just get it over with.
Please, we are married. You promised in our wedding vows that you would obey and press the button
whenever I wanted. Can’t you do it, pretty please. It would mean so much to me. I just had a hard
day, and I was…
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Bob: “Your getting pushy and I don’t like it. You can go sleep on the couch now.”
Jill (gives Bob a shattered, tear filled look but realizes it will only cause her trouble to complain or
beg any further): “I’m so sorry, I will be good. I will be a better wife tomorrow. Good night darling. I
am sorry I disappointed you.”
She turns to leave slowly, sadly.
Bob (calling her gruffly back and handing her the Control Button): “You forgot the button and
remember, only I get to press it. That would be cheating if you pressed it and I would divorce you if
you did something terrible like that. I would take the house, both cars, the kids, and get you kicked
out of our church. Then I would move in a younger, prettier girl while you still paid my rent and fuck
the hell out of her on this bed you bought us.”
Jill: “Yes dear. I will try harder tomorrow. I will look at the button until I go to sleep and think about
how I can work to please you better.”
Bob: “Good night.”
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Prostitute Game
106 upvotes | December 20, 2014 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I got a text from a buddy yesterday which I offer for the enjoyment of the community. We always
talk about outcome independence and not being hooked on the pussy. We talk about the fact that
women are attracted to men who can pass on the pussy because he has other options. This is one way
to accomplish that mind set. I don't recommend it but it sure worked for him.
"Dude, u were telling me about OI and it is a fuck of a lot easier if you really do have other options.
Same old, same old, u know the story. Wife kept turning me down despite that I was running hard
Dread. After 4 or 5 denials and 2 weeks without sex I went to [name withheld] which I thought was a
strip bar. It was not a strip club, it was a fucking brothel! Hot young girls sat on my lap offering to
suck my dick and fuck me for $60.00. Yah I felt bad about it but not that bad. A 22 y/o babe took me
in the back, put on a condom, and fucked me until I almost came. Then she hoped off and sucked my
dick and drained it totally.
I staggered into bed and here is the weird thing: The next morning my wife woke me up with a BJ!
She was so sweet and submissive all weekend and we fucked 3 more times. Can they smell that shit
or something?"
My reply: "Maybe, but more likely you discovering that $60.00 is enough to get off any time of the
day or night got that pussy off the pedestal quick. That is OI and it is what they can really smell."
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Sick Saturday: Game, Frame, and Amused Mastery
9 upvotes | December 21, 2014 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
We have some awful stories on this sub and on /r/theredpill so I thought I would tell a tale on how it
is all supposed to work.
The missis and I are both sick with something close to pneumonia. We were sitting at the kitchen
table and she had her head down, listless. I watched her closely and she lifted up her head, made a
face and said in a nasty voice:
Her: "What?"
Me: "I am just studying my prey."
Her: "Knock it off, you aren't getting any tonight. I am sick."
Me: (smiling) "OK."
Her: "I am serious. Leave me alone. Don't do this Red Pill thing, I am not in the mood."
Me: "Deary, get your mind out of the gutter. Nobody is having sex tonight."
Her: (Puts head back down).
Me: "Of course that spasmodic coughing might make it interesting. We need to try it without the
cough syrup."
Her: (coldly): "Stop. I am serious."
Me: "K."
Long pause
Her: "Can you get me a water?" (We are both sick and the bottles were next to the table so this was
an obvious Shit Test a/k/a compliance test).
Me: Waiting for about 30 seconds before complying and handing her the bottled water. I wanted to
see if she would escalate after I complied.
Her: (Another long pause....wait for it, I just failed a Shit Test, what do you suppose is going to
happen now?)
Barely 20 seconds later.
Her: (seemingly completely random statement in a nasty, shrewish voice). "Did you put one of my
new glasses in the freezer?"
(I like to chill my water in the freezer and more than once I have broken a glass).
Me: Ignore
Her: (even nastier voice): "Come on, I want a matched set. Can you stop breaking the damn glasses."
Me: "No."
Her: Exasperated sigh and a fierce scowl.
Me: "We can have a mixed matching set- glass for your aunts, plastic for the teenagers and
Styrofoam for the young kids" (Agree and Amplify).
Her: (Anxious and terse tone): "Can you stop this fucking Red Pill shit. You are pissing me off."
Me: "No."
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Her: (suddenly visibly relaxing and looking bemused and then taking a deep breath before coughing
terribly). "So that was you maintaining frame, right?"
Me: (patting her on the head and scratching behind her ears like a puppy). "Very good mein cherry,
and this is called amused mastery."
Her: (Leaning into my hand). "You are crazy, absolutely crazy."
Me: "Of course, I married you didn't I?"
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Female Participation On This Sub
22 upvotes | December 23, 2014 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Ahoy Ladies:
Welcome to /r/marriedredpill.
We are a group of men using Red Pill philosophical praxeology and methodology to improve our
marriages and our lives. Most of us believe in the Captain/First Officer Model of marriage where the
husband is the Captain and the wife is the one we chose as our trusted, competent, and beloved 2nd in
Command. She is a highly respected and valuable Commander, not a co-Captain, but not a Crewman
3rd class either, and certainly not a lowly plebe.
The role of First Officer is the first and most important thing you need to understand if you want to
post here as a women. You are a respected, powerful, and competent Commander (First Officer) and
we would not presume to be YOUR Captain. However, if you post here you are effectively stepping
forward and addressing a council of Captains and your tone and content should reflect that fact.
The second thing you need to understand is that this is a Male Space. If you post a comment don't be
surprised if you get some responses that sound like they came straight from a locker room. These
men are here to talk to other men, and their manner of speech may reflect that. Some guys can get
pretty creative so understand a central fact: If you walk into a locker room sometimes the dicks are
going to come out. This is your first and only warning. You are a guest in this space.
Third, women are free to start threads and ask questions but understand you will likely get a largely
male oriented perspective and response. If you want a largely female oriented circle Jill, head on over
to the MMSL boards and get in line with the other women pouncing on all the guys over there. We
are not going to let that dynamic develop at /r/marriedredpill.
Fourth, you are urged to use caution when posting comments and SPECIFICALLY to avoid giving
advice to men about love or relationships. If you are a woman, please do not give advice to men
about how to be a man or how to attract women. Any First Officer knows that is contrary to
The Red Pill. Feel free to offer the perspective of a First Officer but avoid attacking or criticizing
other posters. Many guys who come here are wounded, especially at first, and the last thing they need
is yet another group of women telling them to man up, you are doing it wrong, or the ever popular "I
would have divorced you too."
So to be clear: The Standard on /r/marriedredpill for the First Officers speaking up is about the same
standard as some people find is beneficial in an actual marriage- Woman, if something is really
bothering you, speak up.
To that end:
Do's and Don'ts
Do: Feel free to provide the female perspective. "I think your wife feels....because I/my sister/a
friend... had the same experience.
Do NOT: Go the next step and tell the man what he should do or use the opportunity to criticize or
belittle.
Do: Feel free to debate any other topic except love, relationships, or how to be a man and attract
women. A respectful discussion of Red Pill theory is fair game for any Red Pill Woman.
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Do NOT: Concern troll or argue with any poster. Make your point and be done.
Do: Provide your professional opinion if it is warranted. For example: I work in a hospital/law
firm/courthouse/government agency so I know the answer is....
Do NOT nag or repeat yourself or create drama or you may be banned.
Do: Make your point succinctly.
Do NOT: Try to get the final word.
Examples
Thread is on theory, politics, or anything unrelated to relationships, attracting women, or being
a man.
First Officers are welcome to contribute subject to the above guidelines. If something is bothering
you speak up but don't argue, concern troll, or criticize.
Thread is started by a woman asking for advice.
First Officers are welcome to contribute, including providing an opinion and providing direct advice
to the Original Poster.
Thread is a Field Report by a man demonstrating success or failures in relationship
interactions.
First Officers may comment subject to the above.
Thread is started by a man trying to improve his marriage or asking for advice about
relationships, attraction or how to be a better man.
These are designated
"Relationship Threads."
First Officers can always contribute especially if something is really bothering you!
First Officers may NOT give advice to men, nag, belittle, or engage in serious criticism of a poster in
a relationship thread.
First Officers can respectfully and with full feminine charm provide alternative solutions or critique
a proposed solution by other commenters.
First Officers who wish to speak up in a relationship thread should be particularly brief and to the
point. Do NOT argue. Especially on this type of thread do NOT attempt to get the final word. We
want to hear your opinion and your thoughts. We don't want to have an argument, especially on a
thread where a man is asking for advice from other men.
TLDR:
You should appreciate that you are addressing a council of captains in this sub. If the Commander
(First Officer) wishes to be heard then she is urged to step forward any time and speak her piece, but
she should do so with respect or it’s off to the briny deep with ya scurvy lass. Arrgh.
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The Captain and First Officer Relationship
10 upvotes | December 27, 2014 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This is another book excerpt from my upcoming best seller: "A Man's Guide To Turning Around a
Low Sex Marriage" on the Captain/First Officer Relationship.
Examples of your own Captain and First Officer Relationship or comments are always appreciated.
"I first heard of the “Captain/First Officer Model" of marriage from the writings of Athol Kay in his
epic works on marriage: Married Man’s Sex Life, 2011 and the Mindful Attraction Plan although
others have also used this concept. This relationship model has been successful for a number of
reasons which we will explore. The model offers that the man is the Captain of his ship and the wife
is his First Officer or as some prefer in perhaps imagining a smaller more comfortable boat, the First
Mate. Note how she is SECOND IN COMMAND of the ship, not a doormat.
She is a COMMANDER, not a plebe and I (imagining a much larger boat) prefer the term “Captain”
and “Executive Officer.” On a nuclear armed ship, both the Captain and the XO carry the keys to the
nuclear boxes and both have to agree to the release of weapons. Both the Captain and the XO work
together in an atmosphere of mutual respect and admiration. Each has a critical role to perform but at
the same time there are clear lines of authority between them.
Most important, this model is successful because it establishes the type of respect (from the wife) and
forbearance, leadership, and consideration (from the husband) that is necessary for a good marriage.
If the man is going to take over as Captain he must consider the needs of his Ship and the needs of his
officers- his "First Officer" being the most primary of them all. In a properly run ship, most of the
time when the XO genuinely needs something the Captain is likely to fall over himself trying to
provide it. This is because the Captain’s duty is to the ship which (just in case you are a bit obtuse)
means the relationship. Her success becomes his success and suddenly that success is mutually
fulfilling and reinforcing.
She respects the Captain and the position. The First Officer always speak clearly and openly and
freely. Her opinion is a valuable resource and a good Captain uses his resources.
On the other end of this dynamic, the Captain cannot be negative around his crew. The Captain does
not complain, he does not whine, he does not show doubt. He encourages the crew and the crew
respects and trusts him. Are you beginning to see why this works?
Consider the 1990’s TV series Star Trek: The Next Generation. Captain Picard is the quiet, calm
diplomat and his “Number One” is First Officer Commander Riker. By almost all measures, Riker is
superior to Picard. He is taller, has a full head of hair, is better looking, and absolutely slays it with
the ladies. He is a better pilot, more popular with the crew, a stunning musician, and he is even
having sex with the Captains personal counselor. Yet the actors do an exceptional job showing that
Picard is the Captain and he is the one in charge.
Riker operates largely independently but always looks to Picard for the major decisions. Riker is in
complete charge of managing the 1,000 member crew and he also does an amazing job anticipating
the Captains orders. Many times the Enterprise will encounter a derelict ship and Riker will look
around the bridge, assembling his “away team” wordlessly and then look to the Captain for his order.
Picard will often give the order with a glance or a slight nod at his First Officer because no words are
necessary.
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“Allegiance” was a classic Next Generation episode from season 3 that illustrates the concept of the
Captain/First Officer dynamic. At the beginning of the episode Captain Picard is abducted from his
quarters and replaced with a duplicate who has Picard’s memories but displays subtle behavioral
differences. The “Captain” orders a change in course to a well-studied quasar. At maximum speed it
would only take 40 minutes to reach but instead he orders a greatly reduced speed so that it will take
almost 2 days. The crew is bemused and some of them glance up from their display panels with a
curious look while a couple crewmen even look to the First Officer for confirmation. Of course Riker
trusts his Captain and very lightly nods at the crew who only then follow the orders.
Picard’s behavior becomes stranger as the episode proceeds. He asks his First Officer and the Ship’s
Counselor to alert him if the crew starts doubting him. He orders a pointless but time consuming
increase in engine efficiency. He has a strange date with the doctor, dances with her, leads her on and
then suddenly shows her the door. The doctor can barely walk out of the room she is so stunned.
While the First Officer and the Counselor are discussing the strange changes in Picard he comes into
the bar, orders everyone a drink and proceeds to lead the crew in a drinking song. In case you have
not seen the show be assured this is extremely out of character for the reclusive Picard.
Riker is convinced in that moment: “One thing is certain. That’s not the Captain Picard I know.” He
very respectfully attempts to speak with Picard about the changes in his behavior. Instead of
assurances, he is sharply rebuked. Finally, Riker takes the extraordinary step of going behind the
Captains back and convenes a meeting of the senior staff. As the meeting concludes, the security
officer scowls, saying there is not enough evidence to support a mutiny. Riker immediately agrees,
saying “the next move is his.”
In the next scene, the ship finally gets to the quasar and Picard orders the ship to fly dangerously
close. Riker attempts to speak to the Captain alone but he refuses just as the science officer
announces the radiations levels are so high the ship will be destroyed in just a few minutes. “Picard”
orders the ship to get even closer to the danger. At this point there is a dramatic confrontation and
Riker steps in and removes the Captain from command. The fake Picard demands to know if Riker
really thinks he has enough evidence to convince a board of inquiry that he should be removed. Riker
tells him plainly that he doesn’t have enough evidence, but he is not going to let him endanger the
ship for no reason. The crew gladly follows the leadership of the First Officer and they move the ship
to a safe location just as the real Picard returns.
There are several noteworthy points from this example. First is the mutual respect and admiration.
Riker follows the Captains orders even when they are erratic and nonsensical. He follows orders even
when he is convinced that it is not the real Captain. He follows his orders even into danger. Second,
he objects to the orders in private and with great respect. He does not argue, whine, complain, or
attempt to dictate to the Captain. Third, he clearly and calmly voices his objections directly to the
Captain, in private. Only when the Captain refuses to listen to him does he go behind his back to
discuss matters with the senior staff. Even through all of this he obeys the Captain. Only when the
ship is put into serious and totally unnecessary danger does the First Officer spring into action and
remove the Captain.
That is the type of relationship you want to establish with your wife. A relationship of mutual trust
and respect. A relationship of shared power and responsibility. A relationship where the Captain’s
word is trusted and his orders are followed but where the First Officer is fully capable of taking
command and even relieving the Captain if he becomes unfit for duty. We will discuss the special
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case of the “Drunk Captain” in another thread.
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Who posted this on using emotion and emotional variation in
LTR's?
1 upvotes | January 3, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Who posted this kick ass analysis on using emotion and emotional variation in LTR's?
I need this for a footnote in a book I am writing. Although I heavily edited it, the author should be
cited. It was around November 2014? I cut and pasted it but didn't get the Poster's handle.
BPP
......Edit..Reformatted by request.....
NOTE: ALL THIS IS CUT/PASTE FROM THE UNKNOWN GUYS POST
"He just makes me feel so good (emotion). It's like I don't understand why I like him (logic), but I do.
It's not that he's not good for me (logic), but he makes me feel so good that everything else about him
doesn't matter (emotion)."
As she said this I started digging deeper. I could feel my whole opinion of dating and relationships
changing by the second. Excitedly I asked, "What does he make you feel specifically? Describe it to
me."
After a pause she said, "Everything."
This lunch as a young man at college started my path towards understanding why you need more
emotion and less logic in your interactions with women, especially in an LTR. I've since talked to
friends and family about their "successful" relationships, and how the guy made the girl "FEEL"
something. He didn't make her "THINK" something.
Quick example. Let's think of the common complaints women have about marriages. (I have four
older sisters so this one is easy for me)
-Boring
-Dull
-Emotionless
-Lost its spark (emotion)
Why do women love movies where the married woman cheats? Because there is an excess of
emotion and passion in her newfound romance that isn't found in her marriage. Think of American
Beauty for a second (best movie for understanding relationships that I can think of). The wife and
husband have the dullest relationship in the world. There is no emotion, no excitement, no variety to
speak of, and because of that their relationship fell to shit.
Now consider the exact opposite type of relationship. Imagine someone who keeps their relationship
charged with different emotions.
-Sad -Angry -Happy -Intriguing -Passionate -Joyful -Relaxed -Calm -Spontaneous
This relationship is exciting! It is shifting all the time. The girl feels things in new ways. You're
helping her to enjoy her ride through life, and if you do this with your wife she will love you and
ultimately become addicted to you.
Let me get back to my friend now. After talking with her about all the emotions he made her feel I
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asked if she would want to bring him over to a friend’s art show. She said they would love to. I then
observed. While watching him it all started to click for me. This guy was a natural at helping women
to feel.
Here's the different ways I saw that guy take this girl on an emotional journey in 10 minutes.
Emotions that she feels will be in parentheses.
Minute 1: Walk into the party. Both of them don't know anyone, and immediately he makes a stride
to introduce himself to me (CONFIDENT) and proceeds to talk with me about the art and insight
behind the art (INTELLIGENCE & INTRIGUE). She's intrigued and says to him, "You know about
art?" (AWE)
Minute 2-3: They are walking around looking at the art. He's escorting her with his arm on her back
(SAFE/SECURE) and talking about the art (MORE AWE) Minute 4-5: She drops something.
Immediately he teases her (Embarrassed), and then comes back with another joke that takes her
embarrassment away (Jubilant). He continues to tease and joke around with her before turning his
back on her and walking away (Sad) Minute 6: She's trying to play hard to get but I can tell she wants
to go back over to him (Unsure/Anxious) and stand near him again where she knows that she'll feel
(Safe). Minute 7-9: He smiles and winks at her once while talking to my art friend (Desire)
Minute 10: He walks back over to her, whispers something into her ear, and she grabs his suit coat--then he walks away to go somewhere----she's got the bedroom eyes. (Passion & Desire)
Some might say that looking at this much detail overkill; however, I strongly disagree. Watching my
friend progress through the course of 10 minutes shows me that this guy would trigger her emotions
(knowingly or unknowingly) and because of that she was addicted to him, and wanted to jump his
bones at the end of the night. Through their 10 minute interaction she felt everything. She's constantly
on the edge of her seat wondering what he is going to do next. AND SHE LOVES IT.
With any girl that you meet they love feeling things. They love feeling certain emotions. It's your job
to encourage that emotion in your GF in a healthy way. Tease her, and then cuddle her. Pin her on the
bed and kiss her before walking away. When you introduce emotion into the relationship she’ll love
you for it. She’ll laugh harder than ever before. She’ll treat you well more than ever before. This is
just because you help her to feel things that are new, intriguing, and surprising. Now that we’ve got
the theoretical explanation out of the way, I’ll nail down 5 ways to introduce emotion into your
relationships.
Tell Good Stories
When I say good stories I mean stories that have multiple emotions. For example, I tell a story of how
I got into composing music. How initially I just did classical music, and the world bored me. Playing
the notes of someone else felt like something was missing. I then go into the vulnerability and anger I
had when I played my first composition for someone, and how they hated it. Finally, I finish by
stating that the hard work and drive paid off, and that I’ve felt redeemed through my current work.
This story has multiple emotions in its longer form. It’s sad, happy, funny, confident, and more.
These are the kinds of stories you need to learn to tell, and tell yourself. If you don't know how to tell
stories. Learn. Watch comedians, listen to famous story tellers, and emulate the things they do to
make their stories exciting.
Have fun
This is not stated enough. Tickle her if you want to. Pick her up and throw her on the bed, and laugh.
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Snort like a pig while you’re having sex. My friend calls this the idea of laughing inside your own
head. Do things that you think are funny, even if she won’t agree. Do things that make you laugh
inside your own head. Doing these things increases your “don’t give a fuck” attitude, and helps you
to carry positive emotions through the night.
Tease her. Tease her. Tease her.
This is emotional gold. People still don’t do this enough. I call my girlfriend a witch when she’s
overacting, or testing my boundaries. I look at her with inquisitive eyes and say, “Burn the witch at
the stake for her wrongdoings! Grab the pitchforks!” You know how girls have that line of things that
are acceptable for teasing, and aren’t. Straddle the line. Have fun with it. Girls don’t enjoy being
teased by someone they don’t like, but they LOVE being teased by guys they do like. Keep that in
mind. Banter and teasing keeps the “spark” that most people feel is missing from a relationship.
Quick emotional switch
This one is a little more difficult to get used to, but when used effectively it will make your GF turned
on, incredibly happy, or a nice mix of the two. You want to push one emotion, and then quickly
switch it to another emotion. For example, say you’re teasing her, and the emotion in the room is
happy and jubilant, quickly switch into a serious state of mind. Change your vocal tone to an
incredibly tender and slow pace, take your body language into a state of relaxed nature, and then calm
her down and say that you’re just thinking of something incredibly sad. Say that something reminded
you of the day your dog died…. Etc…. It may seem strange. But it works. This is why “angry sex” is
a thing. The emotions quickly switch in a girls head and she gets incredibly turned on, even though
she’s angry (I don’t advocate for angry sex as it leads to the wrong emotional environment around
sex… at least in my opinion). However, I do something similar in strange ways. I’ll tell my GF she’s
the worst person in the world and she’s pulling tricks on me (jokingly) as I press my body against
her, and turn her on. These emotional switches work incredibly well. It probably needs a whole post
on its own. Just know this. If you can quickly switch or mess with a girl’s emotions in quick
succession, she’ll be addicted to you. Most of my foreplay is done with emotions for 10-15 minutes
before sex. I turn her on mentally, and then she can’t wait to have sex with me.
Don’t show weak emotions, and don’t be afraid to show strong emotions.
Weak emotions to me are the emotions like sadness, insecurity, loneliness, etc… Strong emotions are
emotions like anger, drive, and determination. I’M NOT ADVOCATING SHOWING ANGER AT
YOUR GIRL. I’M ADVOCATING THAT IF YOU DON'T LIKE HER BEHAVIOR, THAT YOU
SHOULDN’T BE AFRAID TO TELL HER AND DISPLAY YOUR DISAPPOINTMENT. ABUSE
IN ANY FORM IS WRONG, IMMORAL AND INSECURE. Now that I’ve got that out of the way,
a good example would be if a girl forgets something that is meaningful to you. Tell her that you’re
upset that she didn’t remember, and that you expect more out of her. Let a little bit of
DISAPPOINTMENT creep into what you say (but remember to say it extremely slow and calmly)
and she’ll apologize profusely. Again. Tell her to be better next time. You know what? She’ll be
better next time. When a girl sees how strong you are with certain emotions she’ll do anything she
can to feel your validation, and emotional strength and security.
IMPORTANT SIDE NOTES -Don’t be the over emotional guy. I’m telling you to learn and
understand emotion, not live it. It’s up to you to be in charge of the emotion, not living it. It’s your
job to be an emotional rock that can manipulate it as you will, but don’t get sucked into it like she
does.
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-Watch movies and just analyze the way different emotions are portrayed. Analyze different vocal
tonalities and rhythms in speaking, analyze how that displays various emotions. Analyze the body
language of different emotions. Get to the point where you can look at girls and know their emotion.
-Experiment with changing girls emotions. Test different things that trigger emotions on girls, and
see what works for you. Find new ways to quickly switch her emotions on and turn her on. Each girl
is different, but some things will work for you, and you can be happy knowing you’ve figured how to
work emotion through yourself.
-Manipulating a girl to do exactly what you want at any time is completely possible. However, it isn’t
moral! Don’t use emotion to selfish ends. It’s possible, but instead move her emotions so that she is
happier, rather than so you’re selfishly happier. Trust me. Emotional abuse is a real thing, and isn’t
right. I get that all of this is kind of confusing and theoretical, but trust me. Analyzing and
understanding emotion may be the best thing you do for your LTR’s. Ask if you have any applied
questions, or general questions about the information above.
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The (un)official "What do you tell your wife about Red Pill and
when" thread. Special nod to the Captain/First Officer model.
3 upvotes | January 4, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
/u/strategos_autokrator asked in my Captain/FO thread:
I know that at some point there has to be a talk to hire her as first officer. I am curious to know when
and how others here did this. Clearly it should not be done when the captain is perceived to be drunk,
but also, not bringing it up openly can lead to dishonest covert contracts.
When is the right time? What are key milestones you accomplished that made you feel it was the
right time?
I said: "If the wife is a you-go-girl ballbuster the answer is never. If your wife wants to be submissive
but cannot express her needs this may be one way to approach it. I had this part pretty easy because
my wife read MMSL and asked me point blank when I was going to be her Captain.
I would imagine the best time to have the Captain/First Officer talk is to briefly mention it (after
some great sex) and roll it out slowly over weeks, not days. This will only work (or will work best) if
you ARE the Captain, not just talking about it. Women talk. Men do.
Which leads to the central point- you can't have this discussion as a 'negotiation.' You have to be
leading and commanding her to follow but at the same time you can't suddenly go from Bluepill
pussy to in charge Redpill. So the milestone is you can start rolling out the conversation about the
Captain after you have established yourself as the Captain, not before. Don't confuse cause and
effect."
Don't forget guys: Men DO, Women talk. Most guys say it is a bad idea to talk about Red Pill with
your wife. However, many Red Pill Women beg to differ. I would love to hear from some
Commmanders on this issue. I think, in particular, that you can and should discuss the Captain/FO
model with your wife at some point.
Let us hear your thoughts but before we start let's be sure all of us know the rules of Fight Club (so it
doesn't get repeated 10 times):
The first rule of Fight Club is you do not talk about Fight Club.
The Second rule of Fight Club is you do not talk about Fight Club.
I just think, especially on HARD MODE, there is a FOURTH and FIFTH rule (at least).
What say you all about if and when you discuss any aspect of Red Pill, especially the Captain/First
Officer model?
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Red Pill Jargon and Terminology (X-Post from TRP)
14 upvotes | January 6, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I find myself posting quick answers to common questions and for the new guys this usually centers
around the technical jargon and metaphors that are used to describe The Red Pill. I therefore present a
short definition of the major terms and invite discussion, critique, and analysis.
The Red Pill Metaphor: The Red Pill (TRP) /r/theredpill is about sexual strategy for men in a
feminist dominated world. It teaches self improvement above all but is largely about what women are
actually attracted to rather than what they have always told us and what we have always believed.
Married Red Pill (MRP) /r/marriedredpill subscribes to the same philosophy and is derived from the
same knowledge and observations made by men throughout the world. Besides self improvement, the
Red Pill methodology is primarily concerned with seduction and Pickup Artistry tactics, which are
colloquially known as "game" and "frame." In /r/marriedredpill (MRP) we are using this body of
knowledge to improve our marriages.
When you learn the secrets, it is almost like the famous scene in the movie: The Matrix. Morpheus
offers Neo a choice between the Red Pill and the Blue Pill:
Morpheus says: “This is your last chance. After this, there is no turning back. You take the blue pill the story ends, you wake up in your bed and believe whatever you want to believe. You take the red
pill - you stay in Wonderland and I show you how deep the rabbit-hole goes.”
Neo reaches for the Red Pill and is told: “All I am offering is the truth.”
When you take “The Red Pill” you accept reality for what it is rather than what you would like it to
be and adjust your behaviors, mannerisms, and goals accordingly. You accept that male and female
sexual strategies are different, antagonistic, and that society has heavily tipped in favor of the
feminine strategy to the detriment of men.
Unplugging: In The Matrix, after Neo takes the Red Pill he wakes up in a water filled cocoon
connected by wires to a massive computer. “The Matrix” is a computer generated reality and
humanity is enslaved by the computers who are keeping us alive attached to the Matrix.
Unplugging from the Feminine Matrix can be nearly as painful as Neo emerging into a very different
and terrifying reality. It is often a very painful process to review your past relationship failures and
develop an entirely new understanding of them. Many guys kick themselves over and over again,
lamenting the lost years when they were trapped by a society stacked against them and a set of beliefs
and ideologies that simply do not work. They were told to "Just Be Yourself." They stayed "Friends"
with girls who rejected them in hopes of earning their favor. They married women for richer or
poorer who divorced them when the business dried up and seemingly changed overnight. Men have
various problems with unplugging but perhaps the greatest is the discovery that women don’t want to
hear about your problems, your deep emotions, and that they don’t love you in the way society and
Disney has promised you will be loved. There is no Fairy Tale and there is no such thing as
unconditional love.
Women want a strong, masculine, rock to lean on during their monthly emotional roller coaster. All
we have been told about “communication” and “sensitivity” and being a good “provider” being the
keys to making a woman want to have sex with you WAS A LIE. Yes, it was all a Shit Test and you
fell for it...which helps explain why there is often so much anger when unplugging. Let us, just for a
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marked change of pace try for a moment to consider the man’s perspective.
Consider the typical divorce filed in 80% of cases by the woman for no reason except she is
somehow unaaapppy. She goes to find her happiness, he loses his wife, children, ½ of his income
plus child support and still only sees his kid once a month. His wife divorced him to fuck Hawt
Alpha-Fuck who now sleeps in his bedroom, on his bed, and wakes up his kids with her screams
while he rails her. That is not an exception or unusual in any way. That is very, very common.
When you realize there were ways that you could have acted and beliefs you could have adopted that
would have retained the attraction, or generated the attraction in so many other cases, the only
possible response is anger.
In fact, unplugging goes through all the stages of grief because you are, in effect, giving up and
mourning an entire set of beliefs- Denial, Anger, Bargaining, Depression, Acceptance.
The Tingles: The vaginal tingles are more than getting her wet. A women who gets the tingles is wet
and wants to get fucked, usually hard. Alpha behaviors generate the tingles. Beta Behaviors may be
nice and sweet but they do not generate the tingles. Omega behaviors turn off the tingles.
Male/Female Attraction Cues: Basically, whatever is good for making (and raising!!) babies is what
the other sex finds sexually attractive. Men: Young hourglass figured fertile female with big boobies.
Women: Strong leader able to protect and provide for the children. Check out The Rational Male for
an intellectual perspective or the hardcore brothers at the Chateau Heartiste for many exceptional
articles on this topic.
Alpha: There is not total agreement on this nebulous concept. The “Alpha Male” is the guy who
always has girls hanging off him and probably will rack up a triple digit “n” count (of sexual
partners) while creating many Alpha Widows ready to divorce her Beta husband for cash and prizes
after she fakes it with him for a few years. The Alpha is in the “top” 10% or so of attraction quotient.
He is comfortable around women, handsome, masculine, confident, self- assured, and often arrogant
and narcissistic. He is usually dismissive of women and treats them like a kid sister, completely
unfazed by her charms. This is enormously sexually attractive to women and the foundation of
“Game” which is an attempt to mimic the Alpha behaviors of men who are successful with women.
Beta: The poor provider who gets shit on by everybody and rarely gets laid characterizes the Beta. A
Beta male shows his sensitive side to women. He does not stand up to them but instead bows down to
the divine majesty of feminine power. The Beta Husband’s motto is: “I have to do whatever she says
because she has the pussy.” A Beta does not recognize or stand up to Shit Tests. Beta has a bad
reputation because while it is behavior that makes women feel warm and fuzzy inside, it does not
activate the tingles or make her horny. SOME Beta behaviors are necessary for any LTR but the vast
majority of men today have been conditioned to overdo it by orders of magnitude.
Omega: The real worthless dregs of sexual society are the Omega’s. These guys don’t just worship
pussy, they put it on a pedestal, they stand in awe of it often to the point they can’t even approach a
girl without shivering in fear. They live lives of desperation until ultimately they are “chosen” by a
land whale who mines him for the meager resources he is able to provide. Omega behaviors don’t
provide vaginal tingles and they don’t make anybody feel good. The most common adjectives for
them are “pathetic”, “ridiculous”, and “cringe-worthy.”
Hypergamy: “Marrying Up” is a very strong instinct in women. Women want a man who is taller,
smarter, wealthier, and a better conversationalist who leads them in the bedroom and out. They get
sexually aroused when a man takes charge and leads. Conversely, this means women do NOT
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become sexually aroused unless the man is fulfilling her hypergamous instinct. If his father dies, or
he becomes depressed, the woman's hypergamous instinct will quickly surface and she will lose
sexual attraction.
In today’s feminine matrix, Hypergamy means that 10% of the men have 90% of the sex while the
vast majority of men are starved for affection and female attention.
Hypergamy means if you are married your wife is ALWAYS looking to trade up and, she will always
be like a monkey, ready to swing to the next branch while her other hand is still firmly on the
previous branch. Men are also hypergamous and prefer younger, more fertile, and curvy women.
However, the dual mating strategy of women makes hypergamy especially problematic because it is
virtually impossible to satisfy! If you are Albert Alpha with a 10 inch cock who fulfills all her darkest
dreams, she will begin to yearn for Billy Beta who listen to her feeewings and whisper sweet
nothings into her ear. Hypergamy means simply that women are never satisfied and can never be
satisfied. Their levels of dissatisfaction can only be managed, never satisfied, says hypergamy.
Female Dual Mating Strategy: AF/BB- Almost all women want Alpha Fucks. They get wet when a
powerful, masculine male asserts dominance and leads them into passionate sex which they think
“just happened.” In fact, a strong man led them to it but don’t tell them that- magicians and their
tricks and all. Almost all women ALSO want Beta Bucks. They want a provider to take care of them
and are more than willing to fake passion and give up sex for years in order to get it.
Shit Tests: Women test men to determine if they are really a “leader” worthy of an Alpha Fuck. Most
of the time it is unconscious and they have no idea what they are doing. A Shit Test is an
unreasonable tone or attitude.
A Shit test in Pick Up situations is the standard bar-banter with the peacocking, feather strutting,
pretend Alpha males withstanding the verbal barrages from the interested females. The solution in
BOTH situations is Agree and Amplify, ignore, deflect, amused mastery (treat it like it is something
an endearing little girl did) or nuke (call them out and stop it).
A Shit test in marriage is basically the same thing. Women do this consciously and unconsciously.
Game: A set of behavioral modifications consistent with observations implemented in order to
maximize attraction. Game is being the “Alpha” male, cocky, funny, arrogant, irrationally confident,
easy going, in charge, strong, masculine. Game has been criticized as inauthentic and praised as
equivalent to makeup and heels. Early game was sometimes reduced to memorized scripts but more
recent game emphasizes the devil-may-care attitude of complete confidence, preferably with a smirk.
The word is ‘fake it until you make it.’
Frame: Your reality is your “frame.” The unflappable, cool, calm, rational, Alpha dude who attracts
women is a good frame. If a girl is irritated and rude this is a Shit Test and a test of your Frame.
Responding to her in kind with rudeness, hostility or anger is ‘adopting her frame.’ Responding to her
like she is a child and you are the adult is ‘maintaining your frame.’ Your "frame" is WHO you are at
your best.
The Hamster: The female rationalization hamster is widely known as the deadliest animal with the
most endurance of any rodent in the universe. Actually the Hamster is another metaphor and a
critique of female psychology, suggesting that women often use emotion to literally rewrite history in
their own minds. Imagine a hamster running on a wheel going round and round and round, changing
little emotional perceptions of something that happened and you get a small sense of the power of this
beast. Let me give you an insight into the workings of the hamster with a real world example. A girl
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is laying in her bed thinking and the Hamster wheel powers up: I had sex with Tom yesterday. It was
OK. Tom didn’t call back today. Tom didn’t respond to my text. Tom is an asshole. I would not have
had sex with an asshole. Tom was pretty aggressive when he was fucking me. It wasn’t even that
good. Tom didn’t get my verbal consent. Tom had sex with me and I didn’t consent. That asshole
Tom raped me…squeak squeak!! Men also have a Hamster.
The Cock Carousal: Like the horses on a carousal going up and down, a woman on the CC jumps
from cock to cock as the wheel goes round. Our society encourages women to jump on as many
Alpha cocks as she can find in her 20’s to satisfy the Alpha Fucks while she is then encouraged to
“settle down” in her 30’s with the same type of man that she sneered at, ignored, and belittled in her
20's). As the Wall approaches the CC rider suddenly decides that she is no longer a slut. Now she is a
born-again virgin and her new boyfriend, a niiice guy who makes good money is not going to get sex
on the first date, or the 2nd or the 5th. Nope, she needs to establish this new relationship where she
rations the sex in order to control her husband. She settles for a Beta Buck who can never excite her
like all the hawwwt guys she could never get to commit. She throws sex at her Beta pet for months or
years, as long as it takes, and then it tapers off, usually to twice a month, often beginning on the
Honeymoon.
The Wall: Beautiful women spend their youth not just fucking Alpha cocks and rewarding the most
arrogant, aloof, “bad guys” they can find but also reaping all the benefits of their beauty and fertility.
Men fall over themselves to please them. They have sexless male orbiters buy them things and
provide validation when yet another hawwwt “Boyfriend” pumps and dumps them. They get let into
the clubs. Men approach them and give them attention. Then, fate steps in- some time around age 28and suddenly they are like a former star football player who is now beat up, used up, has 1 to many
concussions, and suddenly the men (teams) are not paying them attention any longer. A woman
whose eggs in the fridge are nearing their expiration date (usually in the early 30's) has already
slammed into the wall and their clock is ticking to lock down a provider to take care of them. See also
“Baby Rabies.”
Solopsism: As a consequence of their privileged position in society, and their natural biology,
coddled women learn to think in terms of me…me…me. Women are wholly incapable of accepting
the suffering of a man- if anything it is sexually arousing to them to see a man hold up under
prolonged torture. However, if the man succumbs to the torture, she will feel nothing but disgust. See
also Threatpoint or “Sexual Denial in Marriage 2.0.”
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The Oracle Story and MRP
8 upvotes | January 9, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The original story by /u/CrimsonCapsule was deleted because he said it was blowing up his inbox.
His post and story was hilarious and I don't see the problem.
This is my version of his story for the delight of MRP.
The Oracle will answer 3 questions. A married man who is on the low sex plan approaches the
Oracle.
For his first question the man asks, "How can I make my wife have sex with me?"
The Oracle says: "If you want to make your wife have sex with you then the easiest way is to force
her to have sex with you."
The man is horrified at the suggestion and after he calms down, he realizes that maybe he didn't
phrase that right. He tries to ask his second question in a different way. "Oracle, how can I get my
wife turned on so she will have sex with me?"
The Oracle says: "You need to apply Dread game, leave the house more, have a goal, be improving,
get in shape, dress better, and get a busy, productive life. If you use her emotions, lead her, and let
her know that you have options but that you choose to be with her, then she will want to have sex
with you."
The man is annoyed at the answer. He doesn't want to use his woman's emotions and he doesn't want
to manipulate her. There must be an easier way. With his 3rd and final question the man asks:
"Oracle, how do I get my wife to WANT to have sex with me?"
The Oracle says: "Dude, do you even lift?"
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Hard Core PUA on ROK Gives Red Pill truths on the nature of
women and Long Term Relationships
8 upvotes | January 17, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This Return of Kings article on Why You Shouldn't Cry During a Break-Up gives us some hard Red
Pill truths on the nature of women and shows us the way to getting past the penultimate of female
Shit Tests in marriage: The "Real Tears" Shit Test.
Some highlights:
The reasons women lose their shit and start crying over a break-up can be broken down into
three primary categories: she doesn’t think she can do better than you, she didn’t get—what
in her mind amounts to—adequate compensation for fucking you, or the events surrounding
your break-up have caused her embarrassment and made her look like a bad person.
All women—even the best women—care about what you can do for them more than they
care about you as a person. Every tear a woman has shed over a man can be traced back to
how she was personally affected by the loss of that man’s utility—the man himself is a
distant second at best. The secret to keeping a woman is to be the best she’s ever had while
simultaneously convincing her—through both your highly desirable attributes and the
lingering, yet subtle, threat of your immediate egress should she fuck up—that you’re the
best she will ever get.
A man has a serious decision to make when it comes to committed relationships. You
basically have to accept the fact that you’re being used—you’re never going to get more out
it than you put into it. The duration of any relationship is contingent upon your continued
usefulness above all else —you can only get better, you’re not allowed to slip and devolve.
If you have a good woman, then she’ll stay by your side for a while if things turn south, but
you’re on borrowed time nonetheless. The difference between a good woman and a
hardcore opportunist is that the good woman will give you a grace period to get your shit
together if you start to falter. Most importantly, a good woman is more likely to stay loyal
so long as you manage to keep the ship sailing straight and provide her with a decent life.
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Discussion of Blue Pill Trolls in /r/marriedredpill
9 upvotes | January 22, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Greeting loyal minions of the Red Pill:
The mods are discussing our policy on Blue Pill Trolls and I would like input from the community.
As you know, Blue Pill Trolls are summarily dealt with on /r/theredpill and immediately banned
because strong moderation is needed to keep a red pill sub from turning into a SJW/feminists haunt.
However, in /r/marriedredpill we recognize that sometimes the "Red Pill" solution may not work the
best in a particular marriage or a particular situation so we don't want to totally silence alternative
voices. We believe Red Pill philosophy and methodology can withstand scrutiny and grow with other
ideas and a number of blogs operate in this way. However, we also admit that sometimes
"communication" and even the dreaded "communicating emotion" is the better solution than aloof
game. Rarely I would argue, but it happens. Dudes come here from every conceivable stage of their
marriages.
However, we are not going to let this sub turn into a /r/relationships circle jerk with get therapy and
show your feewings as the default response.
Personally, I propose that we permit Blue Pill comments and criticism and even permit comments
negative about Red Pill practices in specific cases just as we permit female comments- so long as
they are respectful, not argumentative or snarky, and are limited to a specific point.
For example, saying "Dread" should not be used in a particular circumstance is perfectly acceptable.
However claiming that Dread is emotional abuse (especially while also claiming that sexual denial is
not emotional abuse) is not acceptable and frankly, I don't have any reason to listen to people with
that point of view. Go back to /r/TwoXChromosomes or /r/askwomen with that bullcrap.
Similarly, warning about aloof game and suggesting that showing affection is a better strategy is
perfectly fine. However, again I have 0 interest in reading claims that aloof game doesn't (usually)
activate the tingles because women are not like that. If you really think the way to activate the tingles
is to show lots of love and affection and reassurance and presents and free meals and rocks, lots and
lots of rocks, then try /r/purplepilldebate or /r/thebluepill and bug off. We have serious work to do
here.
Thoughts on specific guidelines for what comments should be permitted, what should be deleted,
who should be banned, and when?
REMINDER FOR RED PILL KNIGHTS: Please use the Report button for any BP trolls or for any
problems with a post. It would help if you can briefly review the posters history before accusing them
of being a BP troll (it usually only takes about 5 seconds) but freely report any comments that offer
unsupported Blue Pill advice in a disrespectful or argumentative way. I am going to start deleting
those when I see them and will strongly consider banning the user as well. They add nothing to the
discussion.
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45 Tips Every Man Needs to Know: Some solid Red Pills being
offered up by the mainstream media
70 upvotes | January 22, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This article on 45 tips every man needs to know offers some dark red pills for the mainstream
audience.
Some highlights:

5. Never take her to the movies on the first date (with a cute pic
of an "action" date).
11. Exercise makes you happy. Run, lift, and play sports.
19. The first one to get angry loses.
20. If you aren’t confident, fake it. It will come around.
27. Never have sex with anyone that doesn’t want it as much as
you.
29. Manliness is not only being able to take care of yourself, but
others as well.
32. Nice guys don’t finish last, boring guys do.
33. Find your passion and figure out how to get paid for it.
37. A man does what needs to be done without complaining.
43. Women find confidence sexy as hell.
44. Do whatever you want to do, but be the best at it.
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I tied her up tonight
20 upvotes | January 29, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This post is a long field report full of bragplaining and sexual content. If this is not your thing hit the
backspace arrow on your browser.
I have been married for a long time to a lawyer. In fact, we have been together for nearly 30 years. I
discovered TRP a couple years ago. My marriage was a /r/deadbedrooms for most of the time before
TRP.
I have this bondage thing going. Not really a "fetish" but I like it and always fantasize about tying up
my lovers. I did it with 2 previous Girlfriends and had a blast.
Naturally, my long suffering wife has always refused 2 things: Anal, and Bondage. For the Anal she
had the perfect excuse- you are too big! For the Bondage, the excuse was: "I can't do it unless I can
trust you."
Now I have become more alpha male aggressive, taken charge of my life and the family, and of
course throwing her around cave man style for about a year now. She loves it and cums buckets but
she has still refused to fulfill my fantasies. A couple times I tried to 'force' it a bit, grabbed her arms
and tried to put on some handcuffs but she struggled like a banshee (never said our "safe word"
though, interesting, heh heh) so I had to quit or else risk bruising her.
Well.. tonight was different. It has been 3 days since we had sex. Yes that is a long time for me- since
I unplugged- and it is really long for me with no-Fap in place. I hinted that I had something kinky
planned in a text and on the phone earlier and her little mind was spinning at a hundred miles an hour.
I could HEAR her hamster wheel squeeking through the phone.
Anyway we sneaked upstairs early where I had everything prepared:
-soft cloth belt, check
-rubbing oil, check
-towels, check.
-Hitachi magic wand, check.
She clearly expected another cave man session, with me throwing her down and screwing her
senseless. I aggressively kissed her and held her head tightly in my hands, fingers entwined in her
hair. Instead of meeting her expectations, when I had her clothes off I broke the kiss and offered to
give her a long sensual backrub.
She was surprised and cautious. I am pretty sure she thought I had some 'anal play' idea which I
reinforced by telling her how nice her ass is and by rubbing her back and buttocks, deep inside the
crest and pulling her butt cheeks apart delicately. I had her lay face down on the bed and started
rubbing her. I kept moving from her butt, up the sides of the spine and on to her shoulders until she
was relaxed.
Then I started to turn her on by slowly trailing up her inner thighs and rubbing deep inside her cleft.
After several minutes I started fingering her softly from behind.
When she was squirming I broke out the Hitachi Magic Wand and spent a few minutes following the
trail my hands had followed, up and down the sides of the spine from shoulders, down the spine to
buttocks, working each muscle, outside of legs, calves, then up the inner thigh, lightly trailing our
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buzzing friend over the hot, slippery target each time but only for a few seconds.
When I was done teasing her after about 10 minutes, I reached over and grabbed the cloth belt and
told her my plan.
"You trust me now, babe. So I am going to tie your hands together and fuck you hard."
She opened her mouth to protest but I overrode her and quickly did as promised. She only struggled a
little bit and before she knew what was happening her two little wrists were bound together in front
of her. The look on her face was priceless when she realized she was well and truly helpless. She
started to protest and I threw her hands above her head and shut her up with a kiss. Lets just leave it
at, she was so wet it was a no hands deal.
TLDR: Thanks Red Pill
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Welcome 2000'th subscriber to Married Red Pill
22 upvotes | February 15, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Our sub continues to grow quickly as we get our bearings and hit the ground running.
Lets keep up the high quality field reports and the excellent discussions as we sail on to bigger goals.
Married Red Pill: Changing the world one man- and his hypergamous, disobedient, stubborn, sex
denying wife- at a time.
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When I Say No I Feel Guilty
11 upvotes | February 17, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
When I Say No I feel Guilty is a book by a clinical psychologist type who does (well established
and accepted in mainstream circles) “Assertiveness Training.” In such a mainstream work it could not
be avoided and there is no doubt the stench of the Blue Pill surrounds this book. Permeates it, in fact.
The author makes no distinction between men and women and apparently is unaware that there are
actual differences.
Still it offers some strength for some beaten down married guys in actually learning some of this
basic assertiveness bullshit. We have literally had it beaten out of us and this book shows us how to
get some of it back without blowing the entire thing all to hell and back.
In this post I will give you my profile of the book based on the 240 highlights I made when I read it
the first time. I invite people to share their impressions and their own profile which may be very
different than mine.
WISNIFG begins with a long winded explanation about why we have trouble saying “no.” He
explains our basic instincts and the “fight or flight response” most of us (hopefully) learned in Middle
School. In case you were in the smoke hole with the other stoners during this class, when you are
stressed, the sympathetic nervous system kicks in and you get anxious- pounding heart blah blah. So
here is the deal. When we need to confront another mind or oppose another person we get that
anxious pulse pounding response. Why? Because we get that feeling when we are in danger and we
are compelled to fight or run like hell. As he explains on page 243: “The people fascinated by the
charging sabre toothed tiger are gone.”
So…in order to control us as young children, our parents accessed this fear response of being in
danger and related it to ANY opposition to them or to authority in general. Your parents condition
you to respond with anxiety and pulse pounding fear to any opposition. Don’t blame them. They had
to do it- and if you don’t understand why then let me guess that YOU are not a parent- and you
probably don’t even know the FIRST word little kids learn and how they use it for about the first year
almost non-stop.
So mom trains NOT to say “No” all the time and in fact bends you to amorphous authority and
emotionally manipulates you with puppet strings as soon as you can respond. “That’s a good/bad
boy” is very effective (Marriage Alert!).
Therefore, the FIRST step in being assertive is to recognize that no one can manipulate your
emotions or your behavior if you do not allow it to happen. He offers several “assertive rights”
such as: You and ONLY you judge your behavior. You have the right to offer no reason for your
decisions. You are NOT responsible for solving another person’s problems unless you decide that
you are. Basically they boil down to: You have the right to not take bullshit from other people and to
not give a flying fuck what they think about you. Turns out, people like you a lot better when you
start doing whatever the hell you want to do without being a bitch. Who knew?
Then he offers a few basic tools to be assertive:
BROKEN RECORD is a very effective technique to get what you want. Simply acknowledge the
other person and then repeat your preference over and over again (like a broken record, get it?).
FOGGING is a way to deflect criticism and emotional manipulation by seeming to agree “in
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principle” and then expressing your need, want or desire. This is often used with “Broken Record.”
Much of the book is made up of assertiveness training seminar transcripts of people practicing
“assertiveness” so, for example… When somebody is trying to sell you X:
“I think X would be useful for lots of people but I am not interested in buying X.”
Then repeat at each sales pitch until he goes away. Note this example uses what he calls “Fogging”
and what others call “Assertive Listening” or whatever. First you acknowledge the other persons
concern and then forge ahead with yours. Repeat as needed- like a broken record.
In a Red Pill context Fogging can be used effectively with negs and with Shit Test responses such as
Agree and Amplify. Using my own example (obviously) when a wife says: All you ever do is think
about sex the proper response is Agree and Amplify but you can add a little fogging in first.
”You are under the impression I only think about sex? (Fogging, acknowledging her
statement). I assure you I also think about blowjobs and butt sex" (Agree and Amplify).
Negative Inquiry and Negative Assertion is a branch of Fogging when you actively prompt further
criticism of you by prompting further statements of wrongdoing.
Wife: And then you did stuff, and then you did things, and you even did blah.
Husband: “I certainly do stuff and things and blah a lot but it was worse when I...." (This is a
Negative Assertion).
The example in the book is more general: In response to criticism of the fishing trip: “What makes
you think that going fishing is bad?” (This is a Negative Inquiry).
Wife: Because it is pointless and the fish are smelly and you get tired.
Husband: “What is it about doing something pointless and being tired, or handling smelly fish is
bad?”
The author comments that using sarcasm and negative inquiry together can cause domestic violence.
Don’t be sarcastic with your negative inquiry although I gather you can be more sarcastic with your
negative assertions.
Workable Compromise Rather than outright fogging, offer a carrot and a halfway point that is
consistent with your goal and still might satisfy your wife.
Husband: "You are right I don't do stuff, and things, and blah so I will start doing stuff, but I am not
doing things and blah...."
Self Disclosure Give a piece of personal information with your fogging.
Wife: Why are you at the gym all the time? Have a cup cake."
Husband: “You are right I don’t want lift every other day but I am done being a weak fatty so it is
necessary.”
That is basically the techniques he offers. It seems limited but if you read page after page of
assertiveness training transcripts in the book you see the broad utility of these simple tweaks in your
interactions.
Finally, he give us some sexual assertiveness training and offers the little known tip that many (read
a whole awful LOT) of sexual problems are rooted in the passive, passive-aggressive, nonassertive,
or manipulative style of the sexual partner.
No kidding! The solution is to be direct about your sexual wants and desires BUT there are 2
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“models” for explaining low sexual marriages.
The “Anxiety” Model (read, can’t get it up/can’t get wet…with you) says people are in low sex
marriages because they are anxious, often about sexual performance. The solution is desensitization
and therapy.
The “Anger” Model IS WHEN THE SEX TRAILS OFF OVER A LONG PERIOD OF TIME,
MONTHS OR YEARS, due to one partner being angry at (and subconsciously wanting to punish) the
other partner. Unfortunately he offers an awful mish-mash of Bluepill nonsense as the solutiontherapy, ‘resolve the anger’ (read: Man bad, must work harder to resolve woman’s anger) and my
favorite “conjoint sexual therapy” (read: Man don’t worry about improvement or dominance but
work harder to resolve woman’s anger. Woman pretend to like it and throw a bone once in while so
we can keep getting paid).
For the record, the Red Pill solution that belonged at the end of this book was a swift hard kick in the
woman’s ass telling her to knock it the fuck off and stop being a bitch, she is lucky. Damn lucky.
The final question of the book should have been something like: Now you know how to avoid being a
total cunt. Your next task is to stop being a bitch and most important of all.
Bro, do you even lift?
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Catholic Answers Gives Us "What Qualities are Desirable in a
Husband (Blue Pill Example, Put on your Red Pill Glasses
before reading).
4 upvotes | February 23, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
What Qualities are Desirable in a Husband
Some highlights:
"A Paycheck."
"Let me ask my wife."
"kindness, compassion, intelligence, sense of humor...OH!!, and work ethic."
"dependability, reliability, trustworthiness, steadiness....now that I think of it, I guess a good
husband is like a good car."
"Respect and Honesty and Trust and Gentleness."
Who boy. I can see we have a lot of work to do.
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Shit Testing and Comfort Testing: My Little Princess and
Disneyland
14 upvotes | March 5, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
A lot of text has been used up trying to figure out how to differentiate the ubiquitous "Shit Test" from
the less common but even more dangerous "Comfort Test."
If you fail a Shit Test, she loses a tiny bit of attraction and you are not getting laid that night. If you
fail a Comfort Test at the wrong time you can destroy your entire relationship.
I am at a conference in California this week and my loving wife decided to take the boys to
Disneyland since my school was kind enough to pay for a room.
She came home from the Magic Kingdom in an incredibly bitchy, nasty, angry mood, pissed that the
younger one was a whiny brat all day. The little punk actually said that he was bored and he wanted
to go watch SpongeBob in the room. They were back before I was done with the lectures at 5:30 and
she was fit to be tied.
Seriously, bored at the Magic Kingdom?
Anyway, it was one nasty, shitty Shit Test after another. Complaining about my clothes. Snippily
demanding that I go get her some food. Basically being a nasty, disrespectful harpy.
I was pumped after finally getting through almost 9 hours of lecture.
As another poster said earlier today- let the battle of the frames commence!
I made her apologize for speaking rudely and forced her to "ask me nicely." She tried to beg off,
saying I am not in the mood. Of course that gave me plenty of ammo to tease her mercilessly- "What,
not in the mood, where's the Viagra?" I kept at it until she said "fine" and then in her sweetest little
girl voice: "Can you please go get me some food. Please." She even threw in a batting eyelash so
what was I to do but walk to the resort restaurant and order the Filet Mignon, medium rare.
After I brought it back for her, she apologized again, this time unbidden, for being so rude. Then she
chattered on about how disappointed she was and how much money she spent for just 6 hours at the
Magic Kingdom.
Which brings me to the reason for this post which is not for bragplanning but to illustrate the
difference between Comfort and Shit Tests.
The first thing you have to do is recognize them.
I knew her bitchy behavior was a Shit Test (Duh!) and there was no way she was going to bring me
down. I also knew if I held frame it would eventually improve her mood when she accepted my
frame.
The trick was recognizing when the Shit Test crossed into a Comfort Test.
My question for all of you is when do you move from Agreeing and Amplifying and Nuking (calling
her outright on the behavior and ordering her to knock it the fuck off) to providing comfort? When do
you know to move from the standard Shit Test response to a Comfort Test response?
I have been married for 20+ years and if I keep my cool I can read her like a fucking book. I just bet
you can read your wife also. The key is to think of yourself as a hunter! Study your prey carefully.
Watch her movements and her behaviors. That is the entire key to good game.
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So I knew exactly what to do when her bitchy tone suddenly stopped and she started whining about
how the boys don't appreciate all that she does.
I took her in my arms, made eye contact and told her: "You know that's a covert contract, right? The
boys are not a party to your little contact."
She was shocked into speechlessness (which is extremely rare for her). Then she laughed- a forced,
bitter laugh.
"Your right. But I feel bad anyway."
I put my hands on her cheeks and lifted her face to mine and told her in my most earnest voice:
"Babe, the boys are not going to remember anything bad that happened today. they are going to
remember that their momma took them to Disneyworld."
Then I tried to escalate but she pushed me away saying: "I am not in the mood. I need to take a
shower" Did you catch how she moved from Comfort to Shit Test without missing a beat? I mean
that is professional level fitness testing right there.
So of course I used a hanger and broke into the bathroom after enough time for her to get undressed. I
gave her a smart slap on the bare ass: "Get yourself in the mood then" was all I said and walked out.
Then, less than an hour later.....
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How does it work when the Captain/First Officer is not a
metaphor? Newlyweds tacking into the wind.
7 upvotes | March 7, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
A retrospective field report, a metaphor, and ruminations on the Captain/First Officer dynamic- plus
lots of Red Flags that were ignored until the sex died down after the kids and I was driven to The Red
Pill.
Once upon a time, a long time ago, in another life time, I had a pretty young wife who was a law
student. She was a hard-nosed professional on the surface and our equalitarian marriage was the stuff
of legends, poetry and song. We had sex every day. Life was great. During this (short but) euphoric
period there was an incident worthy of transcribing for posterity because it is so illustrative.
My “Co-Captain” and “Equal Partner” and I rented a small sailboat. This was a two person boat with
one on the rudder and the other operating the sail by hand. Nothing fancy. No problem, right?
We took it out across the lake with a strong wind from shore but we were already almost across the
lake before we realized we would have to tack in order to get back to shore. For all you non-sailing
types, “tacking into the wind” is the PERFECT metaphor for marriage 2.0. You can’t go directly into
the wind so you sail at about a 45 Degree angle into the wind. Then you switch (tack) back the other
direction at 45 degrees into the wind and thereby advance forward directly into the wind but in a zigzag manner.
In order to tack, you have to swing the boom (the HEAVY wood horizontal rod that holds the sail)
and switch the sail so it catches the wind from the other direction AND at the same time you have to
move the rudder in the back in the new direction.
Also, you have to duck under it or you will be brained, because it swings around like a baseball bat.
Got it? No problem, right? I duck down and swing the boom over by hand and then catch the wind on
the other side of the sails. All my wife has to do in the back of the boat is move the rudder and swing
the boat around into the new direction.
Simple, right? Yah, it WOULD HAVE been simple. It SHOULD have been simple. But that would
have required her to follow my lead. That would have required my high powered equalitarian lawyer
yougogiiirrrrl to actually listen to her husband. To actually follow his lead like, I don’t know, maybe
a trusted First Officer? Something like that anyway.
So the jobs were, I needed to catch the air in a small portion of the sails (remember, we are going 45
degrees into the wind so only about 1/4 of the sails will be filled with air). SHE needed to pay
attention to the air I was catching and steer the rudder at an angle to the wind so we could tack.
Want to know what happened? Can you guess?
Instead of steering diagonally, to the wind she turned directly into the wind, OVER AND OVER
AND OVER AGAIN. Of course when the wind direction shifts relative to the sails, the boom swings
around HARD. Like I said, it is like a baseball bat. She did it at least 5 times and each time the boom
just miss my skull as I skillfully ducked. The boom nearly wrenched my shoulders out of socket each
time to say nothing of my life flashing before my eyes and the stars and the colors.
I tried to explain each time but each time we attempted it again, seemingly panicked, she turned the
fucking boat directly into the wind and swung the boom around.
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She would NOT listen to me or follow me lead. Eventually I insulted her enough so she refused to
help at all which turned out to be a blessing. I physically moved her- with much carping and bitchingto the center of the boat and told her to lay down. She continued to complain but wisely ducked down
low.
I grabbed the rudder with my left hand, laid down, and stretched out as far as I could and reached out
with my feet and grabbed the boom. With a little maneuvering, I managed to catch some wind and
steered us in the right direction. I was able to change direction 5 or six times, literally with my toes
controlling the boom, and we made it back to the other side of the lake.
TLDR: Captain and First Officer is not always just a metaphor: A ship run all by yourself is much
more efficient than a ship with a disobedient First Officer or even worse- a ship with two Captains.
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This is why we have MRP
29 upvotes | March 12, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Link to a thread on the main TRP sub:
http://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/2yonbt/marriage_red_pill_on_hard_mode/
Dude posted some legitimate guidelines for a Red Pill marriage that should have sparked some
debate. Instead what follows is more than 100 comments and possibly every single one of them
debated and argued about whether you should get married at all without contributing to OP's post.
The thread was derailed and nothing substantive was accomplished except the conclusion- DON'T
GET MARRIED. Yes, we got it TRP.
But what if we are already married?
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Take her breath away: A message about how to kiss from The
Red Pill
17 upvotes | March 21, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I cannot recommend strongly enough that each of you make a real effort to do Athol Kay's (MPBUH)
10 second kiss EVERY DAY with your wife- for the rest of your life. Lots of you are doing this but
you would be surprised at the number of different ways that you can kiss. Google How to kiss
sometime and study it for just a few minutes. I thought I knew everything as well. I didn't. A teenager
who spends time online probably knows more than a typical 30-40 something married man. Think
about it.
So I reintroduce this fabulous post from The Red Pill and thank /u/diskotanssi for this which I offer to
my bro's at Married Red Pill for your delight:
Take Her Breath Away.
My methods for the fail-proof make out session where every chick gets absolutely wet is to
have both of your hands on each side of her neck, maneuvering her head left and right as
you kiss her, with your fingers pulling a bit of her hair and massaging the back of her head.
Slowly, but assertively, move either one of your hands to the middle of her neck and start
applying slight pressure. We are not talking bedroom choking just yet, but this sets a nice
pace of what’s to come in the next few hours and days for her.
Absolutely, positively, 100% of girls that I did this too were gasping for air in the most
sexual way possible. It was like an instant switch for the bedroom eyes, where she would
look at me like a hungry lioness and start reaching for my cock. At this point is where I stop
dead in my tracks and continue with the conversation, usually by taking a sip of my drink
first. You can just feel her heart about to jump out of her chest, it’s beating so fast, that if I
wanted to take her right there and then in the bar booth, I probably could. The revelation
came to me last night after another first date with a chick where she said she absolutely
loved how I took her breath away.
Do this with your wife when you are doing the daily 10 second kiss. Wait until she is ovulating for
best effects. I would also back her up against the wall, or possibly even do the patented "Sex God
Method" push into a slightly open door. It makes a loud bang when you close it with her body. Then
proceed to do the kiss.
Note: Make sure you push her into the door the right direction cuz it is not sexy at all to push her the
wrong way into the door and instead of it slamming shut with a loud bang have it open so she flies
through it (Yes I did that once- but luckily held onto her upper arms and didn't actually send her
flying). She has a fear of falling but this made her as horny as I have ever seen.
Then push her up against the door/wall with your body and take the back of her head in your hands.
Let her hair fall between your fingers until you are touching her scalp and you have a good grip at the
base of a lot of hair. Then tighten your grip (you can actually pull pretty hard if you have a full head
of hair gripped) and use it to control her head. If you tilt her head back a little she will open her
mouth slightly making a nice target for your tongue. I would not go to deep tongue jamming right
away, however. First make deep eye contact and move your lips to an inch from hers. When she tries
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to reach for you keep eye contact and hold her head in place for a few seconds while she tries to reach
your lips. Then give her the tiniest peck on the lips and pull away. Maintain hot eye contact and relax
her by rubbing the occipitals with your thumbs and continuing to control her head. The occipitals are
on either side of the spine at the base of the skull. Then, preferably when she is out of breath already,
hold her head in place, pinned against the door (or a wall) and...take her breath away.
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Marriage 180 From marriagebuilders.com- Action steps to turn
around your marriage (Hint) They stole it all from the Red Pill
7 upvotes | March 25, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
These are the essentials of both "Marriage 180" and "Plan A"
In MRP terms I believe this is nearing level 10 Dread a/k/a Athol Kay's "Option A" or "Option B." I
gather you implement Marriage 180 when you are ready to leave the marriage, after you have
improved and made you needs known- right before you drop the ultimatum, try Marriage 180 instead.
I may be misunderstanding this and am hoping for clarity. What do you guys think of this book?
TLDR: Maintain frame
180
180 is a list of behaviors from Michelle Wiener Davis, the author of Divorce Busting, that will help
your spouse to see you moving forward as a healthy person. I would highly suggest that any new BS
begin these behaviors as soon as possible. I am convinced that if I had implemented them, I would
still be married. In retrospect, I did everything besides 180. I looked pathetic. No one wants to be
perceived as pathetic. 180 makes you look strong. Strong is attractive. (Making it)
So here's the list:
Don't pursue reason, chase, beg, plead or implore.
No frequent phone calls.
Don't point out "good points" in marriage.
Don't follow her/him around the house.
Don't encourage or initiate discussion about the future.
Don't ask for help from the family members of your WS.
Don't ask for reassurances.
Don't buy or give gifts.
Don't schedule dates together.
Don't keep saying, "I Love You!" Because if you have a brain in your head, he/she is at this particular
moment, not very loveable.
Do more then act as if you are moving on with your life; begin moving on with your life!
Be cheerful, strong, outgoing and independent.
Don't sit around waiting on your spouse - get busy, do things, go out with friends, enjoy old hobbies,
find new ones! But stay busy!
When home with your spouse, (if you usually start the conversation) be scarce or short on words.
Don't push any issue? No matter how much you want to!
If you're in the habit of asking your spouse his/her whereabouts, ASK NOTHING. Seem totally
uninterested.
Your partner needs to believe that you have awakened to the fact that "they (the WS)" are serious
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concerning their assertions as to the future (or lack thee of) of your marriage. Thus, you are you are
moving on with your life? with out them!
Don't be nasty, angry or even cold - Just pull yourself back.
Don't always be so available? for anything! Your spouse will notice. More important, he/she will
notice that you're missing. No matter what you are feeling TODAY, only show your spouse
happiness and contentment? Make yourself be someone they would want to be around. Not a moody,
needy, pathetic individual but a self assured individual secure in the knowledge that they have value.
All questions about the marriage should be put on hold, until your spouse wants to talk about it
(which may not be for quite a while). Initiate no such conversation!
Do not allow yourself to lose your temper. No yelling, screaming or name calling EVER. No show of
temper! Be cool, act cool; be in control of the only thing you can control? YOURSELF!
Don't be overly enthusiastic.
Do not argue when they tell you how they feel (it only makes their feelings stronger). In fact, refuse
to argue at all! Be patient and learn to not only listen carefully to what your spouse is really saying to
you? HEAR what it is that they are saying! Listen and then listen some more!
Learn to back off, keep your mouth shut and walk away when you want to speak out, no matter what
the provocation. No one ever got themselves into trouble by just not saying anything.
Take care of you. Exercise, sleep, laugh & focus on all the other parts of your life that are not in
turmoil.
Be strong, confident and learn to speak softly. Know that if you can do this 180, your smallest
CONSISTENT action will be noticed far more than any words you can say or write.
Do not be openly desperate or needy even when you are hurting more than ever and are feeling
totally desperate and needy.
Do not focus on yourself when communicating with your spouse. It's not always about you! More to
the point, at present they just don't care!
Do not believe any of what you hear them say and less than 50% of what you see. Your spouse will
speak in absolute negatives and do so in the most strident tones imaginable. Try to remember that
they are also hurting and afraid. Try to remember that they know what they are doing is wrong and so
they will say anything they can to justify their behavior.
Do not give up no matter how dark it is or how bad you feel. It "ain't over till it's over!"
Do not backslide from your hard earned changes. Remain consistent! It is the consistency of action
and attitude that delivers the message.
When expressing your dissatisfaction with the actions of the wayward party, never be judgmental,
critical or express moral outrage. Always explain that your dissatisfaction is due to the pain that the
acts being committed are causing you as a person. This is the kind of behavior that will cause you to
be a much more attractive and mysterious individual. Further it SHOWS that you are NOT afraid to
move on with your life. Still more important, it will burst their positive little bubble; the one in which
they believe that they can always come back to you in case things don't work out with the OM/OW."
PLAN A
"The Carrot and the Stick of Plan A" by Pepperband
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THE CARROT OF PLAN A:
Meeting your wandering spouse's emotional needs.
Making "home" a warm and inviting place to be.
Placing emphasis on what has worked in the marriage.
Showing consistent self improvement in areas where previously lacking.
Stop lovebusting behaviors.
Communicating with a calm reassuring voice and relaxed body language, even in the center of a
verbal storm created by the infidel.
Becoming the person any reasonable spouse would want to come home to.
Remaining open to the possibility of recovery.
Offering forgiveness and understanding.
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Article on parenting and mothers show us the Bluest of Pills
37 upvotes | March 31, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Every single time I take my kid to the doctor I have a shit fit because I always read one of the
parenting magazines in the office. I just couldn't stop shaking my head at the author's complete
ignorance and ultimately at her projection.
She wrote about a 5 year old daughter who she describes as the 'boss of the house.' She describes an
angry, out of control little girl who is flailing out and weighing in her big fat mouth on anything and
everything. Yet somehow the little girl is not happy. She challenges everybody in the house and tries
to boss everybody around all the time.
At this point I started laughing and possibly crying just a little bit. This behavior rings a bell in my
memory somehow. I have heard it before from somebody.
Her parents are not happy either and the author describes in this short 2 page article FOUR TIMES
how (in addition to the daughter being an out-of-control Devil Child) she and her husband don't get
along that well. The Hell you say?
Four times in barely 10 paragraphs she mentions her marital problems! Twice she mentions their
SMALL apartment wherein the 5 year old can "hear everything." Three times she mentions how the
little 5 y/o daughter jumps between them to stop marital fights suggesting this is a rather common
occurrence. Ponder that. Once she mentions that: [mommy and daddy are fighting because] "mommy
is angry that daddy spent so much time at work last week but it will be fine because he is going to
spend more time home next week."
I am still trying to ponder that one. Here we have a SAHM who does nothing productive except write
blog quality and pretty pedantic parenting revelations after she has her morning coffee and returns
from dropping her 5 y/o off at school. She is living in the city in an apartment. Her bills are paid. But
she is mad because hubby is working too many hours.
As an aside, does this woman have any idea WHY her husband avoids her? Does she know WHY he
doesn't spend time at home and lets the daughter- and the wife (spoiler alert) run wild?
No she doesn't.
She does know that her equalitarian marriage is just peachy with her husband, Jim, sharing all the
household chores and child care. The only problem is they never can seem to find the time for
intimacy and "Jim" is not happy.
At that point I threw the magazine down, chortling- was it disgust or satisfaction because I already
had the story figured out before she told me? I picked up the magazine again after I finished laughing
and dried my eyes.
The second half of the article was devoted to the epiphany she discovers that little girls don't want to
flail around with no boundaries. The author is amazed to discover that as it turns out, children want
the comfort of strong parents who set clear and fair boundaries for them. They want decisive decision
makers who do what is best and take the responsibility. She seems especially amazed and surprised to
learn that children want strong, decisive parents to make most of the decisions for them. The don't
want wishy-washy parents always asking them where they want to eat and what they want to do.
Children want their parents to be leaders. They want to be led by competent, strong, confident,
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popular parents!
I don't think this author had any idea of the megawarp levels of projection in her article.
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Low Quality Posts on MRP: A Reminder from the Mods
20 upvotes | March 31, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Ahoy Men,
The Married Red Pill Reddit is growing quickly with nearly 1/3 expansion and a thousand new
subscribers in just the last month. While we welcome the challenge of growing our numbers, we have
noticed an increasing number of posts that are low quality.
I write to remind you that /r/Marriedredpill is a Red Pill Reddit devoted to improving our marriages
through the use of Red Pill principles. Above all we are RED PILL. Since we are "Married Red Pill"
we include some feewings, and concepts like Alpha/Beta Balance, and a few other ideas, that Hard
Core Red guys may not like and may even reject, but even so we all need to remember when posting
that this is a RED PILL sub.
This is not your mother's sewing circle and we are not a group of Yentas flailing around without any
rhyme or reason. Our Rhyme is "Red" and our Reason is "Pill" and we are men either completely Red
or we are in the process of unplugging from the Matrix. This sub exists to help us implement RED
PILL SEXUAL STRATEGY into our marriages- NOT to transform the Red Pill into some gross,
unrecognizable purple monstrosity.
The new TRP moderator recently posted about similar concerns on the main sub:
Moderating lightly vs. moderating heavily.
We walk a constantly-changing tightrope between stifling debate and letting in too many
trolls. Overall, our goal has always been, and continues to be, preserving the signal to noise
ratio above all, and ensuring the top of the front page remains as useful to the recovering
beta as possible.
As such, we tend to remove posts very aggressively, while being somewhat more
conservative in banning users. We've settled on a general practice of:
•Remove any post that doesn't clearly add value.
•Issue a short timeout (ban for about two weeks, or some such), for well-intentioned users
who clearly didn't understand the rules, and need to lurk more before posting (Note: On
MRP we will issue a warning before banning or suspending users for low quality posts)
•Permaban anyone who intends to sabotage the group or hinder recovering betas from
achieving happy, self-determined lives.
•Permaban anyone arguing against TRP with postmodern discourse.
Debating against TRP principles is permissible because it helps participants test and explore
their ideas, but ultimately the group is here for people who want help, not for people who
want to argue. If you want to argue the premises, either keep it about facts and principles,
not feelings or moral, or take it to PPD.
If a moderator bans or issues a suspension you may message us and appeal to the entire moderation
panel but without a compelling reason we are unlikely to alter a suspension. If you are suspended or
your post deleted it just means we are saying that you need to lurk more, read more, learn more
before posting again. This is no big deal! Learn some more, read some more, and return with better
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knowledge and a better, more informed post next time. No Problem!
MRP was formed originally because some posts on The Main Red Pill Reddit /r/theredpill were low
quality and we wanted a separate but equal place where a couple things could happen more easily
than on the main Red Pill reddit:
1. We assume a more mature and detailed discussion. There is a slightly older and more mature
crowd on MRP compared to TRP. We are married men, many of us for decades. Our High
School days (and in most cases our College days) are long gone. (Most of us) don't spin plates
and are working on establishing an overwhelmingly monogamous relationship with a nice
helping side of Dread. Most of us are established in our first career or trying to break into our
second career. Many of us have kids and most of us have a lifetime of mistakes to share.
2. We want a place where Red Pill married men can go to ask questions and share experiences
about the Married Red Pill life without the chorus of 'don't get married' comments we see on
TRP, not to mention avoiding advice and remonstrations from all the unmarried, never married,
separated, divorced, and MGTOW men.
3. Finally, we want a sub that is welcoming to newly unplugging men who are trying to
implement The Red Pill and possibly save their marriages. That doesn't mean this is not a men's
locker room and that giving a new guy a swift kick in the ass is not the proper approach- but try
to make it a friendly, helpful kick.
Our goal is to have HIGH QUALITY POSTS. To that end, in light of what we have noticed to be a
decline in quality we will begin removing posts that do not meet the standards of MRP.
A few Moderation pointers and tips:
1. Brevity is the soul of wit. Be BRIEF and to the POINT. If you could say something in 30 words
or in 2 words, use 2. DO NOT spend lots of space with dissertation length posts. Say what you
want to say, make your point, tell us your conclusion, and get out.
2. DO NOT HAMSTER about your emotions. Yes men have a hamster and it is damn hard to get
that male beast off it's wheel. Please make every effort to work through your hamster before
posting and for God's sake don't post anything while you are listening to that Beta Shit Goblin
on your shoulder.
3. If you are posting a theory concept, you MUST base it on Red Pill concepts. A lot of MRP is
not fully fleshed out and there is plenty of room to get creative but we do not bend on core Red
Pill principles. If you are interested in debating whether Red Pill principles work then take it to
PPD. If you want to discuss how a Red Pill principle can be modified to fit the concept of
Marriage 2.0 or you want to distinguish how a particular Red Pill principle works or doesn't
work with a particular type of woman or a specific type of situation then welcome.
4. Low effort post are those that do not add to the community and will be deleted. Examples are
posts just mentioning songs, movies or apps without sufficient insightful discussion and context
that adds to MRP are low effort. Similarly, incoherent stream-of-thought posts are low effort.
Posts that are constantly defending how they are red pill without referring to RP principles or
that there are many kinds of red pills are hamstering low effort posts. Posts that are mostly
defending your own actions preemptively seeking validation are low effort. Posts that are not
somehow related to marriage sexual strategy are low effort. Posts that say "I'm new, give me
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the summary" are low effort.
5. Posts without reflecting upon your own actions are weak and don't help you nor the
community. Day-by-day updates are discouraged because they signal that you are only looking
for validation. Posts saying that you just found the red pill and did nuclear dread in a matter of
days are tell-tale sign of a beta victim puke. Posts blaming your wife for all the problems are
not red pill. Self-reflection is the key to turn your experiences into insightful Red Pill
discussions.
6. We make a strong distinction between new threads and comments on existing threads.
Comments like "good job" or "Clap" are low effort comments that are likely to be deleted.
7. We are especially concerned with the quality of the original threads posted. So when posting a
new thread ALWAYS ask yourself: Does this add value? Is my story concise and to the point?
Did I use the lowest number of words in my piece? Is it a Red Pill (or Blue Pill) example? Is
my intent clear? Often if you include a TLDR from the beginning it keeps your post on point
and prevents long, rambling streams of consciousness.
When in doubt save your post to a word processor and sit on it for 24 hours. Then go over it again,
edit out unnecessary words, streamline the story, clarify it, and make it better before posting.
If your post is removed don't take it personally and please contact the mods before you attempt to
repost the same thing.
If you think a post is low quality, hit that "Report" button and let us know.
We now resume our regularly scheduled Reditting.
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A Rant on Sexual Denial in Marriage 2.0
7 upvotes | April 5, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Since I took the Red Pill and laid down the law with my wife I thought we had put the old sexual
denial ways of the past behind us once and for all. However, knowing that women are like water and
will take the shape of their container I knew there would be continual, constant, incessant challenges.
So instead of talking with my wife or giving her this letter I started to write about my feewwings, I
write this instead for my Red Pill brothers and sisters as a rant and warning.
Do you wives have any idea of the scope of your sin when you are determined to be a disobedient,
unpleasant, sexually denying screechtard harpy?
If you are Christian I could quote Holy Scripture about wives submitting to their husbands which is
mentioned repeatedly in the New Testament Peter, Paul, Titus, Luke, and other authors talked about
the subject and urged women to submit to their husbands. Just so they were clear they specifically
instructed Christian wives they are not to sexually deny their husbands. They did so clearly and
repeatedly throughout the text- every time the subject was mentioned, in fact.
Of course this suggests an actual duty and responsibility for wives and we can’t even mention that
without cries of “Shitlord.” Yet the cries do not change the fact the Bible clearly states that women
who sexually deny their husbands are disobedient and in fact they are in mortal sin. As an aside I find
it fascinating that the prohibition against masturbation is so prominent in so many churches yet the
solution to masturbation- get married and fuck like rabbits- which is, again repeatedly, stated in
scripture, is completely ignored. In fact, denying the solution is celebrated as female empowerment!
YOUGOGIRLLLLLLL!
In case you missed it, Paul wrote: “If they burn with passion then let them marry so neither will be
tempted by sexual immorality.”
Thus the first thing I note in terms of how a husband who is being sexually denied might feel is to
take judicial notice of the clear and repeated instructions of Scripture. A Christian man whose wife is
lording her power of sexual denial over him is committing a serious sin according to the Bible. A
Christian man is, in the first instance, repulsed by sin. A man’s beautiful, sweet wife who is denying
sex becomes a creature of great ugliness. She becomes repulsive and filthy in the spiritual sense so
that it can even be difficult to be in the same room with the evil doer.
Besides the Spritual effect on a man, a wife’s sexual denial greatly affects his emotional and
psychological well-being. Let me try to describe for you ladies the degree of these effects on a man.
Imagine you are naked, warm and in bed. A man to whom you are very physically attracted (I was
going to say “your husband” but I don’t think that would convey the true meaning of what I am
saying for most sex denying screechtard wives who do not view their husbands as physically
attractive). So imagine a haawwwt guy in bed with you. Sean Penn or Rob Lowe, Achilles, whatever.
This Greek God is performing your favorite sexual treat- cunnilingus, or perhaps he is peaking you
with that magic wand. Now imagine you are close to having an orgasm. You are so close. You are
quivering with desire. So close. At the very last second he pulls away the wand just before the tiniest
vibration would have sent your moaning over the edge. He moves his full lips to your face and you
close your eyes, inhaling his musky fragrance. Your entire body is tingling and humming. You close
your eyes expecting a warm, passionate kiss, savoring the warm, wet taste of his mouth.
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After a few seconds you open your eyes and your man is looking at you, eyes inches from yours. He
is smirking lightly as you squirm beneath him. You are dripping, warm and open, your lips- both
sets- are quivering. He reaches for the side of your neck with his lips lightly brushing your earlobe.
Then he pulls away and says in a suddenly nasty, rude voice:
“I am not in the mood. Why do you always think about sex?”
Try to imagine your pain, except this does not even convey the magnitude of the emotional pain that
your denial causes your man. To a man, sex is a necessary release, but it is also the primary way we
express our love and affection. When a man is denied sex by his wife, he experiences the visceral
pain of sexual denial and rejection but the cruelest pain is from the knowledge that your wife- the
woman you looooove- is not attracted to you. She is not even attracted enough to you to ‘take one for
the team.’ She clearly would rather ENJOY (YES! I said ENJOY) your emotional, physical and
psychological pain. She gets a little dose of dopamine pleasure chemicals when she sees the
disappointment and sorrow on your face. She knows in her soul that SHE is powerful and SHE can
still torture a man and make him suffer. When a woman denies a man sex THAT is the pleasure she
substitutes- the pleasure of torturing and titillating a desperate man. The pleasure of watching him
squirm in pain, knowing she could relieve that emotional, physical, and psychological pain but
chooses not to do so.
So in order to experience that emotion ladies, the haawwt dude would ALSO have to harangue you
viciously afterwards and inform you plainly that he is simply not attracted to you. He would have to
tell you directly: “I PREFER WATCHING YOU FURSTRATED AND CRYING OVER SEEING
YOU SATISFIED AND HAPPY. I GET PLEASURE FROM YOUR PAIN, CUNT. NOW GO
CLEAN THE HOUSE AND DO THE LAUNDRY. YOU ARE DISGUSTING. YOU ARE
WORTHLESS. YOU ARE NOT ATTRACTIVE. I WOULD RATHER SEE YOU SUFFER THAN
EXPERIENCE PLEASURE WITH YOU.”
Ladies, I AM NOT EXAGERATING. That is EXACTLY how your man feels at that moment, in that
period of time. More to the point for your solipsism, understand that is EXACTLY how your man
sees you in that moment.
All through your youth you slung that precious golden pussy like it was the ticket to the universe and
for you it must have been. Now you are older and that golden pussy is no longer snappy, and warm
and tight. It doesn’t feel nearly as good when we have sex and your body- flabby, rolls of fat, sagging
breasts- no longer inspires me to despair when it is denied.
Perhaps you wives would not be so quick to ration your golden pussy if you knew that overplaying
your cards means those wife goggles are going to slip. Perhaps your husband still “hounds” you for
sex even though you have gained huge amounts of weight and perhaps you are confident in the power
you hold over him. Be assured that in that time your husbands will see the REAL you, unfettered by
those wife goggles.
He will NOT see a woman who is warm and tight like you used to be. You don’t move like you once
did. Your breath smells old and musty like your body. That youthful Estrogenized smell of a young
woman is long gone and has been replaced by the deep, musky stench of an aging woman. That tight
little pussy is not nearly as snappy around our member as it once was. Those scars that were so well
hidden by the wife goggles suddenly pop into view and the stretch marks. Fuck! Those signs of the
battle for children and posterity are suddenly so unattractive. Like the rolls of fat on your belly and
those pert breasts that I now notice it is all sagging, wrinkly, and stretched out. Remember the first
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time we fucked? How it took so long to work in just the head into that tight little damp hole? Well, I
guess the meat sleeve is on the other chute these days cuz that tight little hole I always dreamed about
is nothing of the sort.
TLDR: Don’t get married.
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Argument about changing the furniture around- Do I change it
back?
0 upvotes | April 12, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Married 20+ years, /r/deadbedrooms for about 17 of those years. TRP/MRP +2 years. Mostly turned
around the marriage: Regular sex (3-4 times a week) up from twice a month. Token respect on the
surface at least. Yada Yadah yadah.
Wife is an extremely headstrong lawyer who makes several times my income as a professor.
Yesterday she had me puttering around all day putting together a new bed and disassembling the old
one from the guest room/changing room.
I wanted to replace the bed with a loveseat/foldout bed deal. Instead she ordered a gigantic queen
sized double bunk bed with a mattress that folds into a full couch. It fills up most of the room.
She had a "vision" for the room and I dutifully put together the items and arranged it per her
demands.
Later she went to bed and I had my own "vision" of how the room could look. I rearranged
everything and basically tightly packed the bed and dresser on the far wall with a bookshelf only
slightly occluding the dresser (but with plenty of room to pull out the drawers) and also doubling as a
stand for the cable box.
Long/Short, my way of rearranging the room leaves almost double the floor space as her way.
Well, who could have predicted that she would completely freak out?
"You didn't consult with me before you destroyed my vision of the room....you never listen to
me...blah blah blah words."
I am sorry to report I did not hold frame even a little bit and blasted right back at her for not listening
to me and making an idiotic purchase when we just needed a loveseat..blah blah words."
So fellow Merpers, I suppose the Red Pill response is to go no contact and basically tell her to go
fuck herself. The problem is she will spend the afternoon rearranging the room herself while I could
do it in less than 1/2 hour.
We were driving separately to church and since I was pissed I ended up not going. I will be gone
when she gets back as well with my phone left at home. Let the hamster spin!
I have already decided to move the furniture back but I thought this could spark some interesting
discussion. I am certain this is not a typical Shit Test and that she indeed did have a "vision" of
arranging the room so this is simply a disagreement on aesthetics. Normally I would not care either
way about aesthetics but there is a principle at stake here and I am interested in my brother's opinions
on how badly I violated them by acquiescing to her demands.
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Rollo's Post on "Managing Expectations"
7 upvotes | April 16, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Rollo talks about a variety of topics from the most important issues in unplugging, the nature of the
world, the nature of women, love, and talking about Red Pill.
From a Red Pill perspective I’d say the first and most important thing for a man to grasp is
coming to terms with realistic expectations with women based in Red Pill awareness.
While it seems like a big jump from precious snowflake princess to "realistic expectations" you find
after it was just like when you let go of the branch and dropped to the ground. It really wasn't that far
after all.
There was a time when you were Blue Pill and not taking a woman seriously at her word –
as opposed to understanding the primary importance of her actions – was probably offensive
to you. Any White Knight you encounter in life is still basing his expectations of women in
that same egalitarian equalist premise that women are rational agents with an equal interest
in men’s goals and purpose. The mistake being that they put faith in the idea that men and
women have intellectually risen above the influences of their evolved psychology and can
be relied upon to behave reasonably and in each other’s best interests.
We all need to be reminded of this almost every day.
this is the main reason couples’ therapy, marriage counseling and Purple Pill couples’
coaching is ineffective. Those negotiations that are supposed to lead to a better relationship
and a “healthy” love are founded on Blue Pill goals and Blue Pill expectations of an equalist
understanding that men and women are fundamental equals with an equal interest in rational
problem solving.
If you are not asking the right questions you are never going to get the right answers. Every single
marriage and family textbook from psychology, sociology, therapy, psychiatry you name it- every
single one is dead wrong with almost no Red Pill knowledge.
Why am I inserting this here? Because your Red Pill expectations of women must remain
stoically within yourself. Once your expectations of women are out in the open the process
has changed. Women love Men who Just Get It, but explaining how you Get It disqualifies
you from being the Man who does. Demonstrate, never explicate.
This is to strong. Once she finds out the process IS changed. Women love a man who just gets it. But
it doesn't disqualify you. It may make it harder, be counterproductive whatever- but it doesn't
disqualify you. I think this claim is to strong. The observer effect changes things, usually slightly and
subtly.
In a way I pity the women who identify themselves as Red Pill women. Not because I think
their efforts are misplaced, but because they become privy to Red Pill truths and now have a
different awareness of that observer-expectancy effect. The process is changed with regard
to how they deal with men, maybe their husbands, and now they can no longer play the
Game without some peripheral awareness that they are playing a game. The machinations of
it are revealed so the context becomes one of identifying aspects of those truths and being
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self-conscious of men’s and their own behaviors being influenced by them.
Welcome to the club my sweet. Yes we men bear that so excuse me if I avoid the tears over your pain
this time.
In coming to terms with Red Pill expectations of women a man must embrace some ugly
realities. Those realities that used to be denied or sugar coated with the pretty lies of the
Blue Pill can rub you raw.
Poetry.
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Let's Identify and Define the main Core Red Pill Principles
(and the stuff that is not)
23 upvotes | April 18, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
What are the main Core Red Pill Principles which are not open for debate and what are principles that
are not Core Red Pill?
This is my preliminary list and all responses and thoughts are invited. Thanks ahead of time.
Core Red Pill Principles
1--Men and women are biologically different. This is not up for debate and we don't give a shit about
NAWALT examples. If you find a dog that is like a cat, it is not a valid argument to say "Aha! See?
Dogs and cats are really the same." Yes some women are strong. Some have muscles. Some are
aggressive. NAWALT. We get it. There are exceptions. Shut the hell up about them. Nobody cares if
YOU know a girl who is not like that. The point is, almost all of them are like that AND ALL of
them have the overwhelming majority of characteristics that we identify- and you can take that
AWALT to the bank.
2--Thus the basic female characteristics we identify are also Core Red Pill, NAWALT
notwithstanding which includes:
--Hypergamy
--Dual Mating Strategy (AF/BB),
--Solopsism,
--Female Rationalization Hamster
ALL women are hypergamous. ALL women are solipsistic to one degree or another. ALL women
have a dual mating strategy and demand contradictory things in a man (see also "Ice, Fried"). ALL
women have a rationalization hamster. Not most, ALL. Some are less hypergamous than others but
ALL women seek out the highest value man they perceive for reproduction. This is a basic biological
fact with extraordinary consequences. You can debate the effect of those consequences but you
cannot deny female hypergamy, AF/BB, or that cute little hamster running on her wheel.
3--Women respond sexually to male dominance. Women do not want the mangina pussies that our
society demands. Popular culture shows the "asshole frat guy" losing out on the girl for the nerdy guy
living with his mother but WE know the truth. Society has pussified the vast majority of men with
this message and on The Red Pill and Married Red Pill we reject it completely. It could not get
MORE Core Red Pill than to "WATCH WHAT THEY DO, NOT WHAT THEY SAY."
4--Most Women (and men!) primarily operate using the rationalization hamster. While this is not an
AWALT, it is true for the vast majority of women and men. My guess is about 80% of men and 95%
of women make decisions based on how it makes them feel and THEN use their logic to justify the
decision (aka the hamster). It is easy to visualize when we consider the immortal words of MRP
Moderator /u/strategos_autokrator: "The Hamster eats logic and shits out new hamsters."
5--"The First Rule of Fight Club" (you don't talk about it) is definitely a core Red Pill principle. If
you are going to suggest talking Red Pill, it is incumbent on you to explain what benefit is to be
gained and to acknowledge that for the vast majority of guys, talking about Red Pill to their lovers is
an incredibly bad idea. There may be an exception to that principle in some marriages but those are
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EXCEPTIONS. /u/ianironwood has some tips on the dangerous and thankless task of Red Pill
Knighting in public.
6--Feminist ideology and the long march of cultural Marxism through our institutions has led to
feminine primacy and the pussification and disempowerment of men in many areas of our culture to
the detriment of men and society. If you doubt this statement, you are definitely in the wrong sub.
7--Staying in good mental, psychological, physical, and emotional shape and becoming the best
person possible for you and you alone is the way to attract women. Mental, emotional, and
psychological shape means adopting a stoic, dominant, or cocky/funny frame and accepting reality
and female nature for what it is (aka take the Red Pill). Physical shape means lifting heavy weights
and building muscle mass.
With all of these examples, I think if you are going to propose an exception you need to acknowledge
the general rule. For example, us guys who have had success talking to our wives about Red Pill still
need to acknowledge that in MOST CASES it is not a good idea....However, in the case of A and B
and C it can be beneficial to talk to your wife about D Red Pill Principles given E even though it
causes problems F and G.
Two Examples of What is NOT Core Red Pill
--Dread: The idea of inducing sexual desire and compliance in a women by putting yourself first,
improving, and ultimately showing her that she is not your only option is much discussed on
/r/marriedredpill but it is really NOT a core Red pill Principle. Dread in marriage is DEFINITELY
NOT core Red Pill. Dread is a tactic that even the sainted purple pill Athol Kay largely rejects and
when and where and how much Dread to use is still up for grabs, especially in the long game of
marriage and LTR's although we certainly know how Dread works with hookups, FWB's and FB's.
Captain/First Officer Model of Marriage: This is an important concept on /r/Marriedredpill and it
largely dominates the discussion. One would think at least this would be sacred. Nope! Rollo took
this concept apart in his post on Mutiny. While I disagree, I think Rollo's all encompassing male
frame concept has a lot of merit. C/FO is an very important concept but it is not core to Red Pill
praxeology. It is an adaption to the fundamental concepts of Red Pill, not itself a fundamental
concept.
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Welcome 3,000+ and our new Moderator
20 upvotes | April 21, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Hi Everybody,
We are pleased to welcome our 3,000th subscriber to our rapidly growing sub and also to welcome
our new moderator who many of you already know:
/u/whinemoreplease was identified early on as a "Hard Core Red" guy who is not afraid to call out
Bullshit when he sees it. Some of you guys have complained that our new moderator is too tough, or
even that he is "mean."
If you think that, you need to read between the lines and remember that this sub is a men's locker
room. Think of it as football practice, sweaty, dirty, testosteronized men commiserating and trading
stories and figuring out what works and what doesn't work. Like I say, if you walk into a locker
room, sometimes the dicks are going to come out. If you walk into a group of guys after practice and
start whining more (please) about how your wife is beating up on you then you are likely to get very
little sympathy along with a much needed and very swift kick in the ass.
Many times recently we have observed that friendly boot in the ass has belonged to
/u/whinemoreplease. The moderators agree this is exactly what we need at this time. His (online)
personality is rather different than the other more laid back mods and we are certain it may even put
us out of our comfort zone sometimes. However, that is how we develop, mature, and grow, which is,
at the end of the day, the real purpose of the Red Pill.
If you want sympathy or validation for your interpersonal pain head on over to /r/relationships or
/r/deadbedrooms and whine all you please. In this sub we focus on solutions, while you are free to
whine(more) don't be surprised if somebody points out what you are doing and definitely don't come
whining to us Mods. Red Pill is practical. We try to focus on what works. What doesn't work. When
one thing works and when it doesn't.
Sometimes what works best is to point out to a guy he is being a mangina pussy who needs to sack up
and stop acting like a frightened woman.
We suspect /u/whinemoreplease may be a bit heavier handed in moderation. Bear in mind our
moderation policy is unchanged as of yet although there are likely to be more clear guidelines soontrolls are zapped, no questions asked- however we will continue to give some leeway to those
working and struggling to unplug.
Often it is very difficult to decide whether a person is trying to overcome his femcentric blue pill
conditioning or whether the person is trying to infiltrate this sub in order to undermine us by concern
trolling.
Therefore, if you are banned by any mods and want to contest your ban or any other moderation
actions, first message the mod who banned you, then if it is not resolved message the moderators and
we will make a committee decision on a case-by-case basis.
However, if you have a short or low quality comment deleted please don't bother us. These are
judgment calls so spend your time making a better quality post next time.
Any questions, feel free to comment below but please re-read the FAQ before asking a question that
is already answered.
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I hope you all have a very Red Pill day.
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An Introduction To Stoicism With The Enchiridion By
Epictetus- ROK Post
18 upvotes | April 23, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This article on Stoicism in Return of Kings is long and painful but many of us married guys going the
stoic route will find it helpful.
You don't have to be stoic to have success with women because an attractive frame will work. There
is also cocky/funny/confident/strong/leader etc. However, if you are emotional. If you are low on
stoicism; then by far the greatest gains will be by shoring up your weakness! So whether you are
going stoic, or not, take the time to read this article.
Some of the money quotes:
The essence of Stoicism can be found in passage XLVIII:
1. “The condition and characteristic of [an instructed person] is this: he expects all
advantage and all harm from [his mind and not from his environment].”
2. “He censures no man, he praises no man, he blames no man, he accuses no man, he
says nothing about himself as if he were somebody or knew something;”
3. “…when he is impeded at all or hindered, he blames himself: if a man praises him, he
ridicules the praiser to himself: if a man censures him, he makes no defense.”
4. “…he removes all desire from himself, and he transfers aversion to those things only
of the things within our power which are contrary to nature.”
5. “…he employs a moderate movement toward everything.”
6. “…whether he is considered foolish or ignorant, he cares not.”
Remember that it is not he YOUR WIFE who reviles you or strikes you, who insults you,
but it is your opinion about these things as being insulting. When then a man YOUR WIFE
irritates you, you must know that it is your own opinion which has irritated you.
When you have decided that a thing ought to be done and are doing it, never avoid being
seen doing it, though the many shall form an unfavorable opinion about it. For if it is not
right to do it, avoid doing the thing; but if it is right, why are you afraid of those who shall
find fault wrongly?
As a goose is not frightened by cackling nor a sheep by bleating, so let not the clamor of a
senseless multitude alarm you.
As the sun does not wait for prayers and incantations to be induced to rise, but immediately
shines and is saluted by all: so do you also not wait for clapings of hands, and shouts and
praise to be induced to do good, but be a doer of good voluntarily, and you will be beloved
as much as the sun.
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Building Desire Directly: The Art of Sensual Massage
9 upvotes | April 28, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
What you will need:
Books:
1. Some readings on basic sexual massage: The Tao of Sexual Massage; The Art of Sensual
Massage; or any of the many books on the topic.
2. THE SEX GOD METHOD
Supplies
1. Edible Massage Oil: Order it online or go to the local sex shop. Don't use the flavored sex
lubes! They dry up to quick and this is a LONG operation. You can make your own massage oil
using olive oil with a very light sprinkling of sugar and spices.
2. A Hitachi Magic Wand: Just buy one of these. It is the best sex toy out there and feels good
anywhere on the body! Get the multi-speed adapter that lets you HER plug in the wand and dial
up and down the speed to the current preference.
3. Any basic muscle and bone chart of the human body.
4. A naked, willing partner.
5. Plenty of towels!
Massage Technique
1. Begin kneeling or sitting Indian style next to your wife right about at the small of her back with
her laying face down next to you.
2. Lube up your hands with lots of oil and warm it up in your hands. You can also pour the oil on
the small of her back but don't let it run off her body onto the bed. Some girls hate this because
the oil is room temperature while the human body is normally 90 degrees and often quite a bit
hotter during arousal.
3. There are several parts of your body you can use to press down on her muscles. I like to start
with the heel-palm well lubed and then rub my crossed hands (like the "V" you make when you
are going to give CPR) over the muscles for a while until they are loosened up.
4. Begin running firmly up and down the spine with your heel-palm (that is, open your hands and
tilt your wrist towards your body, perhaps bending the fingers palmward but leaving the front
base of the hand exposed at the front of the wrist where the Radius and Ulna bones of the arm
meet the wrist- Imagine delivering a punch to the lower jaw with your palm- snapping the head
back). You can also cross your hands in a "V" and really press down hard. Be careful! You
don't want to paralyze her and you can exert quite a bit of pressure if you lean into the massage.
5. Use long, slow strokes, from the top of the shoulders all the way down her spine to the tailbone.
Feel each vertebrae in her back and go very slowly. Feel free to lightly brush her tight little
butthole and pull apart those butt cheeks (the gluteus maximus is the largest muscle in the
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body) while you focus on her butt muscle for a while. Rub deep inside the cleft of her butthole
and use that position to rub the gluteus from the other direction. I wouldn't try even light anal
insertion quite yet. TEASE HER!
6. Don't neglect the gushing little greasy hole in the middle but do NOT enter her with your
fingers or anything else for several minutes. Just very lightly brush your fingers across the
ultimate target as part of the natural stroke from her shoulders all the way down to her little girl
parts. Do it incidentally so she doesn't know if she will be touched on the downstroke, or how.
After several strokes rubbing her butt and spreading apart her butt cheeks you can use your
fingers to spread her labia and her vagina apart on the downstroke/upstroke (spending no more
time at your ultimate target than you do any other part of her body- at least at first). The idea is
to very gently tease her until she can't take it any more. If you spread her apart and just tease
the outside with your fingers, this will quickly create a desire for that empty space to be
properly filled.
7. Change position so she is laying face down and you are kneeling between her spread legs
behind her. She is likely to expect you to pull up her hips and start fucking her. Don't do it yet!
Continue the slow up and down strokes on either side of her spine. As you lean forward to rub
her neck your cock will lightly brush against her inner thighs. She will probably start to
noticeably squirm if you do this for just a couple minutes.
8. On the stroke, when you spread apart those butt cheeks, glide your hands to the outside and all
the way down her legs. Rub heel-palm firmly down the outside of her legs all the way to her
toes. Take some time to rub the bottom of her feet with your thumbs and spread apart her toes
(just don't break them because the toe bones are tiny and delicate- ask me how I know!).
9. On the upstroke, trail your hands slowly...ever so slowly up the inside of her legs to the inner
thigh at the very top. Gently rub the top of the "V" inside her legs high on the inner thigh. The
outside of your fingers will brush her vagina and spread it apart- as you rub her inner legs,
trailing your hands over her butt muscle, then up the sides of the spine to her shoulders. By now
that inner thigh should be getting moist!
10. Focus on the TRIGGER POINTS. They are located:
-at the tops of the shoulders (Use your thumbs and fingers, press deeply and directly down the spine).
-on the upper back on either side of the spine where the shoulder blades attach to the posterior deltoid
(Use your heel-palm and your fingers).
-The temples (GENTLY use your thumbs).
-The occipitals on either side of the top of the spine at the base of the skull (Use your thumbs).
-the manidubular muscle at the "V" where the jaw muscle closes the mouth (use your thumbs).
-Either side of the gluteus maximus at the hollow of the butt cheeks. You can usually press down
quite hard here- even using an elbow! But be careful.
Basically, wherever a large muscle Originates on a bone is where the greatest tension will probably
be. Press on it like a button for 20 seconds or so to release it. Once she is squirming I will then take
my time and use my fingers on each of the major isolated muscles.
11. Bonus feature! Use the Hitachi Magic Wand on the trigger points. Press if firmly into each
trigger point for 1-2 minutes, gently moving it around while it buzzes at high speed. Trail the
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wand down her spine, across the gluteus trigger points, down the outside of her leg and then
slowly...ever so slowly...up the inside of her leg. Let her feel the buzz on her quim for just a
second or two and continue it up across her butt, up the spine, and over the trigger points.
12. Switch positions again. Sit with your back against the head of the bed and her lying between
your legs. From here you can really work the upper spine and shoulder trigger points. Isolate
the muscles with your fingers of one hand and use the other to trace it all the way to the origin
and insertion points. GET TO KNOW HER BODY. ENJOY THE WARMTH AND THE
MAGIC THAT MAKES EACH OF THOSE MUSCLES MOVE.
13. You MUST be emotionally and psychologically "present" during a massage. Focus on giving
her your warmth and energy. Focus on how her body feels. Enjoy the knowledge and move
slowly and deliberately.
14. Rub her shoulders and back, trailing your hand just as you did from the side. You should be
able to barely reach her vagina from this position- trail the hands on the outside of the spine to
her out thighs. Then trail them to the inner thighs and come up across her butt, spreading her
vagina as you go upwards.
15. By this time I invariably have a throbbing erection and I encourage my wife to wrap her hair
around it and rub it as we like so well. You can also use lube but keep the hair out of the way
and expect the sex to last just about 30 seconds if she teases you right. Finally, this may be the
surest way to get a blowjob ever invented. Lift her hands gently out of the way and take her
head in your hands. Her mouth is there. She is turned on. You are turned on. What could go
wrong?
I hope my ideas work for you.
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RSDNation on Hard Core PUA Shows Female Nature and
AWALT for the Married Guys
5 upvotes | April 30, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This Video by "Tyler" of RSDNation.com explains female nature.
These guys are notorious Pickup Artists. Is it possible they might be some of the things us married
guys are doing?
In the first 5 minutes he explains the evolutionary biology of female attraction.
Explains Shit Test at 6 minutes and returns to it at 12:00.
7 Minutes 50 Seconds: he explains the female choice: Be with Steve who brings home the squirrel
and is dedicated to her OR the Village Boss who has 7 other women but lots of meat and a shelter.
Steve lives under a tree.
The Money Quote:
Every single thing that women respond to as far as attraction is basically shit that indicates that
you are fucking other women.
Which we call "Dread" on MRP. Never claimed it was "every single thing that attract women" but,
yah, probably.
Her: "I just want him to be not to be needy."
Gee how could you accomplish that? Hmm, fucking other girls?
"I want him to be confident."
What is the best way to build confidence? Hmm, fuck lots of other girls?
"I want him to know how to handle my emotions and fuck me good."
Hmm, how can you get experience to handle women's emotions? Fuck lots of them?
She says she wants a guy who is dedicated to her but any guy who does that she instantly snubs and
flakes on.
Just don't tell them!!
At 12:20- Why do we say MEN DO, WOMEN TALK?
Anybody can walk around, "Hey, I fuck other girls, want to fuck." Not every man can show
confidence, self amused, knows how to handle women, not needy.
Same thing as lead by example, NOT by making verbal demands.
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Manosphere Readings on Dread
15 upvotes | May 3, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Lots of guys are asking about Dread and I thought we needed a thread to drop the known links on this
tactic.
If you don't know, "Dread" is a tactic you can use in a low sex marriage based on the concept of
Secondary Sexual Selection. In short, women are enormously attracted to men who are approved by
other women. PUA's even claim that "every single thing in women related to attraction are cues that
you are fucking other women." Think about it!
Confidence: Hmm, how does a man get confidence with women?
Smooth approach: Check.
So "Dread" is the SLIGHT feeling in the back of a woman's mind that "her" man might be able to
pull younger, prettier, more desirable women. If you are generating actual fear you are not doing it
right. Fear does not turn on the tingles. The nagging fear in the back of the mind that maybe, just
maybe you are not in total control is almost always enough "Dread."
The first- and in my ever so humble opinion the best place- is my post on the 12 Levels of Dread.
Sexless Man accidently discovers the Dread.
Soft Dread from Rollo @ The Rational Male.
Dread Games from Rollo @ The Rational Male
The Gift of Anxiety from Rollo @ The Rational Male.
The tingles are born in a defensive crouch.
Dread in Christian Relationships: Dalrock's Perspective.
Dread and Preselection.
No doubt I have missed many links to discussions about this on the manosphere. Please throw them
out there and I will add them to OP.
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12 Scientifically Proven Ways to increase your Attractionmainstream media throws out Red Pills like candy
2 upvotes | May 12, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I discovered this little gem on MSN today:
12 Scientifically Proven Ways to increase your attraction to the opposite sex
The highlights:
After "Brush your teeth" and "Eat right" they get down to brass tacks.
Women should smile- men rate happy women THE MOST ATTRACTIVE.
All we want is our women to be happy. Just tell us what we are supposed to do M'lady!
Men should brood and be unhappy more- WOMEN RATE HAPPY MEN THE MOST
UNATTRACTIVE.
Did we need more proof that women don't give a flying fuck about our happiness? It is probably
purely utilitarian as I bet sad, brooding guys are easier to manipulate than happy guys.
Dumb sluts are more attractive for one night stands than smart ass loud mouths.
Who knew, right? The article then claims that men prefer smart ass loud mouths for LTR's- but of
course they do. YOUGOOOGIIIRRRRL!
Men should shave.
Not the scruffy look, no. Shave that face soft and pretty like a babies bottom.
Women should wear slutty red lipstick.
Actually we prefer the lipstick be on our dicks rather than the lips. Men stare at red lips 50 times
longer than they stare at hair, face or breasts. Yes, because we are imagining...oh just never mind.
Women should use a high pitched girly game voice.
I knew you shitlords only liked little girls. You Fucking pedophiles!
Men should chill out more and relax
Just don't get happy. There are women to serve and imperatives to meet. Or was that imperatives to
serve and women to meet. Whatever.
Men should be aloof, distant, and play hard to get.
What? Your kidding! This is the gold in that entry:
"A study in Psychological Science showed that women found a man more attractive when she wasn't
sure how strongly he felt about her, as opposed to when she was certain he was very interested in
her."
"The study found that women started thinking about a man more when she was uncertain if he really
liked her or not. Then, she would conclude she liked him since she couldn't "get this guy out of her
head."
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LOLOLOLOLLLLOZZZZZZ. Science proves Dread game and push-pull. Well Hell! If it is in
"Psychological Science" Maybe I can finally start believing this Red Pill stuff.
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The First MRP Video: Bluepill Professor Starts a Youtube
Channel
20 upvotes | May 18, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Hello Everybody:
I was inspired listening to MGTOW (Men Going Their Own Way) videos and decided to create the
first video channel for MRP-ers. Fellow Merpers, I hope some of you will take the time to make a
video about your situation, about your marriage, the Red Pill, and the problems and solutions you
have encountered along your path.
Create a separate youtube account with an email that cannot be traced back to you if you want to
avoid being doxed.
These are the steps I followed:
1. I used a free IPhone Recording program to make the audio.
2. I emailed the recording to my new (private) email in a format compatible with "Audacity"
3. Then I altered my voice using Audacity and resaved the recording under a new file name.
4. Next I pulled up the file using Wondershare Video Editor ($50.00 available online).
5. Next, using Wondershare, I put my audio on the audio track and dropped in pics on top of the
audio track in the multimedia track.
6. Then, I "Produced" the movie and saved it in a format compatible with youtube.
7. Finally, I uploaded the file to youtube and made the channel public.
This is the link to my youtube channel with my first video.
I anticipate putting out about 1 video a week this summer so....thank you for taking your daily dose of
Red Pills. And remember, a Red Pill a day keeps the divorce lawyers at bay. Enjoy the rest of your
day...and cheers.
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For all you guys that ask for advice and then get pissy, or delete
your account read this
23 upvotes | May 19, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
[From the Red Pill today:
TAKE THE FUCKING CRITICISM
Some highlights:
you don’t grow when you’re coddled like that.
The best advice I’ve ever gotten has been when they’re brutally honest and aren’t afraid to
hurt my feeeeelingz.
if you ask for advice, it’s either because you want the advice, or you want to circlejerk with
everyone complimenting you and telling you you’re special just the way you are. That sorta
circlejerk is only reserved for women so cut it the fuck out. You’re here to grow and learn
and become great.
Amen!
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BPP's Second Married Red Pill Video: Female Attraction
5 upvotes | May 28, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
My second MRP video/Podcast is up and is entitled: "Female Attraction"
This is the link to my Youtube Page: The "Video" on Female Attraction is really a podcast with some
(mostly) relevant pictures thrown in:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRCcXsJScfWlYHP5kHJqNbg
This is the link to the Podcast if you don't like my pics:
http://bluepillprofessor.podbean.com/e/female-arousal/?token=4d5f2f08653f036c951a09df85230bf4
Female Arousal: The 2nd MRP Video
In this show I talk about the basic female arousal cues primarily using the book:
A Billion Wicked Thoughts- What the Largest Experiment in History Reveals About Human
Sexuality.
I begin by discussing a classic social psychology experiment where an attractive person approached
another of the opposite sex and asked them 1 of 3 questions.
1. "Would you like to go on a date."
2. "Would you like to go to my apartment."
3. "Would you like to have sex with me."
There was what we call a "gendered" difference in the response.
56% of the women and 50% of the men agreed to an immediate date.
70% of the men agreed to go back to the girls apartment.
75% of the men agreed to IMMEDIATE SEX.
Only 6% of the women agreed to go to the apartment and 0% agreed to immediate sex.
These results have been duplicated many times and the number of women agreeing to immediate sex
remains at 0%.
0% vs. 75%!! Think about what that means.
Interestingly, although I did not have time to mention it, very recently the numbers appear to be
significantly changed, most likely due to the "Rape Culture" propaganda. This experiment was
repeated (again) a few months ago and LESS THAN 50% OF THE MEN WILL AGREE TO
IMMEDIATE SEX WITH AN ATTRACTIVE WOMAN. Think about what THAT means! Down
from 70% to 50% because of a false media propaganda campaign and several high level (false)
allegations.
Next I provide a list of female attraction cues including dominance, being in charge, competence, get
in shape, confidence, provide physical protection, provide emotional support by giving her strong and
varied emotions and by controlling her emotional storms, be aloof and mysterious, be unfazed by her
beauty, and show her covertly that you have other options.
Most of these will be the solitary subject of a future podcast.
I welcome comments, suggestions, critical feedback, and encouragement and even criticism if you
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must and again put out the call: The MGTOW guys are flooding the market with their videos but I
think MRP guys can do a lot more good. We are not proselytizing or running a cult BUT, I think
MRP is a counterculture movement. TRP (The Red Pill) is vocally against evangelism becauseFIGHT CLUB- but for us married guys, MRP is not afraid to get the word out to other married men.
Not in the least. Bring it on. MRP is the only effective response we have discovered to women taking
over marriages. MRP works, I think because women really do want their man to be the strong Alpha.
Consider making your own video series on this topic and lets get the word out. They control access to
sex, but we control access to commitment. They almost took that "US" away but we on MRP have
figured out how to get it back, and other man can too when they are ready.
From the spark shall come the flame.
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ANNOUNCEMENT: Karen Staughan (girlwriteswhat) AMA:
Friday May 29th, 2015 at 11am EST/9AM MST
9 upvotes | May 29, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Link TBD once her thread is posted.
Follow this event on The Red Pill Reddit at this thread:
http://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/37ocac/announcement_karen_staughan_girlwriteswh
at_ama/
In my opinion, Karen Staughan is a combination of Esther Villar, Ian Rand, and Margaret Thatcher
and well worth the listen.
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MERPERS Posting on RPW: Don't do it guys!
51 upvotes | June 2, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Hi everybody:
We have got the word from one of the RPW moderators that a lot of married guys are posting on
RPW. Please remember that RPW is a sub for WOMEN to discuss Red Pill strategy.
Lurk if you must over there but remember that RPW is not your henhouse. They are apparently
getting some posts with 9/10 responses coming from MRP men and this is driving away some women
from their sub.
I can certainly appreciate why that would be a problem for them and we are not going to let this
dynamic continue.
If you want to cross-post a RPW comment as a post on MRP (so long as it is relevant) I have no
problems but the RPW points are valid.
from RPW Mod: /u/wingnut
you are taking over our sub. You kicked us out of here for good reason, women were giving
bad "team woman" advice, and this is a place for MEN to advise men and destroying male
community. Now you guys are doing that to Us.
There is no other place for non-religious women to congregate meet and communicate, no
place, RPW is IT. We are male friendly and hate all that feminist "safe space for women"
bullshit, but you are all LITERALLY driving women out of our sub and taking it over.
Some posts have a 90/10 male female response ratio and it has become ALL mrp posters.
We are not your wives or your sister sorority, neither are we TRPs, we are our own
community and if you keep interfering with us youll all be banned on sight, not every place
on the internet is for you.
Let me add that I will enforce a suspension and then a ban for any MRP users who are interfering or
trolling another RP sub. Just as MRP is male space, RPW is female space. Please respect this fact and
do NOT interfere with their carefully structured dynamic.
TLDR: Stay out of the henhouse or you are liable to be banned on RPW and MRP.
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Who Wants to Moderate the new IRC Chat Room for Married
Red Pill?
6 upvotes | June 3, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Greetings one and all:
Our sister from RPW /u/wingnut recently gave us the #Marriedredpill IRC Chat room.
I initially thought this might be a way to connect to RPW and have cross-gender discussions in real
time but the mods have concluded that is not the best idea at this time.
However, I can see a good MRP person leading this could hold chat parties announced on the MRP
blog, and related activities which could provide value for some guys. We could actually connect with
one another in real time which sounds pretty cool to me!
Once the rules are established for the Chat room and the leadership is established we will link it on
the MRP sidebar.
Of course the value of this all depends on who participates.
IRC is a very different medium than the blog, more like real time snippets rather than the in-depth
analysis we do so the way I see it now is the Chat Room would be for Red Pilled and Unplugging
Married guys to chat in real time.
We are open to ideas for the optimal use of this space for MRP.
Are there any guys with MRP Flair who would like to lead this effort? The room is already set up and
all that needs to be done is to transfer Ops from the RPW mods to whoever is leading this for MRP.
Post your ideas and your willingness to lead this effort, then (once the other MRP mods reach a
consensus- or at least don't have objections) you will need to coordinate with RPW mod /u/wingnut
on Kiwi to transfer control. She is often on Kiwi so that part is easy.
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BPP's 3rd Podcast/Video is online: Female Shit Tests and
Attraction
8 upvotes | June 3, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The link to the podcast is available at:
http://bluepillprofessor.podbean.com/e/female-shit-tests/?token=d5236ef8fc344cc946a77a6fd0621bf
6
My Youtube Channel contains the list:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRCcXsJScfWlYHP5kHJqNbg
Female Shit Tests and Attraction
In this episode I discuss how academia and the culture have ignored and missed Shit Tests, what they
are, the reasons for them, and the consequences of this behavior in the context of a marriage.
Comments, constructive critique, and fresh perspectives are always welcome.
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BPP's 4th Podcast: Basic Shit Test Responses
23 upvotes | June 13, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This is my 4th podcast and the first since I purchased a mike and a podcast hosting spot. I also
figured out how to mix music tracks using Audacity and have mixed in some recordings to create a
kick ass intro and outro.
4th Podcast: Basic Shit Test Response
3rd Podcast: Female Shit Tests
2nd Podcast: Introduction to Female Attraction and Arousal
1st Podcast: Out of the Matrix
I cover the underlying concept of holding frame to a Shit Test and offer 5 responses with some
examples:
1. Ignore
2. Agree and Amplify
3. Nuke
4. Distract
5. Amused Mastery
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BPP Breaks Fight Club: Gives a Radio Interview with Scott
Simpson about Married Red Pill
19 upvotes | June 15, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This Radio Interview with Scott Simpson on the Mike Stubbs show features an overview of Red Pill
and Married Red Pill theory with a sympathetic and very knowledgeable host.
Scott has been posting regularly on MRP and he knows what is up.
I blew the ending when he asked about having good sex and should have brought in The Sex God
Method but otherwise I think this is one of the best (and one of the only) "Red Pill" media interviews
ever given.
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New Flair Guidelines
10 upvotes | June 18, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The mods are using the following identification and ranking flair system.
Users may select 'unplugging' flair as a dull grey border. If you are a new person posting on this
Reddit and believe you are in the process of unplugging from the Feminine Matrix please read the
course prerequisites on the sidebar, then select Unplugging Flair, and join the discussion.
Flair Rankings
Unflaired comments should be viewed with suspicion and Unflaired original posts will be very
strictly moderated. You should read the pre-requisites before posting anyway!
When it is confirmed the user is "unplugging" and is providing quality posts and obviously making a
real effort to understand and contribute, a Moderator can assign a cool red border to your
"Unplugging" flair indicating that your status has been upgraded, noticed and confirmed.
Self selected "Unplugging" posts (gray border) will be strictly moderated and we would be skeptical
about self selected unplugging posts and replies.
Moderator selected "Unplugging" posts (red border) will be less strictly moderated and they generally
warrant more confidence. These posts are good enough that a Moderator has noticed the user
provides consistent and positive contributions.
MRP APPROVED is the gold standard indicating a user who "Gets It." He (or she!) may not always
be right, but most of the time they understand the deal, have read (and understand!) the sidebar, and
are reliably Red Pill and trustworthy. Users with MRP APPROVED Flair will not need much if any
moderation attention. There is a broad range of MRP APPROVED Flair holders, some very
exceptional, some with some residual purple pill leanings who are still otherwise very high quality,
and some who are merely reliably Red Pill and trustworthy with consistently good advice and/or
several high quality posts.
Please note that the MRP APPROVED flair is for reliably Red Pill and trusted users while the TRP
ENDORSED flair on The Red Pill Reddit denotes an exceptional user. Thus, any TRP ENDORSED
persons (or any of the other Flairs they assign on TRP) posting on MRP may contact the MRP
moderators requesting TRP ENDORSED, MRP APPROVED, or HARD CORE RED Flair.
HARD CORE RED This is a rarely given Flair for the married or unmarried Alpha types who
regularly provide a hard core red perspective. Listen to everything these guys say, just don't get in
their way.
MANOSPHERE ICON This is a rarely given Flair for notable personalities in the manosphere,
published authors, prominent blog hosts, and others who are well known Red Pill gods who are
willing to give us their time and wisdom by posting on MRP. Study every syllable these guys utter as
if it were the next thing to Holy Scripture.
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Bluepillprofessor's 5th Video/Podcast: Comfort Tests, Alpha,
Beta, Omega and Oaks
9 upvotes | June 24, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
My You tube Channel is located at:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRCcXsJScfWlYHP5kHJqNbg
In this 5th podcast, I fight off a copyright claim from Led Zeppelin and discuss that most nefarious
form of Shit Test, the terrifying and insidious Comfort Tests, and also find time to explain:
Alpha = Tingles
Beta = Comfort
Omega = Neither
Oak = Both
In sum if you want to:
Pass a Shit Test and get laid- Be the Alpha.
Pass a Comfort Test (and get laid)- Be the Oak.
Not get laid- Be the Beta.
Fast track the (well deserved) divorce- Be Omega.
Next week I will be using Stratego's series to explain Frame and we will play Comfort Test or Shit
Test using some recordings of my wife delivering some of the nastiest, whiniest, and bitchiest tests
ever heard on Married Red Pill.
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For the Women who found out your husband is unplugging and
are now lurking on TRP/MRP trying to figure out what is going
on.......
31 upvotes | June 30, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
One word: DON'T!
This is a recent post that was deleted which I quote for all the ladies whose husband is suddenly
starting to man up:
So I'm home from work and have been really sick for 3-4 days due to pregnancy. Smells
and tastes are causing painful dry heaves and my body is one big cramp. I was on our
desktop, I was bored and went to reddit because my husband is always on it and I can't
pinterest any more lesson plan ideas and baby stuff right now.
The orange envelope popped up. I clicked it and there was a seemingly innocent message.
But then I noticed he'd been messaging this guy for a while... words like "unplugged", "shit
test" made me look deeper... My husband seems to think that he is part of this red pill group
and boy... do they have some "interesting" thoughts on the women who love them.
For the past 2 days I made my own account and started reading... and reading... and reading
the posts in red pill. I had to stop because they went from strange (overly sexist) but nothing
unusual out of a man-club type thing... to scary. Nazi like stuff... controlling... random sex...
but no, not my husband.. and then I went and saw his comments and recent articles he's
read... He seems to think I am a child... A "child" who is now 3 months pregnant with his
precious babe and who he said till death do us part to.
My husband has always been the quiet and strong type and he doesn't talk much. Most
people don't like him. I adore him. He has always made me feel safer than anyone I've ever
met. He is a wonderful provider whether we are struggling or flourishing and he is patient.. I
thought.
To his credit, I don't "nag" because unlike most men my husband will very typically do
what needs to be done without me asking. I don't think I've ever asked for any yard
maintenance, trash to be taken out, anything that needs to be set up he'll just do it in a timely
manner.
We have traditional roles... which I didn't think was a bad thing until now. I cook, lunch and
dinner 5+ days a week. I don't complain too much about my job even though it can be very
stressful because he has a physically demanding job some days. I like switching off my
work switch and being strictly a wife when I come home. It's like my excuse not to think
about work. But the fact is - I work hard too, I contribute almost equally financially, I care
for him.
And now I see messages to a random man where he said that I give him "shit tests". I have
new "shit tests" because I'm pregnant and I am child-like and he doesn't want me turning
into a pregnant "princess"...
Oh, also he wants to know what to do now that my "SMV" or whatever will lower
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(essentially that I will be less physically appealing when the third trimester gets here). I
thought he would be my husband and a father to our baby when that happened... what else
has to happen?
I have gone out of my way to try to make the pregnancy about daddy too. Beer and diaper
party for his friends, cards about how much I appreciate him... and then I started to get sick..
I called him on his way from work 3 days ago and asked him to pick up a big steak. (I don't
really eat much meat but I've thought of nothing but every single meat in the world this
week).
Hubs, "I thought you were sick..."
Me, "Well, I am... I can't move without being incredibly sore and I keep dry heaving but I'm
just starving and want meat so bad."
Him, "When have you ever eaten a whole steak"
Me, "Please just do it, I'm so hungry."
Him, "You are suppose to go grocery shopping."
Me,".... I'm sick... I just can't right now."
Him, "Alright I gotta go" CLICK.
I was curled up on the couch so confused as to why he was mad. He came home with
groceries. Saw there was no dinner made, which I apologized for. He didn't talk. He through
in a frozen pizza, left my food on the counter and showered, ate, went to bed and didn't talk
to me. I felt so sick and hungry but I am emotionally needy right now and just wanted to
cuddle. I walked to our room and curled up next to him... he didn't move or talk. I just said I
was going to sleep on the couch because I wasn't feeling well... he said nothing. I made
myself my food and then cried myself to sleep on the couch.
Today and yesterday, I find this red pill stuff. I looked up all these acronyms and how red
pill and apparently my husband feels about females and how they love. I have always been a
faithful wife... I love my husband so much. But it doesn't appear he feels the same. He has
"another in the kitty" (either he's lying to impress a guy on the internet or he hasn't acted
upon it yet) It hurts to realize he thinks my sexual value will lower as I grow his baby inside
me? But it was his idea to try for a baby!
Given all this I'm scared. I'm scared and pregnant... and I don't know what to do. I know I'm
more emotional now than usual but if this is what he thinks of me and our marriage I feel
lost.
Oh, an for anyone giving me shit on privacy invasion - noted. thanks for that.
But how can I talk to him about this?? He wrote all this stuff about women not being your
life, how he is the focus and important one and is ready to leave me if I... idk oppose that
idea? Yeah, I do oppose it. I was the dumb one and considered my husband my life... which
is why I sacrificed my body to start making us a family... which is why I changed my last
name... and moved to his small town... next to his friends...
Any advice is appreciated - whether you think I'm a terrible wife or not go ahead and
contribute.. gives me an insight to this thinking I guess. Also if my husband ends up seeing
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this (I think it unlikely, but then that's fine with me)
Ladies, if you want to learn about Red Pill, head on over to the RPWoman and ask your questions.
Married Red Pill is for MEN and we conceptualize this male space as a locker room with a group of
sweaty, bleeding men commiserating. Would you walk into a locker room like that and start asking
questions? I didn't think so.
Now to be clear, Red Pilled women are welcome to comment and even start relevant threads (so long
as they are NOT giving advice to men about sex and relationships) but newly unplugging men get the
crap beat out of them here. Women who are trying to understand TRP are going to get beat up the
same way.
As for some of your specific questions:
My husband seems to think that he is part of this red pill group and boy... do they have
some "interesting" thoughts on the women who love them.
RP theories of love are very controversial but we have noticed that women love opportunistically and
that they withdraw their love the moment that opportunity is reduced. Women file 80% of divorces,
mostly because the husband lost a job or went through a rough spot. Helpmeet? Not even close.
Opponent is much closer.
I felt so sick and hungry but I am emotionally needy right now and just wanted to cuddle.
You don't want your husband to treat you like a child, eh. The Hell you say?
Listen up girls! The Red Pill role of the wife is to be the First Officer. Not a whining bitch. Not a
screaming harpy. Not a contrarian. A strong, competent, First Officer.
All this "hate women" and "women are the most responsible teenager in the house" is limited on
MRP. On TRP you find a lot of it because these are young guys angry and frustrated and trying to get
laid.
This way of thinking has a purpose. We- and women- want their husbands to man up, take charge,
and be a strong, masculine Captain in charge. By reminding men of the craziness and irrationality and
the cyclical nature of women we further this goal.
Do you always talk about the strong, competent men in your life when you are with the girls? NO!
You bitch, complain, trade stories, and try to figure out how to make your life better.
Hmm, that sounds familiar. Almost like a Reddit Sub or something.
Back to the post: The attention and validation seeking reeks. You had time to Reddit half the day but
couldn't have dinner ready. Then your husband comes home from work and HE makes dinner for
YOU. THEN you "want to cuddle." And when was the last time you had sex?
If your husband is ignoring you and not giving you his time why not try blowing him? He was not
mad you did not make him dinner. He was probably mad because you have used that little annuity in
your belly to cut off sex, probably for months- while he works and while he does the shopping and
makes dinner.
You earn his time, support and attention by behaving like a RP wife. Is it so hard to be sweet,
submissive, kind, concerned almost as much about your husband as you are about your body aches?
Is it so hard to have sex with the man you claim to love so much?
Try it.
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For the rest of you ladies shocked- shocked I say- about the directness of Red Pill the solution is
simple. Stay away from our sub! You will not gain insights into your husband by lurking and you will
not be coddled or made happy if you post. If your man has found TRP/MRP it probably means that
the sex has died off in your relationship from every day to about twice a month. Perhaps YOU are
fine with that. HE is not.
TLDR: If you are a woman trying to improve your marriage do NOT read MRP. You could read
RedPillwoman, you could also try /u/Ianironwood 's The Red Pill Room. You could even read
MMSL and WISNIFG, but in most cases, you just need to turn off your solopsism, and stop being a
whiny bitch, stop questioning and poking at your husband every time he says anything. Try fucking
him instead and see how quickly your relationship turns around.
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Building and Maintaining Your Frame to Build Attraction:
BPP's 6th Video/Podcast
2 upvotes | July 1, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This is a link to my Youtube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRCcXsJScfWlYHP5kHJqNbg
In this 6th Video/Podcast, I take up the issue of Frame using Rollo's work in The Rational Male,
/u/strategos_autokrator and his series of posts on Frame, and also from my book: "Saving a Low Sex
Marriage: A Man's Guide To Dread, Seduction and the Long Game."
I discuss different definitions of Frame and break down Frame into 3 components- Physical,
Emotional and Intellectual/Psychological. These legs support your VISION just like a kettle hanging
from a Tripod.
I explain how to build and maintain Frame, and reveal why it is so important to hold Frame (hint- it
makes them wet).
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Please Welcome Our New Moderator: Ian Ironwood, Author,
Sex Nerd, and All Around Great Guy
56 upvotes | July 2, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The moderation team would like to welcome our new moderator /u/Ianironwood.
Ian has published 4 books on Red Pill theory and 25 or so other books. His blog is The Red Pill
Room on the MRP sidebar.
Ian's Manospherian works are available on Amazon Kindle and include:
The Ironwood Collection of Alpha Moves which was the 4th Red Pill book I read after MMSL,
MAP, and NMMNG and THIS book finally opened my eyes.
The Manosphere: A New Hope for Masculinity is an exceptional historical review of the transition
from PUA's to the Manosphere and The Red Pill.
The Gentlemen's Guide To Picking Up Women I read this book 5th and his folksy take on
seduction made me suddenly realize in a complete epiphany that the sexual desert I was in was of my
own making. I could leave it any time I wanted. I realized there ARE alternatives to a sex denying
wife (aka PUA Game and engaging random females) and there ARE ways to seduce your wife (using
PUA Game). Real eye opener because when I realized that, everything changed almost overnight.
This book also began my personal study of Dread Game which morphed into the 12 Steps of Dread
Post and my own book.
Sandbox Rules Another folksy tale from the self professed sex nerd about male and female social
dynamics using his extra strong Red Pill spy glasses.
Coming this Summer....The Red Pill Experiment where Ian explores the use of Red Pill theory to
improve marriages using his upbeat style and personal examples from his own marriage.
Welcome Ian. Make yourself at home. Nuestra Casa Es Su Casa. We are excited that you have joined
us and look forward to your contributions.
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BPP's 7th Video/Podcast: Wife Seduction Part One
9 upvotes | July 8, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
My Youtube Channel is at: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRCcXsJScfWlYHP5kHJqNbg
In this podcast I talk about Basic Pickup Artistry and apply it to the special case of seducing your
wife. I draw heavily from Athol Kay's MMSL, Chapter 8: Instigate, Isolate, Escalate and discuss each
stage of seduction.
Instigate is when you make yourself a sexual being with your wife and reframe the marriage to be
about sex. You do this by subtle innuendo, jokes, various verbal double entendres, and by light Kino.
Isolate you get her alone so you can have your way with her. Isolation plays can be difficult in
marriage with a sexually withdrawing wife but they are no less important than in any other PUA
situation.
Escalation you increase the Kino and escalate rapidly towards sex.
I also talk about implementing the 10 second kiss, and provide a list of books for further reading.
I want to thank /u/MrFunnycat for his expert help preserving but also disguising my rich manly voice
for this podcast. Your efforts will be rewarded in this life or the next my brother.
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A Husband's Entitlement To Sex From His Wife
49 upvotes | July 13, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This Thread was attacked and completely eviscerated by TBP.
Long/Short, wife brought her entire family to vacation in their home and then denied the dude sex so
he locked the bedroom door, jerked off, and went to sleep. Wife freaked out- not that she was locked
out of the bedroom but because her man is realizing quickly that his wife provides very little value to
his life except an occasional sock puppet cum dump and constant irritation.
The Blue Pill feminist Trolls absolutely freaked out at the suggestion that a man is entitled to sex
from his wife.
Yes, The TBP position is that WOMEN ARE ABSOLUTELY ENTITLED TO SEX,
PROVISIONING, SUPPORT, EMOTIONAL TAMPONAGE, AND EVERYTHING ELSE BUT
THEY ARE NOT OBLIGATED TO DO ANYTHING. NOTHING!
Moreover, the MAN is not permitted to do ANYTHING to change his sexless life. If he lifts weights,
he is leaving his wife. If he stands up to her bullshit he is being abusive. If he jerks off rather than lay
there half the night crying and thinking about how he can better serve his wife later then he is a
Shitlord.
And if you think anything except this then you are a RAPIST who beats his wife and doesn't
understand consent.
For the record, the Married Red Pill position is that a man IS entitled to sex from his wife.
Furthermore, if he isn't getting it and is being routinely denied, then it is the WIFE who is in breach
of the marital obligations- wow! Who knew that women were obligated to do anything! This is
groundbreaking stuff guys! We have made an important discovery!
In the case of continual sexual denial of the husband and wife's ENTITLEMENT to the other's body,
MRP recommends the man pull back his material, emotional, and psychological support until the
woman he is with decides to act like a wife.
To encourage this result, we employ game and Dread Game, improve to become more sexually
attractive, and begin to mentally withdraw from the relationship. Ultimately, we begin getting our
needs met elsewhere- preferably from a younger, tighter, and MUCH more pleasant model- and the
sex denying harpy is free to go fuck her own used up golden vagina- just lock the door first cupcake
and turn on a fan because your tangy smell doesn't do much for me any more.
Read that thread, guys. See the angst and discomfort. Notice how they bleat like fools and turn the
man's power of commitment into "rape." That's right, anything that empowers men and attempts to
limit the scope and stench of the golden uterus is RAPE and WIFE BEATING.
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8th Podcast: The Art of Building Your Seductive Frame
11 upvotes | July 16, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Bluepill Professor's Youtube Channel:
In this 8th podcast I talk about a method and theory of building a Frame that promotes the goal of
seducing the panties off your wife. I summarize the 9 Seducers from Robert Green's Book: The Art of
Seduction and from THIS blog spot..
I summarize the 18 types of Victims from the book and from THIS blog spot..
For the first time in this podcast I went through the audio and literally deleted all the pauses. I think
this makes it seem rushed at times and there is LOT of information in this podcast I was trying to
convey so take your time, take notes, and build your seductive frame.
Seducer Types
1. The Siren
2. The Rake
3. The Ideal Lover
4. The Dandy
5. The Natural
6. The Coquette
7. The Charmer
8. The Charismatic
9. The Star
18 TYPES OF SEDUCER VICTIMS
1. The Reformed Rake or Siren:
2. The Disappointed Dreamer:
3. The Pampered Royal:
4. The New Prude:
5. The Crushed Star:
6. The Novice:
7. The Conqueror:
8. The Exotic Fetishist:
9. The Drama Queen:
10. The Professor:
11. The Beauty:
12. The Aging Baby:
13. The Rescuer:
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14. The Roué:
15. The Idol Worshiper:
16. The Sensualist:
17. The Lonely Leader:
18. The Floating Gender:
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Repost-a-Rama! The Sex God Method and the Meaning of
"Rape"- BPP's 2nd most upvoted (and by far the most
downvoted) post of all time)
40 upvotes | July 23, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Full Post:
The Sex God Method by Daniel Rose answers and explains the age old question: What do women
want?
As it turns out, what women want more than anything is a MAN. A strong, solid, horny,
MASCULINE man who knows what he wants and is willing to go for it without hesitation or fear.
Understand a basic biological fact: A LOT of your woman's entire metabolisms is reserved to run her
sex organs- Vagina, Uterus, Ovaries. Your woman is MADE (or evolved) to have sex. LOTS of sex.
LOTS and LOTS of hard pounding sex. Her body is not made for gentle, delicate loving. She is
programmed to want to be rammed hard and deep and filled up with Alpha seed. It is what she
CRAVES more than anything.
Now if we put that fact alongside two others we come to an interesting conclusion:
1.Most BP Betas are NOT giving their woman hard thrusting, frenetic, deep pounding sex, nor are
they flipping her around the bed and fucking her hard in multiple positions. Instead they spend hours
performing cunnilingus and making sure she has an orgasm first.
2.The new definition of RAPE has been expanded to include basically any type of sex a woman
decides later she didn't really want.
Thus, all you BP faggots gently 'making love' to your women are not doing what she REALLY
wants! If they want pulsing, hard pounding fun....every time you have sex (which is probably not
very bloody often) you are a RAPIST. Chew on that motherfuckers.
Now on to my comment which currently has 407 downvotes in the thread: "We are not going to have
sex every day any more":
I have a very similar story in my 20+ year marriage. ON OUR HONEYMOON my wife informed me
(after YEARS of sex multiple times a day) that: "I don't have to have sex every day."
Dumbass Bluepill me told her: "Of course not dear."
Fast forward through 2 decades of denials, shit tests, games, withdrawal of affection, and sex twice a
month- an ovulation and a pity fuck every month like clockwork.
When I unplugged my wife admitted (rather belatedly I think) the proper response would have been:
"Fine, you don't have to have sex with me every day- but I need to have sex with YOU every day"
(followed by grabbing her, throwing her on the bed and fucking her silly after kissing her mouth
shut).
Shit test passed 20 years late.
TLDR:
1.Women WILL ALWAYS try to cut back the sex in order to seize control of the relationship.
2.Don't "ask" for sex; TELL her what you are going to do to her body and then do it.
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3.ANY woman who refuses her man is CHEATING on him and is NOT a GF or wife; the response
should be complete withdrawal of affection and time until the GF or wife returns- or until you make
it permanent and get somebody better.
Not surprisingly the White Knights and fems lost their shit. The main objection from the Blue Pill
faggots and womyn was the statement:
"Don't ask for sex. Tell her what you are going to do to her body and then do it.
I think many of them are so used to begging for sex that they could not wrap their heads around a
MAN actually grabbing his woman and fucking her senseless. Sorry to destroy the Blue
Pill/Disney/Twue Wuv fantasy but shooting the messenger is not going to change the truth of the
message. I attempted to engage a few of them with the following reply:
Oh for the love of God read the sidebar. Women are responsive. They want you to take
control. They want you to be the man and take charge. The number one female fantasy is to
be overwhelmed and taken by a strong male who cannot control himself.
You apparently don't disagree with point 1 (women will always try to take control of the
relationship using sex) so I will start with 2 and REPEAT: Don't "ask" for sex, TELL her.
Asking is Beta. Asking is TOTALLY anti-seductive. Basic PUA 101 is to assume the close.
You should TELL a girl you are going to fuck her good- not ask (or beg) her for her favor.
If you show some passion and get really, really horny, then chances are you will get your
girl really horny and then both of you can be happy for a few minutes.
Rapist? Does EVERY fucking post have to have the obligatory caveat- Oh, by the way, if she says
"no" you have to stop? If the girl is not DTF, if she verbally objects or pushes you away or turns
away you stop. Well no fucking shit Einstein. Thanks for reminding us.
Others lost their shit because I argued that sexual denial was a violation of the marriage contract just
as much as cheating with another person.
And on point 3- when you got married for all of human history until about the last 30 years it was
ASSUMED you were not going to be trapped in a no sex marriage. Of course we are SO MUCH
more enlightened today. The only thing men can do is withdraw affection and cooperation if they are
not getting affection and cooperation and you want to say that is also abusive? Fuck you.
I was in a /r/deadbedrooms marriage for 3/4 of my 20+ Year tenure so I know exactly what I am
saying and I stand by every word:
When you get married there are 2 promises exchanged.
1.You both agree to be exclusive sexually ("Forsaking all others")
1. you both agree to satisfy the other sexually ("to have and to hold from this day forth").
Moreover you agree to do these things "in sickness and in health, for richer or poorer, so long as you
both shall live."
If you cheat you violate the first provision of the marital agreement.
If you refuse your partner sexually you violate the second.
According to The Sex God Method, you need 4 elements to be a sex god: D-E-V-I
Dominance: Manhandle your woman! Wrestle her to the ground. Throw her against the wall and kiss
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her while you put your hands down her pants. Pick her up and throw her down on the bed while you
rip off her clothes and then fuck her into the matress. Pull her hair and move her head around so you
can kiss her lips while thrusting hard (make sure you grab a big handful of hair at the skull cuz it
hurts if you grab higher than the base or grab a smaller amount- all in baby). Choke her while you
fuck her senseless (be very, very careful! Start with 0 pressure and just a hand on the throat- in fact,
start by holding the BACK of her neck and move slowly- I would argue you should never cut off her
air but some girls really dig it- google erotic asphyxia for more but from a medical standpoint I just
think it is dangerous).
Emotion: Give your woman a roller coaster ride of emotions. Whisper in her ear how much you love
her then spank her ass. Tell her how her pussy feels squeezing your dick. Comment how she is such a
horny slut for your cock because you can feel her dripping all over it. Have her stare into your eyes
the entire time you are fucking her and order her to cum just before you do.
Variety: Keep her guessing what position you are going to put her in next. Get her sizzling like a
steak on the grill then flip her over and fuck her some more. Cum inside her from different positions.
Don't be predictable.
Immersion: RELAX! I like to give my wife a long, sensual backrub, rubbing her body all over and
gently touching her intimately for just a second, teasing and building as we go. Immersion means the
total absence of thoughts. The only thing in the word is the two of you and your sex organs.
Rape- REAL RAPE- is FAILING to give your woman the kind of sex she wants and craves. Stop
raping her by your pathetic attempts and gentle lovemaking you Blue Pill faggots and start
FUCKING her. REAL Rape is FAILING to satisfy your woman just so you can continue the
Disney/Twue Wuv meme.
So my BP frenemies, you have been given the keys to the kingdom and the secret of the universe.
Ignore it at your peril or wait until your woman cheats on you with one of those "Alpha" guys who
throws her down on the bed and cave mans her into multiple orgasms.
Edit 1: I did not know the shit storm this post would cause nor that I would attract a brigade of Blue
Pill followers but that is what has apparently happened.
For my Blue Pill Brothers and Sisters and everybody from two-X or Ask Hamsters let me be clear.
As stated MANY times by me and others downthread and above in the Original Post "real" rape is
bad. Is that clear enough? Genuinely forcing yourself sexually on another person who does not
consent is "rape." Rape is not good. Rape is bad. Rape is terrible. Rape is awful. No sane person
condones Rape. Rape is a soul destroying act of aggression. That said, real Rape is NOT: I went
home with him, took off all my clothes, got in bed with him, let him finger me to 2 orgasms and he
was aggressive and we had great sex and I came all over the place like Niagara Falls but he didn't call
me the next day so Hamster. "Real" Rape is bruises and broken jaws, or the use of threats or force.
Real rape is shattered looks destroyed emotions and psychological agony. There is not a fuzzy line, it
is a bright and clear line.
If you don't know the difference between aggressive, hard pounding, sweaty, dripping sex with your
lover and "Rape" then please go to another thread.
Edit 2:... I often have this kind of sex with my wife. I throw her against the wall and aggressively
make out with her. I pick her up on my shoulder and carry her upstairs before throwing her on the
bed. I rip off her clothes. I hold her by the neck and even choke her. I pull her hair and spank her ass.
Other times I spend an hour giving her a slow sensual back rub. I may spend 1/2 hour just on her feet
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then teasingly up the inside of her legs until she is going crazy and demands that I take her.
VARIETY!
HOWEVER: My wife is a ball busting, hard-nosed, strong, extremely intelligent lawyer who makes
more money in a month than most people make in a year. There has never, and will never, be a time
when I am unclear whether she consents. Sure there are always Last Minute Defense she might
playfully throw up but her consent is NEVER in any doubt. Never.
So if you attempt any of these techniques that is the first thing you need- a CLEAR line of
communication. You can't just go by her level of arousal (she may not even be aware of it) so this is
actually one time- and about the ONLY time- when you need to listen to what she is actually
SAYING, not what she does. Sure they joke all the time about don't picking up the bar of soapexcept it is not a joke. Be warned. Have a safe word etc (Our 'Safe' word is Mr. Mr. Mxyzptlk
backwards three times).
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The 9th MRP Basic Course Video: Displays of Value and The
Shit Test/Comfort Test Game
6 upvotes | July 23, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
[My Youtube Channel:] (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRCcXsJScfWlYHP5kHJqNbg)
In this 9th Married Red Pill Basic Course Video I discuss Displays of High and Low and Displays of
High Value and explain how to use the concept of Value to improve your frame.
We also play the Shit Test/Comfort Test Game and I give you a few welcome to my world moments
when Mrs. BPP verbally demonstrates her Shit Test technique for the masses. Har Har!
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10th Video/Podcast: Displays of High and Low Value Part 2:
General Principles
9 upvotes | July 29, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
My Youtube Channel:
Displays of High and Low Value: Part 2- General Principles
Displays of High Value- Raise Attraction
Displays of Low Value- Decrease Attraction
In this video/podcast I suggest several Displays of High and Low Value that are generally applicable.
So far in this series I have discussed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Out of the Matrix
Basic Female Attraction
Recognizing Female Shit Tests
Responding to Female Shit Tests
Comfort Tests, Alpha, Beta, Omega, & Oak
Frame
Wife Seduction Part 1
Wife Seduction Part 2
Displays of Value Part 1
Displays of High and Low Value Part 2

Coming soon:
11. Introduction to Game
12. Differences between PUA Game and Wife Game
13. Dread Game Part 1: Introduction
14. Dread Game Part 2: Soft Dread (Levels 1-5)
15. Dread Game Part 3: Hard Dread (Levels 6-12)
PLEASE GIVE ME ADDITIONAL IDEAS ON TOPICS YOU WOULD LIKE ME TO
COVER FOR FUTURE VIDEO/PODCASTS.
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BPP's 11th and 12th Video/Podcast, The Captain/First Officer,
and The Drunk Captain
3 upvotes | August 14, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This is my Youtube Channel and the link to this Married Red Pill Basic Class:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRCcXsJScfWlYHP5kHJqNbg
Video/Podcast Episode 11: The Captain and First Officer
In which I wax theological on Christian doctrine with respect to the all important question of whether
a woman's soul was indeed created below. Then I describe the flexibility and scope of the
Captain/First Officer model of relationships using examples of Pirate Ships, little dinghy's, mighty
battlships- and of course, Captain Picard and Commander Riker.
and Video/Podcast 12: The Drunk Captain
In which I describe the special case of the Drunk Captain who has been derelict in his duties for a
long time and how that affects the relationship with your First Officer. I discuss my experiences as
the Drunk Captain, waking up from the Matrix, and strategies for recovering from a multi-year Beta
Bender.
This is a list of all my Podcasts in this Married Red Pill Audio Primer:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Out of the Matrix
Female Attraction
Recognizing Female Shit Tests
Responding to Female Shit Tests
Comfort Tests, Alpha, Beta, Omega and Oak
Frame
Wife Seduction Part 1 (PUA and Seduction Basics)
Wife Seduction Part 2 (Building Your Seductive Frame)
Displays of Value Part 1 (Introduction)
Displays of Value Par 2 (Basic Strategies
Captain and First Officer (The Frame of Marriage)
The Drunk Captain

I am planning a 2 part series on Dread and another episode on "Game."
ANY IDEAS FOR FUTURE PODCASTS WOULD BE GREATLY APPRECIATED.
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Introduction to AskMRP- a basic Red Pill forum devoted to
improving marriages and lives
3 upvotes | August 15, 2015 | /r/askMRP | Link | Reddit Link
Welcome to /r/AskMRP
Our parent sub is /r/marriedredpill, a no holds barred brass knuckle forum devoted to sexual strategy
for men in marriage. Our parent forum is conceived as a locker room and an informal Captains
Council where Red Pill men can discuss advanced topics and strategies to improve their marriage and
life. The posting guidelines are enforced and require participants to read 3 books before posting.
Course Prerequisites
No More Mr Nice Guy, Robert Glover
Married Man Sex Life Primer, Althol Kay
When I Say No, I Feel Guilty, M. Smith
/r/AskMRP was created for the following reasons:
1. To provide a supportive and less confrontational forum than the no holds barred locker room
atmosphere on /r/marriedredpill. To be crystal clear, we believe that /r/AskMRP is a bridge, a
TEMPORARY waypoint, a SHORT TERM stop on your journey. We aim to go out of business
and send you over to the Captains Council as soon as possible. However, some of us also
believe that there exists a subset of guys who might be intimidated or otherwise off put by this
atmosphere and further that some of those guys might actually be saved. Yes, call us fucking
Morpheus. Some others think it won’t work and that you guys can’t be saved. Let’s prove them
wrong.
2. To provide a forum for several types of posts that have been banned on the parent sub.
/r/Marriedredpill is concerned with providing high quality advanced Red Pill advice and
examples and with forcing men to own their shit and improve their lives for the better. As a
result, several types of posts have been banned which we can now permit on /r/AskMRP.
POSTS ALLOWED ON /r/AskMRP
a. Newb Questions are allowed on /r/askMRP. If you don’t understand something in the prerequisite books, not sure if you even want to take the Red Pill, or if you can’t figure out the difference
between a Shit Test and a Comfort Test (and you still haven’t figured out how to use the search
function) hit us up and we will try to set you on the right path.
b. CAPTAINS LOG: WEEKLY journals or even more regular updates in your journey are
allowed on /r/AskMRP by popular demand! You can start a new thread each week; we only ask that
you link the previous entry in your Log and give us an idea how many entries you have made so far.
You can update your journey for that week within the comment section. Don't start more than 1 Log
thread per week. Helpful comments are encouraged. Just don't be a meany.
c. Rants/Vents (ie. victim pukes) about what a miserable situation you are in and how it's not your
fault (it really is but we can work on that later) are allowed on /r/AskMRP! Let us feel your pain (we
promise not to tell you what we really think).
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d. Emergency Posts (aka 911 Emergency Posts from new guys) about your imploding marriage:
"Help, my marriage is falling part and I have ruined it over many years but I need you to fix it for me
before tomorrow morning." The usual advice is "google Marriage 180" but this is merely a band aid.
You need to change yourself, lift, get in shape, read the sidebar books, and start paying attention to
reality, or you are choosing to ruin your marriage with your own layzness. But.....If you just can't
wait to finish the prerequisites or are not ready to get the total crap beaten out of you by the Captain's
Council on Married Red Pill then try your post on AskMRP.
We are organizing a "Morpheus Squad" of experienced Red Pill men and women who can help
you. Only experienced Red Pill guys (and girls!) with actionable Red Pill advice should
comment on these threads and this will be strictly moderated. The Default setting is we want to
work together to save the marriage so please avoid the 'divorce that bitch' style of adviceunless it is really warranted and the Default setting is not appropriate (abuse, false charges,
danger to self or others, or the wife is a Lucifer's Daughter.)
POSTS NOT ALLOWED ON /r/AskMRP
Ever heard of Starfish Sex? If not, and you have read this far then open your eyes and ears and see if
you recognize this: Starfish sex is when you make gentle love to your wife and she lays on her back
with arms and legs thrown to the side just kind of laying there (like a Starfish, get it?) all the while
hating you with her vagina. In short, a low effort fuck is what we men truly despise.
Know what else we despise? LOW EFFORT POSTS!
/r/AskMRP does not permit Starfish Posts
Beyond that…….
Are you feeling bloodied and need a few bro pats before the tough love kicks in?
Do you need a little bit of extra help that you're not seeing in the course materials on the sidebar?
Are you new to /r/marriedredpill and need some emergency advice while you are still trying to figure
out all the jargon?
Are you intimidated by the locker room atmosphere on /r/marriedredpill and want to try out some of
your questions and ideas in a more supportive forum before you graduate to the big leagues?
Do you have questions about the /r/marriedredpill course readings such as "No More Mr. Nice Guy"
or "Married Men's Sex Life Primer" or "When I Say No I feel guilty?"
Knowing that the /r/marriedredpill posting guidelines frown on posting until you have AT LEAST
read those books, what if you are in an early process of reading them but you have a question that just
can’t wait?
Are you in an emergency situation with your marriage and your question absolutely cannot wait until
you finish the books and sidebar items?
Are you in the process of taking the Red Pill and want to record your journey?
Are you just not sure if you should just take the blue pill?
Do you really just want to relax and enjoy your steak?
Our parent sub /r/marriedredpill takes a pretty harsh tack. We see it as a locker room where bloody,
sweaty guys go to commiserate and act as a council of Captains. We get that guys sometimes post on
MRP and get totally crucified. We get that it is intimidating.
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So…..welcome to /r/AskMRP . We will be here for you in the beginning of your journey and let
/r/marriedredpill continue to provide a place for quality advice and to act as a Council of Captains,
and more to the point, to take some of the dilution that occurs with new subscribers. While iron
sharpens iron some of you need your ore warmed up first before the hammering begins in the
marriedredpill main subreddit- and trust us, they WILL hammer you. It can get brutal over there.
Here, we will try to treat you with some respect (even when you don't deserve it) and with a bit more
kindness (which is often counterproductive but we can't help you at all if you get pissed off and leave
in a huff).
Just remember, all we are offering you is the truth- but unfortunately nobody can be shown what the
Matrix is. You have to see it for yourself. Our goal on /r/askMRP is to make your journey out of the
Matrix easier than Neo's awakening. Just understand, it is NEVER easy.
So we get it and we created r/AskMRP as a kinder, gentler place in hopes that some new guys who
are not ready for the full truth yet and might otherwise pass by the main Married Red Pill Reddit can
be lead to the water. We can’t make you drink, you can't force feed somebody the Red Pill, but we
can lead you to the water.
The world doesn't need more rage quitting guys who reject a workable praxeology over a harsh tone
or hurt feelings. We know you are at your wits end and that maybe tough love just pisses you off. We
know that some of you want to do the nice-guy retreat back into being a doormat for your wife and a
poor example for your children. We are here to catch you guys who are not ready for the full
unvarnished truth, but you are at least ready to begin the journey.
Welcome to /r/AskMRP
Posting Guidelines: A Snapshot
No Starfish Posts
No low quality posts
No harshly criticizing a user
Keep it friendly, professional, and civil
Don't give REDPILL advice if you're just starting and not a regular poster on the RP subs.
Commiserate all you want, but until you've lived this for a while and have your own successful
redpill marriage you need to lurk/learn/ask before advising.
Bluepill or concern trolling will get you banned.
Debating or asking us to justify the red pill is suited for /r/purplepilldebate and will get your content
deleted.
AskMRP is about easing in so keep comments helpful or encouraging. Save (and expect to receive)
the tougher love for the /r/marriedredpill main.
Finally.....our posting guidelines already preclude pouncing and brutality against the downtrodden or
acting like the squirrel at 20 seconds....so......yes, Red Pill women ARE permitted to participate and
even give advice on /r/AskMRP! We are here to help the newly unplugging, man, woman, girls, and
boys. Our goal is to get the men on /r/marriedredpill and /r/theredpill and the women over to
/r/redpillwomen and change the world- one lost soul at a time.
So if you are a woman getting ready to leave your pathetic, whining, little Beta Bitch husband
because you just don't think there is anywhere he can go to help him man up for a last ditch effort to
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save your marriage, why not give him this link? Lots of guys need a wakeup call except on
/r/askMRP we think some of those guys might have an answer for it.
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**Posting and Topic Flair Guidelines**
5 upvotes | August 15, 2015 | /r/askMRP | Link | Reddit Link
Please pick the appropriate sub and flair for your posts:
If the appropriate sub is "both" /r/marriedredpill and /r/askMRP and you are not sure then it probably
goes in /r/askMRP because /r/marriedredpill is for advanced and high quality posts.
If your post is "good" or "decent" it goes in /r/askMRP.
If your post is "exceptional or "great" it goes in /r/marriedredpill.
Flair(appropriate sub)
Basic Question(AskMRP)- You've got what seems like a novice question, but you just can't seem to
find an answer in the new user reading materials or you're just not sure how it applies to your
situation. Ask away! Please avoid harshly criticizing any users.
Rage Post- aka Victim Puke(AskMRP)- Bottling all that resentment and anger is supposed to cause
cancer right? Just go ahead and purge. Get it out! Tell us your rage, your pain, your agony. Talk
about the pain of rejection, your blue balls, and how your wife treats you so badly. Go ahead! Vomit
hot blue fluid all over the place if that is what you need. If you tag a Victim Puke, we won’t beat you
while you are down. Comments should be limited to encouraging or helpful. USERS GET ONE
AND ONLY ONE VICTIM PUKE THREAD.
Emergency911(AskMRP)- Divorce papers are one more problem away. Your marriage needs help
stat, time is critical and you could use some emergency advice to try to keep you floating while you
work through the materials.
We expect only flaired Red Pill users and or EXPERIENCED Red Pill advice in these cases and this
will be strictly moderated.
Please avoid attacking any user. We will work on establishing a triage team of vetted and experienced
users from /r/marriedredpill willing to help deal with these cases. Edit Looks like plenty of
experienced users are responding to these threads so nothing more is to be done at this time.
Field Report(Both)- Successful field reports are encouraged on /r/marriedredpill. But if you're still
new and having issues getting the tools to work AND your FR is full of more questions than answers
then /r/askMRP would be more appropriate.
Captain Log(AskMRP)- Users may provide a weekly log of their journey or more frequent updates
as warranted. Give us a link to the last entry in your log and a brief timetable. Be helpful and
supportive and show some diplomacy and tact in your responses. Don't be a meany- but don't let guys
Hamsturbate or refuse to own their shit either.
Red Pill Example(Both)- You've spotted an example of the red pill in action and want to share. If
you're just taking baby steps, but WOW it's so obvious that post would go on askMRP. A more
seasoned poster with insight should post on marriedredpill.
Blue Pill Example(Both)- You've spotted an example of the blue pill in action and want to share. If
you're just taking baby steps, but WOW it's so obvious. That goes on AskMRP. A more seasoned
poster with insight should post on marriedredpill.
Married Men's Rights(/r/marriedredpill)- Know something we don't or want to share about the
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rights of the married man?
Meta(Both)- The big picture posts that don't really fit elsewhere.
In Sum
No Starfish Posts
No low quality posts
No harshly criticizing a user
Keep it friendly, professional, and civil
Don't give REDPILL advice if you're just starting and not a regular poster on the RP subs.
Commiserate all you want, but until you've lived this for a while and have your own successful
redpill marriage you need to lurk/learn/ask before advising.
Bluepill or concern trolling will get you banned.
Debating or asking us to justify the red pill is suited for /r/purplepilldebate and will get your content
deleted.
AskMRP is about easing in so keep comments helpful or encouraging. Save (and expect to receive)
the tougher love for the /r/marriedredpill main.
Finally.....our posting guidelines preclude pouncing and brutality against the downtrodden so yes,
Red Pill women ARE permitted to participate and even give advice on /r/AskMRP! We are here to
help the newly unplugging, man, woman, girls, and boys. Our goal is to get the men on
/r/marriedredpill and /r/theredpill and the women over to /r/redpillwomen and change the world- one
lost soul at a time.
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Blue, when did you get so attractive?
9 upvotes | August 21, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
We shared vacations with an Uncle and his kids (our cousins) last summer. The uncle is a retired
State Attorney General- the top prosecutor in the State who reports directly to the governor. He
defended this seat in Statewide elections for many years.
Basically, he is one smart fucking dude with acute observational and political skills despite his
advanced age. He has gone up against organized mobsters, won a death penalty verdict and then sat
in the front row and watched them die. He said he felt he owed it to them :)
So he is not just smart, he is Alpha as fuck.
We see each other just about every 2 years. This summer, we met and shook hands again and as I
took a firm grip and met his eyes he almost immediately squinted at me suspiciously.
Just about 20 minutes into the conversation we had an issue with herding the Cats that are my family
and we couldn't decide what to do the next day. Somebody suggested the amusement park and I
immediately grabbed the phone from my wife, called the park and verified they were open, directions
and hours.
Hanging up, my Uncle suddenly asked:
"Blue, when did you suddenly get so attractive?"
Dead silence for several seconds while I smirked lightly and remained silent.
"There! Where did you learn that expression? Two years ago you would be chattering nonstop about
everything you are doing and now you have THAT expression. OK, what did you do? Did you take a
Dale Carnegy class or something?"
I laughed, kinoed my wife on her upper arm (like co-conspirators) and maintaining eye contact with
her said softly: "He is good. That's not a bad guess."
"Blue unplugged and took the Red Pill," my wife offered helpfully.
My uncle looked more thoughtful and turned his eyes on me with a smirk of his own. He looked at
me for several seconds before mildly replying with raised eyebrows:
"Are you going to tell me why you think you live in a computer generated world, or do I have to
ask?"
Everybody laughed but Alpha me was not about to submit to a cross-examination without getting
something out of it myself.
"First tell me what you think has changed about me." I took my wife's hand in mine and kissed it
gallantly. She rolled her eyes and shook her head but I could see her blushing slightly.
My uncle started counting on his fingers:
"First the way you take charge. You don't just yell over, it's, your, your, your, you act like a leader
now, in charge. You make eye contact. You didn't do it right before. You have this confident thing
going on about you. Second, you don't interrupt, you just don't....you don't talk as much but you
listen. You don't talk a mile a minute and interrupt. You are VERY different.
Third, you and (Mrs. Blue) are obviously getting along different than you were. Look at you two, did
you get divorced or something?"
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After the laughs he continued.
"I didn't even mention that belly of yours that is gone and...(grabbing my arms) holy fuck, you have
been working out, you are built like brick shithouse."
"Are you taking Steroids?"
I laughed again: "No, my BMI would be way lower if I was on the juice, just attending regular
worship services at the iron temple. Mrs. Blue is going too."
He nodded his head impatiently: "OK, so...the Matrix....."
Long/Short, we talked in private later and he could not believe that guys are not told how to deal with
women's bullshit (his word for "shit tests") or the dangers of losing your identity to your "love."
His response: "Blue, none of this stuff is new. You should take a look at Briffault's Law and use that
in your Red Pill thing."
My response?
"The female, not the male determines sexual access in the animal kingdom and where the female
derives no benefit from such association then no association shall exist."
Edit
For those who missed it, this was not a bragging post. Each and every one of you will be noticed like
this if you read the books on the sidebar and implement them into your life. You are not likely to
have anybody say much to you but you will be noticed on exactly these traits my Uncle identified. I
was just lucky enough to have an older guy who is a lot more aware than I ever was who noticed and
spit out Red Pills like candy on the issue of what is attractive. So I wanted to share them with y'all.
Pay attention to what he noticed about me and notice that NONE of this is very difficult. NONE of
this is remarkable or even a huge change. Most of it is just Shut The Fuck Up and pay attention. This
is EASY.
These are a few of the things he identified as attractive that I was doing differently than 2 years ago:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Leader of the group
Takes Charge when needed
Good eye contact
Firm handshake
Calm, smooth eye movements
Confidence
Quiet, few words
Backs off when leadership not needed
Talks slowly and deliberately
Attentive/Pays attention to others speaking
Uses nonverbal communication
Sexy and confident with women
Light hearted
Fun to be around
Controlled emotions.
Not a whiny bitch....
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Married Red Pill Audio/Visual/Podcasts
8 upvotes | September 1, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Several have asked for audio/podcast resources that can aid in understanding The Red Pill. Audio is
especially useful to listen in during a car ride BUT it is important to understand that listening to these
links is NOT a substitute for reading the actual books. When you read you have the time to reflect on
the concepts and how they apply to your own life. Reading and study is when the real work gets done
so you should study the sidebar books, highlight them and take notes. There is no substitute for study
and reflection!
However, for those who want supplemental listening materials, I offer
[A basic Red Pill class Video/Podcast]
(https://bluepillprofessor.wordpress.com/2015/05/22/hello-world/) for Married guys by
Bluepillprofessor.
[A useful video/podcast link that contains a number of links to Red Pill educational broadcasts.
]
(https://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/3cjg9j/red_pill_video_compilation_nuke_req
uired_viewing/)
A link to an entire Subreddit devoted to audio/video Red Pill content.
A GREAT video that explains Basic Hypergamy, Shit Tests, and AWALT
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Welcome subscriber Number 5,000 to Married Red Pill!
29 upvotes | September 7, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Married Red Pill (MRP) continues to grow and prosper as we welcome our 5,000th subscriber and
join the ranks of the top 3,000 in subscribers and the top 639 in growth! We have triple the growth
rate of TRP and slightly more than RPW.
Please continue to provide quality content to MRP and be aware of our new but closely related Sub:
/r/AskMRP for new guys, basic questions, rants, and logs, just in case you didn't notice the link on
the sidebar.
If you think it is appropriate, help us out by linking to MRP and commenting about what we are
doing when you make other posts as you travel through the manosphere. If you want to go the extra
mile, put on your reflective sunglasses, turn into Morpheus, and link MRP or /r/AskMRP for a buddy
in a bad situation and tell them to at least read the first link on the AskMRP sidebar "Wondering if
this place is for you." Yah, yah, we know, fight club. Use your discretion, blah blah.
Next up....10,000....then we need to see about overtaking RPW.....
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New James Bond: Men are not allowed to make women go
weak in the knees in the 21st Century
35 upvotes | September 8, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Story Here
Highlights: Author of New James Bond book says:
One of the challenges of writing the book was that attitude that a heterosexual man can
change a woman's life and make her go weak at the knees... That's something that would be
challenged, I think, in the 21st century.
Analysis: As the title states, men are simply not allowed to make women go weak in the knees, at
least not heterosexual men. Perhaps homosexual men are still allowed?
I am sure that all the women no longer getting weak in the knees are not missing out on anything as
suggested by 50 Shades, slut culture, etc.
Conclusion: Another example in the increasingly powerful attempts to kneecap men and empower
women. Female sexuality is lionized while male sexuality is disparaged. Continually, like a splinter
in my mind....
YOUGOGIRRRRRL!
Edit: Dalrock picked up this story in his post today: Moral Progress
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Are you deliberately trying to be provocative?
3 upvotes | September 13, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
A few days ago we were on day 27 of her cycle and most of you know what THAT means. PMS,
whiny, bitchy attitude. No chance of sex and husband is mostly gone with his buds for the next few
days.
I came back from giving a speech to a group of women about my academic research and made it back
home around midnight to a sleeping house and nobody stirring, not even the mice. Of course I went
straight to my office and started to blog. A few minutes later I heard doors banging and slamming and
exasperated sighs from the hallway.
"What are you looking for snookums? Isn't it past your bedtime?" I said jovially.
I was prepared for the nasty response (THANK YOU CLUE!) and let her carry on about something
or other how she can never find the Benadryl cream, where did I put it, what the Hell is wrong with
you...blah blah. I smiled while she raged, promptly found the tube of cream and dabbed some on her
finger.
My wife immediately hiked up her nightgown giving me a shot of her pink, racy underwear as she
dabbed the cream on her lower thigh.
As an aside, for the clueless (like me) when a woman exposes her underwear, there is usually a
reason- so pay attention gentlemen!
"Can you see those mosquito bites?" My wife asked, lifting her leg up on to the counter and hiking
her shirt all the way up to the V connecting her upper thigh and, that cute little pink slit of paradise.
As another aside for the clueless (like me) when a woman shows you her underwear and then spreads
her legs in front of the mirror, pay attention!
Not being entirely clueless (just in the mid 90's or so) I dabbed some of the cream on my finger and
lightly started to rub her inner thigh where there were 2 small mosquito bites.
My wife turned towards me and flicked her hair. Then she licked her lips, closed her eyes, and put
her head back.
I stopped rubbing her thigh and looked at her incredulously. In case you are wondering, this is
EXTREMELY unusual and forward behavior for my wife. In fact, I have never noticed her acting
like this.
"Are you deliberately trying to be provocative?" I asked with perhaps a bit of wonder in my voice.
She met my eyes confidently: "NO!" Then she scowled and pulled down her nightgown before
flicking her hair back, touching her neck, and licking her lips. "Why do you think that?" She asked
coldly.
For my 3rd aside, I would have IMMEDIATELY folded like a house of cards before I found the Red
Pill. She is being cold, right? That was just a hard rejection, right? Time to go pout about how my
wife never wants to have sex. Right?
Instead I laughed heartily, right in her face. I could hear a voice in my head repeating over and over
again: Watch what they do, not what they say."
Acta Non Verba fellows! Acta Non Verba.
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Grinning, I grabbed my wife in an armlock, spun her around, marched her to the bedroom and threw
her face down on the bed before ripping off her underwear and taking her from behind hard and fast.
When I was done I gave her a good hard smack on the butt making her yell "OWWW! Why did you
do that."
I shook my finger in her face and scolded her with a grin:
"Next time use your words" I said with a twinkle before tucking it back in. I intended to leave her
gasping, laying there on the bed and go back to blogging but she decided to use her words this time:
"I thought you were going to be nice to me and help me sleep. What the fuck was that?"
Shit test? Comfort test? Who cares! I snuggled into bed next to her, enclosed her in my arms and put
her head on my chest. She was literally sound asleep in seconds, practically purring.
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Theory: Starfish Sex Is Different Than Sexual Withdrawal and
Requires a Different Strategy
48 upvotes | October 10, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I am building a theory of Dread for my in-review Book and soon to be Best-Seller when it comes out
in December:
Saving a Low Sex Marriage: A Man's Guide to Dread, Seduction, and the Long Game
In the book and my posts, in particular the post on Dread Game on which much of the book is based,
I suggest a strategy of slow withdrawal for sexual denial. The COVERT message must be "Fuck Me
or Fuck You." When your wife denies sex you withdraw your attention and ultimately your
commitment. Sexual denial is the linchpin of female power and extreme measures must be taken to
counteract this nuclear weapon. Punishment of behavior is an effective deterrent and a stimulus to
change that behavior.
Fortunately, building "Dread" that the woman is going to lose you magically fires up the pussy
throbbing reaction. Dread inspired sex is NOT Starfish and it is not just the woman throwing out a
bone. Dread inspired sex is genuinely passionate. Rollo identified this back in 2012 as The Gift of
Anxiety.
However, if your wife is NOT withdrawing by refusing your sexual advances and if she is NOT
being a bitch about it but genuinely trying to please you, albeit with Starfish Sex, then I strongly
believe that a different strategy than punishment should be used. The problem in Starfish sex is NOT
a disobedient, unpleasant, or rebellious wife. So in this case, you should not worry about punishing a
wife for her lack of desire. The problem is that YOU are not attractive enough to her to sustain
passionate sex every time.
TLDR: My theory is that in the case of Starfish Sex from a "never say no" wife, increasing SMV and
flipping those attraction triggers should be the exclusive strategy.
Indeed, some notables such as Dalrock argues from a Christian perspective that Dread is not
necessary at all and increasing SMV should be the exclusive strategy in all cases.
Desire cannot be negotiated BUT it can be created and commanded. Desire is not a choice and lack of
desire is not going to be turned around by punishment. It is only turned around by subtle Dread and
becoming more attractive- starting with OI and getting rid of covert contracts.
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The Professor's Married Red Pill Basic Class
49 upvotes | October 15, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Discovered an anti-Red Pill Sub and had to post
28 upvotes | October 21, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I just discovered the sub Ex Red Pill and it is one part sad, one part enraging and one part pathetic.
The poster's are mostly women and manginas who got banned on TRP whining that Red Pill works
but it is just not right. I could only read a couple threads before collapsing into laughter.
A sample: : Dude orbits a hot girl for years. They "date" but he never closes the deal. Then he uses
her as an emotional tampon for months while he works through mental illness. Then she dumps him
(your kidding, right, who knew that could happen).
He writes a validation seeking post about how it is "Red Pill" that ruined his life. If only he hadn't
tried to be stronger with this girl (in his words if he had not turned into such an asshole) she would
not have dumped him.
The advice and top voted response?
Stop using red pill terms to think Throw that shit away. Forget all you learned there. They
trained you wrong as a joke. Second be ready for your ex to tell you to go to hell. People
who have put up with assholes have earned the right to do so. Tell her the truth. That you
were so insecure abut being hurt you let a glowing g screen tell you how to love and you
need to work on being vunerable and being intimate.
Keep in mind, this is a guy with mental illness who orbited a hot girl for a long time, vomited his
emotions, held her hand and cried for her the whole works.
Despite his pathetic emotional vulnerability he is told the solution is for him to work on being
vunerable and being intimate.
Words just escape me.
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The Husband's Dilemma: When to Withhold Affection and
play your "mean card" or What To Do (and When) with a
sexually withdrawing wife: Clarifying Dread Level 4 and
conditioning your emotional availability with her sexual
availability
58 upvotes | October 29, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Marriage is like the Prisoner's Dilemma game. Each player has a nice card and a mean card. The best
strategy that has been developed over millions of computer simulations is to ALWAYS play your
"nice" card first, then respond tit for tat. That is, you play your nice card, she plays her mean card.
Then the next card you play is your mean card. You KEEP PLAYING your mean card until she plays
her nice card. THEN you play your nice card so long as she continues playing her nice card. Tit-forTat.
How does this look in a marriage? All of us have a "Nice Card" and a "Mean Card" because of this
unbreakable rule:
MEN CONTROL COMMITMENT, WOMEN CONTROL SEXUAL ACCESS.
Husband Nice: Masculine, affirming presence with your time and attention.
Husband Mean: Ignore, remove affection, time, and attention.
Wife Nice: Sexy time
Wife Mean: Hard Sexual Denial
Based on the Prisoner's Dilemma and some basic Psychology, I advocate withholding affection for
sexual denials beginning at Dread Level 4. This is a very basic operant conditioning technique. By
providing clear consequences to behavior (withholding sex and giving a "Hard No") you work over
time to change that behavior.
However there are a few clarifications because this concept of withholding affection for sexual
denials is taken WAY to literally by WAY to many people.
First, this is supposed to be built up slowly over months and the connection in her mind- and yoursbetween withholding sex and you nope-ing the fuck out of there is NOT supposed to be a direct link.
It is simply that you have better things to do than to put up with a screechtard blue baller who is not
attracted to you.
This is why Level 3- GET BUSY COMES FIRST! You have to build a fun, exciting life with lots of
options and to GET BUSY BEFORE you start on Level 4- BEGIN CONDITIONING YOUR
EMOTIONAL AND PHYSICAL AVAILABILITY TO YOUR WIFE WITH HER (SEXUAL)
AVAILABILITY TO YOU. If you don't lay the groundwork first, then she will see this (correctly)
as you being a butthurt little boy denied his candy.
Withholding emotional and physical validation IS AN EXTREME STEP AND SHOULD ONLY BE
TAKEN FOR EXTREME REASONS.
There are several key words in THE Level 4 directions: First is the word BEGIN. "Begin"
means.....Start. It doesn't mean get busy (Level 3) and then move to Level 4 where you suddenly turn
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into a total dick- suck my dick every day or I will ignore you and have nothing to do with you, bitch.
If you are on the once a month or twice a month plan then initiate one night. If turned down, play it
cool. Don't be an asshole! Take a middle road path. Simply turn down the ardor a bit. Take longer to
answer her calls. Leave for your martial arts club without kissing her goodbye. Cut back a bit on your
displays of affection. Remain the rock. Remain strong and fatherly but no more Disney Princess Twu
Wuv bullshit.
Notice I don't say ignore her completely! Simply dial it back. If turned down again when you have
been affirming and upbeat for a while then do it again- this time with a bit more withdrawing.
Perhaps you leave for a time and "accidently" leave you phone at home. Perhaps you don't take your
phone to work the next day and you don't call or text her during the day.
The point is BEGIN to disengage. DO NOT BE SCHIZOPHRENIC AND SUDDENLY
DISENGAGE COMPLETELY. Do it slowly and increase the pressure (by decreasing the
time/attention/affection) over weeks, NOT days. Build the connection in your mind and hers that
there are consequences to her being in control of your sexuality and denying you. Just don't do it all
at once!
Second, "sexual availability" does NOT mean she is DTF 24/7 every day of the week. There are
times when your wife is NOT available to you but this is not always a "Hard Denial."
For example, I have a tacit agreement with my wife that I will not initiate sex every day. She has
always maintained that she enjoys it much more when we wait a day, building up tension and so on.
Since I am in my late 40's, I have to agree with her. So I initiate just about every other day. She is
receptive and only rarely turns me down on that day- and almost always with something along the
lines of "I am tired, darling. Let's do this tomorrow so I can get into it."
My response? A paternal kiss on the forehead and THEN I act as if nothing has happened. I remain
upbeat, affirming, warm, affectionate, strong, etc before leaving the room to do my own thing). Why
do i do this? BECAUSE THIS IS NOT A SEXUAL DENIAL. THIS IS PERHAPS A SEXUAL
DEFLECTION, OR SEXUAL DELAY. IT IS NOT A HARD "NO" HOWEVER.
YOU WANT this level of communication (SHH, don't tell TBP) with your wife. In fact, you WANT
the level of communication where you communicate your intent with your eyes and she responds
nonverbally. I can't tell you the number of times my wife has seen me give her a smoldering look and
she responds by closing the distance, settling into my arms, kissing me and saying: "Tomorrow." A
couple times I managed to say it along with her because I already knew the answer. THAT is Red Pill
communication fellows. Direct, to the point, and no or few words necessary.
Even Daniel rose of The Sex God Method recommends this course of action for this type of "denial."
He suggest giving her an Agree and Amplify and something along the lines of: "Oh my baby is sore
from all that pounding last night. Don't worry dear, we can wait another day and let you heal."
So let us be clear:
1. I think you withhold affection for hard sexual denials and ONLY for sexual denials. She
controls sex, you control commitment. If she plays her "mean" card, then you are forced to play
your "mean" card.
2. I do not think you withhold affection for Starfish sex. A woman can respond to your advances
by submitting to them but the only way to truly get her to like it is to be a high value man
yourself and that has nothing to do with changing her behavior. Thus operant conditioning is
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useless for the Starfish. You can get compliance from your wife, but if you want to get her hot
and dripping, that is entirely on you. Be attractive. Don't be unattractive.
3. I do not think you use this tactic during shark week or if there is a legitimate reason to deny
intimacy. What are you conditioning if your wife is physically unable to have sex with you?
What is the purpose of withholding affection for a behavior that cannot be performed at the
moment due to illness or infirmity (or a bloody mess)?
4. I do not think you withhold affection for a single night of "I'm tired, let's make it up tomorrow."
As stated above, I do not think this is an actual "sexual denial" most of the time. Of course it
may very well be- that is for YOU to decide on your own in the context of your own
relationship.
In conclusion: I think you use this ultimate tactic- withholding affection and time for Hard Sexual
Denials- in a sparing, measured way. Use your head with this guys- and not the little ones. Define
what a "Hard Sexual Denial" means to YOU and YOUR marriage and act accordingly Red Warriors.
Be consistent, develop your goals, and gradually work towards them.
Finally what do you do when your wife calls you out on your sudden change in behavior? "Are you
going to be mean to me all the time if we don't have sex every day." I think when she brings this
behavior into the open it is not out of line to bring it all the way into the open. If you can say very
calmly:
"I am not mad, just disappointed and frankly I have better things to do than to hang out with a woman
who is not attracted to me."
Then smile grimly and give her a brotherly, passionless kiss and leave the house. Let us know what
happens when you get back and for the love of God do NOT react to her whining, bitching and
moaning. Just leave and if she tries to keep you from leaving just do broken record- I have better
things to do than to hang around here with a woman who is not attracted to me." Note how this works
when you really do have better things to do!
TLDR: Actus Non Verba
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Theultimatecad Dispenses Hard Core Red Pills to the Masses
18 upvotes | October 30, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
UCC has a short post on TRP that currently has 435 comments and sparked quite an exceptionally
difficult discussion. We so often forget that our special little snowflake isn't.
This is well worth the read.
You won't know when she cheats
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Liquor Store, Liquor Store, Bar, Beauty Supply, Bar, Gas
Station, Beauty Salon, Church: Female Hypergamy in
depressed economic times
142 upvotes | November 7, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Introduction: We often conclude flippantly such thoughts as: "Enjoy The Decline" but very few of
us have an idea exactly what "the decline" looks like in the real world.
Body: I am starting a business in a blighted area of the inner city and have been looking at properties
for several weeks. I have traveled to every area of the 'Hood' and gone door-to-door in some
neighborhoods.
This is what I have learned:
1. Sandman was right!. This icon of the manosphere and the MGTOW movement grew up in
Yugoslavia as it was breaking up in the 1990's. He noticed that with 95% of men in severe
economic depressed circumstances that women stopped going for the top 20% of men. Instead,
they focus more and more on their personal appearance and go after the top 1% or 5% and
completely ignore any man who is not in that group. Further, he noticed that even though there
were boarded up shops and buildings, abandoned businesses and vagrants walking around with
a bottle of liquor in their hands, that the few stores that WERE open were primarily Beauty
Supply Stores so that women could get all pretty and hypergamous just in case they met a top
1% man who needed a blowjob.
2. While women have beauty stores and salons to serve their interests during depressed economic
times, the vast majority of men have only liquor stores and bars where they can go drink
themselves into oblivion.
3. Another feature of depressed economic times is a proliferation of churches. I believe this is
because all those hypergamous women throwing BJ's in the parking lot right after Chad's dick
was in another girls ass need a place to go so that their Jesus BFF can forgive them for their
sins and encourage them to continue whoring around for the first top 1% guy who flashes them
a roll of bills. Jesus would NOT JUDGE THEM! NO!!! JESUS Forgives them no matter what
they do! Just pray, insert money into slot, and you are forgiven. Anyway, it isn't your fault you
still have cum in your hair because you were on your knees 4 hours ago pleasing Chad. Now
you are on your knees begging forgiveness and Jesus is always loving and forgiving and never
judges you!
4. In economically depressed Russia, the average age a man lives 54 years. The average age a
woman lives is 74. Men in Russia and all the former Eastern bloc drink themselves into
oblivion and die 20 years younger than women.
Lessons Learned: There is a common pattern in countries going through depressed economic times.
Women become much more hypergamous as the supply of "good" men runs low.
In a depressed economy, women's interests are met with beauty supply stores and salons encouraging
them to pretty up so they can land a top man and have an even easier time ignoring the rest. Men's
interests are met not with gymnasiums, and men's clubs but by encouraging alcoholism, drinking and
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drugging.
Conclusion: Thus, enjoy the decline
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Marriage Helper and the 911 Workshop
3 upvotes | November 11, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Hey gang, we interrupt this blog because my red pill wifey and First Officer has been pushing me to
check out
www.marriagehelper.com
for a while now as she is friends with one of their coaches.
I have spent about an hour reading what appears to be pretty solid red pill theory, albeit with a
decidedly religious/Christian focus.
They seem to focus on recovering from infidelity and restarting a low sex marriage for both men and
women.
Some of the problems I see is the lack of focus on gender differences although I may be missing it?
Polarizing the yin and yang of the masculine and feminine which of course is a critical part of red pill
sexual theory and I don't see that- but maybe they save it for the seminar?
The text of the site appears generic and noncontroversial but they have an extensive podcast list.
Does anybody have experience with this group and their 911 advice before I dive into those
podcasts?
We now return to your regularly scheduled blogging.
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Book Review: "First Kill All the Marriage Counselors" by
Laura Doyle (author of "The Surrendered Wife")
39 upvotes | November 12, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
My wife has noticed my changes and she is supportive! Is there a book she can read that
will help us both?
We get some version of this question every week and we have not had a good answer except "the
Surrendered Wife" and "Fascinating Womanhood." These are great but Laura Doyle, author of the
Surrendered Wife just published an exceptional book that is easily the new answer to this question.
In "First Kill All the Marriage Counselors" (FKATMC) Laura discusses "6 intimacy skills that help a
woman cultivate her raw female power and femininity. Once implemented, these 6 tools let any
woman easily make any husband her personal slave "devoted to delighting you."
While that might not seem like such a great thing to most of you guys who are running errands and
checking off your honey-do list every day, don't bail yet. You can trust me, I'm a doctor.
First let me tell you the problem with "The Surrendered Wife." The issue is that little girly's like my
wife (ball busting corporate lawyer by day) recoiled from it like Dracula to the cross.
YOUGOGIRLLLLZZ simply cannot read The Surrendered Wife because it advises the woman to
"surrender" and give up her power.
In FKATMC, Laura focuses on the other side of the surrendering coin and does a much better job
illustrating the power that surrendering brings to a woman in marriage and life.
The book basically reads like the mirror image to everything we advise on MRP. We tell men to be
strong and masculine and stoic; she advises women to be vulnerable, feminine and emotional. We tell
men to fight the desire to cry like a bitch or vomit your emotions; she tells women to fight the desire
to be stoic and unemotional. In fact she tells women to let the tears flow like a woman if she is sad
and basically look for opportunities for your husband to white knight and comfort you.
Laura reminds the womminz that more than anything you want to be desired and cherished while
men are different (that right there puts this book in the top 1%) and they want "pride" and "respect"
which she explains is like oxygen to men. So if you feel like crying at a movie don't fight the urge
because this is the real you and because it gives your husband a chance to comfort you and make him
feel proud like a respected man while it makes you feel desired and cherished. Win-Win! Just don't
cry fake tears to manipulate she warns. Heh, sure Laura.
Anyway, this is the basic theme of the entire book: If you act more like a sweet, emotionally open,
cute little girly, your husband will step up and start to act more like a masculine, stoic, strong man
who takes care of you. The default feminine state is "receptive" and the default masculine state
responds to receptivity by cherishing the receptive person.
The 6 Intimacy Tools she advocates dovetails precisely with these concepts (which again is what we
do on MRP albeit from the other end- IN CASE YOU MISSED IT: POLARIZING THE YIN AND
YANG OF MALE AND FEMALE SEXUALITY IS ONE OF THE MOST BASIC IDEAS OF RED
PILL THEORY. On MRP we focus on polarizing masculinity while this book lets a woman polarize
femininity).
She also talks quite extensively about letting go of your expectations when you do something or act
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in a certain way because you can't control your husbands behavior. However, you CAN control your
behavior and your husband will react to that change eventually.
Now where have I heard something just like that?
Oh yes, drop the covert contracts and focus on what you can change- your behavior.
Finally, she spends plenty of ink contrasting how her(our!) methods differ from traditional Marriage
Counseling, illustrating the TERRIBLE advice they give by contrasting it with her(our!) advice. I
found this the most intriguing part of the book.
So the "6 Intimacy Tools" are:
1. Replenish yourself with self care: I would emphasize getting in shape more but I guess if your
going for feminine you would want to avoid power lifting. The basic idea is let go of all the
things you control and take time every day to do THREE self care items- she mentions
pedicure, hot baths, visit to the salon, shopping, something that you want to do in the moment
that you enjoy.
2. Restore Respect: The chapter titles in this section are self explanatory:
-Your husband doesn't want your opinion: STOP NAGGING AND CRITICIZING. Trust the
man you married. -Why wives cause the most divorce and what to do (hint it has something to
do with criticizing, bitching, moaning and complaining) -Your husband is smarter than you
think -Pretend you love him more than your children -Dishonesty is the best policy (Lie like a
woman to keep the peace)
3. Relinquish control of your man: Quit expecting him to change to make you happy- YOU make
you happy. Now I know I have heard that before.
4. Receive- learn to receive gracefully and with joy and your hubby is likely to start giving you
more stuff. In case you were concerned, this is all a setup. The last chapter in this section
explains why you should also learn to receive your husbands penis gracefully and with joy.
5. Reveal your heart: Be vulnerable, sweet, cute, and feminine.
6. Refocus your view with gratitude: Learn to be grateful with what you have instead of always
flailing around trying to control everything. She does some mental backflips and she fires up
the hamster so hard I thought it was going to jump out of my Kindle but basically the message
is to reframe your entire life by focusing, thinking, and speaking ONLY about the positive
aspects.
Stop complaining and bitching that your husband "never" does this because that is a lie. Of course he
"sometimes" does it- so you saying "never" is a lie! So...if you are going to lie, then why not lie for
your benefit instead of in a way that harms you. (Can you hear that hamster wheel?).
How do you lie in a way that helps you? Make up a positive reality and force yourself to talk about
it!! Tell your man he is "a great husband" every day even if you have to grit your teeth because you
KNOW you are lying. Never criticize or complain but instead only speak and think about positive
things and she guarantees in 2 weeks you will be well on your way to having that positive life.
Feelz before Reelz indeed.
TLDR/Lessons Learned: Red Pill sexual strategy works because it is the correct way.
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Neg Hits in Marriage: Amused Mastery on Hard Mode
6 upvotes | November 19, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Book Excerpt: Chapter 8: On EmotionI want more generic examples we can use and some critique on the concept and ideas. Thanks ahead
of time!
The trick is to do both of these at ALMOST AT THE SAME TIME. That is, make her
BOTH feel desired and comfortable AND that you don't need her.
Neg Hits
Once again the Pickup Artists have the answer for us and part of that is the use of those
controversial “Negs” that women get apoplectic about (because they work so well on a
woman who is too comfortable and needs to be taken down a few pegs). The art of
“Negging” is to deliver a backhanded compliment. It is something of a put-down in the
guise of a compliment and it evokes conflicting emotions in women that often creates
considerable sexual desire.
The trick is to be light hearted and funny but “mean” at the same time. I will give you a few
examples of “Neg Hits” that you might use in your marriage but don’t go whining and
writing to me if you try any of this and your wife files for divorce. Caveat Emptor!! Once
again, as with most of the concepts in this book, the use of Neg Hits requires you to use
your own judgment.
A couple of things to avoid with Neg Hits in a marriage are especially sensitive areas and
public Negs.
Sore spots are something to avoid when using a Neg. For example, if your wife is sensitive
about her weight, then hitting her there is NOT a neg hit. In fact it is probably nothing but
cruel (and pointless) manipulation. So squeezing your wife’s belly fat and commenting
about how there is so much about her to love, is probably not a good idea. Try not to forget
that Negs cannot be passive-aggressive but always must come from a fun loving place, or at
least a place of deliberate calculation. Negs should never be delivered in anger because the
point of delivering a Neg is to spark the Vaginal tingles, not to make your wife cry or feel
bad. If you want to do that you are reading the wrong book.
Public humiliation is also something to avoid with Negs. For example, if your wife is not
the sharpest knife in the drawer, then humiliating her in public about her intelligence or
even teasing her in front of her friends how she could not figure out something or other is
NOT a “Neg Hit.” Again this is cruel and pointless manipulation.
In particular you do NOT want to use Negs in public on topics that are particularly
sensitive. If the subject of the Neg is a particularly sensitive sore spot then you really don’t
want to humiliate your wife in public about it! That is NOT going to spark the Vaginal
Tingles in the least.
Let’s take an example that serves as a warning. My wife is extremely intelligent. She flew
through law school and passed the Bar on the first attempt. She has a friend (several in fact)
who also went to law school but only barely graduated and never passed the Bar despite
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sitting for it over and over again. So the general background is that my wife is secure in her
intelligence while her friend is not.
Despite my wife being secure, there is little doubt that my IQ, knowledge, and education
level exceeds that of my wife (PhD > J.D.). Since this is one of the few areas I am actually
superior to my hard working, well organized and hyper-competent, “Proverbs 31” spouse, I
have been known to seize the opportunity to remind her who is the smarter, better educated,
and more knowledgeable one in the relationship.
Am I an asshole? Why yes I am and fuck you very much.
I simply made a light hearted neg in front of her friends about how she never remembers her
order because she is “legally blonde.” As an aside I want to say that is a damn fine Neg that
references a (terrible) movie in context, references the fact that my wife is a lawyer so it is
really a compliment, and taps into the stereotype of the dumb blonde making it a very
backhanded complement. This is really a Neg work of art in my specific case. She flushed
ever so slightly and scowled at me. Mission accomplished.
Except the friends husband thought it was a little too funny. He laughed out loud and
muttered something incoherent but probably resembled agreement or understanding with
what I had said- and his wife exploded. I mean she unloaded on the hapless Beta Boy so
hard and for so long and was so loud it was frightening. We tried to intervene but she
wouldn’t stop chewing him out and ranting uncontrollably. Eventually the waitress left,
promising to come back.
Hopefully this shows how even a subtle neg hit even with a confident woman who likes
what you are doing can still cause significant problems. Be aware of what you are doing,
who is a party to what you are doing, and why you are doing it. Be aware of the emotional
temperature of your wife and anybody else in earshot. Be aware of your goals and intended
outcomes. Don’t come out of the box throwing out rude or obnoxious put-downs. The goal
is to be cocky and funny, not obnoxious or rude.
So with that example and those warnings in mind, here are some Negs that you might be
able to use in your marriage. I recommend you add 4 or 5 negs that are specific to your wife
and your relationship to your MAP plan of action.
“That was the best sex I have ever had…with you.”
“You are so beautiful…I hardly noticed your scars.”
“Your eyes are so pretty…without the bags.”
“I love all of you” (said while squeezing a roll of fat- just be ready to block her punch).
"Laying on top of you is like sliding on a warm, gooey pillow."
“MMMM, Yummy. You must not have showered because you taste Tangy like the instant breakfast.”
[One proper Response to a micromanaged Honey Do List] “Yes mommy.”
[Deep inhale, kissing neck] “I love the way you smell. It is the perfect blend of Lavender and
Grandma.”
Once again, these and similar ‘backhanded compliments’ should be used very, very sparingly until
(or unless) you are able to establish a fun, joking style of interaction with your wife. These are NOT
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weapons. They are NOT insults. You are NOT trying to hurt your wife with this.
They are private little jokes that you can use to simultaneously show that you care and also that you
don’t need her. You are showing her that you are your own man. Again, it is subtle and should never
hurt your wife’s feelings. That’s not a “Neg” that is being cruel. Hopefully you get the difference and
if you are in any doubt whatsoever, do NOT use Negs at all because there are other ways to make her
feel desired- and that you don’t need her- which accomplish the same thing without the dangers that
Negs bring....
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No I don't want to have sex with your fat belly, your lack of
enthusiasm and your stretched out pussy that I can barely
feel.....
4 upvotes | November 21, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Blue Pill Example
Red Pill Recovery
I was inspired by UCC's /u/theultimatecad 'srecent thread and tried a little experiment that both broke
fight club and violated Actions Not Words.
IDGAF!
Be advised that I have the Ban window open and an itchy trigger finger today so test me
motherfuckers.
Initiated sex two days in a row. Shot down, brutally, two days in a row. In response to the second I
schizophrenically withdrew and locked myself in my office to work on my book.
A couple hours later she comes in my office sarcastically announcing that "we can have sex now if
you must."
My reply?
"Nah, I don't want to have sex with your fat belly, your lack of enthusiasm and your
stretched out pussy that I can barely feel. You are just not attractive enough to me that I can
have sex with you all the time."
Passive - Aggressive? You bet! Cruel? Perhaps, but with a clear purpose.
You would have thought I slaughtered a puppy right in front of her. Naturally she teared up
immediately and pulled back as if I had slapped her.
I was not going to submit to her emotional manipulation, not this time: "Hold that feeling inside
sweety. Multiply it by about 3 times and add about 1,000 times the sexual frustration, anxiety, and
humiliation and you will have a tiny glimpse of how I feel every time you turn me down." For once
her big fucking mouth opened but no sound came out.
Then I left the house and went to the library to post this. I will go to the bar and watch the game next
and do some approaches and number closes. She can do all of the little bullshit tasks for
Thanksgiving that she thought her little bitch was going to do for her today.
Fuck....me....or.....fuck.....you.
W
o
r
d
Edit: Ladies, gentlemen, and non-men, this public service announcement was twofold:
First, keep your cool and don't be a dumbass. Stoicism is attractive. Striking out like an immature
schoolboy is not. Righteous anger is one thing, being a dick is another. Straddle the line but don't go
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over like I did.
Second, even guys who KNOW this stuff sometimes fuck up. Hell, I fuck up all the time! It is not
what you KNOW, it is what you DO.
Let me point out as some contributors already have that my wife has an Iron Will and a Steel
Constitution. She is an attorney who represents White Collar Criminals and negotiates multi-million
dollar deals. My special snowflake is not going to break and she doesn't get her self-identity and selfworth from her pussy. What I said was way, way out of line, but this girl is a stubborn ice princess
and it takes some even icier water to get her attention sometimes.
Again, I don't recommend this and this is NOT an example of how to behave. This is a field report of
a royal fuck up. Don't be that guy!
I had a lot of fun with this thread and was able to get my head back on straight. Thanks guys- and
especially Vamp. For some reason when she said "Ouch for your wife" it hit me. I was angry and let
my anger take over and deliberately struck out trying to hurt my wife. It worked.
Except that is not OI and it is not leadership.
So last night I took the lead. I came home from watching the game around 5:00 p.m. and my wife was
already in bed with the bedroom door locked. Of course I picked the lock.
She threw up LMR's like a One Night afternoon stand with a slutty Church girl on Sunday after
morning nightclub (aka "Church"). First she pretended to be asleep. Then she pretended to be
insensate. Then she pretended to be tired as I undressed. Then she said "How could I be in the mood
when you are such a dick."
I held her close and looked deep into her tightly closed eyes:
"Sweetheart, you know that was your fault."
Her eyes snapped open and she scowled and gave me one of those: 'Are you fucking kidding me'
looks before I continued.
"You have known since we got married that I am a huge asshole."
She threw her head back and put a hand on her forehead.
"Did your Red Pill buddies tell you to say that?"
"Come on, you know that is from Athol Kay."
She rolled her eyes again and I smiled and kissed her, trying to force her mouth open with my tongue.
She pulled back, looking at me abashed and more than a little pissed. "I haven't even brushed my
teeth today."
"That's OK, you know how much I like the way you taste."
"Whatever, I'm not going to kiss you, I am sleeping."
At that point I started to pull off her clothes and she was suddenly awake.
"What are you doing?"
"I am going to fuck my hot wife." She passively let me do what I wanted but was clearly distracted
and not into it at all. I rolled her onto her side into a new position I have been wanting to try
(missionary position with her laying on the side is a "weird angle" that my wife always refused). I
figured since she was going to Starfish anyway, I would try that.
What I didn't expect is her to start doing Kegels and squeezing me. "Holy Fuck," I groaned and she
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suddenly started to get into it, squeezing and squirming so that I was spent in record time.
As I rolled off her on my back she blandly said: "I'm glad my fat belly didn't get in the way in that
position."
I caressed her face gently keeping eye contact. "If I really thought you had a fat belly would I get so
pissed when you don't want me? That was incredible!"
"Hmm, well I am going back on Atkins and start going to the gym again. You are right, I have been
letting that go. Was it tight enough for you? I am sorry I haven't been doing my Kegels. I will work
on them harder."
I held her tightly and snuggled up to her.
Again, this is NOT the way to behave. This IS the way to maintain frame after you fuck up. Learn
from my mistakes and go forth.
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Dominance Moves that get her wet- from the worlds most
popular male porn star: Yareally shows us what to do (yes it
works, I tried some of them already)....
30 upvotes | December 8, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
See Yareally 's post on "The Tyranny of Biomechanics."
He has gifs of James Deen, apparently the world's most popular male porn star demonstrating several
dominance moves guaranteed to blow her mind.
Yareally!!!! I mean really blow her mind, ya!
I already did the hand on neck for the kiss and she totally melted. Best kiss in years! Maybe decades.
A couple days later I did the pull her off balance into you and then shove her against the wall trick.
Were I to remain stoic, I would have to say the moves work exactly as advertised. Were I to break my
stoic frame and be myself I would say something like: Holy Shit! I mean, Holy...Fucking....Shit. Are
you kidding me?
WHYDIDNTIKNOWTHISSTUFFYEARSAGO???
http://www.yareallyarchive.com/2015/12/
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The (un)official MRP Fight Song (80's light rock version)
0 upvotes | December 23, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Repostarrroommmma.......Have Yourself a Very Red Pill
Christmas!
26 upvotes | December 24, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
http://theredpillroom.blogspot.com/2014/12/have-yourself-very-red-pill-christmas.html
This masterpiece posted just last year by the king of diction and the master debater /u/Ianironwood
breaks all the rules! Ian teaches us everything from how to throw bombs during Christmas Dinner to
educating the next generation about Red Pill.
Merry Christmas to you Ian, wherever you are, and a very Merry Christmas to all of you fellow Red
Knights.
Have a very Red Pill Christmas.
If you are inclined to capitalize on the current wave, and have a desire to become a - albeit
small - agent in the greater Culture War, the you might just consider exposing yourself to
these relative strangers and doing a bit of Red Knighting.
Black Knighting, as we are all aware, is the overt process of using the established rules of
liberal social justice against its very proponents. A Voice For Men does this on an
institutional level, and recently some serious overtures between the MHRM and the
Manosphere have resulted in the metaphor of the MHRM being guerrilla warriors to the
independent sniping of the various Manosphere blogs and other outlets (lookin' at you,
r/theredpill). Both, it was reasoned, were valuable techniques that could work in concert.
I tend to support that idea.
To that end, consider Red Knighting: the covert agency of advancing Red Pill memes and
ideas in conflict with the established feminist paradigm. The purpose of this is not to
convince or convert any SJWs - gods forbid, they're our best recruiting tool! - but to be seen
engaging in dialog with said SJW with amused mastery.by others who are less convinced of
the shrill righteousness of their cause.
A good Red Knight may never publicly reveal his allegiance to TRP, but can turn what
SJWs call "microagressions" into a verbal martial art, with a little practice. You don't have
to go all SJW-y to do it, either. You, too, can be a subversive Red Knight in your life,
particularly on your travels during the holidays, quietly perfecting your own approach to
TRP while also subtly lending your voice and (most importantly) your actions to
relentlessly (but quietly) fighting this battle underground.
Our strength is not in our ability to organize and form a great, grand movement that can
force social change at the meta level. The guerrillas of AVfM can guard that flank. In the
Manosphere, our strength is in our decentralization and pervasiveness in society. Here's how
"microaggressions" can really be used to the benefit of positive masculinity.
You can start by refusing to rubber-stamp the "conventional wisdom" about a lot of our key
issues by simply stating your opinion in short, controlled bursts. Your refusal to participate
in the madness is, in and of itself, a statement. Short, pithy, borderline-trite come-backs that
tend to shut down the conversation are best, and the holiday season - with the SJWs
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festively coming home to spread their crusade of bitter outrage to their families - is an
outstanding place for a nascent Red Knight to pursue some entertaining bits of guerrilla
ontology.
Some examples: "Pay equity? Not until draft equity."
"Police report or it didn't happen."
"Feminism? I prefer science."
"Thankfully feminism broke the traditional gender role of me having to give a shit."
"One in five? Not according to the Department of Justice. Of the Obama Administration."
"Yeah, it's sexist. So is biology. I'm OK with that."
"If gender is a social construct why aren't little gay boys socialized straight by our dominant cishetero
patriarchal culture? Oh, because their sexuality isn't a choice? Either is mine. I'm comfortable with
that."
"You don't get to tell me how to be a man. Any more than I get to tell you how to try to be a woman.
Thanks, feminism."
"Marrying a feminist increases your chances of divorce. Kinda like buying a pretty house on a fault
line. But I'd love to hear of some actual evidence to the contrary."
"Equilibrium is a far more effective and pragmatic approach than equality."
"You cannot negotiate desire."
"Men love idealistically. Women love opportunistically."
"I'd be more inclined to consider pay inequity once there were more than 70 men employed for every
hundred women."
"Which do you think has more rapes, UVA or a Federal Penitentiary?"
"Women control sex. Men control commitment. Everywhere. Always."
"Women talk. Men act."
"Equality or special treatment? Pick one and stick with it."
"It is not my obligation to change our society so that you may feel better about your life."
"Do not mistake my devotion to civility as approval or acceptance of your behavior."
"End sexist gender roles? That's just what I wrote on my Selective Service application. What did you
write on yours?"
"Men have the right to withdraw their participation when it is not in their best interests. If it's a
woman's body and her choice, then that is ours."
"How is reproductive coercion different from rape? Just curious."
"In every presidential election in the era of mass media, the more attractive candidate has won. Why
will this cycle be different?"
"Fatherhood is a sacred responsibility. Do not mock it." "My sperm is viable until I'm in my 70s. I
can afford to be choosy."
"Any reasonable man considers his relationships with women fungible. Occasionally he might find
worthy of further investment. But that's a rare thing, these days. Like the last crap of a dying
unicorn."
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"I really just don't see the point to most men getting into a real relationship, these days. Really, what's
in it for them?"
"The heart wants what the heart wants. And sometimes the heart wants a girl with a sweetdisposition, a pretty smile, big boobs, and no interest whatsoever in social justice causes." "Feminists
make great employees and lousy wives."
"If I was really ever going to treat you as an equal, we'd be fist-fighting already. You should value
my sexism." " 'Decent' is just another term for 'suppressed.' "
"Remember that your ability to complain about misogyny was purchased with the blood of
patriarchs."
"Most men feel that feminism is about equality the way that most African Americans feel that the
Confederate Battle Flag is about Southern pride and heritage."
"Nature makes a Woman. It takes other Men to make a Man."
"Why is the answer to fixing society's problems constantly hinging on convincing men to behave
more like women?"
"Men built Western Civilization. You really don't think we could bust it? Or let it die from neglect
out of spite?"
"There is as much evidence of 'The Patriarchy' as there is of the 'Vast Satanic Sexual Abuse
Conspiracy' the FBI found exactly no evidence of."
"How is your definition of feminism functionally different than the definition of humanism?"
"If you had a choice between true social and economic equality that left you single until you die
alone, or a lifetime of bliss with a loving partner in an overtly sexist society, which one would you
choose to live in?"
"Sure, your partner count doesn't work against you. Unless you believe in science."
"If you're strong and independent, why would you want a man?" "Do you need a man? No? Then
don't worry. You probably won't get one."
"Wan't to stop campus rape? Stay out of college. Not you, Cupcake, I'm talking to you fellas.
Seriously. It's a money pit and a minefield of bad decisions. Take a couple of years off and figure out
what you want to do, first. It's not like your looks are suddenly going to collapse. Cupcake can date
what's . . . left on campus."
"It's not 'Madonna and Whore'. It's 'Wife and Future Ex-Wife. Get it straight."
"The rarest of delicacies among die-hard feminists is wedding cake."
"Among the gender stereotypes feminism managed to successfully smash were chivalry and the
incentive to commitment. You're on your own."
"If it 'shouldn't matter' who leads the relationship, then it shouldn't matter to you who will lead mine.
Here's a hint: it will be me."
"So what will women do in a few years when cheap temporary vasectomies essentially rip their
control over their reproduction away? Start hanging out in bars begging for fertilization?"
"Oh, yeah, that's just what a man wants to come home to: an aging, bitter executive with a freezer full
of eggs and a predisposition toward divorce. That's a manly dose of marital and domestic bliss, right
there."
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"Men of quality are not attracted to your resume, no matter how many times your girlfriends tell you
they are."
And so on. You get the gist. Subtle but direct jabs of Red Pill goodness.
Use it sparingly, with amused mastery, and best against those outside of your immediate social circle.
Never get angry, never raise your voice, never loose that cocky grin and steely gaze. But when that
perky SJW with the nose ring starts screaming about rape culture, or that embittered corporate
feminist starts talking about gender oppression, smile . . . and then go at it like a gentleman.
Merry Christmas, Red Knights. Go forth and be Men for the holidays.
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Forcing your wife to provide sex on demand: An Example of
Godly submission.....
0 upvotes | December 27, 2015 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
THIS IS A GENDER REVERSAL EXPERIMENT AND THIS IS NOT HOW MEN
BEHAVE!!!!!
THIS IS HOW WOMEN BEHAVE, HOWEVER.
THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF CHRISTIAN "SUBMISSION FOR WIVES" POSTED ON DALROCK
AT:
https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2015/12/26/she-only-acted-crazy-to-get-her-own-way/
The author is a prominent preacher's wife with the "Cuckservative" Christian group, Focus on the
Family. She smashed the plates to gain the total submission of her husband to her nagging and
bitching. Then she goes around the country touting that THIS is how Godly Christian women are
supposed to behave.
I was nearly trembling writing this because it looks SOOOOOO BAD when a man does it. When a
woman does the exact same thing it is touted as "Godly' submission.
They are serious guys, it is not about equality, and is no longer even about superiority. They are
going for complete supremacy.
===One day last week my wife came home from work. It was a nice day outside and she
immediately noticed that the door to our balcony was open. She was taking off her work clothes
when I delivered a loud smashing noise from the balcony. In another couple of seconds I delivered
another one. When my bride walked out on to the balcony she saw to her surprise I was sitting on the
floor with a hammer. Next to me was a stack of our wedding china. On the ground were the shards of
two smashed saucers.
“What are you doing? She asked.”
I looked up and said, “You aren’t listening to me. I have told you how important sex is to a man but
you don’t realize that if you keep turning me down for sex that you are going to destroy this family. I
don’t know how to get through to you. You aren’t seeing how serious this is. This is what you are
doing.” And I brought the hammer down on the third saucer. It splintered into pieces.
This was the wakeup call that she needed to decide to have sex with her husband. I wasn't
emotionally out of control but was delivering a solemn and important message in a way that brought
home how important this was. There was no other way to get through to her. I tried talking and
holding her. I tried doing housework. I tried reasoning with her and explaining how important this
was to me. She would not listen so she forced me to destroy her important valuables just so I could
get her attention.
She sat down trembling, thinking I had finally snapped.
“I’m listening. I’m listening,” she said. As we talked it became clear that I was intense and laser
focused, but not in a rage or out of control emotionally.
A few days later she asked how I was able to calm down so quickly after my apparent meltdown.
I explained: "It was no meltdown. Do you see these three broken saucers I smashed?” She nodded.
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“There are no cups for them. The cups have broken over the years. I had three saucers to spare. I’m
glad you sat down before I had to break any more!”
Since then she has submitted to me and has sex whenever I want.
Please comment about my technique for gaining wifely submission.
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Tummy Tuck?
0 upvotes | January 2, 2016 | /r/askMRP | Link | Reddit Link
Inspired by this thread in which a man asks about a mommmy makeover for his woman.
What about the other side of that coin? I have worked out for years, am pretty ripped and in the best
shape of my life including all the years of High School football. Yesterday I did 4x10 curls, 50 situps
on the machine and ran on the treadmill for 20 minutes.
I have lost way more than 20 pounds while greatly increasing my muscle mass. I have dropped two
full sizes of pants as a result of a couple of different diets (Atkins, low carb and paleo, no grains) and
most important I have maintained those gains.
The problem? Even after all that my BMI is north of 25%, my weight classifies me as "obese"
(barely, but yah) and I cannot get rid of the last 15-20 pounds right around the gut. I am talking 2
saddlebags of 5 pounds each and probably 15 pounds of fat right in the belly.
So cue the violins but check out this powerful male hamster. These fat cells were put their by my
mother in elementary school so it is not my fault. I was sick for almost the full year and she took that
opportunity to force feed me a couple of 2,000 calorie milk shakes every day. All those doctors visits
and nobody ever said anything about me ballooning up like that.
So, I want the evil purged. Sucked out. Gone. I want a tummy tuck and liposuction. I want those 20
pounds of ancient 3rd grade milk shakes I have been carrying around all these decades gone forever. I
know I am weak sauce for even considering a quick fix like that so fuck you very much and do tell
just how weak sauce it might be if you choose that route of inquiry.
TLDR: The Title
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Modpost- Posting Guidelines: Blue Pill Trolls, Manginas and
other pestilence
11 upvotes | January 10, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
We have heard your complaints about the creeping purple tint on Married Red Pill (MRP) and
welcome new Moderators /u/Trainingthebrain and /u/Feardearg2015 who will help us in our endless
hunt to zap trolls.
/u/TrainingtheBrain is a graduate student, writer and blogger who has been an exceptional contributor
on /marriedredpill for quite a while.
/u/Feardearg2015 is another over educated guy (don't ask) who has been modding on /r/askMRP
since it started and who significantly contributed to my soon to be best selling book (which is in the
final-final review before it goes up on Amazon in the next couple of weeks).
Towards the goal of keeping quality Red Pill content on MRP, the mod team wants to remind
everybody about our posting guidelines and to keep you up to date with some more recent changes.
Specifically, the main Red Pill Reddit recently instituted Rule Zero which we will also follow
because it is easy enough:
TRP's mission is to increase men's sexual power and options. Anyone who does not share
that goal will be banned the instant we detect them.
That means you must be here for one or both of these reasons:
You are a man who wants to improve your own control over your life, mostly your sex life.
You want to help men achieve that goal. That's all.
Here for any other reason? Banned. Here to argue about whether that's a good goal?
Banned. Write anything in here that sets some other goal (moralizing, showing off, political
agenda, etc) above that goal? Banned. Disrupting that mission in any other way? Banned.
Here's all the old rules and policy posts if you like a lot of reading:
https://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/1u6m3m/the_basics_explained_and_our_direction_f
or_2014/
https://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/2xwllf/100000/
https://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/2zriww/the_complete_mod_policy_rundown/
https://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/3a0135/announcement_new_thread_requirements/
... but what you really you need to know is Rule Zero:
TRP's mission is to increase men's sexual power and options, and improve their lives.
This is the mission. Support the mission. Or go somewhere else. That is all.
Other rules are simply specific cases of Rule Zero.
On MRP we have a few tweaks to that and as married guys who are often more considerate of women
so we have different (and more limiting) rules regarding women posting on MRP.
The bottom line is this is an Advanced Red Pill MALE SPACE. As married men we are keen to hear
the real concerns of our wives and as I have said many times we want any RPW to speak up if
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something is really bothering you.
That has not been a problem :)
If you are Blue Pill or a woman who is not a RPW then you have little to no reason to comment on
MRP.
That HAS been a problem and we are going to be quicker on the trigger with the Trolls- you know
who you are.
If you want to debate Red Pill Praexology go the /r/purplepilldebate !
In Married Red Pill, we are trying to avoid- but we do NOT dismiss- the "NEEEEXXXXT" advice so
we are trying things, reporting what works and what doesn't work. So if you want to distinguish,
clarify, and even challenge a specific tenet of Red Pill Praexology as applied to a marriage, without
throwing out the baby with the bathwater, then feel free to join the discussion. Some things work in
some situations and not others. We get it and Red Pill is 100% about identifying what works and
when it doesn't work.
For everybody else: Hit the report button and give us a "suspected BP Troll" if you would be so kind.
Sometimes it is hard to tell between a BP Troll and a new guy victim puking all over the place and
trying to make sense of it but we ask you to err on the side of "report" and leave the hard decision to
the oligarchy.
For the new guys (and girls) who have not fully unplugged or who are choking on the Red Pill we
created /r/askMRP so please use it appropriately for basic questions, rants and weekly logs of your
progress. The rules for female participation on /r/askMRP are significantly different and more liberal,
especially for RPW's.
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The Rules of Fight Club
38 upvotes | January 15, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Welcome to Fight Club.
The first rule of Fight Club is: you do not talk about Fight Club.
The second rule of Fight Club is: you DO NOT talk about Fight Club!
The Third rule of Fight Club: if someone yells “stop!”, goes limp, or taps out, the fight is
over.
Fourth rule: only two guys to a fight.
Fifth rule: one fight at a time, fellas.
Sixth rule: the fights are bare knuckle. No shirt, no shoes, no weapons.
Seventh rule: fights will go on as long as they have to.
The eighth and final rule: if this is your first time at Fight Club, you have to fight."
I just saw this iconic pleurocracy movie and was duly impressed. We often quote the 1st and 2nd rule
but as I listened to the list of rules I was struck with how relevant ALL of them are to Married Red
Pill.
The 3rd Rule gives us the rules of engagement. If a guy taps out or yells "I quit" then the fight is
over- and the healing can usually begin.
The 4th and 5th Rules are often seemingly violated on Married Red Pill with several guys joining in
to pummel a guy who is on the ground. That's OK in some cases! I don't think of them as fights but
rather a beat down. Some guys need a solid beat down before they get built back up.
The 6th Rule gets us back to basics. No weapons, no tools. Just words and bare knuckles
The 7th Rule keeps us on point. Fights go on for as long as they need.
And the 8th and final rule was what really caught my attention because we see it play out again and
again:
If this is your first time on MRP, you have to fight.
I urge all of you to take the time to watch this movie. Some of the lines are beyond precious and
provide insight for the ages. Read the famous quotes from the movie and replace "Fight Club" with
MRP in your mind:
The things you own end up owning you.
Man, I see in fight club the strongest and smartest men who've ever lived. I see all this
potential, and I see squandering. God damn it, an entire generation pumping gas, waiting
tables; slaves with white collars. Advertising has us chasing cars and clothes, working jobs
we hate so we can buy shit we don't need. We're the middle children of history, man. No
purpose or place. We have no Great War. No Great Depression. Our Great War's a spiritual
war... our Great Depression is our lives. We've all been raised on television to believe that
one day we'd all be millionaires, and movie gods, and rock stars. But we won't. And we're
slowly learning that fact. And we're very, very pissed off.
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Listen up, maggots. You are not special. You are not a beautiful or unique snowflake.
You're the same decaying organic matter as everything else.
I found freedom. Losing all hope was freedom.
Don't you have other things to do? Is your life so empty that you honestly can't think of a
better way to spend these moments? Or are you so impressed with authority that you give
respect and credence to all that claim it? Do you read everything you're supposed to read?
Do you think every thing you're supposed to think? Buy what you're told to want? Get out
of your apartment. Meet a member of the opposite sex. Stop the excessive shopping and
masturbation. Quit your job. Start a fight. Prove you're alive.
Narrator: Please let me have it... Please! Tyler Durden: First you have to give up, first you
have to know... not fear... know... that someday you're gonna die.
And then, something happened. I let go. Lost in oblivion. Dark and silent and complete. I
found freedom. Losing all hope was freedom.
In the world I see - you are stalking elk through the damp canyon forests around the ruins of
Rockefeller Center. You'll wear leather clothes that will last you the rest of your life. You'll
climb the wrist-thick kudzu vines that wrap the Sears Tower. And when you look down,
you'll see tiny figures pounding corn, laying strips of venison on the empty car pool lane of
some abandoned superhighway.
Narrator: I'm going to my cave. I'm going to my cave and I'm going to find my power
animal. Tyler Durden: No! Don't deal with this the way those dead people do. Deal with it
the way a living person does.
if the applicant is young, tell him he's too young. Old, too old. Fat, too fat. If the applicant
then waits for three days without food, shelter, or encouragement he may then enter and
begin his training.
When the fight was over, nothing was solved, but nothing mattered. We all felt saved.
AND the BEST line in the entire movie that explains everything:
We're a generation of men raised by women. I'm wondering if another woman is really the
answer we need.
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Pastor Adedini in prison in Iran for 3 years for preaching the
Gospel is destroyed by his "wife" upon returning with
OBVIOUS lies! What do you think Facebook has to say about
it?
57 upvotes | January 31, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Introduction/Summary:
Dalrock has extensively covered the story of the Pastor in Iran who was tortured and imprisoned for 3
years because he was preaching the Gospel.
Three months before he was freed his wife made the incredible accusation that he was a "porn addict"
who had "sexually abused" her during the marriage...
AND that the abuse had become WORSE since he was put in prison.
She claims he sexually abused her WHILE he was in an Iranian prison!
Let that sink in for a moment.
Body:
When the man returned, the "wife" had already filed a restraining order preventing him from seeing
his children and even preventing him from entering his own home.
The man went from an Iranian prison to being homeless!
I thought if there was a man who could beat patently false charges like this then it would be Pastor
Abedini.
Think again.
I almost never post on Facebook The international brotherhood of Blue Pills and Manginas but I
thought this one was a slam dunk.
I was a legal investigator who worked with domestic violence clients (the alleged abuser NOT the
alleged victim) and I noticed something important tracking more than 150 cases.
WOMEN LIE. They lie ALL the time ESPECIALLY about sex.
In 150 domestic violence cases in which I was involved only 3 featured a woman who told the truth.
In 147 out of 150 cases the women either lied to the police when they arrived to cart her husband off
to jail OR she lied under oath when she was dragged into court to testify.
Let me repeat: Out of 150 domestic violence cases the woman could not keep her story straight and
completely changed it, often obviously lying on the stand over and over again. In many cases I
watched the prosecutor and defense attorney looked at each other and started laughing when a woman
started testifying. THEY knew how women lie all the time. They thought perjury by an emotional
woman was just fine, even funny!
In over 100 Divorce cases in which I was involved women made false "abuse" or "sexual abuse"
allegations in almost half of them. This is consistent with many national reports on the subject.
Women lie.
I brought this to the attention of the adoring public using my Facebook account to comment on the
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atrocious Pastor Abedini case.
Guess what? One commenter contacted my department chair to tell her how I was making
Misogynistic comments online. Other than personal experience on the topic, I simply said this is a
woman who is not telling the truth and that women lie all the time in court.
Here is a sampling of the 51 responses to my post (content changed and rearranged to avoid
implicating the innocent):
I feel sorry for you that you are so filled with hatred towards women.
Why do you hate women?
You must have been treated badly by women to feel that way.
Men like you should be locked up
Bad mouthing women is not going to make your tiny penis grow...
You are justifying the abuse this poor women suffered from for years. She is a hero for
standing up to her abuser.
Show us the research that women lie. We KNOW that women almost never lie about sexual
abuse....
Don't pay attention to this guy, he obviously can't get laid and he is mad at women...
Our male dominated society keeps women childlike and helpless so men like YOU can
continue abusing them.
I could go on but not a single commenter dared to respond that maybe, perhaps something like:
A MAN CANNOT SEXUALLY ABUSE HIS WIFE WHILE HE IS IN PRISON.
Nope!
Lessons Learned
Don't get married.
Even if you are a Martyr for Christ your wife WILL turn on you if she gets the chance to branch
swing. These hoe's aint loyal.
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Introducing BPP's book: Saving A Low Sex Marriage: A Man's
Guide to Dread, Seduction and the Long Game
71 upvotes | February 5, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Here Ye, Here Ye all Captains present and accounted for along with any and all interested
assortments of lurkers, bluepills, manginas, or women:
The big event that all of you have been waiting for with bated breath is finally upon us. The cunning
linguist and master debater Blue Pill Professor has finally completed his book and it is available for
purchase on Kindle for the low-low-low price of $5.99.
Follow this link:
https://bluepillprofessor.wordpress.com/2015/05/22/hello-world/
to buy the book.
I poured my heart and soul into this thing for quite a few months and the final product came to a
staggering 100,000 words and 310 pages with more than 240 foot notes.
I want to thank /u/ianironwood for inspiring me to write this and for reviewing it and encouraging me
to keep working. I also want to thank a host of reviewers for this piece including: /u/jacktenofhearts
and /u/FearDearg2015 and /u/Trainingthebrain along with the legendary "Deti" for their extensive
reviews and input into this book.
The book follows my post on the 12 Levels of Dread and introduces them in a bit more detail. For
example, the section on Level 4 Dread- which SO MANY guys have royally screwed up- ended up at
more than 5,000 words as I explain when and how to withhold Time, Attention, Affection, and
"Presence" from a sexually withdrawing wife and how to solve The Husband's Dilemma.
This is the Summary of all 12 Levels:
THE 12 STEP PLAN OF DREAD: RECOVERING FROM A LOW SEX MARRIAGE,
RESTORING SEX, RESTORING RESPECT
Dread Level 1: This is Your Life You are A Man, descended from 10,000 generations of warriors,
poets, and kings. Start acting like it! Begin to responding to your wife confidently and appropriately.
Readings: Married Man’s Sex Life Primer & No More Mr. Nice Guy
Dread Level 2: This is Your Plan You Are a Man With a Plan so get one and get working on it. Put
together your “Man Action Plan” and start to build. Start by building muscle at the gym and by
reading books and blog entries. Take notes and understand them. Write out your complete MAP and
start your new life today. Readings: The Book of Pook & The Mindful Attraction Plan
Dread Level 3: Your Great Mission You are an In-Charge Man with a busy, fun, active life. Get a
hobby, some solid friends, some goals and a mission in life. Get busy. Readings: When I Say No I
Feel Guilty
Dread Level 4: Your Options and Your Consequences You are a busy man with options, and you
don’t have time for negative influences, such as wives who are not attracted to you. Readings: The
Rational Male & How To Win Friends and Influence People
Dread Level 5: You are a HOT guy You Are Important: Look the Part. Upgrade your wardrobe.
Start dressing a little bit nicer, even at home and especially when you go out in public. Readings: The
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Way of the Superior Male & The Art of Seduction
Dread Level 6: You Are a Mighty Hunter, Study Your Prey Begin to study pickup artistry, leave
books on PUA around the house and practice actively “gaming” and seducing your wife. Readings:
The Natural & Bang: The Pickup Bible
Dread Level 7: The Pickup Artist Begin to practice PUA on random women who draw your
attention, practice Makes Perfect but be aware this is a very dangerous step. Don’t fail the test and
cheat! Readings: Day Bang: How to Pick Up Girls during the day & Real Secrets of PUA: A strategy
that works
Dread Level 8: Demonstrations You are getting good at flirting and in matters of love, so SHOW
your wife that you are capable of talking to pretty girls in public. Ideally this is a natural extension of
your PUA practice. Of course, that girl was hitting on me—do you blame her? Don’t be afraid to
leave some PUA books sitting around the house. Readings: The Sex God Method & The Ironwood
Collection of Alpha Moves
Dread Level 9: The Soft Ultimatum You have had enough. You have improved yourself for a year
or more and are in the best shape of your life. You have read not 1-2-3 books but 10 or more. All of
your skills are improved, but your wife still doesn’t respond to you. It is time to tell her exactly what
you need to stay married. Readings: The 48 Laws of Power and The Art of War
Dread Level 10: The Hard Ultimatum This Level is covered in detail in Athol Kay’s book, the
Mindful Attraction Plan as “Option A or Option B” and can be as basic as telling her “fuck me or
fuck you.” You must have the divorce papers already drafted before you have this discussion and,
NO, I am not kidding. If you are not absolutely prepared to follow through, don’t even bother going
to Level 9. Readings: The Meditations of Marcus Aralias
Dread Level 11: The Hail Mary Pass If you can’t get what you need in marriage, and you have
done what you can do to get it over a year or more, and you can’t leave the marriage, the solution is
to get what you need outside the marriage. Readings: The Bible
Dread Level 12: Thermonuclear Tell your wife that you have a (other) girlfriend(s). Honesty from
a cheater? It is controversial but what do you have to lose? Yes, I have actually seen it work several
times to hold a marriage together. While I wouldn’t take the bet, there is hardly a downside by this
point.
Let me post the Table of Contents with the subheadings for you: I am happy to answer any questions
or respond to any comments. Thanks guys!
TABLE OF CONTENTS
The 12 Step Plan of Dread: Saving a Low Sex Marriage
Preface: Saving a Low Sex Marriage
Preface For Women
Preface For Men
Preface For Those of Uncertain Gender Identity or Marital Status
Preface for those who are planning to continue with this book no matter what I say
Who am I?
Introduction:
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Chapter 1: On The Nature of Female Tests, and How to Recognize Them
Dread Level 1: Your Life
CHAPTER 2: How To Pass Shit Tests and Start Building Attraction
Shit Test Responses in Marriage
Dread Level 2: Your Plan
Chapter 3: Dread and Secondary Selection
Dread Level 3: Your Great Mission
Chapter 4: Female Attraction Triggers
Dread Level 4: Options and Consequences
Chapter 5: Alphas, Betas, and Omegas and Oaks
Dread Level 5: The Hot Guy
Chapter 6: Game or Imitating the Alpha Dog—Fake it till you make it.
Kino1(Introduction to Touching)
Dread Level 6: Practice
Chapter 7: Displays of Value
Dread Level 7 “The Pickup Artist:”
CHAPTER 8: Frame
Dread Level 8: Demonstrations:
Chapter 9: Framing Marriage- The Captain/First Officer Model
Dread Level 9: The Soft Ultimatum
Chapter 10: Covert Contracts, Nice Guys, Seduction, and Commanding Desire in Women
Kino2 (Touching and Physical Escalation).
Dread Level 10: The Hard Ultimatum: a/k/a “Option A or Option B”
Chapter 11: On Emotion
Dread Level 11: The Hail Mary Pass
Chapter 12: What if I am a believing Christian?
Dread Level 12: The Nuclear Option:
Conclusion: Defining Victory
Appendix A: The Steps of Dread
Appendix B: The Married Red Pill Sidebar
Appendix C: The Titanium Rules of the Manosphere
Appendix D: The Rules of Poon
EndNotes
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Bending the Rules of Fight Club: Trolling
MGTOW/PUA/MRA and Deadbedrooms for Married Red Pill
14 upvotes | February 13, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Disclaimer: This is not the official MRP position and I invite my brother mods to chime in on my
thoughts for good or ill.
Yesterday I was listening to Turd Flinging Monkey. TFM is a well known MGTOW warrior and
podcaster.
For those not in the know, taking the Red Pill can result in several outcomes. Some guys swear off
women forever when they are confronted with their true nature. These are the MGTOW's who often
claim the title of the only "true" Red Pill guys.
TFM was speaking about men who discover the Red Pill after they are married. He suggested a new
term for "those guys" because married guys cannot be MGTOW. Some want to describe those guys
(us!!) in derogatory terms like "Figtows" but TFM suggests the term "Awakened While Married" or
AWM's.
I had to comment and link Married Red Pill because a lot of married guys were commenting "there is
no place for Red Pill Married guys to discuss Red Pill issues."
That bothers me because our success rate is so ridiculously high we need more married men to
awaken. Further, we can fix the problem of underexposure!
So...for those brave souls, I think it might be beneficial to go to quasi or allied Red Pill sites and
spread the word there is this little place on the web for Red Pill married guys called "Married Red
Pill."
I would not advocate for marriage in any red pill cite but you can certainly advocate the official MRP
position:
we are not in favor of getting Married but we are very much in favor of staying married
because it is possible you can use Red Pill knowledge to have the life and wife that you
want. It is not worth the risk for a man to get married but it is worth a try if you want to
improve your life and have a chance of avoiding divorce and vaginamony.
So these are my suggestions:
--MGTOW You Tube Channels: Stardusk, Sandman, Red Pill Philosophy, and many others.
--PUA Cites- Return of Kings, RooshV, RSD etc.
--Red Pill Reddit: Especially /r/deadbedrooms (you won't be banned but prepare to be downvotedalso, PLEASE follow the cite rules and be respectful of men and women who are in pain if you
choose to comment in DB). Also, the main Red Pill sub along with AskTRP and even Red Pill
Women for all the female lurkers (especially for those "red pill" girls who might have a Beta husband
who needs an ass kicking and who doesn't know about the Red Pill).
--Other Reddit: You can espouse Red Pill ideas in /r/relationships and their kind but I would not NOT
use the term "Red Pill" or link MRP unless somebody asks you in a PM (or unless you deliberately
intend to get banned).
--Red Pill affiliated Cites: The Rational Male, Dalrock, Vox, etc. Obviously you can use Red Pill
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language directly and should feel free to link MRP where appropriate. You would be surprised how
many guys who comment regularly have never heard of Married Red Pill!
--Facebook/Social Media: DO NOT blast MRP out in your Facebook wall or social media! It can be
great fun to troll news cite comment sections but DEFINITELY ONLY DO THIS WITH A SECRET
ALT Facebook page. Do not do this under your own name. If you have to ask "why" then you need to
read more of the sidebar.
Finally, if you do this, please consider yourself an official MRP ambassador and behave
accordingly. Don't argue, present facts, hold frame, don't get drawn into a maelstrom, use
amused mastery, present yourself with bold confidence etc.
We now return to your regularly scheduled blogging.
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FR: I tied her up again
12 upvotes | February 19, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Another bragplaining post from the Professor. Enjoy.
My wife has never let me do any type of bondage and fiercely resisted any attempts I made. After
taking the Red Pill I tried tying her up a while ago and it went great!
Since then I have handcuffed her a couple of times but last night, I went all in with the rope.
First I purchased red silk rope for bondage on Amazon. My wife get's an email of all our Amazon
purchases so I had her thinking about it for several days. When the soft rope came I took it out and
made sure to brush it over her skin several times, including her face, so she could feel how soft it
was.
Next, I showed her- and practiced- my efficiency when our 12 year old football player wouldn't go to
bed. My wife was in bed reading and the little brat wouldn't get up and go to bed. This is a game we
play wherein I will dead lift him (actually it is a full clean and jerk but I didn't want there to be
misunderstanding with my bp haters) and carry him into his bedroom over my head and then throw
him across the room onto his bed.
Instead, this time I whipped out the silk rope, quickly hog tied him and threw him face down with his
hands and feet tied together. He was laughing hard and trying to roll around while my wife had a look
of...I am not sure...wonder? Respect? Perhaps a bit of fear? I think it really made an impression how
quickly I was able to make the squirming punk completely helpless. Her lips were dry and her pupils
were dilated behind wide eyes. LOL and A-fucking-WALT.
I told him he was only getting untied if he went to bed and he finally agreed. Both of us ignored my
wife's prattling about "getting him riled up right before bed" and the other Shit Tests that were falling
like rainwater.
The sudden increase in Shit Testing- aka "Foreplay" was when I knew I had her right where I wanted
her.
After we got the kid off to bed I returned and she was still sitting up in bed with her back against a
pile of pillows reading some vampire porn. I took off her panties while she continued reading and
pretending to ignore me.
I got her attention when I looped the pre-tied end around her right ankle. She started to protest and
complain- dropping more Shit Tests like rain and I ignored her tirade before shushing her and
whispering in her ear:
"I want to do this. Just relax."
She put down her book and gave me her best Anti-Slut Defense in the moment. "Just do me, I don't
want you to tie me up." Then she started to lay back but I held her from doing so by the arm and
quickly looped another pretied rope around her other ankle.
"Are you happy now?" She asked with an icy voice dripping of sarcasm.
"Not yet," I said.
Then I leaned her forward and took the free end of her bound right ankle (Yes I premeasured it) and
tied it to her right wrist, leaving a few inches between them. Her look of consternation and
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uncertainty was growing. Finally, I tied her left ankle to the left wrist.
"Now are you happy" she asked with a suddenly warm and feminine voice and considerably less
sarcasm.
She was nervous so I kissed her and played with her for a while as we sat there. When she relaxed I
pulled away and gave her a wicked grin.
"You don't get it, do you?"
Her eyebrows raised. "Get what?" She asked with a lot of uncertainty and curiosity. Or was it
wonder?
I smiled an even more wicked grin and pulled her to me with one arm while clearing the pillow pile
that she was leaning against with the other.
"This."
Then I pushed her onto her back.
Of course with her ankles and wrist bound to each other by a few inch tether, this forced her to
widely and helplessly spread her legs. She let out a half scream and half laugh I don't think I have
ever heard as she thrashed around for several seconds like a panicked skydiver.
The plan was to taste it, fuck it, and untie it in that order but /u/stonepimpletilists and several others
can probably tell you that no battle plan ever survives first contact with the enemy.
Unfortunately while I briefly enjoyed the show she thrashed when she should have struggled because
she got a very obvious cramp in her thigh. She has been doing leg presses and I could actually see the
muscle jump and knew exactly what had happened as she suddenly let out an agonized scream. She
turned completely over, twisting her arm and leg at a pretty bad angle as I hurriedly grabbed the
emergency shears (you DO need these at close hand if you are going to tie anybody up). I cut the
ropes between her wrists and ankles in under 2 seconds and stretched out her leg and the crampapparently- stopped immediately.
"Are you OK?" I asked.
Her answer? A few deep breaths and a look of incredulity turning into a deep smoldering gaze. Then
a deep voice, deliberate voice trembling with passion:
"You are not done."
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XPost from TRP: Field Report on the use of Fake Dread with a
date
9 upvotes | February 21, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This guy describes using an app to create fake email messages from young hotties. Leaves phone out
for his date to find. She cums and squirts all over his fine German vehicle.
In marriage this is a damn sight harder to pull off but...I am pretty sure that MOST guys had to fake it
until they made it. You had to "act" like you really don't care when you really do. You had to show
them that you are a man with options before they treated you well. In short, you had to fake it until
you made it during down times, and especially in the beginning.
Lessons Learned: It doesn't matter if your dread is real. Fake it until you make it isn't just a good
idea. It's the law.
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Friend Dread: How my buddy's impending divorce improved
my marriage
6 upvotes | February 26, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
A post that is part lesson, part encouragement for the guys, and part revenge porn. This is a follow up
on my Red Pill Post on Prostitute Game where I described the effect of visiting a prostitute on the
wife's sexual desire.
Hint: She fucks him 3 ways from Sunday the next day and for weeks afterwords- we can only
conclude that somehow women can smell pussy on your dick or, as the late great Patrice O'Neil puts
it: If you wanna catch a fish you gotta smell like a fish.
In this post, the same friend is getting divorced. His wife could not stop listening to The Whispers
and trotted off to her own apartment in order to take another ride on the cock carousal and find her
yacht owning billionaire with his 9 inch cock and chiseled abs who falls hopelessly in love with her.
He tried to talk some sense into her. Her family tried. His family tried. He sent her letters professing
his love and fidelity. He used Dread game- including actually cheating- and she fucked him- and
continues to fuck him even after moving out- with desperate and pathetic passion. He tried to tell her
the result of a 36 y/o hitting the market after FIVE kids was not going to go well.
She didn't listen.
Three (3) months later she is living alone in a single bedroom apartment. She comes over to "the
house" several times a day. She told my friend just yesterday that she "would come back" if he would
do X and Y and Z.
He laughed in her face. He couldn't stop laughing. SHE is giving HIM conditions. LMFAO. He
thought that she must be delusional or mentally ill but he didn't care. He disrespected her and she
dropped on her knees right there and blew him in the back room while he hit the bong. Then he
pushed her over the counter and finished inside her quickly before kicking her out of the house telling
her he was "tired."
Before the slut/cheating/whore/wife had her car out of the driveway, slime no doubt dripping out of
her fetid little hole onto the car seat, he was texting a pretty 28 y/o who had matched with him earlier
to set up drinks. While on the date that night his "wife" texted him more than 20 times. A 24 year old
Dentist who he plated a couple weeks ago texted him for booty call but he tells me she is "crazy" so
he went to the next text and set up an 11:00 p.m. fuck date with a 34 year old lawyer who he had
made out with at the bar last week.
Of course his early date was going crazy because he was basically ignoring her and she came to his
side of the table wanting to know who he was texting. My friend closed his phone and shut her up
with a kiss. Then they went out to his truck and he fucked her bareback in the parking lot before
dropping her off at her car.
He got to the 34 y/o lawyer's house at 11:30 and she was on her knees, his dick balls deep down her
throat before 12:00. How she was unable to taste the funk on his dick is still a mystery. He bent her
over the couch cushion and roughly fucked her pussy from behind before completing the trifecta,
pulling out, and then blowing it right up he tight little butt. He spanked her butt affectionately, zipped
it up and told the girl he had to get to work early tomorrow and that he would "be in touch." He never
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even bothered to kiss her!
As he drove away in his truck he listened to the voice mail messages from his wife.
The first message started out: "We have to talk." He laughed his ass off the entire way home.
Now why am I telling you these stories? Because I ALSO make sure to tell my own wife the stories
of my friend's adventures. Can you guess her reaction? Let's just say that our low sex life has been
replaced with DREAD GAME.
Lessons Learned:
1. Post-Wall women with kids GREATLY overestimate their sexual market value (and their
marriage market value is practically 0).
2. Good looking men with game and who truly don't give a fuck willing to fuck late 20's, 30somethings will absolutely slay it in this market. YMMV
3. Dread Game works and it really does make women want to fuck. The key to the pussy lock is
to KNOW that YOU are the prize, to have a mentality of abundance, and to truly NGAF.
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How I lost my gut while continuing to eat ice cream and chips:
4 Steps that Can Change Your Look (without liposuction!)
29 upvotes | March 5, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I posted a butthurt little piece a couple months ago about how I pigged out over the Holidays and
gained some weight which undid many of my gains the last 2 years. I basically wanted permission
from you guys to get a tummy tuck and, thankfully y'all put me in my place.
The problem was I have always had a huge barrel chest but my beer belly was always bigger. This
has been an irritant for many, many years.
I lifted for years. I did cardio. I got a black belt in karate. I played football I did the Atkins diet. I tried
Paleo. I skipped entire days eating. I could never get my belly smaller than my chest. It is all baby fat
and the damn beer belly has been there since I was a young lad.
So...I have found the answer for some, probably most of you guys who are in my situation. Follow
this 4 step plan and you too will lose that gut and have coworkers and women checking you out and
doing double takes while they flush red. Yes, /r/thathappened
1. Lose the Cardio and switch to Lifting Circuits: Cardio is supposed to help you lose weight but
"cutting" fat is best done by increasing your muscle mass. Muscle burns fat. Since cardio doesn't
create a lot of muscle, it is far inferior to plain lifting if the goal is to be a Red Pill guy with lots of T
or just a lean, muscular guy with lots of women hanging off him. In order to get BOTH the benefits
of strength training and cardio do your lifting in circuits. Simple! Just don't rest between sets and
switch to another exercise. Hit the reps boom...boom...boom and it drives up your metabolism AND
increases muscle mass.
2. Do Compound Lifts: This is self explanatory if you know compound lifts engage multiple
muscles. I was already doing mostly compounds (military, bench, squat (leg press) etc) so all I did
was lose the curls and triceps isolation and add supported dips and supported chin ups to my circuit
rotation. Even that small change has yielded huge benefits. My entire body is firm now rather than
just the chest and arms. Who knew there are muscles on the back and stomach that you hardly ever
use directly but which are just waiting for you to build into ripcords.
3: Check to see if you have lordosis.This post a little over a week ago has made a huge difference
for me!. If you have a lordotic curve in your spine, that protruding belly may not be all fat! If you do
office work sitting down your low back is usually bent and tight along with the front of your hips. At
the same time, your hamstrings and stomach muscles, especially the lower stomach, are weak and
flabby. This causes a lordotic tilt in the pelvis extending your stomach out.
The solution? An anterior pelvic tilt. Check out the dudes video in the link. Good stuff that I will
quickly summarize.
There are 2 areas that are tight and 2 that are loose.
Tight: Lower Back, Hip Flexors (top of the legs in the front)
--Stretch these areas doing toe touches and cradle rolls (low back) and lunge stretches (top of leg/hip
flexors).
Weak: Lower abs, Hamstrings
--Exercise these areas- hamstrings are easy but there is the trick to the lower abs. Usually you do
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crunches EXCEPT this doesn't work because it also exercises the hip flexors. So instead of crunches,
do planks and roller planks which isolates the lower stomach from the hip flexors.
4. Colon Cleanse: The Blue Pill will have a field day with this because they always say I am full of
shit. Guess what? It is true! The average American has SEVERAL POUNDS of fecal matter backed
up in their colon. I am on day 10 of a 2 week "Acai Berry Cleanse" and let me tell you a couple of
things. First, my belly is flatter than it has ever been in my entire life. You can even see the 6 pack!
Second, if you are going to do this keep some candles in the bathroom. Third, this is the easiest way
ever discovered to drop a couple of pant sizes so long as you keep your kindle or a good book in the
bathroom. I will leave the rest to your imagination.
If anybody has other tips for losing that gut please chime in.
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Women giving up sex is like a bank giving up a loan
142 upvotes | March 6, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Introduction: Sex from women as a bank loan is a useful analogy. We often remind men that she is
"not yours" it is just "your turn." This means that getting sex from a woman does NOT EVER mean
that she is "yours" or even that you have any claim to her whatsoever. A corollary of this is that
getting married to a woman and devoting your life to her does not guarantee you continued sex (see
"Briffault's Law and the entire Married Red Pill Reddit forum).
For this reason, a bank loan is very much like a single instance of sex with a woman. She gives her
body in "loans" a little bit at a time but once each act of sex is done you have to continue giving her
what she wants and/or actually needs in order to take out subsequent loans.
Body: Fucking a woman is like getting a bank loan.
Banks only lend money to people who don't need it. If a man who doesn't need a loan walks into a
bank they greet him with respect and move him to the front of the line. If a man who DOES need a
loan walks into a bank he is a number and gets to wait in line. Often the bank employees will speak
disrespectfully to him
If you need the money really bad, or even a little bit, then the bank is not going to be very interested
in giving you that loan. A person who NEEDS a loan is not likely to get a loan from any lending
institution. If you even show the bank loan officer that you are eager to close the loan they will often
pull back the offer and raise the price of the loan. Sometimes they even withdraw the loan offer,
especially if you seem too eager to take it.
Conversely, if you DO NOT need a loan then banks will shower you with loans. A guy who doesn't
need a loan will literally be drowning in loans. He will even get irritated at the continual loan offers
that he gets. He thinks nothing of taking even excellent loan offers and throwing them away like used
toilet paper because there is always another bank later that day or the next where he can get another
loan.
A guy who doesn't need a loan will get the most favorable perks for the loan, the best rates, the best
bells and whistles. Even if he has say three (3) "holes" in his finances you can be sure that all 3 holes
will be filled. Any hole available is going to be eagerly filled for the man who doesn't need a loan.
A guy who DOES need a loan will get terrible rates and only 1 hole will get filled in his finances- if
he is lucky and only if the lending institution is "in the mood" to give out a loan that day.
A man who DOES need a loan invariably has access to just a single lending institution who will drop
him if he dares to even check with another institution to see if he can get a better rate.
A man who doesn't need a loan can force his primary lending institution to qualify to him and work
hard to please him. He can usually take out multiple loans from a wide variety of lending institutions
and his main lender will remain faithful to him. Often times upon learning that the man who doesn't
need a loan can get better rates elsewhere his main lending institution will improve their rates and
work hard trying to give the man even better terms than the competing institutions.
A man who does need a loan will not have his lending institution working to please him and certainly
not working "hard" to please him. In fact, his lending institution is MUCH more likely to undermine
him in a hidden attempt to prevent the customer from searching out other potential lending terms. In
extreme cases (i.e. if you were ignorant enough sign an exclusive contract obligating you to take out
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all of your loans from only one institution) then your lending institution will overtly undermine you
by destroying your credit rating completely so you have no possibility of getting a better loan offer
from another institution.
The man who does need a loan may not even realize how the bank is slowly drawing back their level
of loans and raising the costs with each new loan. The bank moves the bar slowly, inexorably, over
months. Sure you were getting loans multiple times a day when the bank wanted you for a customer.
Now that you have the exclusive contract with them, after just a few months you will only be getting
1-2 loans a month. The bank will assure you that this is "normal" and all part of an "adult" lending
relationship.
Conclusion: A guy who doesn't need a loan can get a loan from his primary lending institution
whenever and however he chooses. A guy who DOES need a loan only gets his loans sporadically at
the whim and caprice of his only lending institution and ONLY if the lending institution is "in the
mood" to give him a loan that day. Moreover, such a harshly negotiate loan ALWAYS has poor
terms, and little enthusiasm.
Lessons Learned:
1. Don't get married.
2. Always make sure you cultivate and ultimately have available multiple lenders for all your
financial needs and a place to go if your primary lender decides to deny your loan.
3. If you are already married and having trouble unplugging, check out married red pill and my
book:
Saving a Low Sex Marriage: The Man's Guide To Dread, Seduction, and the Long Game
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Donald Trumps Treatment of his wife is more offensive than
his politics: A hack piece with unintentional Red Pill truths
galore
192 upvotes | March 7, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Introduction: I stumbled on this piece that is not the Onion:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/life/donald-trumps-treatment-of-his-own-wife-is-the-one-thing-m
ore-of/
Body: Exactly WHAT does Trump do to treat his wife "offensively." Well he doesn't fight with her!
Yes that is the complaint. Seriously. He doesn't fight with her. That is what has this authors panties
wrinkled up.
Melania: “We don’t have fights. We disagree but that’s OK. That’s very good in the
relationship,” she said. “I tell him my way and he accepts that, and I tell him what I think
and he’s the same. He thinks what he thinks.”
In other words, he is my Alpha and my Captain. He holds frame like a solider. He does what he wants
but he takes the time to listen to me.
Is that how the Onion The London Telegraph portrays Trumps relationship? No, they opted for this
hack paragraph:
In other words: ‘my husband is a crazy sexist who will never change so I’ve given up and
no longer bother fighting him. He doesn’t listen to me and never will.’
What...the...fuck?
The article then goes on and on about how GREAT it is to argue with your partner with pics of
unhappy couples screaming in each others face. Yes, it is very important for your relationship that
you lose your cool and start screaming in her face. I just....I mean they call screaming and fighting
"HEALTHY" but stoic and strong just creates resentment and "passive aggressive." They have to
know what they are doing. Upside down is rightside up in this crazy upended world.
I was thinking you could avoid being passive aggressive by speaking calmly and simply but the
author was saying NO! You have to lose your shit! That is a "good" and "Healthy" argument.
Sensing this the article sharply shifts into claiming this is REALLY bad when one partner is
"submissive." They switch gender roles to PROVE how awful this is. A woman speaks up to assure
the reader that it is not attractive for a man to give in to the woman (Umm....excuse
me...AHEMMM!) all the time. The reader is left to infer that it is just NOT ATTRACTIVE for the
partner to give in to the other and be submissive (excuse me....EXCUSE ME).
Let me tell you what I really think. This bitch is a fucking idiot. Yes, it is NOT attractive for a MAN
to be submissive you dumb cunt bag. It IS attractive for a WOMAN to be submissive. Men don't
want a contrary, bitchy, argumentative woman. Seriously, they don't little girl. If this author were
projecting any harder she would trip alarms on the Pluto probe in about 10 hours.
The article concludes with advice on couples on how to "fight better." Not all of it is terrible. Some of
it is just assertiveness training from "When I Say No I Feel guilty" but the first caught my eye and
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reveals the real purpose of this deceptive article.
1) Don't get personal in attacks on your partner
HAHAAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAHAHA! So there is where the rubber meets the road.
They want to encourage men to argue with women AND avoid personal attacks. The writer is a
woman. She KNOWS that women argue the point if they are winning and IMMEDIATELY go with
the ad hominems if they are losing. EVERY....SINGLE....TIME.
Bill Burr: How Women Argue
Conclusion:
1. This article gelds the reader and does so deliberately with malice.
2. Sometimes the best way to know a man is to take stock of his enemies.
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Long awaited suggestions from a RPW Mod
19 upvotes | March 14, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
We had a nice little debate on /u/purplepilldebate with mostly Red men and women:
https://www.reddit.com/r/PurplePillDebate/comments/4a128e/q4rp_can_anyone_here_explain_rmarr
iedredpill_can/
RPW Moderator /u/PhantomDream09 made several statements about MRP that I bring to the chorus
for your edification.
Marriage is a perfectly acceptable goal/desire for RP men, as are spinning plates, LTRs,
and/or having nothing to do with women. The vast majority of users are actively
discouraged from pursuing marriage, which I think is a shame. While I do agree that
walking down the aisle comes with risks, and obligations - it's also not nearly the 'death
sentence' so many make it out to be.
RPW supports marriage? That was news to me. If you are thinking AWALT, then so was I.
A competent, capable man, that chooses a good woman to marry will not end up in the
bottomless pit of agony - contrary to what so many claim.
HAHAHAHAHAAH! So all the Deadbedrooms, all the cheating wives, all the withdrawing, sexually
frigid women who slutted it up in college and who fucked their man 90 times a day until the wedding,
ALL of those men are incompetent and incapable who chose badly. Well, maybe but doesn't the
woman have the slightest blame for, you know, LYING about her attraction and then Shit Testing
him into oblivion? Nah.
MRP is not RP in any way shape or form.
Because we should always look to a woman for the definition of male sexual strategy. MRP is
arguably not "Alpha" because by definition we are married and betafied by the social institution
(except /u/theultimatecad and a couple others)
It's a bunch of guys that have failed to lead from day one, and now they're trying to
'improve' their marriages by using the same tactics and attitudes that single RP users employ
when spinning plates.
Not exactly, but if you get to where you CAN spin plates, amazingly all the sex problems in marriage
magically disappear. Why Hell! It just happened don't you know.
The problem is, when you've been married to someone for a decade or longer - there's no
way in the world they are going to believe (or go along with) a sudden reversal in attitude.
The users there fail on many fronts.
This is why I posted her comments and her key word is SUDDEN. You have to do Dread
subtextually and you have to know that if, at the end of the day- after a year of improvement- your
wife refuses to accept you as her leader then there is only answer: NEXXXXT!
If they were capable leaders with good boundaries and had maintained their spouse's
attraction, then they wouldn't find themselves in such miserable circumstances. They are in
an impossible situation. Trying to figure out how to become desirable, competent and strong
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while also attempting to get an uninterested (and often unwilling) wife to suddenly trust his
competence, abilities, and feel desire for him.
All true except the word "Impossible" should be "extremely difficult." I don't believe in the no-win
scenario. MRP gives men the tools to learn how to be more capable leaders with competence.
It's really hard to read stories about these guys trying to act like college jocks out of the
blue, and use ham-fisted tactics to try and create 'dread.' Here's the thing about dread, it
should be a natural, passive effect that happens because a man has compelling value and
allure. When a guy overtly chases women in front of his wife - she doesn't feel 'dread' she
feels disgusted and embarrassed. I'm not saying the wives are perfect by any means. It really
does take two to destroy a marriage (or any relationship).
She only is disgusted because she sees her Beta pet acting up and doesn't like it. She sees a guy
casting a line and nothing biting and that is a turn off. What do you suppose she sees when her guy is
casting a line and is starting to get some nibbles? Maybe your little Beta pet is really an Alpha under
all that conditioning? Maybe I need to reassess and stop treating him like shit? Nah.
Watching married men try to imitate the behaviors and attitudes of plate spinners is really
off-putting. They have no idea how to bring peace and calm into the dynamic, only how to
beat their chests and overreact to everything. For a marriage that's experiencing turmoil which pretty much requires a man that doesn't really know what he's doing (because if he
did - the marriage wouldn't be falling apart), the best chance for a reversal would be for the
wife to decide that she needs to adapt a different approach.
Again, much of this is true and worth serious reflection. The best solution to make a better man is for
his woman to actually HELP and ENCOURAGE him rather than constantly hinder him and belittle
his efforts. Sadly, we don't rely on that dynamic. Maybe RPW preaches it and we always try to send
women to RPW, but nobody else preaches this. Men are alone and we can't rely on women to save us.
The entire notion of a woman in this society acting sweet and submissive and helpful without being
FORCED into that position by threat of losing her status as a wife is almost ridiculous. I simply
haven't seen it.
I HAVE seen many sweet, wonderful, submissive, helpful, kind, sexually insatiable women. Then
they get married.
This is something that has been noted by users in the past. On the RPW sub, we encourage
women to take a step back, to trust more - and in almost every case, the relationship
improves through her efforts. Men become happier, the women feels less stressed out and
insecure.
We encourage men to take a step back but "trust" a person who has already cruelly and maliciously
violated her sacred vows? I don't think so.
On MRP, it's constant chaos, with marginal instances of 'success.'
Like I responded in the thread, this is total horse shit. Our "success" rate measured by the number of
women who have filed for divorce on Merps is about 1% and the number of "APPROVED" Merps
filing for divorce is about .01% with just one user ditching his BPD wife. Our tactics work amazingly
well- far better than I ever thought they would or I would have ever hoped.
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Edit: Some of the advice is good. For example, getting in shape and working on personal
appearance, following through on promises. That said, creating attraction involves a lot
more than a nice body. A husband could have the body of adonis - but if his personality is
crummy, his wife would still find him off-putting and resist trusting him.
Sigh, wommminz. A woman is not attracted to a man's "personality" but to his "strength." She is
actually talking about a woman who dated a man, was engaged to a man, fucked him 4 times a day
for 2-3 years, faked all her orgasms, spent $10,000 plus on a gigantic ceremony, pledged her undying
fidelity and love to God and all these witnesses, BUT NOW his personality is "offputting" and he is
really a yucky Beta so I don't want to have sex with him. In fact, there is nothing he can do because
he is just a Beta.
A PPD mod jumped in to say:
I agree with your assessment of the subreddit. After spending some time reading posts and
comments there, I now understand why TBP links to them so much..... While there was
some good advice, there were also numerous "field reports" that caused me to physically
cringe with second hand embarrassment. Some even by MRP mods, which is astonishing. In
particular, I noticed a lot of stuff like this: guys trying to act like college jocks out of the
blue, and use ham-fisted tactics to try and create 'dread.'
Again, these are new guys except perhaps for my colorful contributions which, while true, are often
posted humorously and to ferret out the trolls.
TLDR: Go slow with Dread. Don't be the comical fake Alpha trying to force it. Build yourself into
the man you need to be.
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The journey from Blue to Red: BPP's first post in the
manosphere
70 upvotes | March 15, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
There was a recent reference to my first post on the manosphere made more than 2 years ago.
https://www.reddit.com/r/RedPillWomen/comments/1vypft/blue_pill_40_something_having_proble
ms_swallowing/
I encourage any new guy having trouble swallowing the pill to read this. When I wrote it I was
literally recovering from a multi-day manic bout of insomnia. I had just gone to see a buddy (former
employer actually) who was a divorce attorney and had just returned from the bank to separate our
finances.
As I describe in my book: Saving a low Sex marriage: A Man's Guide to Dread, Seduction, and the
Long Game:
A little more than a year ago measured from the time when I started writing this document, I
was on the brink of divorce. I had sex with my wife about twice a month—which I was to
learn is what we call a “pity fuck” and an “ovulation fuck” every month and in recollection
it was literally like clockwork. How could I have not noticed?
Even worse than the sexual deprivation, and yes sex just twice a month is torture to a
healthy male, was knowing that my wife was not attracted to me, although it was much
worse than I thought. There was a period spanning several years where when we did have
sex. I could tell it was just an act. Recently she admitted to me (now that we have very hot,
very eager sex several times a week) that it felt like she was being “raped” every time we
were intimate, and it had felt that way for many years. She told me about how she would
look at the ceiling and, think about work and how this was just another unpleasant, filthy
task to perform. My wife is a lawyer who works in white collar crime, so she knows all
about dealing with the filthy tasks and the rotten people that somebody has to fuck around
with and keep satisfied.
We spent our 20th Wedding anniversary in a Paris hotel and only had sex once the entire
two week time we were on vacation. Our last night was supposed to be a celebration of two
decades of love and marital bliss but it didn’t work out that way. After a romantic tour of
the city of lights at night we returned to our room only to have my wife inform me she was
“tired and not in the mood.” Something inside me snapped at that moment. This was when I
completely disconnected from my wife and decided that I was going to have the sex life I
deserved with or without her. This fiery, disrespectful little sex denying shrew was not
going to prevent that any longer. This was the moment when I made my break and decided
that the wife I had, and the life we had built, was just not going to cut it. I was so furious I
can barely remember the trip home, but I do recall my wife trying to talk to me during the
flight back and me ignoring her completely. I was not rude or disrespectful any longer, and I
completely stopped mirroring my wife’s behavior. I was done with the relationship and the
marriage at that point.
I was not exactly indifferent and would have to say that a better description would be filled
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with anger, even hatred. We came home, and I was honestly preparing to file for Divorce. I
was done. For a short time, I was so depressed I could barely function. Then one night I
googled: “Why won’t my wife have sex with me?” It did not take long to discover Athol
Kay’s two books: Married Man’s Sex Life Primer, 2011 and The Mindful Attraction Plan,
which I blew through along with the all- important No More Mr. Nice Guy by Robert
Glover, in a three-day manic binge. When I discovered the manosphere, I was literally so
upset I could not sleep for three straight days! I was a wreck for more than a week.
How could I have not seen it? I have a fucking PhD in human behavior and not a single
class, not a single professor, not a single book or paper told me any of this. In fact they told
me precisely the opposite. In taking the “Red Pill” I had to accept that my hard one PhD, at
least insofar as how my discipline dealt with intimate relations, was not worth the
parchment paper on which it was printed. They told me men and women were exactly the
same except for some “minor plumbing.” They told me that men and women work together
and any problems are due to “inequality” and that human nature is totally dependent on the
social inputs. They lied. They looked right in my eyes and lied to me for many years.
So here I was, a fucking (Bluepill) PhD in human behavior with more than a decade of experience
investigating divorce cases. I had absorbed dozens of books on relationships and sex and marriage. I
studied the Bible for clues. I had counseled a dozen couples out of their divorce and back together. I
thought I knew everything.
There was just one tiny problem. Despite all my "expertise" I was in a failing marriage. We had sex
twice a month and my wife treated me with disrespect and complete contempt. She was
unhaaappppy!
When I read MMSL my world exploded. I can still hear the roaring in my ears and my pounding
heart when I think about it. All of that education and practice and ALL of it was wrong.
Then it got even worse as I thought back on all my past relationships.
I had some success and a partner count north of 10 in college and always had a girlfriend. Yet each
relationship failed. Each girl I seemingly "loved" more than the last and each girl, one by one, either
cheated on or dumped me.
What could have been the problem? I was doing what all the books said to do. Listen to her. Take
time to help her with her problems. Be kind and gentle. Be sweet to her. Buy her things. Surprise her
with dates and trips. Share with her your innermost feelings and dreams.
My mistake was that I listened to the advice of all my female friends, my mother, my sisters, my
lovers, my classmates. I had polled all of them(!) trying to find out what I was doing wrong. ALL of
the women told me the same thing: I was too loud and mean. I was gruff and volatile. I made crude
jokes that "no" woman wants to hear. I NEEDED TO BE A NICE GUY BECAUSE ANY GIRL
WOULD WANT TO BE WITH YOU. TREAT HER LIKE A QUEEN AND SHE WILL TREAT
YOU LIKE A KING.
It "worked" every time. The loud, obnoxious, gruff, legal investigator softened for each girl and
showed her my tender side. Then we had sex to reinforce it. Oh Good! It is working. So I showed her
more emotion. I treated her even nicer. I even stopped swearing around them (disrespectful) and took
the time to hold her in my arms and listen to her day (sensitive). I lowered my voice and stopped
"yelling" (obnoxious) and stopped complaining (critical). Then she became "unhappy" and left me
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heartbroken each time.
What was my mistake intrepid Red Pill pioneers?
The answer is so obvious now but it was not until I awakened from the Matrix. The problem was that
I listened to women. I trusted women. I thought my sisters and my mother and my lovers WANTED
me to succeed. I didn't know about Shit Tests and had been educated that men and women are the
same.
If you learn anything from Red Pill praexology know this: Men and women are NOT the same.
If you take away any lesson from MRP know this: Women do NOT have your best interests in mind
when you ask them for help.
Women are Shit Testing machines. There is a reason they like cats when they can't find a man after
the wall. They ARE cats. They like nothing better than to toy with and bat around a helpless little
animal squirming and squealing in pain. They play the sexual denial game not because they don't
want sex, but because it gives them pleasure to torture a man. It gives them power to torment and
titillate and deny. They do it very deliberately and in a very calculated way much of the time. and
they ENJOY IT.
Don't ever forget that! Your wife gets a THRILL by flaunting her body in front of you and then
crossly complaining and denying sex. THIS is why we say Outcome Independence and DNGAF. You
MUST take away the pleasure she gets from denying sex if you want to change it. You MUST
pretend like it doesn't matter to you because if you show her your pain and frustration it rewards her!
Are you getting pissed yet? Good!
There are two main secrets about women: First, they are designed to trick and torment any weak man
they encounter and they will do this every opportunity you give them. They will probe, and probe,
and probe, and poke and poke and poke. They will attack you when you least expect it. When you
need them most they will turn on you. YOU CANNOT RELY ON A WOMAN FOR
EMOTIONAL SUPPORT OR VALIDATION. This is the main Red Pill truth.
The second is that they are also designed to submit to a strong man who refuses to listen to them or
put up with their theatrics and unpleasantness. In fact, they desperately WANT that, yet at the same
time they fight tooth and nail to destroy any man who tries to draw them into his frame.
Gentlemen, it is a long, often painful journey that is only for men willing to accept hard truths. It is a
difficult task effectively "falling out of love" and realizing that she is NOT in your corner. At best she
is in the crowd yelling for blood- NOT for yoru victory. She is most excited when a heavy uppercut
sprays blood and gore all over the audience. Then, smiling, she wipes her face and tastes the salty
blood, which arouses her. It doesn't matter to her whether that is the blood of her lover or the other
fighter. What matters is that a man is being HURT, and THAT is exciting to women. The only thing
more exciting is when a woman is the CAUSE of that hurt. This gives her power.
Don't forget that brothers. Stay manly and remember. These bitches, even your wife, aint shit and are
nuthin but tricks and hoes. Act accordingly. DNGAF, cultivate other options, stop emoting, be stoic
and confident- ESPECIALLY when you are not, decrease the time you spend on "quality time" with
your wife and get your ass to the gym.
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Growth: A short parable and lesson
26 upvotes | March 20, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Background: One of my hobbies for many years has been gardening. I have a bit of a green thumb
and am known to deliver laundry baskets full of fruits and veggies to family and friends come harvest
time each year.
To accomplish this most efficiently you can start months before you put anything in the ground and
grow indoors using skylights and florescent shop lights. Then, come late April and Early May
(depending on where you live) you "harden" the tiny plants you grew indoors by leaving them outside
for increasingly longer periods of time and getting them used to the harsher conditions outside.
Finally, you replant them into the ground, fertilize them regularly, keep the weeds away and trail the
climbing plants up trellises.
The Observation: My son (yes, the same infamous young teenager who was tied up by his dad in a
much maligned and shamed roughhousing incident) came pounding on my office door one evening.
"Dad! Dad! You are hurting your plants!"
Dad: "Whoa, slow down. What are you talking about?"
Overprotected Teenager: "I mean, you have a fan blowing on them and the are all bent over and
wiggling. You know, in the wind."
Me: "Yes, and..."
Teenager: "Your fan is hurting your plants. That can't be good. They are bent over."
Me: "Yes, so?"
Teenager: "Well, it can't be good. It is stressing them."
Me: (In my best WISNIFG accent): "What is it about stress that is a problem?"
Teenager: "Seriously? Don't you want the perfect growing conditions for them?"
Me: "Absolutely not! If you have the perfect conditions and protect them from everything and (giving
him my best Dad scolding eye) if you do everything for them and give them everything they want,
they will never be able to survive when they get out of the house."
Teenager: (taking several seconds thinking about what I said): "I think I get it. Wow. Wow! Holy
Shit, so.....Wow! So you and mom....Wow! So the plants can stand up on their own in the wind. OK,
fine."
Fistbump.
Analysis: Blowing a fan on young seedlings does indeed let them grow straight and stand up in the
wind. It hardens the stem for when the plants are taken outside to face periods of MUCH greater
wind, insects, animals, and the harsh sun. If you take an unprepared plant grown inside and put it
outside almost all of them will die.
Conclusion: The connection to Red Pill (as my son immediately saw) is that we begin our lives as
tiny seedlings. Many of us were protected fiercely by single mothers and absent, powerless fathers,
and many of those young plants withered under the bright sun or even broke in half the first time they
tried to stand up in a normal breeze. Some of you guys are still bent over today. Some of you were
ripped apart by thunderstorms and others were nearly uprooted by the basketball sized hail that
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characterize modern relationships.
The good news is that your roots are still in the ground. You are still alive and there is still the ability
to learn the lessons that you have been "protected" from and never faced. Begin by standing up in the
wind for a little bit more each day, continue by working to physically and mentally expand, and end
with a bountiful harvest.
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Bluepill Professor's Titanium Laws of the Manosphere
43 upvotes | March 31, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
First, we were given the word of the Lord written down in Holy Scripture. We were told to worship
God as one God, to be fruitful and multiply, and to love your neighbor and even love your enemies
and most important, be nice to other people as you would have them act towards you. We were told
in great detail and in clear and unambiguous language the model for a successful marriage
Next we were given the Iron Rules of Tomossi which explains Frame, discretion, the consequences of
waiting for sex and living with your lover before marriage, the true meaning of true love, birth
control directives, and various lessons on Game.
Today I present for your delight: Bluepillprofessor's TITANIUM LAWS OF THE MANOSPHERE:
APPENDIX C: BLUEPILLPROFESSOR’S TITANIUM LAWS OF THE MANOSPHERE
*FOLLOW THESE AND YOUR LIFE WILL BE FULL AND RICH. TRANSGRESS THESE AND
MANY THINGS CAN HAPPEN BUT MOST OF THEM ARE BAD AND A LOT OF THEM ARE
CATOSROPHIC.
1st Titanium Law: BE ATTRACTIVE. DON’T BE UNATTRACTIVE
This is so self-evident most people don’t even think about it. That gives you an advantage. Work on
increasing your attractive behaviors and attitudes and deleting your unattractive behaviors and
attitudes. Sure this is blindingly obvious! Now start doing it consciously.
2nd Titanium Law: ACTUS NON VERBA- ACTIONS NOT WORDS
Corollary 1: Watch what they DO, not what they SAY. The men of the manosphere are in
overwhelming agreement that you are a fool if you believe what a women tells you without verifying
it by observing her behavior. This is especially true about anything related to sex. Women are mostly
unaware of their sexual attraction cues and will at a minimum mislead you about this verbally. If you
observe behavior this will often tell a different story. WAKE UP AND PAY ATTENTION!
Corollary 2: Women talk. Men Do. The concept of Action Not Words can almost always be broken
down into 4 words: What…Have…You…Done. We get new guys commenting all the time vomiting
rage, promising they are going to do this or do that. Great! Now what ACTIONS have you taken on
this issue? What are you setting in motion to solve the problem? Are you in motion?
3rd Titanium Law: TINGLES UBER ALLES- Tingles Above All
If you learn to be attractive and can bring the vaginal tingles your woman will behave in a completely
different way. Trust us, you will agree it really is all about the tingles!
4th Titanium Law: FEELS BEFORE REALS
This is the default condition of women. Some are more so than others but this is an AWAELT (All
Women are EXACTLY Like That). If the woman feeeeeeels that she is under attack or somehow
blameworthy of pretty much anything you WILL get a reaction. If she feeeeelz that you are a worthy
(or unworthy) husband then guess what the reality is in her mind?
Corollary 1: Fake it before you make it. A favorite piece of PUA advice. Feelings and the
rationalization hamster are just a couple reasons why girls are more prone to just go with it so that if
you can pretend you are calm and cool, and sexually experienced and mysterious, then you can create
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your own reality.
Corollary 2: A man unwilling to lie to protect a woman’s feelings cares little for them. There are
sensitive spots and we all know them. Don’t hit her there.
5th Titanium Law: YOU CAN BE HER CHILD OR HER LOVER- PICK ONE.
Many men in low sex marriages are not there wife’s lover. Guess what that makes them? No, it
doesn’t matter if you make $10 million per year. What matters is which of these you pick.
Finally: Credit /u/theultimatecad and Fight Club)
6th Titanium Law: KILL YOU'RE EGO. YOU ARE NOT SPECIAL. YOU ARE NOT A
BEAUTIFUL AND UNIQUE SNOWFLAKE.
You are made of the same decaying organic matter as everything else. We're all part of the same
compost heap. We are all dancing monkeys in a sea of crap but it is only after disaster can we be
resurrected. It's only after you've lost everything that you're free to do anything.
Corallary 1: Nobody else is "special" either. Are you so impressed with authority that you give
respect and credence to all that claim it? Do you read everything you're supposed to read? Do you
think every thing you're supposed to think? Buy what you're told to want? Get out of your apartment.
Meet a member of the opposite sex. Stop the excessive shopping and masturbation. Quit your job.
Start a fight. Prove you're alive.
Corallary 2: You are going to die. On a long enough time line, the survival rate for everyone drops to
zero. You have to know, not fear, KNOW...that your going to die.
From: Saving a Low Sex Marriage: The Man's Guide to Dread, Seduction, and the Long Game
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The Titanium Laws of the Manosphere, by BPP
34 upvotes | April 3, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
First, we were given the word of the Lord written down in Holy Scripture. We were told to worship
God as one God, to be fruitful and multiply, and to love your neighbor and even love your enemies
and most important, be nice to other people as you would have them act towards you. We were told
in great detail and in clear and unambiguous language the model for a successful marriage
Next we were given the Iron Rules of Tomossi which explains Frame, discretion, the consequences of
waiting for sex and living with your lover before marriage, the true meaning of true love, birth
control directives, and various lessons on Game.
Today I present for your delight: Bluepillprofessor's TITANIUM LAWS OF THE MANOSPHERE:
APPENDIX C: BLUEPILLPROFESSOR’S TITANIUM LAWS OF THE MANOSPHERE
*FOLLOW THESE AND YOUR LIFE WILL BE FULL AND RICH. TRANSGRESS THESE AND
MANY THINGS CAN HAPPEN BUT MOST OF THEM ARE BAD AND A LOT OF THEM ARE
CATOSROPHIC.
1st Titanium Law: BE ATTRACTIVE. DON’T BE UNATTRACTIVE
This is so self-evident most people don’t even think about it. That gives you an advantage. Work on
increasing your attractive behaviors and attitudes and deleting your unattractive behaviors and
attitudes. Sure this is blindingly obvious! Now start doing it consciously.
2nd Titanium Law: ACTUS NON VERBA- ACTIONS NOT WORDS
This is the official slogan of the Married Red Pill sub for a reason. It is the most important thing for
new guys to realize as they unplug. Men are in motion. Men are active and doing things. If you are
not- and most guys in low sex marriages are NOT very active- then this is your starting point.
Corollary 1: Watch what they DO, not what they SAY. The men of the manosphere are in
overwhelming agreement that you are a fool if you believe what a women tells you without verifying
it by observing her behavior. This is especially true about anything related to sex. Women are mostly
unaware of their sexual attraction cues and will at a minimum mislead you about this verbally. If you
observe behavior this will often tell a different story. WAKE UP AND PAY ATTENTION!
Corollary 2: Women talk. Men Do. The concept of Action Not Words can almost always be broken
down into 4 words: What…Have…You…Done. We get new guys commenting all the time vomiting
rage, promising they are going to do this or do that. Great! Now what ACTIONS have you taken on
this issue? What are you setting in motion to solve the problem? Are you in motion?
3rd Titanium Law: TINGLES UBER ALLES- Tingles Above All
If you learn to be attractive and can bring the vaginal tingles your woman will behave in a completely
different way. Trust us, you will agree it really is all about the tingles!
Is this putting vagina on a pedestal? By no means! It is acknowledgement that when dealing with
women, it is Tingles Uber Alles. If you are attractive and bring the tingles you will have an entirely
different relationship than when you are with a woman who does not tingle for you. Thus, learning
how to be attractive is of primary importance in dealing with women.
4th Titanium Law: FEELS BEFORE REALS
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This is the default condition of women. Some are more so than others but this is an AWAELT (All
Women are EXACTLY Like That). If the woman feeeeeeels that she is under attack or somehow
blameworthy of pretty much anything you WILL get a reaction. If she feeeeelz that you are a worthy
(or unworthy) husband then guess what the reality is in her mind?
Corollary 1: Fake it before you make it. A favorite piece of PUA advice. Feelings and the
rationalization hamster are just a couple reasons why girls are more prone to just go with it so that if
you can pretend you are calm and cool, and sexually experienced and mysterious, then you can create
your own reality.
Corollary 2: A man unwilling to lie to protect a woman’s feelings cares little for them. There are
sensitive spots and we all know them. Don’t hit her there.
Corollary 3: It is absolutely vital in any marriage or LTR to actively create your- and her- reality
with you as the dominant, confident, satisfied man and her as a sweet, feminine, satisfied woman.
Make your woman feel better because you are there, most of the time. However, don't forget that
women need a wide variety of emotions (YMMV) so don't be afraid to give her bad emotions and
drama as needed, especially if she is prone to creating her own without your direction.
5th Titanium Law: YOU CAN BE HER CHILD OR HER LOVER- PICK ONE.
Many men in low sex marriages are not there wife’s lover. Guess what that makes them? No, it
doesn’t matter if you make $10 million per year, or if you have a 12 inch cock, or if you are a Mixed
Martial Arts Champion or a Presidential Candidate. What matters is which of these you pick.
Finally: Credit /u/theultimatecad and Fight Club)
6th Titanium Law: KILL YOU'RE EGO. YOU ARE NOT SPECIAL. YOU ARE NOT A
BEAUTIFUL AND UNIQUE SNOWFLAKE.
Lots of guys discover Red Pill with a huge ego and it impedes there progress. Unplugging a man
from the Matrix after a certain age is always hazardous but it is then especially when you need to let
go of the Blue Pill delusions and look forward to a new reality. It is terrifying but that is what it takes
to reclaim your masculinity.
To help you with that, understand this central point: You are made of the same decaying organic
matter as everything else. We're all part of the same compost heap. We are all dancing monkeys in a
sea of crap but it is only after disaster can we be resurrected. It's only after you've lost everything that
you're free to do anything.
Corallary 1: Nobody else is "special" either. Are you so impressed with authority that you give
respect and credence to all that claim it? Do you read everything you're supposed to read? Do you
think every thing you're supposed to think? Buy what you're told to want? Get out of your apartment.
Meet a member of the opposite sex. Stop the excessive shopping and masturbation. Quit your job.
Start a fight. Prove you're alive.
Corallary 2: You are going to die. On a long enough time line, the survival rate for everyone drops to
zero. You have to know, not fear, KNOW...that your going to die.
From: Saving a Low Sex Marriage: The Man's Guide to Dread, Seduction, and the Long Game
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The Prophet on Marriage (Kahlil Gibran)
20 upvotes | April 9, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
For those who have not been exposed to this bit of Arabic poetry written by a Lebanese author, there
are important lessons to be found.
Avoid One-itis, have your own busy and exciting life, keep an emotional and stoic distance, give her
the value that she provides you, seek your validation from yourself and your own achievements, don't
seek validation from your spouse. It's all right there but you have to look a little bit...
The Prophet on Marriage
And what of Marriage, master? And he answered saying:
You were born together, and together you shall be for evermore.
You shall be together when the white wings of death scatter your days.
Aye, you shall be together even in the silent memory of God.
But let there be spaces in your togetherness.
And let the winds of the heavens dance between you.
Love one another, but make not a bond of love:
Let it rather be a moving sea between the shores of your souls.
Fill each other’s cup but drink not from one cup.
Give one another of your bread but eat not from the same loaf.
Sing and dance together and be joyous, but let each one of you be alone,
Even as the strings of a lute are alone though they quiver with the same music.
Give your hearts, but not into each other’s keeping.
For only the hand of Life can contain your hearts.
And stand together yet not too near together:
For the pillars of the temple stand apart,
And the oak tree and the cypress grow not in each other’s shadow.
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A Red Pill Interpretation of the Science of Happy Marriages
from CNN
9 upvotes | April 16, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The article on CNN.
researchers scanned these women's brains as they watched some carefully prepared videos.
the women showed enhanced overall brain activity -- which suggests more mental and
emotional neural processing -- when watching the videos of their husbands compared with
videos of the strangers, but only when the videos showed displays of surprisingly
incongruent positive emotion.
LO fucking L! In English this means a women's brain light up like a Christmas tree when the husband
displays incongruent positive emotion.
So.. Husband happy for no particular reason activates the hamster and gets the brain running in
circles. Why is he happy.....Uh Oh, something is going on....and the brain lights up.
During the other types of videos (when the men appeared to display strangely negative
emotion), the women's brains showed just as much overall activity when watching a
stranger as when watching their husband. In other words, their levels of whole-brain activity
betrayed a special sensitivity to their husband's (versus a stranger's) unexpected positive
emotion.
Of course we can't have that. Must...control...my...environment..
This is the kicker:
The women's levels of marital satisfaction (according to a questionnaire) correlated with the
amount of neural processing they showed in response to their husbands positive and
negative emotion.
Feels before realz? Nope, it's all feelz all the way down. The more you can get to your woman and
make her feel, the more satisfied she will be in the marriage.
I am pretty sure I heard that said somewhere.
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A follow up to a female friend, and yes, decisions do have
consequences
13 upvotes | April 16, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This thread was one of about 3 I posted over a 2 year period to Red Pill Woman.
I continue the narrative drama of our ever dear 40 something would be CC rider for the delight of the
masses.
We pick up the sordid tale many months later after a dear friend of my wife, had to decide between
detonating her marriage to a Beta Chode in order to pursue AlphaMcBadfuck. Of course my wife
would not judge and our friend pressed the plunger, causing a large boom.
As an aside, the really weird thing is how when the two of them get together they don't even "talk." It
is more like the Bynars doing this incomprehensible telepathic communing thing. Pretty sure they are
beaming emotions at each other and sampling them like a buffet.
Anyway, the point of my story is that ultimately our friend chose Badboy and finalized the divorce.
Naturally she cheated, she filed the divorce, it was entirely her fault, so she got the house and all the
assets, such as they were while Beta-Boy moved South to be with the kids. Yes, the kids abandoned
unfaithful mom and have little to do with her given the way she treated dad. Who knew that could
happen?
Last night our friend stays at our house. Sobbing, puffy eyed. It seems that now the divorce has been
finalized for several months that she just can't deal with McBadboy any more.
Oh sure he beat the Hell out of her and went to jail for domestic violence....but that was just fine.
(Tingles Uber Alles)
He accused her of cheating and threw her clothes out into the yard...but he is just being protective and
was hurt in one or more of his previous 3 marriages so you know....Tingles.
No, the problem is that McBadBoy Alphalpha who tingled her Alphaplpha detectors is not really
Alpha after all! Oh no! Call the police! Call the government! A woman's Alpha detector failed? It got
fooled. Why how could that happen? There must be some mistake.
As it turns out Alpha McBadboy is really insecure because, you know, he thinks that cheating
whorewife might have a problem being faithful so he let his insecurities show. He keylogged her
phone and started checking her private Facebook and snapchat messages.
Obviously a man beating a woman bloody is not cause for a break up. Boys will be boys, after all,
right? The cause of almost all break ups and marriage failures is the guy going Beta, weakening just a
bit, and letting his insecurities show.
Don't forget it guys.
Class Dismissed.
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Tactics to turn your girl into your personal slut: A post right on
the line from the Red Pill
14 upvotes | April 17, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Get Kinky from TRP gives us:
Hair pulling, permission to cum sir, spanking, pillow on face, anal play and cum play.
Enjoy.
Expansion on his suggestions are needed.
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Slight Rule Change Regarding Red Pill Woman
9 upvotes | April 23, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Greetings Gentlemen:
Some of you are aware of the change in leadership over at RPW. At the previous moderators request
we put up a notice on the MRP sidebar that posting in RPW can get you banned from both subs. This
has now been removed but we continue to urge new readers and those still trying to swallow the Red
Pill to refrain from posting in the henhouse and post your questions exclusively with MRP (and TRP)
because that is where guys get help.
However, if you are a more experienced Red Piller (or a Family Alpha-er) :) with something to
contribute for the ladies, you can now post in RPW.
Under the new RPW rules men are allowed to post. Please follow the rules if you are going to post in
RPW:
Male-centric advice is not permitted. Do not give advice to women which is primarily
intended to benefit men, or is based around male desires without considerations for women's
desires or goals. Male users will be scrutinized more closely for compliance, but this rule
applies to both sexes.
In addition, please be aware that RPW is NOT like MRP and it is being designed as a "safe space" for
women. This means:
harsh speech motivated by personal rancor, or direct insults for any reason, are not allowed.
Call out bad behavior but do not cross the line!
We now resume our regularly scheduled programming.
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They are doing "Theory Weekend" (4/23-24) on The Red Pill.
Some of the top theory posts of all time are highlighted and
open for comments
10 upvotes | April 23, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The title, on The Red Pill
Please comment and bring some of those threads over to MRP where appropriate. For veterans and
newbs alike, I don't think the top theory threads have ever been organized like this before so take a
look and comment.
For bringing the theory to MRP, we let you link other reddits so I think the best format is probably to
briefly post your own ideas with links to the to the theory posts within your post. Provide your
analysis and comment on the post as they relate to MRP.
Compilations on various themes are especially desirable. A bare bones example with a helplessly
wondering theme follows:
Why They haven't banned us by the indefatigable Gaylubeoil, argues that TRP is a foil for the Reddit
haters and that is primarily why we still exist on Reddit.
But WHY do they hate us?
One answer is surely the epic and rather unfortunately received series by Rollo on Men and women in
love although the Machiavellian Rules of Poon and all of the PUA literature that is a flavor of the
Red Pill probably doesn't help. Both examples show we are not just a foil to them but an existential
threat because the Red Pill peels back the lies we have been told and reveals the true nature of
women.
In the MRP context, that usually translates into a highly threatening power switch with the man
assuming his rightful place as head of the family. No doubt this is even more threatening than the
PUA literature because women honestly believe that stuff "only works on sluts and will never work
on me." On the other hand, when a beaten down husband who has been proven to be a reliable
plowhorse Beta suddenly starts to "man up" and take charge, the wife (who has usually been waiting
and hoping and praying for this for years) is happy...But the Hive mind detects a disturbance in the
Mound and reacts very negatively on the global level. They don't want to lose the advances of
feminism to a global awakening, especially of married men!
Yet the alternative is almost to terrible to contemplate.
There really is a reason we use the Red Pill analogy, guys. The Matrix is real.
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Unbiased Book Review- Saving a Low Sex Marriage: A Man's
Guide to Dread, Seduction and the Long Game
14 upvotes | April 29, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Greetings Gentlemen:
I poured my heart and soul into this book for quite a few months using all my research skills. Yes, I
really am a PhD with more than 14 academic publications and I used the manosphere as my primary
data source for this book. In particular I cite the Rational Male, The Red Pill, Married Red Pill,
Dalrock, and a series of more than 50 Red Pill books, over and over again in this manuscript.
The final product came to a staggering 100,000 words and 310 pages with more than 240 foot notes,
most directly linking to the pertinent manosphere post.
"Saving A Low Sex Marriage: A Man's Guide to Dread, Seduction, and the Long Game" is
now available for just $5.99 on Kindle. Sorry, tech-phobes, no print version of the book yet but you
really need to get it on Kindle to access the footnote links. Don't trust what I say, read the linked
posts and figure out for yourself if you agree.
Follow this link:
https://bluepillprofessor.wordpress.com/2015/05/22/hello-world/
to buy the book or search it on Kindle.
I want to thank /u/ianironwood for inspiring me to write this with his books: "A New Hope for
Masculinity" and "The Ironwood Collection of Alpha Moves" and for reviewing early versions of
this, and encouraging me to keep working and rewriting. I want to especially thank The Red Pill
Reddit and Rollo Tomossi's the Rational Male book and blog for the wealth of information they have
provided and continue to provide. Of course I must also thank the Married Red Pill (MRP) Reddit for
helping to refine these ideas for marriages and for inspiring me to carry on through the drudgery of
editing (although some claim with good reason I did not edit the Kindle version enough :) Yes there
are some spelling errors and misused words as there are in many self-published kindle books but the
raw data is all there and it is flawless. Trust me.
The take home message in this post is that almost nothing in this book is "mine" or "my idea." Yes,
the overall organization of the 12 levels of Dread was my concept, but manosphere and Red Pill
thought is tightly wrapped and deeply baked into each level. There is nothing new under the sun. All
of the details in these 300+ pages is nothing more than the collective wisdom of thousands of
Redditors and manospherians stumbling along as we figure out that which has been so carefully
hidden from us. So thanks to one and all! You are all a part of this!
Finally, I want to thank a host of reviewers for this piece including:
/u/jacktenofhearts and /u/FearDearg2015 and /u/Trainingthebrain (aka /u/thefamilyalpha) along with
the legendary "Deti" (I know his secret Reddit name but you guys don't- Hint, OF COURSE he is EC
on The Red Pill even though nobody else knows). Thanks to all you guys for your extensive reviews
and input into this book.
The book follows my posts on the "12 Levels of Dread" (google it) and introduces them in
considerably more detail. For example, the section on Level 4 Dread- which SO MANY guys have
royally screwed up- ended up at more than 5,000 words as I explained when and how to withhold
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Time, Attention, Affection, and "Presence" from a sexually withdrawing wife and how to solve "The
Husband's Dilemma: When to withhold affection" (another good one to google).
Essentially this is a guide to unplugging while married. You begin on day 1 recognizing shit tests.
This is level 1. At the same time you can begin level 2- put together your action plan. Item number
one on your MAP must be:
GET IN SHAPE BY LIFTING HEAVY WEIGHTS.
Therefore, after much debate on the Married Red Pill (MRP) reddit, we have overwhelmingly
concluded that you should do Level 1 and 2 from day 1. Get to the gym. Get your shit together. It is a
process. Take AT LEAST 2 MONTHS Level 1 and 2: Understanding shit tests, getting in shape and
getting your shit together BEFORE moving further. Until then, Shut the fuck up and spend your time
reading and worshiping at the Iron Temple. Do it for at least 8 weeks. That is the deal. Some guys on
MRP (usually fat, pathetic fucks) need a lot longer than 8 weeks to advance. I say, if you are not able
to report the INCREASE in your bench max from when you first started to now, then you have not
even started your Dread Games.
FOR ALL THE OTHER LEVELS 3-10 TAKE AT LEAST ONE MONTH BEFORE
ADVANCING. THERE ARE BOOKS TO READ AND IF YOU HAVE NOT READ THEM
YOU ARE NOT READY TO ADVANCE. IN ADDITION, IF YOU ADVANCE FASTER,
YOUR WIFE MAY NOT BE ABLE TO KEEP UP AND IT WILL DESTROY YOUR
MARRIAGE/LTR!!
WE HAVE SEEN THIS OVER AND OVER AGAIN. DON'T RUSH THROUGH THE LEVELS
BECAUSE YOU ARE A SPECIAL SNOWFLAKE OR BECAUSE YOU HAVE A PHD, ARE A
MILLIONAIRE, WAS ALWAYS GOOD WITH GIRLS, HAVE AN N-COUNT OF 700, OR YOU
HAVE A 10 INCH COCK. YOU ARE NOT A SPECIAL SNOWFLAKE AND UNTIL YOU
REALIZE THAT YOU ARE NOT A BEAUTIFUL AND UNIQUE SNOWFLAKE YOU HAVE
NOT EVEN STARTED. REALITY, A/K/A THE RED PILL MEANS THAT YOU ARE THE
SAME DECAYING ORGANIC MATTER AS EVERYTHING ELSE. WE'RE ALL PART OF THE
SAME COMPOST HEAP. SINGING AND DANCING IN CRAP.
The rule established by Athol Kay several years ago was to take an entire year of your MAP (aka
"unplugging") before quitting on your marriage and our analysis is almost exactly the same. Take
your time. Do YOU first before you think about changing her (Pro tip: You can't).
This is the Summary of the 12 Levels of Dread from the book:
THE 12 STEP PLAN OF DREAD: RECOVERING FROM A LOW SEX MARRIAGE,
RESTORING SEX, RESTORING RESPECT
Dread Level 1: This is Your Life: You are A Man, descended from 10,000 generations of warriors,
poets, and kings. Start acting like it! Begin responding to your wife confidently and appropriately.
Readings: Married Man’s Sex Life Primer & No More Mr. Nice Guy
Dread Level 2: This is Your Plan: You Are a Man With a Plan so get one and get working on it. Put
together your “Man Action Plan” and start to build. Start by building muscle at the gym and by
reading books and blog entries. Take notes and understand them. Write out your complete "MAP" to
improve 5 areas of your life (physical, psychological, financial, emotional, & spiritual) and start your
new life today. Readings: The Book of Pook & The Mindful Attraction Plan
Dread Level 3: Your Great Mission: You are an In-Charge Man with a busy, fun, active life. Get a
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hobby, some solid friends, some goals and a mission in life. Get busy. Readings: When I Say No I
Feel Guilty
Dread Level 4: Your Options and Your Consequences: You are a busy man with options, and you
don’t have time for negative influences, such as wives who are not attracted to you. As I indicated
above this is a very tricky stage and it must be handled right. Butthurt or angry is not going to cut it.
Readings: The Rational Male & How To Win Friends and Influence People
Dread Level 5: You are a HOT guy: You Are Important: Look the Part. Upgrade your wardrobe.
Start dressing a little bit nicer, even at home and especially when you go out in public. Readings:
The Way of the Superior Male & The Art of Seduction
Dread Level 6: You Are a Mighty Hunter: Study Your Prey. Begin to study pickup artistry, leave
books on PUA around the house and practice actively “gaming” and seducing your wife. Readings:
The Natural & Bang: The Pickup Bible
Dread Level 7: The Pickup Artist: Begin to practice PUA on random women who draw your
attention, practice Makes Perfect but be aware this is a very dangerous step. Don’t fail "the test" and
cheat! Readings: Day Bang: How to Pick Up Girls during the day & Real Secrets of PUA: A strategy
that works
Dread Level 8: Demonstrations: You are getting good at flirting and in matters of love, so SHOW
your wife that you are capable of talking to pretty girls in public. Ideally this is a natural extension of
your PUA practice. Of course, that girl was hitting on me—do you blame her? Don’t be afraid to
leave some PUA books sitting around the house. Readings: The Sex God Method & The Ironwood
Collection of Alpha Moves
Dread Level 9: The Soft Ultimatum You have had enough. You have improved yourself for a year or
more and are in the best shape of your life. You have read not 1-2-3 books but 10 or more. All of
your skills are improved, but your wife still doesn’t respond to you. It is time to tell her exactly what
you need to stay married. Readings: The 48 Laws of Power and The Art of War
Dread Level 10: The Hard Ultimatum This Level is covered in detail in Athol Kay’s book, the
Mindful Attraction Plan as “Option A or Option B” and can be as basic as telling her “fuck me or
fuck you.” You must have the divorce papers already drafted before you have this discussion and,
NO, I am not kidding. If you are not absolutely prepared to follow through, don’t even bother going
to Level 9. Readings: The Meditations of Marcus Aralias
Dread Level 11: The Hail Mary Pass If you can’t get what you need in marriage, and you have done
what you can do to get it over a year or more, and you can’t leave the marriage, the solution is to get
what you need outside the marriage. Readings: The Bible
Dread Level 12: Thermonuclear Tell your wife that you have a (other) girlfriend(s). Honesty from a
cheater? It is controversial but what do you have to lose? Yes, I have actually seen it work several
times to hold a marriage together. While I wouldn’t take the bet, there is hardly a downside by this
point. No readings. We are done.
Let me post the Table of Contents with the subheadings for you: I am happy to answer any questions
or respond to any comments.
Thanks again guys!
TABLE OF CONTENTS
The 12 Step Plan of Dread: Saving a Low Sex Marriage
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Preface: Saving a Low Sex Marriage
Preface For Women
Preface For Men
Preface For Those of Uncertain Gender Identity or Marital Status
Preface for those who are planning to continue with this book no matter what I say
Who am I?
Introduction:
Chapter 1: On The Nature of Female Tests, and How to Recognize Them
Dread Level 1: Your Life
CHAPTER 2: How To Pass Shit Tests and Start Building Attraction Shit Test Responses in
Marriage
Dread Level 2: Your Plan
Chapter 3: Dread and Secondary Selection
Dread Level 3: Your Great Mission
Chapter 4: Female Attraction Triggers
Dread Level 4: Options and Consequences
Chapter 5: Alphas, Betas, and Omegas and Oaks
Dread Level 5: The Hot Guy
Chapter 6: Game or Imitating the Alpha Dog—Fake it till you make it. * Kino1(Introduction to
Touching) * Dread Level 6: Practice
Chapter 7: Displays of Value
Dread Level 7 “The Pickup Artist:"
CHAPTER 8: Frame
Dread Level 8: Demonstrations:
Chapter 9: Framing Marriage- The Captain/First Officer Model:
Dread Level 9: The Soft Ultimatum
Chapter 10: Covert Contracts, Nice Guys, Seduction, and Commanding Desire in Women
Kino2 (Touching and Physical Escalation).
Dread Level 10: The Hard Ultimatum: a/k/a “Option A or Option B”
Chapter 11: On Emotion
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Dread Level 11: The Hail Mary Pass
Chapter 12: What if I am a believing Christian?
Dread Level 12: The Nuclear Option:
*Conclusion: Defining Victory
Appendix A: The Steps of Dread
Appendix B: The Married Red Pill Sidebar
Appendix C: The Titanium Rules of the Manosphere
Appendix D: The Rules of Poon
EndNotes
TLDR: DON'T GET MARRIED!!! But...if you tasted the Bitter Red Pill while still married, we
have got you covered and this plan can turn things around and you will have a sweet, sexually
submissive, kind, gentle, feminine sex partner. We just can't guarantee it will be your current
wife.
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A Rant on the ever changing definition of sex abuse allegations
21 upvotes | April 30, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Introduction: I ran across this story on CNN.
Don't bother reading it. The short version: 17 year old boy gets a BJ from a drunk 16 year old girl.
Long version: 16 year old girl has 4 times the legal limit of alcohol and does not remember what
happened. I guess that is supposed to invoke an emotional reaction or something? So, the bitch got
sloppy fall down drunk and blacked out. NOT "passed out." She was "blacked out" and that is
something entirely different.
Hell, we did it by the barn load (literally).
Bottom line, or so I thought: 17 year old boy remembers that it was all consensual.
Now what crime has been committed? What can possibly be proven beyond a reasonable doubt? It is
not He Said/She Said. It is He Said/ 0.
Maybe it is that dividing by 0 that is the whole problem here which would explain the logical
singularity the SJW's have created with the "rape" hysteria, but I digress.
Analysis: Basically that is all the story says folks but we can go further. We can imagine the
mechanics of forcing a drunk, slobbering bitch to give a "non consensual" blowjob. Has this CNN
author ever gotten a blowjob? Does H/she understand teeth? This whole story is total, and absolute
crap. WE KNOW what happened. They were making out and fucking around. He may or may not
have whipped it out but SHE went for it. She sucked his dick. There was no mother fucking "forcing"
going on here. Like the man said, this was consensual.
But...but...but wait! She was blacked out.
Ummmm.....
Apparently it is now accepted without objection that any and all blackout sex is rape! The defense
lawyer background in me sees a boy who said it was consensual. The girl says she doesn't remember.
How does the boy go to jail and get on the sex offender list? How is this even a facade of the
presumption of innocence? I don't get it. How is this a "forcible" rape? How?
Why is nobody speaking up that it is logically very unlikely that one would, or even could "forcibly
rape" a girl by inserting ones penis into her struggling blacked out mouth?
This is hardly the first example of this growing black hole from feminism that we have seen. Don't
forget that plying a girl with drugs to "gain her compliance" (which we used to call "buying her a
drink") is now rape. Think not, ask Hot Cosby. South Park was making jokes about this for years.
The fact he was a horny dog was part of his well known comedy routine (that men are hound dogs
who will fuck anything). Everybody knew what it meant if you were a hot girl going into Cosby's
private quarters. No girl needed to be "plied with pills" to fuck the world famous performer Bill
Cosby.
Yet there he is, women crawling from under the stained mattresses of their shame charging an old
man- a GREAT man, an example for African American men, with RAPE. Nothing protects men.
They will destroy you.
Feminists speak openly on Facebook about destroying the patriarchy and taking power from men. We
have to hide our real identities just to blog to protect our homes and relationships from being
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targeted.
Conclusion: Keeping it real and personal. I am pretty sure the first 5 or so sexual acts I experienced
were while I was dead drunk and nearly blacked out, although I really don't remember. Dammit, what
is the Statute of Limitations on these things anyway?
Perhaps that is the wrong question. Here is the right one: How long before all of this collapses into
the feminist singularity?
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[Theory]: The Beta-ization process: Stages of female
manipulation and levels of attraction from "Practical Female
Psychology"
26 upvotes | May 3, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Hey everybody, I found this gem on The Rational Male posted by /u SJF. Analysis is needed of this
piece.
http://www.amazon.com/Practical-Female-Psychology-Man-ebook/dp/B00RR6RNO6/ref=asap_bc?i
e=UTF8
Female Stages of Manipulation
We believe that manipulation is an instinctual behavior deeply rooted within female biology.
Manipulation is also a learned behavior, due to one’s need for survival. From a biological point of
view there is not too much of a difference between biologically-rooted and learned behavior. In fact,
from the point of view of both modem neurobiology and evolutionary psychology, behaviors
repeated and learned over time become deeply rooted in the neurological patterns within the brain, to
the point where the behavior becomes largely unconscious. As individuals are prone to choose
behaviors which support survival, manipulation has certainly been selected as a desirable survival
skill.
Manipulation can be defined as the attempt to influence another person’s mind to achieve a certain
outcome. Manipulation is very often seen as a negative thing. We, however, are not judgmental about
manipulation, and actually consider it a positive feature, which has been designed to keep life
continuing on this planet. In order to best manage relationships with women, the Modern Man should
understand that there are various stages of manipulation that a woman will go through during the
course of a relationship with a man.
On the biological level, the female of our species is programmed to:
1. Elicit a strong sexual attraction in one or more strong males.
2. Feel a strong sexual attraction for such males.
3. Become impregnated by her choice of male.
4. Have a male to provide materially for both her and her infant child.
5. Afterwards, she will subconsciously tend to operate in such a way so as to have her sexual
attraction for that male decrease.
6. Wash, rinse, repeat: she will tend to have more sexual intercourse and more children with other
strong males. We call this process betaization, where the strong, alpha male is rendered beta —
which means “secondary” or “subservient” — within the relationship, over a period of time.
Quite often, this process occurs gradually and almost imperceptibly to both parties.
Manipulation is widely used by women to achieve:
• Safety and comfort for her and her children, with their survival being the primary purpose. • To
thereby influence the man’s mind in such a way that he will feel compelled to protect her and her
children, especially before pregnancy, during the pregnancy and throughout the children’s early
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developmental years.
Female manipulation can be either creative or destructive, depending on the desired outcome. From
the point of view of the man, female manipulation can be considered “good” when it supports life and
the man’s interests and “bad” when it destroys life and/or damages the man’s interests. Succinctly,
the more manipulation is used by a woman, the more it becomes natural and unconscious to her. It is
like learning to play a musical instrument: at first it is difficult and one needs to pay conscious
attention to each note being played, Then, as mastery is gradually achieved, manipulation becomes
more and more unconscious.
Behaviors are slow to develop and also slow to be unlearned. In the modem woman of the
industrialized countries, the way instincts are expressed has changed slightly with time, due to lessdemanding survival conditions. However, the influence of the female’s primal instincts on her
behavior remains evident.
It is important for you to learn to recognize manipulation. In fact for a woman’s sexuality to be
satisfied, it is important that her manipulation attempts against her man not be too effective. You
must learn to observe female behavior and give the right responses, with the goal of making her
happy on the emotional level, as opposed to responding to manipulation attempts on a logical level.
Learning to respond appropriately requires knowing the various stages of female manipulation. A
woman’s attempt to own you mentally will follow certain incremental stages, which predictably
occur with mathematical precision. We will now discuss each of the following stages in detail:
• Testing the Male
• Seeking Communication
• Putting him to Work
• Evolutionary Selfishness
• Self-Determination
Depending on the woman’s self-esteem, there are big differences in the way these stages will play
themselves out. If a woman has high self-esteem (HSE), she will test you and manipulate you in a
totally different way than a woman who has low self-esteem (LSE).
Testing the Male
“Let me be a little bitch to him/’ A woman knows on the instinctual level — and also on the rational
level — that a man can impregnate a large number of women without too many consequences. In our
modem age of mandatory child support, this is not always true in practical terms, but biologically it
remains the case that the female has a much higher risk and burden when it comes to pregnancy than
the man does.
A woman also knows that a weak male will not be able to protect her or her children in any way.
Imagine as a man how your thoughts about survival would be different if every time you made love
to a woman you faced the possibility of carrying a baby in your belly for the next nine months,
followed by the primary responsibility of taking care of the baby for many years to come. Imagine
how you would feel if you knew that your partner could leave you at any time and impregnate other
women and/or leave for war or for hunting.
Get the picture? You would become much more selective in your choices of who to mate with.
From this biological reality stems the deep need that a woman has to test the male for his physical
and leadership qualities. In our modern society, the need to test for physical qualities and financial
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stability has become less important than the need for qualities such as leadership, intellectual
capacity, and strength of personality; but that would be quickly reversed in the case of war.
One thing is for sure: a woman in this stage will test the male for his skill of being a hunter. This will
happen whether you are skilled in hunting animals in the grassy field or company shares in the
business field; you can be sure that at the first stage of manipulation a woman will test you.
A woman will always test a male who she is sexually attracted to. For a psychologically healthy
woman, survival and sexual desire must always harmonize with each other. A woman who tests men
only for survival benefits — such as a man’s ability to provide — is denying her sexuality. A woman
who tests men only for their sexual appeal, is either planning to live her life without men, or is being
self-destructive.
Seeking Communication “Open up to me, please.”
Once a woman has tested the male, and is relatively sure that he is strong enough to serve her
purposes, her concern begins to revolve around making the man serve her exclusively. Many men
who are relatively strong and pass the tests of the first stage, fail to understand the meaning of this
second stage. This stage is extremely difficult for the average man to detect. It is instinctually and
often unconsciously masked by the woman as a purely innocent attempt to “communicate” with the
male.
It is a feature of the feminine psyche to appreciate communication above all else, but from an
evolutionary point of view what the female of our species is really doing at this stage is using
language to befuddle her partner, which will hopefully cause him to serve her and her purposes.
This stage is extremely important to the success or failure of couple relationships. Couple therapy
fails so frequently because it tends to disregard the real, evolutionary meaning of this stage. A very
common pitfall for couples is when the woman starts to feel that the man is displaying an inability or
unwillingness to “communicate properly” with the woman. Modem couples therapy almost
invariably places the blame for this supposed lack of communication squarely on the man’s
shoulders.
In the first stage, the woman has screened out the weaker males; the man was specifically chosen by
the woman for a relationship. In this second stage, the woman acts as if she is seeking deeper
communication with the man. A strong man will start to sense that an attempt is being made to
weaken him, and he will then usually react with certain predictable behavior patterns. He may get
angry or he may withdraw. Arguments that seem to the man to be based on nothing logical at all will
often occur at this stage.
Putting Him to Work
“Honey, please take out the trash and wash the cat, and please hurry!” When and if a man opens
himself emotionally up to a woman — in the sense of what we discussed in the preceding subsection
— from that point onwards the woman effectively owns the frame of the relationship. Now, the
active destruction of attraction can begin in earnest, as she starts her attempts to take over aspects of
the man’s life which directly affect his material interests. For example, purchase decisions can now
be made “jointly” which, in the cool light of rational analysis, really are the result of the woman’s
manipulation attempts and the man’s desire to maintain some semblance of peace in the household.
Female Evolutionary Selfishness
“I am never satisfied no matter what you do or how hard you try.” This stage begins once the woman
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has succeeded in having her formerly-strong male open up to her emotionally. In this stage, any
communication with her male partner is only for the purpose of deriving something useful for her and
her children. At this stage she will exhibit a total disregard for the man’s psychological and material
interests. The man will be put under the power of a strong and constant psychological double bind,
along the lines of: “If you don’t open up to me I am not satisfied. You don’t communicate with me.”
simultaneous with
“As soon as you open up to me I will use the information you provide in a totally selfish way for my
own needs.” Either way, the end result for the male is usually guilt, shame, or confusion, finally
giving way to resentment and anger. Assuming he takes her seriously — and most men do — he will
get caught into an ongoing psychological mechanism, which will make him weaker and weaker, with
terribly-negative results for her sexual attraction towards him. At this stage, he is no longer the strong
male she admired at the beginning.
Female Self-Determination
“I am full grown, independent woman now.” Of course, the female in the relationship never was a
“little girl.” In the self-determination stage, however, another double bind — even more powerful
than the preceding — will be thrown at the male. Once he starts to seek out the emotional
communication that she had been asking for all along, she will begin to express sentiments such as
she is feeling oppressed, or that the man is boring, or that he is too nice, or that he doesn’t understand
her, and so on. Again, the usual effect of such feminine expressions on the man is bewilderment,
shame and guilt. If at this point the man decides that he does not care at all about what she says or
does, she will assert that “he is not a loving husband/boyfriend” or “I cannot live with him because he
does not understand me,” or “I do not feel anything for him anymore,” or “sex without
communication is a turn off”; once again inducing some very negative feelings within the man.
In the Self-Determination Stage, the female expresses her resentment and dissatisfaction with the
relationship. This happens virtually without exception in the case of male partners who have become
progressively psychologically weaker with time. Men who are able to pass through these stages
without a corresponding decrease in their women’s sexual attraction towards them are exceptionallystrong men. These men avoid becoming psychologically weaker through the process. We believe that
such men are more the exception than the norm. It is much better for nature to first create attraction
between a male and a female and soon after have it decrease. That helps to ensure both a safe
upbringing of the offspring as well as more sexual interactions with other sexual partners, which in
turn results in more offspring and a wider spreading of genetic materials.
This is not much different from what happens with many animal species, including species where the
female kills the male after copulation. In the case of humans, this “killing” happens on the
psychological level. The killing of human males by their female partners is largely symbolic, but we
must also take into account those men who take this process so seriously that they start to destroy
their health through the abuse of alcohol or drugs, or start to abuse their partners, or even murder
their partners or commit suicide.
In other words, permanently-monogamous sexual relationships are not necessarily natural. They are
partly a modern, social construct. Or, put another way, they are a social construct, the evolutionary
purpose of which lasts for as long as Nature considers it useful. Manipulation End-Game
In traditional, male-dominated societies, if the female cannot leave the relationship when her
attraction evaporates through the process discussed above, the end result is often clinical depression
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and/or cheating. Clinical depression occurs when her sexual attraction for her mate decreases or dies
out completely, and she is prevented from having sex with other males by social restraint. The
woman in this case has to face a practically impossible conflict between her emotions, which demand
sexual satisfaction, and her societally-restrained behavior, which prohibits sexual satisfaction.
In modem, politically-correct societies, a common end result of the manipulation process is the
woman ending the relationship, or acting in such a way that the man has no other choice but to end
the relationship. Infidelity is very likely to happen in either case. Psychological counseling and
family therapy usually fail to help couples in this situation because they start from the shaky
assumption that exclusive committed relationships are always “healthy” and that having sex with
different partners is “sick.” They also fail miserably in detecting the slow and dangerous
psychological process whereby the mind of the male is confronted with schizophrenic double
messages from the female, which would be considered to fit the clinical definition of Borderline
Personality Disorder by most experienced clinicians on the planet.
Usually what happens in therapy and psychological counseling in the western world is that the male
is made to be the scapegoat of a process which has been actively maintained by the female. There are
some professionals who understand this process better than most, but they often do not have the
courage to speak out about it. On a meta-level, what is happening with this social process is simply
another evolutionary mechanism, one which allows for more pregnancies and for the upbringing of
children in the most viable way possible.
There is certainly a strong cultural influence at work here and it behooves men to understand these
forces and to work hard to make themselves strong men who do not succumb easily to female
manipulation. Above all, a man with children should start from the premise that he is an equally
important and vital link to a child’s psychological well being. There are countless studies which show
that statistically, children do better in every social and psychological respect when they enjoy the
equal influences of a healthy male and a healthy female parent.
Although the onset, intensity and order of occurrence of each of these stages in the betaization
process may vary from woman to woman, in our experience this process has occurred in every longterm relationship we are familiar with: ours, our friends, and our families, and in countless case
studies that we have researched. In fact, this process is exactly the means by which women turn shortterm relationships into long-term relationships. However, female manipulation is not difficult to
counter once a man understands the process. Let’s revisit each stage in turn.
Testing never ends. Women test unconsciously. Testing is the woman’s primary method for
determining congruency and for discerning a man’s authenticity; his ability to be genuine. Testing
ceases to be an issue of any significant consequence when the man is fully congruent — both
internally and externally. The woman will still always test, but once a man has it together, he will
pass the woman’s tests without much effort or even realizing he is being tested.
Since testing is so closely related to the mechanisms controlling sexual attraction, it is important to
remember that testing never ends. Maintaining an appropriate level of attraction within any romantic
relationship is very important. One way we, the authors, maintain attraction with our mates is through
regular, social interaction with other attractive females. For more information on why maintaining
friendships with the opposite sex is important to your relationship, please see Chapter 19, “Male
Qualities Attractive to Women.”
Seeking Communication is really her signal that she is suffering from emotional ambiguity. Most
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men view a woman’s pronouncement of “I don’t feel we are communicating” as a logical statement
addressing the exchanging of facts — or a lack of such activity — between two people. It is not. It is
an emotional statement involving her confusion and emotional disconnection from the relationship.
When the woman puts the blame on the man, this is normal, for two reasons. For one, women
habitually blame their own emotional distress on external factors, thus absolving themselves from
responsibility. When a man happens to be the most convenient “blame receptacle”, then he gets the
blame. The second reason she does this is that she is actually making a request for masculine
leadership. She wants her man to step up and deal with her out-of-control emotional state with
mascvi-line strength, and without fear. The only important word in any such statement coming from a
woman is “feel.” It’s so important that in many cases it doesn’t matter what she feels, as long as it’s
any emotion stronger than indifference. Anything with passion will do, as long as it’s followed up, in
all cases, with the appropriate level of physical commitment. And always make sure that intense
displays of passion are followed by intense displays of affection. Let’s be blunt: keep her well-sexed.
Being Put to Work can be stopped simply by saying “no.” Do it sometimes. Just say no! If your
woman has become habituated to your instant obedience, then refusing a request is going to stop her
in her tracks. She will literally not know what to do. Lots of drama could ensue, so be prepared.
Another way to handle her constant requests is in a spirit of teasing and fun. You can gently make fun
of her being “bossy,” and so forth. Yet another effective way to handle a woman’s attempts to put
you to work is to negotiate with her. For example, if she demands that you take the kids shopping for
clothes, you can kindly request that she prepare a special meal while you are gone. While tit for tat
may seem thoroughly unromantic, by the time a man is in this situation, we believe the romance is far
gone anyway. There is nothing to lose, and your self-respect to regain.
Best yet, be proactive and act like a leader: women want to feel useful and contribute to something
meaningful. Spend some time to give your female counterpart meaningful work, ensuring that yon
are the one who determines the direction of the family. You will find that agreeing on specific tasks
becomes much easier. When you appreciate a good woman for her specific contribution, she will be
delighted in her relationship, and feel she made an excellent selection in a man.
Evolutionary Selfishness is understandable when we consider that the female’s primary concern is
always for her own well-being and that of her children, It is difficult — if not impossible — for most
women to feel altruistic or merciful towards a grown man. Your role as the man is to be her protector,
or to get out of her way. However, as a strong protector you have great value in the eyes of a healthy
woman. So the key here is to assert your value and put a price tag on your leadership of her and the
family. This means simply that you lead the relationship and continually give her tasks within the
context of the relationship.
Putting a price to your leadership also means having your own moral standards, whereby it’s
subcommunicated from the beginning and throughout the relationship that you, as a man, expect
certain behaviors and certain types of treatment from the female, if she is to retain your interest in
being her leader and protector. As we discussed in the chapters on Screening and Female SelfEsteem, certain women, obviously, will never he able to submit to male leadership, no matter how
strong you are. Self-Determination This stage is a very strong signal from the woman that — in her
mind — the relationship has ended, or is about to end. She is effectively telling you that she no longer
views the two of you as a unit. As difficult as it may seem, at this stage you may need to be prepared
to let her go. Your best chance to salvage the relationship may be to start right back at the beginning;
let her know that you are equally prepared to leave the relationship if you are not getting the respect
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and admiration that you want and deserve.
You never want to be in a position where you are chasing or begging a woman. Not only is that a
pathetic position for a man to find himself in, but any shred of sexual attraction that had remained in
the woman will be completely destroyed by such actions. In reality, a man can survive just about
anything, including the ending of a cherished relationship. Therefore, consider this stage as the
ultimate test of how much of a man you really are. If you fail this test, the game is over with this
particular woman.
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Hey Babe. Of course sweetie. Yes I will be there at 8:00, get
yourself ready. Ohh, yes. I love it when you talk dirty babe, see
you in a bit...
42 upvotes | May 6, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This is for those whining about "communication" and why do you have to be a "jerk" and I don't want
to "withdraw my attention" and "affection" from my wife and be a mean Red Pill guy. This is for you
guys who think that Red Pill is "cruel" or (unjustifiably) "Manipulative" (OK, yes it is manipulative, I
said unjustifiably). For you guys, I present a recent phone call I had with my wife.
Imagine the title of the post in soft, seductive, hushed, baby/lover talk spoken into the phone at a loud
bowling alley. Then imagine being overheard by one of the guys in your church league. Then
imagine the guy is a simp mangina and a church elder who immediately assumes that "Blue" must be
talking to some girl because NOBODY talks to their wife like that.
Yah, that happened.
Simp: [seriously]- "Blue, are you and (Blue's Wife) having problems?"
Me: [curious]- "Ummm, problems?"
Simp: [Dead serious and whispering] "I heard you just talking and making plans with that woman.
You were not very discrete, Blue."
Me: [Laughing]: "What? That woman was my wife."
Simp: [Angry]: "So you don't care if I call Mrs. Blue and tell her about that call?"
Me: [incredulous and looking at Simp like a rare breed of cockroach]: Didn't say a word but showed
him my call scroll on my phone.
He continued to try to argue and rant with me, something about how easy it is to change the call
inbox and that no man would ever talk to his wife like that and that it sounded like I was having an
affair.
I finally tired of toying with him, rolled my eyes and assured him that I was having an affair. With
my lover. Then I walked away.
This guy could NOT wrap his head around a man talking that way with his wife. THIS is the sea of
filth and the SEWER of expectations in which we live.
Stay manly gentlemen.
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PSA: How to choke a bitch
11 upvotes | May 8, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I ran across this horror story and wanted to share it in light of the not exactly rare piece of advice I
give to "choke her."
First, a summary of the story which basically demonstrates everything possible to do wrong:
“I put my hands on her neck and squeezed,” Eddie Herrera told Houston detectives when he
was finally confronted and autopsy results confirmed 17-year-old Jacqueline “Jackie”
Gomez had “deep hemorrhaging around her entire neck.”
Herrera and Gomez were glowing with smiles and enjoying the dance and the
food—anything but doped up or drunk. “It was a magical night and you could see they were
so happy and ecstatic,” the friend said. “They weren’t drunk or even tipsy. I saw them
multiple times and I was talking to them on the dance floor and where the food was.”
Yet the fact that they had reserved a room left little to interpretation.
Martinez (mother of perp) allegedly gifted her son 10 hydrocodone pills and five pills to
Gomez. She has since been slapped with misdemeanor drug charges that carry two years’
prison time,
Herrera said the sexual asphyxiation was his date’s idea. Herrera told cops that Gomez
asked him, “Put your hands around my neck and squeeze.”
Herrera had told cops that his date had mysteriously died in her sleep. According to the
charging documents, Herrera also told the police he “couldn’t ejaculate” because of the pills
and Gomez rolled over to lie down on one side of the bed.
“We took a Snapchat picture of our faces and talked about our futures in life… I gave her a
ring and we went to sleep,” Herrera claimed.
During the second interrogation by detectives, after Gomez had been buried, Herrera
admitted he choked Gomez for “14 seconds.”
If you guessed the guy would get 25 years in prison then you guessed right.
Pro tip: "Choke Her" requires you to be extremely careful.
TLDR
DO NOT SQUEEZE THE FRONT OF THE NECK, ESPECIALLY WITH YOUR FINGERS.
DO NOT SQUEEZE HARD ENOUGH TO CAUSE BRUISES. BE AWARE OF YOUR
FINGERS AND ESPECIALLY DO NOT CAUSE FINGERPRINT BRUISES ON A
WOMAN'S NECK
You cannot squeeze the larynx or voice box with your fingers. You can lightly press against this
structure with your webbed thumb- that is with your hands spread and the fingers ON THE SIDE of
the neck, NOT on the voice box but even then you should not compress it. That is not sexual but it is
extremely dangerous.
When choking a woman during sex, you must be in complete control and it is VERY inadvisable to
do this after you have been drinking or taking muscle relaxers or pain killers. In fact it will be your
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ass- literally- if you fuck up rough sex while you are intoxicated.
Some authority says you should NEVER choke a woman during sex. Of course I disagree. Just
because something is not entirely safe is not reason not to do it. I skydive, rock climb, scuba dive.
You just have to approach it with the proper respect.
I recommend anybody starting this spend some time researching this topic. It is SEXY if you know
what you are doing. It could not be less sexy if you don't.
The choke a bitch foundation technique is to gently and very sexually put your spread thumb on her
voice box. Caress her jaw, squeeze her cheeks together, then squeeze THE SIDE of the neck with
your fingers, specifically, the carotid artery on the left side under the left ear. You don't need much
pressure at all to knock her out so be careful.
This article talks in more detail but imagine grabbing a person behind the neck. You now have
control of the spinal cord and can move them around a bit as you cradle the head. That is basically
what you are doing but (usually) from the front AND BECAUSE YOU ARE APPROACHING
FROM THE FRONT YOU HAVE TO BE VERY CAREFUL ABOUT DAMAGING OR
INJURING THE SOFT CARTILAGE AT THE FRONT OF THE NECK. You are "cradling" the soft
tissues in the front of her neck, and protecting them, NOT pressing on them so again, don't fuck with
the voice box/Larynx or Trachea at the front of the neck. Don't squeeze it, don't dig at it with your
fingers. Stay away except for a sensual finger drag across it and the meat of your palm over it.
So now you have her on her back (or against a wall) and your hand is across her neck, lightly holding
her down. You are carefully cradling her windpipe at the "web" between your thumb and first finger.
The tip of your thumb is on the side of her neck pressing on the carotid artery and your fingers are
pressed into the other side of her neck on the outside.
From this position you can EASILY rip out her throat and kill her almost instantly. That is probably
what makes it so hot. A sudden savage grip of the voice box and a ripping/twisting movement of
about 12 pounds of force are all you need and it is lights out- not right away of course because there
would be a minute or two of amazingly horrible rasping, gurgling, and gagging but I don't think they
could fix it unless you were in a trauma center with a team of surgeons standing by.
Instead of killing her, I suggest you lightly and sensually trace her larynx (voice box) and trachea
(wind pipe). You can lightly press on these structure enough to identify them (crinkly, flexible
cartilage, mostly). Let your fingers explore the muscles under her jaw high and deep up the neck, and
then explore the sides of her jaw and notice how you can make her open and close her mouth by
lightly squeezing.
Guys, women LOVE when a man takes an interest in them so be a mighty hunter and study your
prey. Have her open and close her mouth while you lightly press on the different muscles until you
figure out how it all works. Think about it! That mouth causes so much trouble and gives so much
pleasure I think it deserves careful study. Lightly pinch her cheeks to make her open her mouth and
trace the outline of her jaw before dropping your hand back to her neck.
Once you are familiar with the structures, with your hand in this position, fingers at the side of the
neck, you can begin to squeeze.
Just make sure your woman knows the universal tap out rule and try not to kill her, and squeeze
evenly so you don't bruise her neck, and stop if she taps out, her eyes roll back in her head or she
goes limp, and everything should be just fine.
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We now return to your regularly scheduled blogging.
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Scope of "The Red Pill"
0 upvotes | May 22, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Cosby to go to trial for "rape" that was not reported for 10
years
20 upvotes | May 24, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The money shot in this whole story is that Cosby claims she never even had sex with him.
This is the "accused" testimony on what happened.
TLDR: Woman came over bitching and stressed. Cosby offers her an anti-anxiety pill. Then they sit
on couch. Cosby initiates make out and tries to touch her pussy. They don't have sex. Woman never
says "no."
THAT IS "RAPE" IN 2016.
Stay masculine gentlemen but I have to say MGTOW is looking more and more viable. I seriously
cannot believe they are hounding this old man like this. They are changing the definition of a crime a
decade later.
What's next? Affirmative consent and with that next very tiny step EVERY SINGLE MAN who got
laid in the past 10 years will be at risk.
To review, the law is now that you can be accused of RAPE if you bought girl a drink- perhaps even
just smoking a joint with your wife before sex is now rape! That is not even a stretch, that is now the
law guys.
Doing this is now "drugging the victim in order to obtain her compliance" if she AT ANY TIME IN
THE NEXT DECADE decides to hamster that she really didn't want to have sex that time.
Up next? If you Coerced" the girl using cajoling, wheedling, begging, perhaps even basic seduction
this will be "unlawful penetration by coercion" and carries a 20 year to life sentence.

From Cosby depositon about encounter with the accuser/lying hoe.
Q: Can you tell me ... what you recall of the night in which you gave the pills to Andrea?
A: Andrea came to the house. I called her. ... We talked about Temple University. We talked about
her position. And then I went upstairs and I got three pills. I brought them down. They are the
equivalent of one and a half. The reason why I gave them and offered them to Andrea, which she
took after examining them, was because she was talking about stress.
Cosby describes a several-minute sexual encounter that followed.
Q: So, you’re not telling us that you verbally asked her for permission?
A: I didn’t say it verbally, I said. The action is my hand on her midriff, which is skin. I’m not lifting
any clothing up. This is, I don’t remember fully what it is, but it’s there and I can feel. I got her skin
and it’s just above the hand and it’s just above where you can go under the pants.
Bill Cosby wife Camille stays tight-lipped during deposition
Q: Then what happens?
A: I don’t hear her say anything. And I don’t feel her say anything. And so I continue and I go into
the area that is somewhere between permission and rejection. I am not stopped.
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TFM Classic Video: "She'll Never Love You" explains
hypergamy, female love, and other basic concepts- Trigger
Alert!
12 upvotes | May 27, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Turd Flinging Monkey's classic video "She'll Never Love You" is a siren call for MGTOW.
However, at the end of the clip he basically admits that men today have a choice between getting
married (if they want a woman and family) and going full on surrogacy/artificial womb MGTOW
which get's pretty ridiculous pretty fast, IMHO.
The meat of the video explains Women In Love by Rollo and the disconcerting tendency of women
to view men- and to love men- by what they can (or potentially can in the future) provide to them.
This is the basic concept of the hypergamous instinct.
Of course we get the NAWALT- Not All Women Are Like That objections but these panty sniffers
are wrong. AWALT does NOT mean all women are EXACTLY like that. It is not AWAELT. The
statement is that All Women Are LIKE That. Which is to say all women have noticeable tendencies
in that direction. With respect to women viewing men as utilities or objects that provide for them,
believe me- AWALT.
Time after time it has been shown that she is likely to drop you shortly after what you provided for
her stops. This differs from man-to-man and from relationship to relationship. Don't be fooled! This
is like their little hidden ovulation trick and the cyclical nature of her moods- which she INSISTS TO
YOU is purely random. No dude, it is cyclical, and you can chart it easily. This is just another attempt
to fool you.
She WILL fall "out of love" with you when you stop providing to her that which "caused her" to
"love" you. Consider returning veterans. Women wait like saints for 5, 7 years for the men to get out
of a foreign hellhole. Then when the men return, they are met with restraining orders and divorce
papers. What were the men providing? The STATUS of being a martyr. When the man is freed, the
wife is no longer a martyr and runs for the hills.
We saw a very recent example of this just a couple of months ago with the release of pastor abedeni
from prison.
Thus it behooves you to consciously consider what it is that attracted your wife and to live secure in
that knowledge. If you were the financial provider and lose your job- look out. If you were the
emotional rock and you lose your frame when your dad dies- look out.
Like TFM says, these are basic instincts hardwired into women for the betterment of the species and
they made humans the dominant species on the planet. The only bad thing is when men are denied
that knowledge.
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A Slice of life in our misandry filled world
54 upvotes | May 27, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Today I paid a ticket for my son at the courthouse. While standing in the LOOOONG line to pay, I
was able to observe a few things. Of course many will say this is just a single perspective on a single
day and you are right. (News Flash: That is the title of this post).
However, my observations are revealing and I urge all of you to open your eyes and look around you.
As you go through your daily life, observe the world for what it is. See the all female teaching staffs,
and the (all female) administrative staffs all around you. See the (male) unemployed construction,
steel, and energy workers and the (male) criminals.
While standing in line I could see the entire administrative staff of the court through glass windows. I
counted 22 females working in cubicles and 1 male- whose status I would cast as "doubtful." He
looked to weigh about 120 pounds and was pasty white and gaunt. His shoulders were slumped and I
noticed fully 1/2 of the wildebeast females in the cubicles were larger and stronger than this guy.
Some of them a LOT larger.
Then I realized I had not counted the people at the actual counter waiting on the court traffickers, and
had to add 4 females to the tally. Then I realized I had not counted the security at the front of the
court and had to add 1 very elderly male.
Initial tally of court Employees:
26 females / 2 males
However, our society has not completely given itself to anti-male bias. Surely the men
are...SOMEWHERE...RIGHT? Well of course they are Sherlock! While I was still in line the door to
the probation office opened up and out came 2 police officers leading a chain gang of 5 men,
handcuffed and chained together.
Score of Court Employees Plus the Men that are prosecuted/persecuted by those court employees
(and their guards):
26 Females / 9 Males
Then I realized that everybody standing in line was waiting to pay a ticket or fine imposed by the
court. I counted the people standing in line at the court and there were 14 men and two women
standing in line including myself.
Score of Court Employees + the Men that are prosecuted/persecuted by those court employees (and
their guards) + the people who have already pled guilty and are waiting to pay their ticket:
28 Female / 26 Male
This is known as "Gender Equity." Look right there- numbers don't lie. Men and women are
permitted to participate almost equally in this society.
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Welcome 8,000 Subscribers to Married Red Pill
50 upvotes | June 2, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
There have been a few changes over the past few weeks on Married Red Pill (MRP):
/u/thefamilyalpha stepped down as MRP moderator in order to pursue his "Family Alpha" blog
concept. We are very pleased that he continues to participate on MRP, providing his sage advice and
writings. His blog is not exactly "Red Pill" but it is an exceptional resource for positive masculinity.
Check out The Family Alpha!
/u/stonepimptilist has stepped up as a new MRP moderator. Like TFA, Stone has his own blog you
should check and also like TFA, Stone is an old navy guy who will be taking his "Hard Core Red"
philosophy to the boards and doing more than his part to whip these guys into shape. Stone was taken
on board with the express intention of "Reddening" the discussion on MRP. The rules on The Red
Pill about concern trolling, shaming, and spouting purple pill nonsense have been sporadically
applied in the past but Stone was asked to come aboard and apply them with a little more zeal. This is
your only warning- No moralizing, no concern trolling, no stupid sniping at one another. Don't test
him!
/u/theultimatecad and /u/whinemoreplease both mysteriously deleted their accounts although we
suspect they are both lurking among us, probably trying to pull a Richard Bachman on us all and
become famous (again) under a different name just to prove it wasn't a fluke.
Finally, some of you may have heard that we have some competition in the "Married Red Pill" label
insofar as /u/redpillschool (head moderator who rules The Red Pill Reddit with an iron fist) has,
instead of putting MRP on the TRP sidebar, decided to start his own "Married Red Pill" flair. There
has been little activity on this flair to date and we on MRP see it as less a direct "competition" and
more of us filling similar niches.
On TRP, the niche is younger and newly married guys, who are primarily there to talk about the state
of marriage. On MRP, the niche is older married guys with a highly experienced panel of older
married men to advise and direct other men in the same situation. There is room for both of us as the
growth of MRP suggests. On MRP we want to provide actionable advice to men in marriage and
avoid the "marriage is a terrible deal for men" diatribes because in other news, water is wet, the sun is
bright and space is a near vacuum.
So welcome 8,000 subscribers and remember.....stay manly gentlemen.
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Another Christian Red Pill Post: The Message on Father's day/
The Message on Mother's day.
12 upvotes | June 5, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
A few weeks ago with Mother's Day approaching my church began a series of lectures on fighting for
truth, justice, and the American way. The scripture readings were all about girding your loins and
preparing for battle. It was basically, 3 weeks of:
Mother's Day
11 Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil.
12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the
rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.
13 Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil
day, and having done all, to stand.
14 Stand therefore, having your loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of
righteousness;
Take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit... take up the shield of faith, with which you
can extinguish all the flaming arrows of the evil one.
In contrast, this week is the build up to Father's Day. Can you guess about the focus of the message?
If you guessed it was ALL about being a gentle and meek spirit then go to the head of the class.
The Scripture readings on the lead up to Father's Day was very, very different than the message on
Mother's Day:
Father's Day
Let your gentleness be evident to all....cultivate a soft and meek spirit that is pleasing to God (1st
Philippians: 4).
Read the verses immediately before the nonsense about "a gentle spirit."
plead with Euodia and I plead with Syntyche to be of the same mind in the Lord. help these
women since they have contended at my side in the cause of the gospel, along with Clement
and the rest of my co-workers,
So..guess what? Paul wrote the message about meekness and having a kind and gentle spirit TO
WOMEN, NOT TO MEN. He was speaking to WOMEN telling them to be meek and gentle, to not
be contrary and unpleasant.
AFTER he talks about the women for 2 paragraphs, only then does he tell THEM to cultivate a gentle
spirirt. he was not talking to the men yet that is the very message delivered to men. In the next
paragraphs he DID speak to the men and he did NOT tell them to be "gentle" and meek.
Finally, brothers and sisters, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever
is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable--if anything is excellent or praiseworthy-think about such things.
Men are taught to be "submissive" while women are taught to be "warriors for Christ" and we think
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that is from God. It is not.
TLDR: The messages from culture is Hell bent on weakening men and strengthening women and the
message is pervasive and non-stop, and we don't even notice it most of the time. Usually, we just nod
our head, quietly, meekly, and with full conviction.
For much more on this topic, check out Dalrock's Blog.
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Levels of Powertalk: From the Book "Outliers"
15 upvotes | June 10, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The book Outliers by Malcom Gladwell gives us many, many insights.
He talks at length about the 10,000 hour rule. Basically pick any successful man. ALL of them were
self made and ALL of them followed the 10,000 hour rule. That is, if you want to become an expert it
takes 10,000 hours of practice.
He provides the example of the Beatles- you think John Lennon fell out of the womb learning to
write songs and play guitar? Nope! He spent 1/2 a decade with the band playing in bars for 6-10
hours a night. Before the first album they had racked up 10,000 hours of playing time!
Therefore, if you want to get good at picking up women, you need to spend 10,000 hours doing it in
order to become an expert. Nobody is a "natural" because EVERYBODY had to practice for 10,000
hours to become that expert. Some people started practicing at age 12. Some don't start till they have
been married for 20 years. It still takes the same number of hours to become an expert.
The topic I want to focus on in this post is the idea of levels of powertalk. In the book he takes us
through airline crashes and it turns out that almost all of them do not have just a single problem. In
fact, there are an average of FIVE problems that occur at the same time before the plane falls out of
the sky. By themselves the small problems would not cause the crash. Put together, you have the
cause of 95% of airline crashes.
One of the primary causes of those crashes is due to problems with the Captain/First Officer dynamic.
Specifically, the problems in COMMUNICATION between the Captain/First Officer.
He imagines that a plane is falling out of the sky and the pilots need to IMMEDIATELY adjust the
heading. There are Six (6) ways this can be done.
I will modify his example slightly and use the language of marriage in this example rather than a
"course correction." The concept is the same.
*1. Hint: "I think it would be a good idea for us to have sex."
This is a fully mitigated statement. This is what a subordinate says to a superior and the superior will
feel free to ignore this "hint." In the case of a woman, she is likely to do more than "feel free" to deny
the hint. In fact, she can hamster it into anything she wants. If this is the best you can do, I am
guessing you are on the twice a month plan, at best.
*2. Preference: "I think we should have sex."
Again, this is the statement of a subordinate to a superior. The Superior will always feel free to
disregard the preference of a subordinate. Further, in a marriage this statement frames your wife as
the one with the power which is a major league turn off for women.
*3. Query: "Would you like to have sex?"
This again is the response of a subordinate to a superior. At least in this case the superior is forced to
think about the question and cannot completely ignore it. However, the power transfer is the same
and power is completely given FROM the person who asked the question and TO the person who is
asked. This statement is merely a shifting of responsibility and a transfer of power. Again, women
hate this from men. They get it from women all the time so why would they want it from their man?
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*4. Crew Suggestion "Let's go have sex"
This is the first authoritative statement in the list but the implication is that "we are in this together"
and the power remains with the superior. Again, this is a statement made by a subordinate to a
superior. This can be a reasonable statement by a man who is firmly sitting in the Captain's seat. For a
man whose wife is piloting the plane, this is often a disastrous statement.
*5. Crew Obligation Statement: "I think we need to go have sex right now."
This is a "soft" command. We always say use "I" when making a request/demand. Say "I want to...."
or "I think we need to" in order to establish yourself as the superior. This is the type of statement a
Captain makes to his First Officer. It's not about HER, it's about what YOU want and what YOU
think "we" should do. This is also known as "leadership."
*6. Command: "Go into the bedroom, we are going to have sex right now."
Notice there is 0 mitigation in the statement. There is no dancing around the edges. There is no room
for the Hamster to spin up a tail and mitigate it. There are two options- disobedience...and obedience.
TLDR: You are the Captain and you always were. Now start talking like the Captain.
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Christian Red Pill Part 2: The Message on Mother's Day, the
Message on Father's Day
3 upvotes | June 12, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This is a topic for Dalrock's blog but I wanted to bring it up over here for discussion because....The
Medium is the Message.
It is one week before the big day! Father's day approaches and as we saw last week the message must
necessarily focus on feminine qualities- just as the message on Mother's Day and the lead up must
focus on masculine qualities.
This is subtle brainwashing indeed that cannot even be seen until you don your Red Pill Glasses.
Last week, 2 weeks before Father's Day we had a message on being a soft, meek and gentle spirit.
Of course this is a fine message which only runs into problems when it is contrasted with the message
for mothers, which of course is all about fighting for truth, justice, and the Zombie Jesus way,
donning the armor of god, and being a strong, independent warrior for Christ.
Naturally the week before Father's Day the message was....wait for it...HUMBLE YOURSELF:
Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility consider others better
than yourselves. Each of you look not only to your own interests but to the interests of
others.
Just in case the message was lost on all the balding, grey haired weak sauce fathers in the audience
who have to go home and deal with their sharp talking, ginormous wives, the pastor had us repeat this
phrase:
I choose to esteem others above myself.
Of course we had a lengthy discourse on Jesus 'humbling himself' and washing the feet of the
disciples.
The message is important and the message is not wrong. However, when we contrast the message
given to fathers with the message given to mothers we see a clear but subtle pattern emerging from
my Fundie church.
Message to women: Fight the good fight. Don the armor of God and ride off to glorious battle. Plus,
make sure you don't take no shit from no man.
Message to men: Humble yourselves you pathetic worm. Wash the feet of the poor and the women.
Plus, make sure you cower before the glory of Christ which is your wife.
We now return to your regularly scheduled MRP discourse.
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The MGTOW Manifesto: Our Demands For Ending the
Marriage Strike
46 upvotes | July 2, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
*First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then you win. * Mahatma Gandhi
For those who have been hiding in your media enclosed cave the last few years there is a movement
that seeks to change everything. The MGTOW’s or Men Going Their Own Way are a branch of Red
Pill (they will tell you only they are the 'one true Red Pill') have been advocating and implementing a
marriage strike by men against the prevailing social conditions.
MGTOW’s have been maligned as “momma’s boys” living in their parent’s basement. They have
been mocked and maligned and laughed at as unattractive men who could not find a wife in any
event. However, unlike the Pick Up Artists and the other Red Pill men seeking to improve their own
personal sphere and the decades old Men’s Rights Activists efforts to educate the public, the
MGTOW’s have not been ignored. The MGTOW’s have been laughed at, but it is a decidedly
nervous laughter. The next step is to fight.
A marriage strike cuts most women to the core in part because it lays bare the advantage the current
interpretation of the institution affords to the special snowflakes. To most women, the notion of not
having a workhorse provider marry them up after they are done stretching their minds, morals, and
everything else between their legs during the party years when the girls play roulette with a small
minority of the most attractive men. Like musical chairs when the music stops, it must be a terrible
thought to realize that more and more chairs are being removed. Well guess what ladies, the chairs
are being removed. The marriage strike is, in its current phase a covert, very often passive aggressive
action on the part of men towards an institution that openly favors one side over the other. In the past,
this favoring of women was justifiable given that men controlled the spending and income, and were
the (largely) undisputed master of their own home. Such is no longer the case, and the more recent
changes in favor of women are no longer palatable and no longer make for a viable institution.
Moreover, the problem is not limited to the institution of marriage itself for all relations between the
genders are tainted with increasingly obvious female dominance. Women whine that ‘men need to
keep up with us’ while stifling “toxic” masculinity at every stage and playing the oppressed victim
card when convenient. They take young boys and raise them without strong fathers- without ANY
fathers- and expect them to be as strong as their grandfathers who had the examples of battle
hardened men who had defeated totalitarianism.
Depictions of men in the media are outrageous and consistently sexist. The Disney princess not only
now bosses around her “Prince” but can beat the Hell out of him. Masculine movies like Star Wars
and Terminator, are “updated” with girl power heroes and bumbling males.
Divorce laws favor the female in every respect, disincentives hard work, drives a wedge between
fathers and children, and indeed, makes the entire family unit and even the relationship between a
father and son completely at the will of the wife and mother. False domestic violence allegations and
nebulous standards of “emotional abuse” that favor women’s shifting emotional caprice are standard
in divorce cases today and there are no consequences. False “Rape” allegations have been expanded
to a husband nagging his wife for sex while a wife continually nagging the husband is normalized.
Women have complete control over whether the man they are currently sleeping with gets to have sex
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or not, even when they are married.
Given all that, what is the advantage of marriage for men? None!
The question then becomes how much of the preceding list of horrors needs to be changed before the
Red Pill community, and even the MGTOW’s would consider ending the marriage strike. In other
words, what must happen in the law and in society before marriage becomes a viable option once
again? In order to answer that question, we need to consider PRECISELY what our demands are
before we will consider repealing the marriage strike.
A social movement, just like a seduction, starts covertly and quietly. However, to implement social
change, a movement then needs to develop a weapon. For the feminists it was the female tactic of
bitching, moaning, and whining about male privilege and every example they could hamster up of
female disadvantage. From pictures of young women tending a home and smiling over her children to
descriptions of strong men correcting an emotional woman, the feminists set out to destroy all images
of the “patriarchy.” Women were to be portrayed as strong, independent, powerful, smart, and
competent. Men were to be portrayed as weak, bumbling, dependent on female guidance, and
incompetent. The civil rights movement used the more masculine tactic of appealing to the courts and
the democratic process to recognize their equal rights.
Neither of those approaches are available to men today and neither can be used as a weapon.
Changing portrayals of men by complaining and protests is not how men operate and the media is
fully in control of the message. Thus a blunting of the constant denigration of men is unlikely absent
coercion. Similarly, the courts and democratic public opinion are firmly in the grip of the social
justice warriors. Therefore, in order to further the position of men in a society that has abandoned
them, men need to develop a policy or practice- and then weaponized it.
Thus is born the marriage strike. A powerful weapon that I believe has the potential to change
attitudes, laws, and policies provided it is used consistently with open and public goals. My proposal
follows but this is a first attempt. The goal is to build consensus on what must happen before we will
end the marriage strike and I welcome input into this preliminary document.
The MTGOW MANIFESTO DECLARATION ON OUR CONDITIONS FOR LIFTING THE
MARRIAGE STRIKE
Know all ye men and women present and accounted for or who may later come upon these words that
men are not happy with the prevailing laws and social conditions. We have tried to object for years
and have been ignored. We have tried to win in the courts and our petitions have been denied. Social
policies, traditions, and laws increasingly favor women and at the same time are often openly
misandric and unfair to men. Sixty-Thousand Men commit suicide every year, an order of magnitude
more than women, yet this public crisis is ignored while men are continually maligned and mocked as
weak and incompetent. In particular, the institution of marriage has been changed in a number of
ways to favor women and harm men.
Therefore, in light of the prevailing legal and social conditions, if we are unmarried, divorced, or
single, then we pledge and declare our intention to participate in the marriage strike until such time as
our demands are substantially met. If we are married we pledge and declare our intention to
participate in the marriage strike in the event of dissolution of our marriage.
Demand 1: Abolish No Fault Divorce laws and practices. The party who is NOT at fault in a
contested divorce must be given presumed custody of the children unless they are found to be an unfit
parents or unless the parties to the divorce agree otherwise. Both fathers and mothers are presumed fit
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to raise their children with minimal state interference. Alimony must depend solely on the fault of the
payer and not the income or earnings of the payer.
Demand 2: Abolish presumed custody laws and practices and implement an equal child visitation
and support system. The Tender Years Doctrine is well established in Western jurisprudence, as well
as biology, that in most cases the mother is better suited to raise a very young child of tender years.
We demand that if this practice continues, then an equal amount of time later in child development be
afforded to fathers. If the Mother is presumed to be the better parent for a child for the first 7 years of
life, then it MUST be presumed that the father is the better parent for a child for the next 7 years of
life and that there should be no presumption for the either party on any balance of child minority
years remaining. Father’s must have much more equal respect and consideration in child custody
matters before we will consider ending the marriage strike.
Demand 3: End unfair discrimination against boys in schools and men in higher education. This is
directly linked to the underlying causes of the marriage strike because the discrimination policies in
school which includes drugging and punishing boys and masculine behavior while favoring girls and
encouraging feminine behavior creates weak and unattractive men. These men in turn enter marriage
in a weak state creating an unfair, unbalanced institution.
We will no longer stand by while our sons are ripped from our arms at the whims of a woman be she
a wife or a female teacher or a social worker. We will no longer be silent while our boys are
denigrated and taught that they are defective girls. Stop the affirmative action quotas and the
favoritism and special female only scholarships. Roll back the women’s studies programs and
concentrate on true gender equality. Stop maligning masculinity and calling all men “rapists.” Stop
the war on boys and ‘yes means yes’ programs. If you want us to stop the marriage strike, then stop
the policies that have led to 70/30 female to male ratios in higher education.
Demand 4: Roll Back the disempowering messages for men in media, especially movies and TV
shows. It is not in men’s nature to continually whine about false and damaging messages so we will
act instead of complain, beyond listing our demands on this singular occasion.
We will not end the marriage strike until and unless the constant endless stream of female girl power
charged movies and the male mockeries of weak men desperately needing female guidance is ended,
or at least brought back into fair and equitable balance. We don’t even demand true equality or
fairness, only that the imbalance be at the unfair level rather than the ridiculously unfair level where
it currently resides. In short our demand is reasonable and clear. We demand that you back off and
slow down the tired memes of worthless men and empowered women. The proliferation and
continual dissemination of these caricatures are no longer helpful, if they ever were.
Demand 5: End all marital rape laws and customs encouraging women to withhold sex from their
husband, especially doing so in order to seize control of the relationship. We are not saying that
marriage means the husband is entitled to sex on demand but we are saying that current laws and
practices encourage wives to deny sexual favors to their husbands and that the husband’s desires are
not sufficiently considered. “Happy wife, happy life” and the vitriol this suggestion will engender are
the precise social conditions to which we object. Men get married to lock down one woman for
sexual recreation and reproduction. Women get married for a myriad of other reasons. Unless and
until society recognizes that marriage in general entitles a man to sex with his wife then we will not
discontinue the strike.
We acknowledge the problem of sexual violence and do not advocate forcibly assaulting any
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unwilling woman. However, we do so only if you acknowledge that men’s desires are also important
and that denying men sex is capricious and cruel and should not be the social norm. If a wife wishes
to use the sexual denial nuclear weapon then the law should firmly inform her that this is grounds for
a divorce where she will be found at-fault and required to pay alimony to the innocent party. We also
acknowledge the need for a medical condition exception to the conjugal rights of matrimony and that
both parties are equally liable regardless of gender and share equal consequences for the crime of
failing or refusing to fulfill the marital and conjugal vows.
Edit: I was honored to have this issue profiled in a post by Dalrock where an exceptional discussion
of this issue can be found:
Entropy and the Pumps
Edit2: In case you missed it I am not MGTOW but Married Red Pill. I don't speak for MGTOW nor
do I want to speak for MGTOW.
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Not even trying to hide it any more- choreplay version 2.0 or...if
your not the Alpha Fucks then you get what you get and you
don't throw a fit
101 upvotes | July 7, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This story stands out. Women using Tinder to con men into doing chores.
The 47-year-old, who has been dating in NYC for the past 20 years,
Oh for God's sake fellows.
“I’ve tried speed dating and all the dating apps, but every time I put my real age, all I get are
idiots and losers,” Bloom, a publicist, tells The Post. “I figured, why not make them useful
and have them help me around the house?”
They are losers and idiots....why not make them useful.
“I wasn’t attracted to him, but he was very forthcoming,” she says. She messaged him,
saying she was only looking for someone to come over to install her air conditioner,
No! She didn't mislead him at all! She was "very forthcoming..." Because, like women are always
forthcoming and nobody has EVER told us that choreplay can work. No! You just have to wash
ENOUGH dishes for it to work. LMFAO.
So...after laughing at guys who fall for choreplay, OF COURSE we have to add the obligatory one
half of the article to justify choreplay and provide examples of how choreplay really works! Really
guys, he didn't install a BIG ENOUGH air conditioner.
“If a man thinks waxing a woman’s floors will get him action, why not?” says Marni
Kinrys, writer of LA dating blog wingGirlMethod.com. “This could be a great starting point
for both parties to get to know each other.”
She is now on my shit list. Exploitative cunt right there advising men how (not) to get laid.
Of course we KNOW that it sometimes works:
For some, using Tinder as a one-stop shop for handymen has the added bonus of leading to
romance.
“I sent him a selfie of me sweating in my room, and he came over like a knight in shining
armor,” says Lori of her now-boyfriend, Andrew, 28, whom she met on Tinder in 2014
when she was looking for someone to install her air conditioner. “I think men really like a
damsel in distress,”
Sure we do darling. So long as we get to fuck the princess later. That is OUR happily ever after.
TLDR:
1. Don't be a dumb ass and fall for this because I promise you she will laugh about you with the
next guy whose cock she sucks for a chance to be treated like the dirty whore that she is.
2. Nothing but tricks and hoes. Don't forget fellows.
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Dear Husband: I am not the woman you married...
Hamsturlation: Now that I am a mother the thought of having
you touch me makes my skin crawl.....
47 upvotes | July 29, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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PSA: Reminder On Dread Game- New Guys especially! Don't
be a dumbass with Dread Game!
36 upvotes | August 20, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The title.
Mods and others have noticed that with the influx of new guys some are royally fucking up Dread
Game. This was always my concern from the beginning and I took great pains to say GO SLOW. Of
course guys who can't be bothered to read the sidebar and wiki before they post are EXACTLY the
guys who ignore that advice.
I am sick of seeing: "Wait, the first time I got back from the gym I wasn't supposed to explode my
marriage by telling my wife we are going to have some changes and she better fuck me more or I am
going to start hitting on randoms during my lunchtime?"
No brah. No you weren't.
There is literature on Dread Game in this sub.
There is also my book- a greatly expanded version of the above post: Saving a Low Sex Marriage: A
Man's Guide To Dread, Seduction, and the Long Game.
Just trust us on this point:
DREAD GAME IS EXTREMELY DANGEROUS AND CAN DESTROY YOUR MARRIAGE,
ESPECIALLY IF YOU MOVE TO QUICKLY.
If you are new to this both of these sources will tell you the same thing any other MRP APPROVED
guy (or girl) will tell you.
The first 2 rules are:
1. SHUT....THE....FUCK...UP.
2. DON'T....BE...A....DUMBASS
Rule 1: STFU is not just a good idea, it's the law. You have been a weak, pathetic, poor Captain, who
has failed to lead, failed to seduce, FAILED TO BE ATTRACTIVE TO WOMEN, INCLUDING
YOUR WIFE.
This is the problem. The solution is NOT to suddenly start spouting off and demanding your wife
respect you, fuck you, or whatever you think you deserve. If you make demands she will
(rightfully!!!!) see a whiny, pouting, bitchy little boy demanding that mommy give him a piece of
candy.
Think about it! Do you want to be with a woman who wants to fuck whiny, pouting, bitchy little
boys?
Fucking creepy doesn't cover that scenario, right?
Well THAT is probably how your wife sees you. THAT is why she doesn't want to have sex (with
you).
So WHAT IS THE SOLUTION? Simple! That is rule 3:
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3. BE ATTRACTIVE. DON'T BE UNATTRACTIVE.
"Mindful" Attraction is a life long course of study. I personally have read more than 70 books on the
topic. You don't need to do all that, but there are 4-5 books that you DO need to read.
They are on the sidebar====>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
In addition you need to figure out Shit Tests and read The Definitive Guide on Shit Tests.
In order to be attractive to women you should have an idea how to fog, and be assertive without being
a mindless asshole. You should know about leadership and be making good decisions for you and
your family. You should be in the process of getting IN SHAPE BY LIFTING HEAVY
WEIGHTS. You should understand seduction and female attraction.
After you have been leading your family and wife for several months.
After you have read the books on the sidebar and understand why you are a "nice guy" and why nice
guys really aren't.
After you understand about "Mindful Attraction" (Married Man's Sex Life Primer- MMSL) and "Red
Pill Praexology" (The Book of Pook), and positive assertiveness (When I Say No I Feel Guilty).
After you are in shape for several months.
After you have tried seducing your wife and have been blowing away shit tests for several months.
YES AFTER ALL THAT...IS WHEN YOU MOVE TOWARDS "ACTIVE DREAD GAME"
where you are actually approaching other women. It is not something you do in month 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5.
AT THE EARLIEST you do this by month 6. Before that, you should spend a couple months
practicing on your wife. Treat your wife like a random woman and SEDUCE her. Your wife is
probably the easiest person i the world for you to game. Make a real effort with her BEFORE you
start approaching random women and flirting!
TLDR: Don't be the little boy demanding his candy. Build into a man before you overtly change
anything or have a single discussion about all of this with your wife.
Finally: All the links in this post are on the sidebar.
It is right there =====>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Posting Guidelines
24 upvotes | August 21, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
We are revising our posting guidelines aiming to create more value and high quality posts on
/r/marriedredpill and to let our little sister sub /r/askMRP be the place where new guys can ask basic
questions.
The /r/marriedredpill (MRP) Reddit was created to get away from the neeeexxxt and constant "don't
get married" advice from our (often) younger brothers in the main /r/theredpill Reddit (TRP).
Since then, there has always been a tension between MRP as a group of Red Pill guys finessing
strategy and MRP as a group of experienced guys helping men and marriages with this knowledge.
There is an additional complication identified by /u/RedPillSchool recently that the task of helping
new guys creates significant pressure AWAY from Red Pill (stoic, strong, independent, masculine
etc). This is (one of) the boundary shifts he wrote about.
So the trick is to remain "Red Pill" and refuse to drift in praexology, while ALSO attracting new
members. It is a very delicate balance.
Full disclosure, I am on the side of attracting new members. I would like to tell the entire world... but
I think it is safe to say there are a range of opinions on that point. The First Rule of Fight club is, of
course, YOU DO NOT TALK ABOUT FIGHT CLUB. I am sure you remember the Second Rule of
Fight club?
Many guys want MRP to be the "expert" Red Pill sub where Red Pill men can safely go without the
whining Bloops and Manginas filling up the pages. Especially onerous are comments about Shit Tests
not being "universal" with "all" women (yes, and coprophagy is a thing with "some" men what's your
point?). We are even getting blatant Social Justice Warrior bullcrap and whines about myth-ogen-y.
No thanks, and no more.
We are ALL in agreement that MRP is not a "debate sub." If you want to debate "Red Pill praexology
feel free to do so at /r/purplepilldebate. MRP will not tolerate any SJW nonsense or trolls who oppose
the basic praexology and assumptions of The Red Pill. This is concern trolling and will be dealt with
by banning and deleting.
Are women welcome?
You are welcome to observe. If you post here you are effectively addressing a council of Captains
and your tone and content should reflect that fact. For more details on female participation, read here.
A dedicated subreddit for women looking for advice and self improvement can be found at
/r/redpillwomen.
How do I get flair? You can select Married flair from the main MRP page, find your name on the
sidebar, click "edit", choose your flair. Moderators assign flair to identify and deal with users. A
number of special flairs have been assigned.
MRP APPROVED is the gold standard for Married Red Pill. Listen to these guys in particular. They
have been vetted and are known to provide solid, consistent Red Pill advice and high quality posts.
Don't ask for MRP APPROVED flair. Actus Non Verba.
Bottom line? MRP is ADVANCED Red Pill on "hard mode." The first rule for posting on MRP is to
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read the prerequisites before posting. Violation of this rule, especially when combined with a low
quality post may result in your post being removed and you given a 3 day suspension from MRP. If
that happens, come back with something more substantive next time and don't be a bitch about it or
clutter up mod mail with back and forth banter. You can post your questions on /r/askMRP and
everything will be fine- most likely shortly after you own your shit, pick up your balls, and stop being
a pussy.
TLDR:
Rule 1: ONLY HIGH QUALITY POSTS SHOULD GO ON MRP.
Rule 2: IF YOU HAVE A LOW(ER) VALUE POST, OR IF YOU ARE A NEW GUY WITH A
QUESTION THAT DOES NOT ADD VALUE TO THIS COMMUNITY READ THE MRP
SIDEBAR AND POST YOUR QUESTION ON /r/askMRP
Rule 3: **IF YOU WANT TO DEBATE WHETHER RED PILL REALLY "WORKS" post your
comment or question on /r/purplepilldebate because you are wasting our time- we already know it
works.
Finally, there are the simple posting guidelines from /r/TheRedPill which are well worth the read:
Rule Zero: Stay On Topic
TRP's mission is to discuss men's identity, sexual strategy, and options in the context of our
current global culture for the benefit of men. Anyone who does not share that goal will be
banned the instant we detect them. We are not interested in debating or defending our
experiences to those who disagree with the red pill, nor do we want to clog up our threads
defending the morality of our choices.
MRP's mission is to discuss married men's identity, sexual strategy, and options in the
context of...
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A Shit Test Guide from Sun Tzu: The Art of War
21 upvotes | August 23, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Source:
The Art of War is a military classic that has educated tacticians for centuries. The great Chinese
general describes tactics of war and it occurred to me on another thread that these are THE SAME
tactics we are forced to use in modern marriage. So be it!
In particular Shit Tests. The question is often how to respond to a shit test. When do you confront?
When do you ignore? When do you flee? When do you fight?
Sun Tzu has the answers for us and it depends entirely on the terrain and the relative strengths of the
armies. in one chapter he defines "Ground" and the types that are available for warfare. More
importantly, he tells us what to do for each type of "ground" which is THE TERRAIN ON WHICH
YOU FIGHT.
I want to say this is theoretical and some of you guys are going to read this and go crazy trying to
figure out tactics and strategies and to LITERALLY treat your marriage like a battle. That is not the
point of this post! Don't be binary and autistic and head in one direction. Have some balance! All I
am suggesting is you may want to introduce a little military doctrine into that cognitive balance of
yours.
The art of war recognizes nine varieties of ground(1) Dispersive ground; (2) facile ground;
(3) contentious ground; (4) open ground; (5) ground of intersecting highways; (6) serious
ground; (7) difficult ground; (8) hemmed-in ground; (9) desperate ground.
When a chieftain is fighting in his own territory, it is dispersive ground....soldiers, being
near to their homes and anxious to see their wives and children, are likely to seize the
opportunity afforded by a battle and scatter
That is, be careful when fighting in your home area (i.e. areas that are personal and important to you
because you are likely to "disperse" and run away to protect yourself).
When he has penetrated into hostile territory, but to no great distance, it is facile ground.
because of the danger of retreating, Sun Tzu...burn your boats and bridges to make clear
there is no going back.
This may be the biggest hurdle for married men. So long as there is any possibility of you going back
(to the blue pill mangina you were) the shit tests will continue to rain down like a hurricane.
possession of which imports great advantage to either side, is contentious ground.
ground on which the few and the weak can defeat the many and the strong," such as "the
neck of a pass
This is ground where you should not fight and formulate a different plan. I am thinking issues like
miscarriages and tragedies, and affairs. In short, areas of very strong weakness or very strong strength
are not areas a capable tactician challenges directly. Use a different tactic and come in the back door
(i.e. covert dread with STFU rather than spewing out demands).
Ground on which each side has liberty of movement is open ground.
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On open ground, do not try to block the enemy's way. Because the attempt would be futile,
and would expose the blocking force itself to serious risks.
So where there are many interconnections (the Chinese interpretation for this type of ground is
vague) do not oppose a disengagement. Don't follow her to another room to continue the argument
when she retires on an issue of open ground (i.e. kids, state of the marriage, any area of high inter
connectivity).
When an army has penetrated into the heart of a hostile country, leaving a number of
fortified cities in its rear, it is serious ground.
care must be taken not to alienate the people by unjust treatment. Follow the example of the
Han Emperor Kao Tsu, whose march into Ch`in territory was marked by no violation of
women or looting of valuables.
When you have achieved victories (i.e. you are not getting denied sex and the wife is pleasant to be
around) this is the time to show your benevolence as a leader. Like I always say with Level 4 Dreadtreat her well once you have penetrated deep into her territory.
Ground which is reached through narrow gorges, and from which we can only retire by
tortuous paths, so that a small number of the enemy would suffice to crush a large body of
our men...is hemmed in ground.
On hemmed-in ground, resort to stratagem.
Avoid fighting on hemmed in ground. In most cases you want to clown and Agree and amplify your
way out of it.
Ground on which we can only be saved from destruction by fighting without delay, is
desperate ground.
to be on 'desperate ground' is like sitting in a leaking boat or crouching in a burning house.
That is, DON'T FIGHT on desperate ground. Move and get the hell off of that ground to another area
where you can do battle. Anywhere but there.
On dispersive ground, therefore, fight not. On facile ground, halt not. On contentious
ground, attack not....But rather let all your energies be bent on occupying the
advantageous position first
That is, levels 1-6 Dread. Build yourself to a better man so you can have the advantageous position.
Finally, this ancient tactician tells us the right way to implement Dread Game:
If asked how to cope with a great host of the enemy in orderly array and on the point of
marching to the attack, I should say: "Begin by seizing something which your opponent
holds dear; then he will be amenable to your will."
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Welcome Subscriber Number 9,000 to Married Red Pill Where
We Build Men and Better Marriages
67 upvotes | August 24, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I have been moderating this sub for nearly two years now and have watched it grow from a tiny 1,500
member group of mostly hard core, seasoned Red Pill guys into a much larger group, most with
considerably less seasoning.
Due to the drift in quality and content, we recently posted new guidelines. In order to keep up the
high quality of posts on MRP we have expanded our little brother forum, /r/AskMRP to take the
newb questions and, low(er) quality posts especially from Red Pill tourists, and especially for new
guys taking their first steps into the long, often painful process of unplugging.
Please note that the rules for /r/AskMRP are basically the same as for MRP. No concern trolling. No
women giving advice to men! Red Pill women are always free to offer the wife's perspective: Please
take note of the difference between a woman saying:
"My husband would not tolerate X, Y, or Z"
and
"You are being a loser who needs to stand up to his wife."
The former is the woman's perspective as a wife and is encouraged. The latter is a woman giving
advice to men and will get you banned from both /r/AskMRP and /r/marriedredpill.
To all you new guys:
*1. Read the MRP Sidebar
It is THAT way========>>>>>>>>>>>>
*2. Post your questions on /r/AskMRP and (where some of the best work is being done for new and
old guys alike) on the "Owning your Shit" weekly thread stickied on the sidebar. This is a confession
thread where we acknowledge our mistakes, direct others on how to avoid similar mistakes, and
explain what we are DOING to re mediate the error(s). Remember: ACTUS NON VERBA. We want
to know what you are DOING. The question is not what you plan to do, but WHAT HAVE YOU
DONE.
*3. Get a little bit better every day- start at the gym. The tactics we teach work- and they work
frighteningly well if you do them slowly and methodically. If you barge in and try to reset your
marriage without doing the work of self-improvement first then don't blame us for the divorce. We
warned you- many times.
Which leads us to perhaps the most important rule:
*4. GO SLOW! When you find the steps of Dread there is a tendency to skip all the way to level 7
(learn to flirt and approach random women) 8 (show your wife your ability to flirt with other women)
9 (soft ultimatum- set your terms for staying in the marriage or even 10 (meet the terms I have set or
else I am out).
This is WRONG...WRONG...WRONG. TAKE A MINIMUM OF ONE YEAR OF
IMPROVEMENT before you start making your demands known verbally. Women communicate
COVERTLY and that is how you should communicate until the point when you really, and truly are
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"done" because you have done all you can do before you got to that point.
Finally,
5. Welcome.....to the real world.
Your eyes hurt because you have never used them.
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Is she your wife or your lover?
27 upvotes | August 24, 2016 | /r/askMRP | Link | Reddit Link
We all know the story: Sex was great, 3 times a day and 7 on Sunday. Couldn't get enough of each
other. Deeply in love. Got married. Sex slowly died off over a year or two. Now we only have sex
twice a month. She is nasty, mean, and critical of everything I do.
I CAN NAME THAT SONG IN ONE NOTE!
Much of the problem is now that you have a wife, she is no longer your lover.
Think about it! When was the last time you greeted her with a passionate kiss? When was the last
time you took her hand and helped her out of the car? When was the last time you surprised her with
a gift? Or made her belly laugh in public? When was the last time you made an effort to make her
look good to her family?
I am NOT saying you need to do- or even should do- "date night" or become a supplicating, whiny
little Beta waiting for mommy to dish out some candy to her little boy.
I AM saying that you need to be MINDFUL OF YOUR ATTRACTION. There really should be a
book about "Mindful Attraction!"
This simply means you need to be aware of how you look. How you dress. How you talk. How you
present yourself. Be attractive- don't be unattractive! It is that simple- your main goal is simply to be
MINDFUL and aware of what is attractive and what is not.
Talk in low, measured, and deliberate tones, build a muscular frame, dress well, stay neat, maintain
hygiene. Guys, this really is not rocket science.
Here is my example that prompted this post: Yesterday I had another problem with the bratty teenage
son who takes my stuff. He had taken my only remaining credit card and I needed to go shopping. I
called my woman because she was having dinner with her Aunt and arranged to pick up a credit card
from her at the restaurant on the way to the store.
I had on a ripped up T-shirt and stringy blue jean pants from mowing the lawn. My hair was
uncombed and I had not even brushed my teeth.
As I rushed out the front door to meet at the nice restaurant, albeit briefly, a little mindful voice inside
my head sounded off:
"Are you going to see your wife...or your lover?"
I stopped on the front porch and broke into a laugh.
I was going to see my wife, or perhaps my mommy, to get something I needed. When you are
"mindful" it is strikingly easy to see that whatever I was doing, I was NOT going to see my lover!!
I went back inside and washed my face, brushed my teeth, and ran some water through my hair,
slicking it back. Then I put on a dark blue shirt with a collar and a pair of nice grey shorts. I took off
my long, calf length white socks (super geek stuff right there) and put my bare feet in a nice set of
gym shoes. Elapsed time: Less than 60 seconds!
At the restaurant I tapped a couple drops of peppermint essential oil on my finger and rubbed it on
my lips and gums. Then I sneaked up behind my wife and waited for her to take a drink of water
before grabbing her from behind and planting a kiss on her lips. I held her head and quickly and
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lightly licked her upper lip with my peppermint flavored tongue. She turned bright red, her whole
body flushing.
"Hmmmm, how are you darling?" She said while smacking her lips and tasting the strong
peppermint, clearly a bit nonplussed.
I gave the Aunt a hug, sat down, and put my arm around my lover, picking a bit of food off her plate.
The Aunt's eyes widened and even bugged out a bit unsure what to make of this show of affection
and dominance. After I got the credit card I stood up, put my hand under my lovers chin, looked her
deep in the eyes, and gently planted a kiss on her forehead. Then I smiled, fist bumped the aunt and
walked out of the restaurant.
TLDR: Be attractive. Don't be unattractive.
Edit: NEW GUYS ESPECIALLY: DON'T ENGAGE IN SEDUCTIVE BEHAVIORS LIKE
THIS AS A COVERT CONTRACT!!! AT LEAST READ "NO MORE MR. NICE GUY"
FIRST!!!!
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Relationship Lessons From Rick and Morty: Don't be a Jerryand don't be a Rick
26 upvotes | August 28, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The cartoon comedy hit "Rick and Morty" features Rick, an interdimensional traveling psychopathic
scientist and his 14 year old grandson Morty. The two travel through the multiverse raising havoc
wherever they go.
Rick is a hard drinking "alpha" or at least a dark triad guy. His Romantic Advice and the definition of
"love" is very useful and telling.
Rick clearly knows about Red Pill. In one episode, Rick renews a love affair with a woman named
"unity" who is basically the Borg Queen and controls an entire planet. Rick tells her to fill a stadium
with redhead women and proceeds to parafoil onto the 50 yard line and has sex while the redhead
crowd cheers.
In one scene, Unity is paid a visit by a neighboring joined species: "Beta 7." Rick jokes with Unity
that "Beta 7 wants more than an alliance" and they laugh together as Beta 7 hangs his head and
leaves. At the end of the show Unity dumps Rick the Alpha. He travels to see her in his space ship
but is stopped by Beta 7:
Beta 7: You're classified as a hostile entity, and Unity doesn't want to talk to you.
Rick: I know your game, beta seven. I've met a billion of you, you little on-deck, in-thewings shoulder to cry on!
Beta: You are classified as a hostile entity.
Rick: Oh, you're just loving this mother fucker. This isn't gonna shake out like you think,
pal. Unity's not into other hive minds. It's gonna suck you in and use you up, and a month
from now, I'm gonna be making out with all of you in a bunch of red wigs! Unity! Unity!
Unity, I know you can hear me. Get out here.
Beta: Weapons systems engaged.
Rick: Oh, in your dreams you have weapon systems.
One of the interesting side plots in the series is the marriage of Morty's father and mother, Beth and
Jerry.
Jerry is the classic Beta male. He is rail thin with twigs for arms and legs. He talks in a whiny,
defeated tone of voice and is usually a passive-aggressive bitch. Jerry is unemployed and not very
smart and very over matched with his veterinarian wife and genius father in law. Jerry often asks his
wife for direction and doesn't even pretend to try to lead. He continually makes snide, bitter
comments that his wife is not a "real surgeon." When he initiates sex with Beth, he usually says
something stupid like: "I was going to have sex. Would you like to join me."
Rick is Beth's father and he dislikes Jerry. Once Jerry objected to another crazy Rick plan (which as
often as not ends up destroying the entire world) saying "I don't like that." Rick told him: Well I don't
like your unemployed genes in my grand kids Jerry." Jerry is continually put down by the kids by
Rick, and mostly by his wife. Several episodes begin with Beth scowling at the breakfast table
saying: "Get a job, Jerry."
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Their marriage is a constant battle with her angry that she is "only" a veterinarian and not a "real"
doctor. This became a terminal case of hypergamy and forced marriage when Jerry got her pregnant
on prom night and the car broke down on the way to the abortion.
In one fantastic episode Rick takes them to marriage counseling where aliens create a representation
of Beth and Jerry as seen by the other. You really have to see it: Rick and Morty Marriage
Counseling.
Is this how your wife sees you? Is this how you see your wife? I urge you to take a couple minutes
and be mindful about the psychological schema and cognitive representations you have of your wife.
Then I urge you to consider how she views you! We always say "Kill your ego" and this is why. Be
objective...and kill your ego.
Finally, the show offers some pretty deep philosophical advice as well. In the episode it was revealed
they were going to abort the older daughter "Summer" after the prom night mishap, she angrily packs
to leave but Morty explains how and why to DNGAF.
Conclusion: The show Rick and Morty illustrates the concepts of Alpha and Beta. "Beta" guys like
Jerry are pathetic and unattractive. However, at the other end of the scale is the very unattractive
"Alpha" Rick. He gets girls, but he is really an uncaring psychopath. Destroy the world? No problem,
it doesn't affect me.
Don't be a Jerry- that is just awful. Get to the gym, don't have stick limbs, don't be a passive
aggressive bitch. Be uplifting not a downer. Kill your ego and have confidence without unwarranted
arrogance like Jerry. However, you also don't want to be a Rick. Sure he is fun and wild and throws
great parties, and pulls ass for an old guy like NTY proctologist, but he is also a psychopathic dark
triad alcoholic who is actually desperately unhappy.
TLDR: Balance
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The Gold Medal in Reframing: How Whores Become "Victims
of Human Trafficking"
0 upvotes | September 3, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Introduction
The combined effort of all the little bitchy, whining little hamsters need to be confronted, even
especially on the HARD issues.
Failing to confront those screeching hamsters only leads to more hamsters. I am not suggesting using
logical arguments because as our brother /u/strategos_autokrator says:
Hamsters eat logic and shit out new hamsters.
However, I am suggesting treating these "trigger words" and concepts like a shit test. They are
nothing but a whiny little girl prattling. That is so adorable but their protestations should not be given
any credence!
The Red Pill reveals to us that those hamsters follow a central voice, a religion if you will. That
religion is female supremacy. All of the squeeky, whiny, bitchy hamster work together towards this
goal tirelessly, on every single issue presented. This is how women have gained the upper hand in
Western society and in relationships and they are working hand-in-glove together, marching in
lockstep, to increase and expand their power.
While women march to the beat of the same drummer, most men go along with the women, and most
of the rest are afraid to speak up because when they do the White Knights and women team up to
mercilessly beat them down.
Body
So... with that setup, I was watching one of the countless "special reports" on "Human Trafficking"
on MSNBC. I could not help but notice that ALL of the "trafficking victims" were post wall, used up
whores. Every...single...one..of...them....were disgusting...used up. WHORES. Where were the cute
18 year old girls smiling and spewing out course laughter while they sniff cocaine off the guys dick?
What about the hot, 19 year old girls laughing while they shoot up again? Or the cute 20 year old
doing a shot and challenging the client to do it with her again?
Naturally, those women don't exist. Nope! ALL PROSTITUTES WERE "TRAFFICKED"!!! This is
another trigger concept they have invented to end all debate on the issue. Like any "sexually abused
wife" will tell you there is nothing worse than being pestered to have sex more than twice a year
repeatedly raped by your husband. When the term "Sexual Abuse" can mean a man looked at her or
she was not attracted to her husband and he pestered her for sex then it means nothing.
When the word "Trafficking" can mean ANY woman who sells her gash for cash is not really a
whore then it means nothing. The argument is obvious and vulgar: She was trafficked. A MAN
TRICKED HER INTO IT SO IT IS NOT HER FAULT. SHE IS A VICTIM YOU SHITLORD.
Today, I think this "Trafficking" word is often used as an excuse for women to be whores and then,
when they are used up and can no longer sell their holes for heroin suddenly they are "victims." They
were not prostitutes! They were Trafficked. Man up and marry those victims fellows! See how that
works?
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None of these shows can ever find a "trafficking victim" who is 18 and innocent and hot. Nope, all
the "victims" are overweight, 30 somethings so vile and used up I wouldn't touch them with your
dick. (Yes I am being an asshole because obviously their are even minors who were rescued but this
is extremely rare so run with it, this is creative license).
There is a reason that prostitution is known as the world's oldest profession. Women have been
selling their pussies since way before there was civilization. Except today- like the term
"undocumented immigrants" instead of ILLEGAL immigrants- women have co-opted a new term for
the common whores.
Now these women who sell their bodies for money are no longer "whores." They are instead "Victims
of Trafficking!"
NONE of them chose to sling pussy for money. ALL of them were "tricked into it by an
EEEEEEEVVVVVILLLLL man." Somewhere, somehow, when a woman is doing something that
she later regrets it MUST be because a man tricked her into it and forced her against her will.
Note the verbal jujitsu that women have pulled off without a single voice of protest. For all of history,
women who slung their pussy for money and drugs were whores. They were "fallen women." They
made a choice to fuck hundreds of men a month. They had what we call "free will."
Today, however, these women are ALL victims of trafficking and even more they are victims of
MEN. That is, ALL of them were "forced" or "tricked" into a life of sucking dick for money by an
evil man. Why HELL! Every one of them thought they were going to get a modelling job and
suddenly they were "forced" into a "life of prostitution." Like an "Ooops Pregnancy" or a married
woman having a one night stand with Chad..IT JUST HAPPENED. They just fell on 100 cocks a
week. Give me a break.
Most offensive to me, the shows feature lines of greasy, dirty men standing outside the doorway of
these horribly abused women! Because, like men are turned on by getting not just sloppy seconds but
sloppy 70's. Now THAT is hot! They conjure up an image of these lines of men queued up to fuck a
helpless women, perhaps chained to the bed.
With 70 men a day, assuming she was an actual trafficking victim, wouldn't at least ONE of them
stop to ask: "Ummm, are you OK?"
Nahhh! Men are EEEEEEEEEVVVVVVVILLLLL shitlords don't you know that?
This only shows who is directing these shows and precisely the agenda. I grant there may be lines of
men waiting to pick out the whore they want- but NO whorehouse has lines of men outside the room
where the whore is working. Men simply don't work that way. They want the fantasy that the woman
is theirs and simply blot out all the cock she has already swallowed. Waiting in line to fuck a woman
who is obviously not into it and is obviously being abused? ARE THEY FUCKING SERIOUS? With
hundreds of men a week we are to assume that not a single man had the decency to make an
anonymous phone call to one of the thousands of "Trafficking Hotlines." I promise, their lines are
empty and they would eagerly pick up your call guys. Give me a fucking break.
The scenario assumes that men are so EEEEEEVVVVIL and AWWWWFUL that they would line up
outside a dungeon to fuck a sobbing woman. That is NOT why men see prostitutes. They go to fuck a
party girl who pretends to like it.
This view of men gang teaming an abused woman is straight out of 50 Shades of Grey. To complete
the total mind fuck women have pulled off, being raped and tortured IS a jerk fantasy for most
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women! Except very, very few men fantasize about sexually abusing and torturing an unwilling
woman. The image we are being presented is total horseshit. 100% backwards and inside out.
Lies should be confronted. What really gets my goat is how they lie about the numbers to such an
extent. They throw them right in our face and we are supposed to assign the importance THEY tell us
instead of exercising logic and reason.
Here are some numbers off the top of my head. There are HUNDREDS of FBI agents working on
"Human Trafficking." Maybe thousands. There are literally scores of TV "specials" on "the awful
problem of human trafficking."
Except this is a TINY TINY TINY problem. ONLY 250 or so women in the U.S. are "rescued" every
year despite the attention. So 250 women means it is a BIG problem. Because men are awful, evil
PIGS!!!
250 women being "trafficked" is a national problem?
We have that many MEN KILLED every MONTH in Chicago. Is that a national problem?
250 women trafficked is more important than 60,000 men committing suicide every year?
250 women is more important than 60,000 MURDERS of men every year?
250 women is more important than 50,000 auto accident deaths every year?
250 women is more important than more than ONE MILLION HOMELESS MEN?
Of course the Homeless man is a true tragedy because MOST OF THEM ARE ON THE STREET
BECAUSE OF A WOMAN. Yes, it is true. A woman tricked them into the life of homelessness. No
man would "choose" that life. Of course not.
Conclusion
It is obvious that no woman would choose to be a prostitute and must have been tricked or forced into
that life by a man. Similarly, it is obvious that all homeless men were tricked or forced into that
lifestyle by a woman and if you disagree that a woman must have tricked him into it then you are a
feminist shitlord who hates men.
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Extra-Large-Medium: Pervy Cheerleader Observations by an
Old Married Guy
67 upvotes | September 11, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
INTRODUCTION
As a registered football nut, I know something of the game. I have coached (pee-wee) played (high
school) and watched (since the 1980's).
I also take note of the cheerleaders :) So here's the pervy part, don't judge me fucker. We start the
week on Thursday with my 12 y/o son playing peewee tackle. I noticed that no less than 4 of the 17
cheerleaders were, how do I put this? Not really "fat" because that word does not do it justice but
more like elaphantitis with a large, protruding belly and fully developed breasts. I mean these 4
(11-12 y/o) girls were BIG. As in post-pubescent big, standing way, way over a head taller than all
the other girls. The contrast was super creepy and obvious. Each of the 4 hephalumps looked
absolutely rough and hideous, especially next to the innocent little girls cheering next to them. So
basically, 1/4 of the cheerleading squad has been taken over by very large girls. Just don't shame
them!
At the next football game on Friday, I watched my son's Varsity football game and noticed the exact
same thing! 22 cheerleaders and fully 6 of them were Extra/Large/Medium. At least the pre/post
pubescent contrast was not so glaringly obvious at the 17-18 y/o age range! Still, the contrast between
the GINORMOUS future dependopotamuses and the other 16 girls was so amazing it would have
been laughed about in an era not so long ago.
I can imagine Saturday Night Live perhaps 20 years ago satirizing a fat cheerleader surrounded by
young hotties because such a thing was laughable and ridiculous. No more. Now it is perfectly
normal- and don't body shame you shitlord.
Of course the next football game was the following day on Saturday and we had much better
cheerleading luck- although there were clearly Extra/Large/Medium entrees scratching at the door.
My undergraduate alma mater was playing and we sat right in front of the cheerleaders. Lucky us!
The college girls numbered 21 girls and (at least) 4 guys. They only had one fatty on the roster but I
guess she could claim she was "big boned." BMI was probably in the 40's but her belly was not so
bad. In fact she looked pretty atheletic, in a a Sumo wrestler kind of way. Like all the other girls she
leaped in the air and landed in a full split.
Finally, I went to NFL opening day and watched my team lose (again) but was not able to get much
of a look at the cheerleaders. We were on the other side of the stadium and I have to say none of the
pros fell into the WNB (would not bang) category and none of them seemed big boned either.
So from these observations I have some questions:
1. Could there be a relationship between WNB and BMI? Don't body shame in your answer!
2. Are they letting fatties on the cheerleading squad now because we don't body shame or bully
fatties?
3, Or are they letting fatties on the cheerleader squad because they can't find enough non-fatties?
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1. Are they going to be letting (more) fatties on the professional and College cheerleading squads
soon?
Analysis: Is this a "Red Pill" topic?
I am glad you asked and go to the front of the class for right minded thinking! I argue that asking
what is in effect "where have all the good women gone" is a letigimate topic of discussion on TRP.
Proferring potential solutions to ameliorate the problem of "where have all the good women gone" is
even more appropriate for "The Red Pill."
So allow my to offer a solution. Not "the" solution but "a" solution that is one of many that will need
to be instituted to reverse the femocracy.
Are you ready for a small part of the solution?
START BODY SHAMING AGAIN!
Yes, I said it. Fatties, and out of shape, big boned women don't get to be cheerleaders. We don't want
them. We don't want to look at them. We don't want to think about them.
Conclusion
If you are a fatty and you want to be a cheerleader then no problem! All you have to do is...PUT
DOWN THE FORK.
TLDR: Ugly cheerleaders are just another in your face (I dare you to say something) Shit Test. They
are trying to normalize attraction to a large pear shaped body and I think we need to collectively tell
them to fuck off.
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Ten Rational Male Posts by Rollo Tomassi that Changed My
Life
77 upvotes | September 15, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
In honor of our September 30 AMA with Rollo Tomassi I present the top 10 most impactful posts to
me on The Rational Male. I encourage you to add to this list and discuss:
*1.There is no one
Hard and fast and in your face. Rollo explains why their can be no "one."
At some point in a ONEitis relationship one participant will establish dominance based on
the powerlessness that this ONEitis necessitates. There is no greater agency for a woman
than to know beyond doubt that she is the only source of a man’s need for sex and intimacy.
He just left out the part about her not fucking you when you "give a woman no greater agency."
*2. War Brides
This one hurt me a lot. I admit this one sent me into a spiral and fucked up my entire world. This was
one of the first posts I ever read in the manosphere and the implications of it were so disturbing I
ended up taking valium and ambien to get to sleep for the next week. It is that powerful. To me this
was like a shot to the stomach. I immediately realized it meant there was no "one." She can and will
turn on you if you stop providing what she needs you to provide. I had seen it in court so many times
in divorce cases but this piece explains EXACTLY what is going on in the hamster's brain.
*3. Amused Mastery
This makes the list for the pic alone. Check it out! That pic explains precisely what we mean by
"amused mastery" (which is an excellent way to respond to shit tests).
*4. Your Friend Menstruation
Rollo explains "Period Game." On MRP we are "clued" into that whole thing. Dance Monkey Dance!
*5. Artificial Joy
Are you a Cypher? Are you thinking about plugging back in? Do you ever sit around and say: "Why
oh why didn't I take the Blue Pill?" Do you just want to quit improving and go back to enjoying your
steak? This post is for you. Trust us guys, Cyphers never get to enjoy their steak.
*6. Casualties
My brother-in-law hung himself as a response to having the unthinkable happen to him; his
ONE, his soulmate, a woman he was very posessive of, was leaving him after 20 years of
marriage
*7. Not-all-women-arent-like-that
Anyone who’s spent more than a month reading comment threads on manosphere blogs
understand the reason NAWALT has become a trope worthy of its own acronym. “Not all
women are like that,..” is the most common, default, go-to response for feminine personal
offenses.
*8. Women-in-love
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This is top of the sidebar on The Red Pill for a reason. Women don't love you the way you think.
They love opportunistically and situationally based on ever changing emotions.
*9. Men in Love
Men believe in love for the sake of love, women love opportunistically. It’s not that either
subscribe to unconditional love, it’s that both gender’s conditions for love differ.
In short, men are the romantics. Women love differently, get over breakups much faster, move on
more quickly, and will stop loving a man when he stops providing what she needs from him.
*10. saving-the-best
This is one of the most profound glimpses into female nature ever written. NAWALT my ass. Rollo
ends on a pessimistic note:
He wants her sexual best, but her 7 years of unwillingness to give him that while enjoying
the benefits of his provisioning, his patience, love and perseverance only puts her strategy,
the Hypergamic strategy, into perfect focus. Her genuine desire, her sexual best was never
intended for him in the first place.
On MRP we have the solution- own your shit and become the kind of man who can command her
sexual best.
This guy in the story- he is a bitch. The guy is butthurt that others fucked his woman like he never did
except he never TOLD her what to do and what he wanted. He never DEMANDED she comply. The
second he threatens to leave she folds like the cheap whore she is. The dude could have imposed any
conditions he wanted at that point but instead was "disgusted." Yah, because looking in his little sluts
eyes reflected his pathetic weakness right back at him.
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Trumps latest "lewd" remarks about women have the talking
heads abuzz and the wominnns are offended....
407 upvotes | October 7, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Link here.
Basically he is talking about picking up women as he preps for a public appearance. He mentions that
when you are famous, beautiful women will let you kiss them. They will let you do anything. They
will even let you grab their pussy.
All of this is obviously true. Yet all I am hearing today on the news is about Trumps "problem with
women" and the 20% lead she has.
I even tried to escape to the gym and the damn TV's were all turned on to the latest "fiasco."
Take note: It is now NOT allowed to engage in locker room banter about having sex with women.
THIS has always offended women's delicate sensibilities but now THIS is reason for women to vote
against a candidate en masse. This is what we have come to after this 87 year experiment with female
suffrage. The end of the road.
It was nice while it lasted guys. Last one out, turn out the lights.
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Sprinkling Alpha and Cutting off Beta doesn't work
16 upvotes | October 10, 2016 | /r/askMRP | Link | Reddit Link
If you sprinkle the Alpha and cut off the Beta it looks like bad shit happens. I think that is what we
are seeing in several examples recent and ancient. We have long noted that you cannot just sprinkle
some Alpha on it and make the meat taste good.
However, the pattern I claim to have identified in several cases is when you sprinkle on the Alpha
AND at the same time suddenly stop being the Beta emotional tampon then you have suddenly
removed the entire reason for her staying married to you. News flash: This is NOT going to make
your marriage better.
Add a little "anger stage" into the mix and we have the makings of the cluster fuck described in many
stories.
Let me help out especially you "Alpha" guys who are natural assholes. If you are going to sprinkle on
some "Alpha" by, for example lifting, doing guy stuff, responding to shit tests, leading etc then it is
NOT a good idea to also remove all the "Beta" for example listening to her, expressing emotional
connection blah blah.
When we say go slow, we really, really mean it. Don't go Red Pill Rambo. Don't start to challenge
your woman, especially in public. Don't remove YOU and your emotional connection to your wife
(aka "Beta") at least not completely.
Do cut back on the Beta and increase the Alpha. Do become SLIGHTLY more aloof, confident, and
busy. Do make an effort to pass Shit test AND COMFORT TESTS.
Posting on AskMRP as a lower quality post because I am not sure if I am right in my theory on
relating Alpha sprinkles and Beta withdrawal. This is a concept I am hoping to flesh out because I
think there is something there but I don't have it yet.
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The Value of Maintaining a positive frame especially for new
guys
60 upvotes | October 13, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Once again the purpose of one of my posts is to caution men to take these changes SLOOOOWLY.
There is no hurry. Don't throw it all on the fire at once so that it explodes! Move slowly enough so
there is not explosion.
The bottom line is that by following the MRP program, you are making a commitment to "Alpha
Up." That is, our goal is to become more "Alpha." That is, our goal is to become a more attractive
man. The problem is that we often focus on the sexual side of the equation to the loss of the rest of
the relationship.
Yes, it is true that becoming a cave man muscular guy who doesn't take shit from anybody, and is in
control of every situation is extremely attractive to women. It is also true that to a certain extent,
"Beta" behaviors are counterproductive to the goal of sexual attraction.
That is, being the sweet, caring, considerate, thoughtful, reliable little pussy begger is
counterproductive to the goal of increasing sexual attraction and interest.
However.....
If you sprinkle on the Alpha and cut off the Beta we are getting many old and new reports of a poor
result and a poor outcome. We have long realized that you cannot just sprinkle some Alpha on it and
make the meat taste good.
However, it appears that when you sprinkle on the Alpha AND at the same time suddenly stop being
the Beta emotional tampon you were before, then you have suddenly removed the entire reason for
her staying married to you. News flash: This is NOT going to make your marriage better.
Add a little "anger stage" into the mix and we have the makings of the cluster fuck described in many
stories.
Let me help out especially you "Alpha" guys who are natural assholes. If you are going to sprinkle on
some "Alpha" by, for example lifting, doing guy stuff, responding to shit tests, leading etc then it is
NOT a good idea to also remove all the "Beta" for example listening to her, expressing emotional
connection blah blah.
When we say go slow, we really, really mean it. Don't go Red Pill Rambo. Don't start to challenge
your woman, especially in public. Don't remove YOU and your emotional connection to your wife
(aka "Beta") at least not completely.
Do cut back on the Beta and increase the Alpha. Do become SLIGHTLY more aloof, confident, and
busy. Do make an effort to pass Shit test AND COMFORT TESTS.
Now for the cute animal story brought to you by MRP APPROVED contributor: /u/druganswer
(with some minor editing and clarifications).
When I say "play the nice card" I don't mean bend over backwards for her.
For Example: She wants you to go to a play with her, but you have prior commitments to whatever.
Her: Why won't you go to this with me? You never do anything with me.
You: I would love to hun, but I have blah blah blah that night.
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Her: That's so like you! You are such an asshole! You only think about yourself!
You: Okay sweetheart.
Her: I don't even want to be around you right now!
You: I understand, I will talk to you later. Go out and do something with your friends/gym/whatever
Her: giving you the silent treatment
You (hours later): Completely different subject as if nothing happened and keeping your "nice card"
demeanor Rinse and repeat as necessary. If she tries to have a more adult conversation with you
about it, just broken record that you already had plans and you told her that. Even though she is
calling you an asshole repeatedly you can say "I see this is important to you, let's look at our
schedules and see if there is something that works for both of us in the future."
Do the same thing with brutal sexual rejection. Attack her frame with your frame of being a
happy guy who gets along with his wife no matter the circumstance.
You are not pulling your time and attention as a "punishment" or based on how you feel about
her actions.
For newer guys until you have read all the sidebar and have been lifting for a minimum of 6 months,
the only time and attention pulling you are doing here is getting yourself busier. This is part of your
long term goal anyway) and when she basically tells you that she is sick of your shit and doesn't want
to be around you guess what? You have a place to go so...no big deal!!!
Draw her into that frame....it is not big deal. See you sweetie.
If you're thinking "This is standard MRP stuff dude," then go the head of the class because there is a
perception that MRP is about becoming the asshole Alpha who DNGAF! That's what we say ALL
THE DAMN TIME.
What is often left unspoken is that YOU ALMOST ALWAYS NEED SOME BETA IN A
MARRIAGE IF YOU ARE GOING TO MAKE IT WORK So this is MRP stuff and hopefully
you get it. If not, keep studying, you will get it sooner or later.
The problem is that some of the advice to new guys is "tell your wife she's being a bitch!" and "Don't
hang out with her if she isn't putting out!" and it causes all sorts of fuck ups. So the new guy is
getting his shit in order somewhat, but absolutely creating the bumpiest road possible while he still
very much does not have his shit together. He's gone to the gym for a month straight, but now he just
decided to skip his wife's birthday like that's not going to blow up in his face.
Trial by fire is definitely a thing. And it's those confrontations that will make him more comfortable
with things in the future, I get that. However, I am really adamant that 6 months of rock solid
"nice card" frame (while doing whatever you want behind the scenes) would benefit most of the
guys just starting out.
The major problem I see with the new guys is them thinking they have to assert their dominance or
protect their ego or something. I'm not sure exactly what to call it, but I see the above hypothetical
situation ALWAYS ending as the woman screaming that he is an asshole and him either deciding "he
will not accept this tone!" and calling her a bitch or trying to out silent treatment her. In case you
were wondering, THAT IS NOT THE GOAL OF MRP.
there's definitely a time for telling your wife she's being a bitch, but it's probably when you have your
own emotions in check and you aren't going to rattle off a laundry list of shit you hate about her and
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end with both of you not speaking for a week. And there is a time to ghost your wife, but it's probably
not when she doesn't see your time and attention as anything worth a shit.
If you try to do too much too soon you're going to end up with a wife that has just proven to herself
how much of an asshole you are or is happy with your newfound absence. Even if that doesn't
happen, you risk turning her into a crazy mess when you start "punishing" her for every boundary that
you used to let her walk all over you on. So even in a lot of the best outcomes of this overdoing it at
the start she ends up neurotic and walking on eggshells around you because the guy who used to cry
to her begging for her attention turned into the guy screaming at her that she is a terrible wife and he
won't put up with this shit any longer, of course in between stints of trying to "remain OI and
DGAF."
So that's why I suggest saying "For 6 months I'm not going to punish her, take anything out on
her, or do anything for her in hopes of her doing something for me in return. No matter how
shitty she treats me I will respond with kindness, but I will also get my shit together and start doing
things for me."
bpp note: At LEVEL 4 DREAD I SUGGEST THAT YOU "BEGIN CONDITIONING YOUR
AVAILABILITY TO HER WITH HER SEXUAL AVAILABILITY TO YOU This means at 4-5
months you can BEGIN CONDITIONING. Not jump from 0 -500 suddenly. Begin! At 4-5 months.
Not before. /u/druganser is exactly right saying 6 months before you really stop playing your nice
card. Before that, play your "nice card basically all or most of the time."
I have stolen his anectodote and quote it verbatim- well worth the read guys because it explains so
much:
Growing up we had a cat. Really nice cat, but definitely an "only cat" and it was very cat
like in that it had times where it completely wanted to be alone and would get annoyed at
you if you tried to pick it up or pet it. Now... we ended up finding this other little kitten and
wanted to give it a home.
This kitten had the most solid frame of any living being I have ever seen. It wasn't afraid of
anyone... people, other cats, anything. It basically thought it was the shit.
Old cat HATED IT. Swiped the shit out of it anytime it got near, hissed at it if it was even in
the same room, would go out of its way to avoid the kitten. What did the kitten do? Didn't
even notice. Tried to play every day. Would turn the angry swats of the old cat into a game.
This lasted for at least a month. We were pretty certain that we just had two cats that would
never get along. But the kitten was so resilient and had a frame of "hey best friend"
that was so strong the old cat eventually gave in.
I'm looking at this in hindsight, but this was the most literal example I can think of that I
have ever seen of something imposing its frame on something else. Everyday swatted at,
everyday hissed at, and never did it think to hate the old cat... never once did it hiss back.
Never once did it doubt that they were going to be friends and play together, even in the
face of absolute resistance. They ended up getting along great for the rest of their lives.
Would it have turned out like that if the little kitten had occasionally snapped and attacked
the old cat? We can't know for sure, but I would say I doubt it.
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Creeping Disrespect and Testing the Boundaries of Toleration
9 upvotes | October 16, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Remember this and believe it because every word is true: ANY woman can become
attracted to you. She will have sex with you to seal the deal, sometimes multiple times a day
for years at a time. She will be sweet and submissive and pleasant and happy all the time.
She will then get you to marry her. Then she will begin withdrawing the sexual frequency,
often on the Honeymoon. She will become colder and more withdrawn. She will become
edgy, angry and sharp. She will then begin a seemingly calculated campaign of Shit Test
after Shit Test and escalating disrespect. Ultimately she will divorce you, or drive you to
commit suicide or work yourself to an early grave- and then she will piss on it.
IF you let her.
Saving a Low Sex Marriage: A Man's Guide to Dread, Seduction, and the Long Game
With my own words ringing in my head like the constant and incessant loud ringing and buzzing of
my tinnitus affected ears, I have to tell you guys my recent story.
After many years of living the dream as a teacher, I recently returned to work as a legal investigator.
The money is almost QUADRUPLE what I was earning as a university instructor. The pressure from
my wife to quit my teaching job was nonstop and unending. I withstood the storms, even the threats
of divorce and maintained course for many years. However, despite the huge sums she was making,
the credit cards continued to mount, only the interest is being paid on the student loans, and the
overbearing attitude- I earn all the money so I do the bills and decide how the money is spent despite
the obvious SHIT job that is being done- was the final straw.
So...I beat cancer and went back to the carpet store....BOOOO!!. It is a job I hate with every fiber of
my being and I come home every night sick to my stomach- Oh good! I helped another poorly
educated single baby momma with kids from 4 different fathers with a combined total of 39 felonies
get her insurance benefits! YAAAAAAAYYYY! And my lawyer boss gets a fat cut and gives me a
chunk of it as a salary! Yes! Good work Blue- molding the next generation and teaching college
students? Why that is shit when you have the opportunity to really stick the shiv into the temple of
society. Could anything be less appealing than helping the truly undeserving? Maybe doing that
without getting paid a boatload of money? Did I mention the job also involves very long, even
ridiculous hours?
Anyway, try this covert contract on for size. Gee, if I am making almost as much money as my wife
now after many years, that means I will have more control of the finances and how the money is
spent.
Do you want to know why we don't have a "respect the tag" on MRP like they have on TRP? Because
we are fucking married. We done fucked up from the beginning so I'll be God Damned if that
mandates "respect" in any of the infinite realities of the multiverse.
So for my first paycheck- a nice fat chunk of change- I had no special plans. There is more where that
came from so no big deal. Except for that creeping disrespect and constant testing of the boundaries I
mentioned in the title.
I started to type a 5,000 word backstory but the gist is this: 2 refrigerators were broken with damage
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so I called an appliance repair. However, wife wanted to buy a new fridge instead. Amazingly, this
new fridge was almost exactly equal in price to my first paycheck! Who would have thunk.
Without consulting me, wife canceled the repair and bought a rather expensive refrigerator for
delivery the day I had scheduled the repair.
I have made it very clear that I am disappointed at her subversive behavior that is both disrespectful
and rude.
Amazingly, this is not the only incident since I started working my ass off at my old job (again- just
last week!). Yesterday, we were visiting relatives and I told my son he should bring his bike because
that area has some cool bike riding. The wife thought it was necessary to interject into our
conversation and inform my son that "No, you don't need to bring your bike with you."
She contradicted me deliberately and knowingly in front of my son. This was the last straw and I
scolded her "I am talking to my son and you were not invited into the conversation. You are being
rude. Knock it off." She scurried away to a foxhole, planning her next assault, no doubt.
The lesson? Don't get comfortable. Don't think that suddenly taking on significant and unpleasant and
unnecessary new responsibilities will ever win any points with your wife. You are a tool and a utility.
Nothing more. AWALT. So long as you are useful to her you have the option of staying married. If
you are no longer useful to her, you will no longer have that option.
The question? How do you handle a subversive wife who literally countermands your decisions? It is
one thing to disagree, but what do you do when she overrules you and goes behind your back to
sabotage what you have done? Rollo addresses this very issue in Mutiny but uses the opportunity to
explain how marriage 2.0 sucks for men not what do you do about it?
I know I will get fire for this so let me say hi to the bloops in advance and to my Merp bro's let it rip
but it is still going to be damn the torpedoes, full steam ahead. (Stoney has me thinking about nautical
analogies).
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A reminder from Fight Club: Its only after we’ve lost
everything that we’re free to do anything
20 upvotes | November 8, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The Movie Fight Club starring Brad Pill as Tyler Durden is widely acclaimed in the manosphere and
Red Pill as one of the greatest and most impactful movies of all time. If you are on a Red Pill journey
we HIGHLY recccommend you take the time to watch and fully understand this movie. Popular
culture dubs it the first movie showing the "pleurocracy" or the young, unattached males in their full
glory and there is no doubt it is exactly that.
In the movie, the "Narrator" (who is never given a name throughout the movie) tells the story of his
growing and sometimes toxic friendship with "Tyler Durden" an Alpha male soap salesman played
by Brad Pitt.
Tyler is everything the Narrator is not (He IS Achilles after all!). Tyler is strong, independent,
outspoken, preternaturally confident, highly intelligent with a very strong element of DNGAF. The
Narrator is quite, mousy, and beaten down by life and women. Naturally, Tyler is banging the only
female lead in the movie who threw herself at the Narrator several times but is now getting fucked
silly and loudly by Tyler while the Narrator covers his ears.
The movie is a manosphere notable because of the insights offered by Tyler Durden. Some of my
favorite quotes include:
“Welcome to Fight Club. The first rule of Fight Club is: you do not talk about Fight Club.
The second rule of Fight Club is: you DO NOT talk about Fight Club! Third rule of Fight
Club: if someone yells “stop!”, goes limp, or taps out, the fight is over. Fourth rule: only
two guys to a fight. Fifth rule: one fight at a time, fellas. Sixth rule: the fights are bare
knuckle. No shirt, no shoes, no weapons. Seventh rule: fights will go on as long as they
have to. And the eighth and final rule: if this is your first time at Fight Club, you have to
fight.”
“You are not special. You're not a beautiful and unique snowflake. You're the same
decaying organic matter as everything else. We're all part of the same compost heap. We're
all singing, all dancing crap of the world.”
“At the time, my life just seemed too complete, and maybe we have to break everything to
make something better out of ourselves.”
“We've all been raised on television to believe that one day we'd all be millionaires, and
movie gods, and rock stars. But we won't. And we're slowly learning that fact. And we're
very, very pissed off.”
“Warning: If you are reading this then this warning is for you. Every word you read of this
useless fine print is another second off your life. Don't you have other things to do? Is your
life so empty that you honestly can't think of a better way to spend these moments? Or are
you so impressed with authority that you give respect and credence to all that claim it? Do
you read everything you're supposed to read? Do you think every thing you're supposed to
think? Buy what you're told to want? Get out of your apartment. Meet a member of the
opposite sex. Stop the excessive shopping and masturbation. Quit your job. Start a fight.
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Prove you're alive.
“I let go. Lost in oblivion. Dark and silent and complete. I found freedom. Losing all hope
was freedom.”
“I see in the fight club the strongest and smartest men who've ever lived. I see all this
potential and I see squandering. God damn it, an entire generation pumping gas, waiting
tables, slaves with white collars, advertising has us chasing cars and clothes, working jobs
we hate so we can buy shit we don't need. We're the middle children of the history man, no
purpose or place, we have no Great war, no Great depression, our great war is a spiritual
war, our great depression is our lives..."
“I wanted to destroy everything beautiful...”
“In the world I see you are stalking elk through the damp canyon forests around the ruins of
Rock feller Center. You'll wear leather clothes that will last you the rest of your life. You'll
climb the wrist-thick kudzu vines that wrap the Sears Towers. And when you look down,
you'll see tiny figures pounding corn, laying stripes of venison on the empty car pool lane of
some abandoned superhighways.”
“On a long enough time line, the survival rate for everyone drops to zero.”
We're a generation of men raised by women. Somehow I don't think another women is the
answer that we need.
The greatest scene IMHO is when Tyler teaches the narrator about the value of pain, and the
importance of letting go. He doesn't teach to ignore the pain but to confront and conquer it:
TLDR: See Fight Club!
Narrator: What is this?
Tyler looks at him, sprinkles the lye on the narrators hand and says:
Tyler: This is a chemical burn. Narrator screams in pain, staring at his hand as it begins to burn,
reeling while Tyler grasps it tightly
Tyler: It will hurt more than you have ever been burned and you will have a scar
Narrator: What are you doing?!!! [screams]
Narrator Voice Over: Guided meditation worked for cancer it could work for this
Narrator closes his eyes, cut to scene of green forest in his mind. Cut back to tyler.
Tyler: Stay with the pain, don’t shut this out
Narrator: No, no [screaming moving violently, trying to escape tyler’s grasp]
Tyler: stay with the pain, don’t shut this out. The first soap was made from the ashes of heroes, like
the first monkey shot into space. Without pain, without sacrifice we would have nothing.
Narrator closes his eyes again, trying to shut the pain out, trying to be calm
Narrator Voice Over: I tried not to think of the words searing flesh.
Tyler: Stop it! This is your pain. This is your burning hand its right here
Narrator: I’m going to my cave, I’m going to my cave, I’m going to find my power animal [sobbing]
Tyler: No! Don’t deal with it the way those dead people do. Come On!
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Narrator: I get the point okay please!
Tyler: No what you’re feeling is premature enlightenment
Narrator closes his eyes, cut to his mind’s eye in his cave. Cut back to Tyler. Tyler hits Narrator
across his face
Tyler: this is the greatest moment of your life and you’re off somewhere missing it
Narrator: I am not! [sobbing and grunting in pain]
Tyler: Shut up. Our fathers were our models for god, if our fathers bailed what does that tell you
about god?
Narrator: [grunts, eyes closed still fighting the pain] Tyler hits narrator across the face again. Narrator
still reeling, moves his hand, attempting to reach for sink, for water. Tyler holds fast.
Tyler: Listen to me. You can run water over your hand to make it worse, or, look at me. Their eyes
meet. Or you can use vinegar to neutralize the burn
Narrator: Please let me have it!! Please!! [sobbing]
Tyler: First you have to give up. First you have to know, not fear, know that one day you are
going to die.
Narrator: You don’t know how this feels!! [angrily, rage in his eyes looking at tyler]
Tyler stares back at him and lifts up his right hand to reveal a massive scar on the back of it.
Tyler: Its only after we’ve lost everything that we’re free to do anything.
Narrator: Okay [still painful look on his face but accepting] Tyler slowly lets go of narrators hand
finally where the flesh is melting, fizzling, smoking and burning. Narrator stares intently at his hand.
Holding it out in front of himself on his own, feeling it. Not trying to run from it or trying to
minimize the pain somehow. Tyler then reaches for a bottle of vinegar and dumps it on Narrators
outreached hand. Narrator, with the final relief of the pain clenches his hand towards his chest and
drops to the ground. Tyler looks down at him.
Tyler: Congratulations, you are one step closer to hitting bottom.
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Welcome Subscriber Number 10,000 to Married Red Pill:
Where we build MEN and Better Marriages
69 upvotes | November 16, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
When I started as a moderator here we had less than 2,000 subscribers. Now, with no advertising
except word of mouth and the occasional guy who stumbles into the locker room from
/r/Deadbedrooms or after searching "Why won't my wife have sex with me" on google, we have
increased our numbers five-fold.
Please be aware of the Posting Guidelines. Read The Wiki and the required readings before posting,
and be aware of /r/askMRP which is the starter sub for new guys and old guys who want to field test
and refine their post before putting it on /r/marriedredpill.
We reached 10,000 in two years and look forward to 20,000 by the end of three.
All of us should be aware of the first two rules of Fight Club which is another way of saying DON'T
TALK ABOUT RED PILL. However, there is an exception to this general rule in the person of Red
Knighting.
Of course we know that "Black Knighting" is when you deliberately "Trigger" women by trolling
them on Reddit or in person. It can be great fun.
The far more difficult task of Red Knighting is not as fun but can be far more important. Red Knights
recruit others into the concept of Red Pill praexology, often by revealing in stages and over time, the
true nature of women. For any prospective "Red Knight" it doesn't hurt to drop a link to Married Red
Pill in an answer on another Reddit (so long as you don't care if you are banned by that other Reddit)
or, even more helpfully, to Private Message men who you see might be in need of improving
themselves and their marriage. A good Red Knight can lay a trail of bread crumbs for the unworthy to
follow but as a man, he should usually lead by example and by demonstrating, not explicating.
In the last two years we have refined our techniques and methods from the original source material
written by Athol Kay, the /r/TheRedPill and a variety of other sources. We are actually getting pretty
good at this by now.
We have the solution to your low sex marriage. We have discovered the secret that motioned by
Newton, weighed down Einstein and ran rings around Galileo:
WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?. It may not be obvious. It may be exactly opposite what society, and
EVERY SINGLE WOMAN IN YOUR LIFE has told you over and over again, but it has the
advantage of being the truth.
So to the 10,000th subscriber and to all the rest we say:
WELCOME TO THE REAL WORLD.
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An alternative to Married Red Pill....
0 upvotes | December 7, 2016 | /r/askMRP | Link | Reddit Link
This story shows the level of desperation and the ultimate alternative to married red pill.
'She would never make love to me. She will not sit close to me and always refuses my
demands.'
This guy did not take the Red Pill. His wife's description of him is textbook. She blames him for
being a drunk but who wants to bet that he didn't start to drink heavily until after the most recent kid
when she cut him off?
She has rubbished her husband's claims that she is to blame.
The Hell you say? Who would have thunk it?
He would come home drinking every night and never listened to me or cared for me.
Of course he did sugar plumbs. Early on you thought that he was out drinking and maybe whoring so
you tingled away for him long enough to get your fuck prizes. After that, you realized he is not
getting laid after all. So that means I don't want to have sex with him either! See how that works?
Also, note the big laughs and yucks. Now switch the genders. A young female is so distraught when
her lover won't have sex with her that she stabs herself repeatedly in the cootch with a knife.
Hilarious.
TLDR: If the dude was out banging young sluts his wife would be fucking him and he would still
have a dick. So say we all.
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It is happening: Virtual Assistant/Girlfriend Sold to men living
alone
312 upvotes | December 19, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I have trouble believing it is really that bad out there but if this thing sells? Oh..My...God.
Folks, the very first episode of Star Trek was the original pilot which was rejected by the network
("The Cage")) and later re-framed into the only 2 parter in the Original Series ("The Menagerie").
The plot featured an alien race called the Talosians who had great mental powers of illusion. Seems
they were dying out because they just sat in their rooms, enjoying the illusions their minds created
until they even forgot how to build the machines (I pad and I Phones no doubt) left behind by their
ancestors.
It is happening just as the Prophet Roodenbury warned.
Check out the story on RT with the video that defies description. The level of Blue Pill makes some
of these autistic and Asperger's I have been talking with on Reddit seems fully together to me. I am
not kidding at all because those guys at least have hope. The guy in that video? See for yourself:
Virtual Girlfriend
Gatebox’s AI is called Hikari Azuma. According to her official site, she is 20 years old and
158 cm tall. She likes donuts and anime and her speciality is making fried eggs.
The guy is sending heart felt texts to AN APP that is programmed to act like a feminine, helpful
presence in a life that has never known such a thing and has never been taught how to obtain it for
himself.
You can buy and support a feminine presence that stays at home for you, is always in your corner,
supports you, reminds you to take your umbrella to work, texts you that "she" can't wait for you to
come home, and even turns on the light as you walk up to your building?
Well fuck me why didn't anybody in any previous societies think of such a thing?
Alas she doesn't greet you at the door- yet. And she, like the vast majority of modern women, still
can't figure out the order (it is "bread..meat..bread" for your information). And she can't download
herself into a sexbot- yet.
However, after the sexbot downloads come online, the next logical step will be for AI to be given
equal rights, the right to vote, the right to refuse sexual access, the right to take half your shit if it
get's bored -the usual and expected progression.
Edit: And...apparently there is some kind of Sex Robots tech convention this week so there are
several articles popping up all over the place.
This is a good one:
For the deniers claiming that robots can NEVER be given rights (and I was being sarcastic but now
am not so sure) check out this gem from the article:
There's also a real worry that people will abuse robots assigned human traits - whether it be
in a sexual or physical way. Whitby thinks it's a legitimate concern: “Will people mistreat
robots?
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How would you feel about your ex boyfriend getting a robot that looked exactly like you,
just in order to beat it up every night?”
Because, men will definitely buy a robot that looks like their wife or GF just so they can beat it up
every night.
What the fuck?
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Red Knighting for the Holidays: Repost from Ian- "Have
yourself a very red pill Christmas
13 upvotes | December 24, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This is always worth a read around the Holidays for all the Red Knights out there:
http://theredpillroom.blogspot.com/2014/12/have-yourself-very-red-pill-christmas.html
Ian tells us the fine art of Red Knighting and provides plenty of Zingers guaranteed to empty out the
room.
Bonus Feature: A Visit from St. Cuck (first verse)
'Twas the night before Christmas, when all through the house
the hamster was stirring unlike a church mouse;
The shit tests were hung by the chimney like gems,
In hopes that her Alpha would start to pass them;
The fuck prizes were all snug in their beds;
While visions of sugar-plums danced in their heads;
And mam in her negligee, and I in the buff,
Had just settled in for a long winter fuck.
When out right before me there arose such a clatter,
The wife started bitching about nothing that matters.
Away to the man room I flew like a flash,
Fired up the console and threw up the sash.
X-Box on the fore of the new-fallen snow,
Gave a lustre of midday to objects below,
When what to my wondering eyes did appear,
But a miniature sleigh and eight tiny rein-deer,
With a little Beta driver, who was so weak as fuck,
I knew in a moment he must be St. Cuck.....
To be continued...Christmas 2017.
Merry Christmas to all...and to all a good night!
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Married Red Pill Praexology: Navy SEALS and the tip of the
spear
24 upvotes | December 27, 2016 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I am reading a new book about the Seals called "Eyes On The Target" which inspired this post. This
quote in particular caught my attention:
“One of the reasons why the SEALs are so effective is that enlisted men can challenge their
officers. In fact, SEALs have debates before missions, during missions and certainly after
missions about what to do next. Those debates are open and honest because nothing is off
the table. Any language can be used. Anybody can voice an opinion. It’s not simply a topdown operation. Because every man involved in a SEAL operation is thinking and
contributing to the thinking of the operation, it’s much more likely to succeed and much
more likely to adapt..."
The astute will note that we adopted this methodology in it's entirety from the very beginning of MRP
and it is the source of our greatest strength and probably our greatest criticisms from the men (but
mostly women). Pestilence such as bloops, manginas, mangina-bloops, and women act together AS A
GROUP to oppose at all costs the idea of strong men gathering together to coordinate and collaborate
on their ideas and operations.
While this rabble is certainly a very poor and dark imitation of an elite fighting unit such as the
SEALS, the similarities remain and some of them are uncanny. On MRP we debate, before, after, and
even during the missions. Any man, even the lowest of rank, is free to speak up and call out the
commanders at any time. Any language can be used and nothing is off the table. MRP is not a single
man acting alone but a unit of men determined to find the solution to the problem of /r/deadbedrooms
and yougogirrrl female dominance in marriage and our society by reclaiming our strength and
masculinity.
The book details the rugged, masculine, strong, and independent minded nature of SEAL units and
the culture of winning at all costs. It talks about masculine sacrifice and that sometimes it takes
giving everything for the mission.
Finally, in a story not reported by the MSM (of course not!) it talks about Vice-President Biden
bragging how it was Seal Team 6 that took out Bin Laden. Almost all of those men are dead today
from a revenge attack on their helicopter. The SEALS blame Biden who forgot (or probably never
knew) the First Rule of Fight Club.
When I read the various sayings and Navy Seal Code quoted below I cannot feel but that we are on
the right track at MRP. Masculinity is under attack on all sides, and we are the tip of the spear.
The Navy Seal Code
In times of war or uncertainty there is a special breed of warrior ready to answer our Nation’s call. A
common man with uncommon desire to succeed.
Forged by adversity, he stands alongside America’s finest special operations forces to serve his
country, the American people, and protect their way of life.
I am that man.
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My Trident is a symbol of honor and heritage. Bestowed upon me by the heroes that have gone
before, it embodies the trust of those I have sworn to protect. By wearing the Trident I accept the
responsibility of my chosen profession and way of life. It is a privilege that I must earn every day.
My loyalty to Country and Team is beyond reproach. I humbly serve as a guardian to my fellow
Americans always ready to defend those who are unable to defend themselves. I do not advertise the
nature of my work, nor seek recognition for my actions. I voluntarily accept the inherent hazards of
my profession, placing the welfare and security of others before my own.
I serve with honor on and off the battlefield. The ability to control my emotions and my actions,
regardless of circumstance, sets me apart from other men.
Uncompromising integrity is my standard. My character and honor are steadfast. My word is my
bond.
We expect to lead and be led. In the absence of orders I will take charge, lead my teammates and
accomplish the mission. I lead by example in all situations.
I will never quit. I persevere and thrive on adversity. My Nation expects me to be physically harder
and mentally stronger than my enemies. If knocked down, I will get back up, every time. I will draw
on every remaining ounce of strength to protect my teammates and to accomplish our mission. I am
never out of the fight.
We demand discipline. We expect innovation. The lives of my teammates and the success of our
mission depend on me – my technical skill, tactical proficiency, and attention to detail. My training is
never complete.
We train for war and fight to win. I stand ready to bring the full spectrum of combat power to bear in
order to achieve my mission and the goals established by my country. The execution of my duties
will be swift and violent when required yet guided by the very principles that I serve to defend.
Brave men have fought and died building the proud tradition and feared reputation that I am bound to
uphold. In the worst of conditions, the legacy of my teammates steadies my resolve and silently
guides my every deed. I will not fail.
Popular Navy Seal Sayings:
The Only Easy Day Was Yesterday
It pays to be a winner.
Nothing lasts forever.
You don't have to like it. You just have to DO it.
If your gonna be stupid, you better be hard.
There are two ways to do something. The RIGHT way and again.
It's all mind over matter. If you don't mind, then it doesn't matter.
Get comfortable being uncomfortable.
We are not stopping until somebody quits.
No plan survives first contact with the enemy.
All in all.
Have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
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New Books on the Sidebar: Practical Female Psychology & The
Red Queen
48 upvotes | January 3, 2017 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
For the first time in about 2 years (not counting my own contribution ) we have added books to the
Married Red Pill Sidebar!
The Red Queen is sort of a zoological textbook about female manipulation of males throughout the
animal kingdom based on the premise that sexual reproduction is needed to adapt to diseases and that
this central fact has important implications for human social behavior (all of which align with
TRP/MRP praexology).
For example: "whichever gender has to spend the most time and energy creating and rearing offspring
tends to avoid extra mating. Women, though far less interested in multiple partners, will commit
adultery if stuck with a mediocre mate."
It has been a while since I read it so I will just say it is extremely interesting and hope somebody else
will post a summary of the book.
I just finished Practical Female Psychology so I will unpack it as much as possible in this post using
my 700 highlighted notes.
First, the book is not "Red Pill" exactly but was written by 3 male psychologists who collaborated
over several years on the question of "Female Psychology" and the PRACTICAL ways that men can
deal with it. Who would have guessed that they would come to the EXACT SAME conclusions as the
good men of Married Red Pill.
Who wants to bet if they had included a female as a co-author they would have reached some
different conclusions? No takers? Didn't think so.
BULLET POINT SUMMARY OF PRACTICAL FEMALE PSYCHOLOGY
This book has it all, shit tests, hypergamy, hamsters, alpha fucks & Beta bucks, frame, sexual
attraction, you name it:
--Men who become physically unfit in a relationship learn very quickly that many women have no
compunction of kicking a man while he is down.....she needs to feel that he is the same strong bastard
she was initially attracted to even when he is sick in bed with the flu (aka Hypergamy).
--to maintain sexual attraction from a female, we need to understand female logic but at the same
time remain as real, masculine men....chick logic leads to notions such as "if you don't talk about it, it
never happened" (aka emotion driven Hamster).
--tease her about her emotions, don't take her seriously and watch as she get's hornier and hornier
(aka Agree and amplify shit test responses, avoid fights, fog, Amused Mastery, etc).
--in a nutshell, the female basic conflict is the need to manipulate a man into her role of provider and
a lowering of her sexual attraction towards any man who lets her....women divide men into "lovers"
and "providers" (aka Alpha Fucks, beta bucks).
--in many species the female kills the male after copulation. In humans, the "killing" is done on a
psychological level.
--for most men, female language is incredibly imprecise, infuriatingly vague, and when exposed to it
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for extended periods becomes extremely stressful for the man.
--language to a women promotes and maintains harmony in her environment... they do not disclose
this language to men in order to maintain power and options and because most of them have no idea
their language is different than men.
--women oppose male only gatherings because they know if men are free to speak, they will quickly
learn how to strip women of their power.
--learn womanese because the more a woman subcoms with you, the more she is sexually attracted
and being able to transfer between these modes of communication while maintaining your
masculinity is the secret to seduction.
--Women attempt to set "the frame" of a relationship early on- so pay attention!!!! If you fall into her
frame you are doomed because that is the way it will be. It also means she wants you for a
relationship. THIS is the main screening tool. Is she looking for a STR with fun sex? Kids? Family?
A provider? If so, the most important thing is HOW SHE TREATS YOU (aka if you are tagged as a
provider this is just peachy...but watch for her to cut off sex (no..fucking...shit). Bottom line? You
better play a part in guiding the frame of the relationship or there will be problems (yah,
no..fucking...shit: aka: Have a frame and hold it from the beginning!).
--just because she is married doesn't mean your wife doesn't want to be seduced. You are married and
you still want your dick sucked (I LOLLLLZ hard on this one- Like I said in my book and podcast:
The problem is probably that you forgot that your wife was a woman).
--Lots of tips dealing with LMR and anti-slut defense in LTR's primarily based on changing the
man’s perception of the basic male fallacy- belief in the Madonna/Whore complex (aka I can't cum in
the mouth of the woman who kisses my kids good night).
--If a man gives up his honor for a woman, she may pretend to continue to love him, but her love will
already be dead....
--Women are divided into a 2 X 2 factorial that is NOT binary. The domains are:
High (sex) drive vs. Low Drive (HD vs. LD)
High Self Esteem vs. Low Self Esteem (HSE vs. LSE)
---A woman who is HD/LSE needs to be handled very differently than a woman who is HD/HSE and
the book breaks it down for each type of woman in very specific terms.
--LSE groups will withdraw from a strong man who does not supplicate to them as will many young
feminists (the authors apparently don't get the reality that feminists ARE PART OF the LSE group
because the raging feminazis are not attractive. Of course they are LSE!).
--Break the trance (aka "Ignore her beauty").
--HSE women place heavy importance on safety and offspring and look the hardest for providers and
work the hardest to betify their men. This may be the first published use of that term.
--LSE women have a deep seated need to psychologically castrate men....they will often consider a
man a high-value prospect when he demonstrates the capability of abusing them.
--HSE women have a deep seated need to "test" their men and they will take their time to do so (aka,
the Shit Tests never end).
--Lots of time spent on identifying LSE and HSE. For example, a LSE woman will not test a man
before intimacy (huge red flag because "testing" is typical female behavior. If she doesn't do it, she
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aint right!).
--An HSE woman will target your heart...once she has tested your "alpha" and is attracted she will
gain rapport and use it to control your mind and feelings, achieving an ownership over you.
---if you are a HD man always attracting HSE/LD Materialistas, then the problem is probably
you...you can spot him by his preposterous lack of fashion sense and deferential attitude towards
women (which is why on MRP we emphasize being strong and standing up to your women guysbecause this is most of you right there).
--if you are a reformed player attracting party girls (aka cheating whore wives) the problem is youfor screening out the "Good Girls" in the beginning.
--women are experts at the "double bind" wherein they offer two alternatives and are then able to
bitch about whichever the man chooses....the good news is a woman using a double bind (aka an
obnoxious type of "Shit Test") is actually sexually attracted and is likely unaware of her actions.
--A LSE woman will persistently use double binds while a HSE woman will use them initially but
they will decrease.
--Stages of female manipulation: include:
1. Testing the male
2. Seeking communication.
3. Putting him to work
4. Evolutionary selfishness
5. Self-determination.
--Women can also be divided into 3 main groups orthogonal to HD/LD and HSE/LSE and they are
child's play to identify:
Materialistas (aka Beta Buck fuckers and gold diggers),
Good Girls (aka feminine and motherly LTR candidates) and
Adventuresses (aka party girls and disloyal sluts with a high n-count and easy lay propensity).
Now we are up to 12 categories and most of the book is devoted to dealing with them: For example, a
HD, HSE, Adventuress is the best fuck buddy you can have while a HSE Good Girl is the best for a
LTR or marriage.
--finally but not least: in order to maintain attraction with a woman you need to have regular
interactions with other attractive women.....(yes, we know that one!)
I hope this post inspires you guys to order this book!
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The meaning of STFU and how it relates to Dread Level 4:
Begin Conditioning your time and attention to her on her
sexual availability to you
88 upvotes | January 7, 2017 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
A recent thread had a remarkable exchange:
(Original Poster quoted): "tonight I learned what STFU really means. I doesn't literally
mean to close your mouth and not communicate. It means to say as little as you can. To stay
out of those choppy waters.
I replied with my customary snark:
"Do people really think when we say STFU we mean to turn into a mute retarded autistic
patient?"
The reply:
"Most of us newbs do, yes."
I have to say I was flabbergasted and a bit appalled. This is an EPIC MISCOMMUNICATION and
we need to correct it NOW so let's get to it:
THE MEANING OF STFU
STFU is a common response to new guys posting detailed stories of verbal intercourse with his wife.
It means: Shut The Fuck Up! However, WAY to many guys are taking that too literally!!!
When a new guy on MRP tells a long story of she said, he said, she said, he said, it is VERY common
that he get's the answer: STFU. Apparently some men take this to mean they should either be butthurt
and blustering or butthurt and give her the silent treatment.
STFU DOES NOT MEAN IGNORE YOUR WIFE OR GIVE HER THE SILENT
TREATMENT LIKE A BUTTHURT WOMAN.
STFU can mean several things depending on the context:
1. SHUT THE FUCK UP ABOUT RED PILL OR ANYTHING RELATED TO SELF
IMPROVEMENT. The 1st Rule of Fight Club (and the 2nd) is that YOU DO NOT TALK
ABOUT FIGHT CLUB. If you are reporting to us how you talked to your wife about solopsism
or Red Pill, or AF/BB or even attraction then somebody is going to tell you to STFU.
2. LISTEN TO HER EXPRESS HER EMOTIONS AND ENCOURAGE IT TO A POINT
(unless it get's annoying). Much of the time with a withdrawing "low sex" wife, you need to
activate her femininity. In order to encourage her to be more of a women, and more feminine,
and more expressive of her emotions you need to LISTEN. In order to LISTEN, the first thing
you need to do is SHUT THE FUCK UP. However, you are not obligated to sit on the bed
while you talk about feelings because VERBAL INTERCOURSE IS OPTIONAL. The balance
between STFU and emoting must be carefully calibrated. Almost all of the new guys talk to
their wives to much. The problem is simple and obvious: Women talk. Men do. Actus Non
Verba. Actions Not Words. You are not her girlfriend. You are her husband and this is a
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different role. You can listen without talking much and this is important because if you talk and
talk like her girlfriend, then she is going to want to fuck you just as much as she wants to fuck
her girlfriends. Which is to say not bloody much.
So...STFU in guy talk can mean Shut Up and pay attention to your wife! You are a hunter. She
is your prey. Imagine a group of hunters approaching a herd of Buffalo. The newb comes in and
starts talking and the leaders of the hunt put a hand on their lips telling the newb to STFU. They
don't mean get mad, sulk, and refuse to participate in the hunt. They mean to STFU and listen.
Pay attention.
3. SHUT THE FUCK UP ABOUT YOUR EMOTIONS, AND ISSUES because it dries up a
woman like a severed labia in the Gobi Desert when you emote like a whiny 5 year old! The
ONLY exception is when a known Alpha Fuck "opens up" a tiny bit, exposes his hard outer
shell, and shows a TINY BIT of his soft gooey center. The book "Models" talks about this.
Most of you guys don't have to worry about that. You need to build that hard out cover before
you spew goo all over your wife. You need a backbone and a frame before you can start
emoting. Most likely, the problem with your low sex marriage is you are emoting to much!!
Therefore, STFU.
4. SHUT THE FUCK UP ABOUT YOUR PROBLEMS, YOUR PAIN, YOUR
COMPLAINTS, AND EVEN YOUR NEEDS. Women don't want their men to whine like a
bitch about his problems. You can only identify the problem and TELL her how you are going
to solve it. If you whine like a little boy she will want to fuck you just as much as she would
want to fuck a little boy. That is to say not bloody much.
5. SHUT THE FUCK UP AND DON'T ARGUE WITH YOUR WIFE. USE FOGGING. If
you have not read WISNIFG on the sidebar then that is your bad. We didn't pull these books
out of our assholes. They are important. When I Say No I Feel Guilty explains how to FOG.
There is no reason to argue with a woman. She can yell and rail and bitch and moan and if you
smirk a bit, and Shut the Fuck Up, most of the time the storm will pass quickly. To Fog, you
simply agree with her and refuse to expound on her complaints.
Example: She says: "You don't do this and you didn't do that. You never do blah blah blah."
A NEWB says: "How can you say I don't do Blah. I blah blah blah blah and blah. Plus I blah, and
blah and blah blah blah blah. Furthermore, I often blah and blah and blah blah."
If you do this you set up a response from her and the emotional argument is on that you can
NEVER win. You are trying to logic an emotion and it NEVER works. You will doubtless be
told to STFU** when you tell your story on MRP. This does NOT mean you say NOTHING. That
would be autistic and/or butthurt and if the goal is seduction and a happy life and marriage it is a
completely STUPID lack of response.
Instead, a MRP guy says: "You are right that sometimes I don't do blah." This is "Fogging." You
simply reflect her emotions back at her and give her nothing except fog to swing at. Soon she will get
tired. Read WISNIFG and STFU.
STFU does NOT mean that you ignore a reasonable request or an attempt to start a conversation. It
MAY mean you respond with "K" or "Yes Dear" or "Hmmmmm." You might possibly note that this
type of response is VERY different than the infamous "silent treatment!"
Finally, STFU is also confused with Dread Level 4: BEGIN conditioning your:
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--TIME
--ATTENTION
--AFFECTION
--PRESENCE
to your wife with her sexual availability to you. These are in ascending order of severity and you
need to do this VERY SLOWLY. ONE AT A TIME OVER WEEKS AND MONTHS, NOT DAYS.
I have an entire Chapter on this in My Book but here is the summary:
First, in response to a sexual denial (or repeated sexual denial, or whatever your boundary might be)
you BEGIN removing your TIME. THIS DOES NOT MEAN YOU "STFU" AND IGNORE YOUR
WIFE. It is simply that your time is valuable and you don't have time in life to spend it with a wife
who is not attracted to you. You have value and will not waste it. Remove your TIME by going to the
gym or leaving the room after a sexual denial. DON'T BE BUTTHURT. just understand that your
time is valuable and who you spend it on must be reinforcing to you or you will find better ways to
spend your time. Be upbeat. Give her a kiss on the cheek and a reason to be happy before you leave.
Second, if this does not begin to change her behavior IN WEEKS AND MONTHS, NOT DAYS,
then move to withdrawing your ATTENTION. This is actually pretty close to what a lot of guys
understand when they see STFU. She is withdrawing and showing you her "power" so you need to
show her that you also have power. You don't have to pay attention to your wife when she is
withdrawing. HOWEVER, this is not a license to be autistic or do the full feminine silent treatment
like a little girl. It IS a license to begin leaving the house more, turning off your phone more, getting
busy with projects in and out of the house much more. It IS a license to express your displeasure but
NOT by arguing. No dude! SHUT THE FUCK UP. One word answers and fogging and removing
yourself entirely is the prescription at this level. It is more than STFU, but that is certainly part of it.
Third is Affection which is orthoganol to STFU so the basics are that "Affection" means that No sex
= no cuddling, no kissing, no hugs = withdrawing your affection. If you do this for long your
marriage is toast.
Fourth and very, very last you remove your "Presence." THIS is the total withdrawal of YOU from
her life and it is so powerful it is also on the top reasons for divorce- "He wasn't "present." She does
NOT mean he worked all the time. She means, he was not emotionally present and expressed no
interest in her or her problems. He was gone! IT MEANS THAT HE STFU!!!!!
If you do this it is basically a Hail Mary. You have checked out and checking back in is going to be
dicey at best. THIS is the FINAL STAGE before divorce. If she does not respond to selective
removal of your "presence" then it is not likely the marriage can be saved.
tldr: STFU does NOT mean you ignore your wife or give her the silent treatment unless you are ready
to get divorced.
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Please welcome our newest Moderator: Rollo Tomossi!
162 upvotes | January 19, 2017 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Greetings fellow Merps, we are tickled pink to welcome our newest Moderator, famed author,
blogger, radio star, and all round great guy, /u/Rollo-Tomassi.
Rollo wrote "The Rational Male" and "Preventative Medicine" and will be publishing his 3rd best
seller in a few months so stay tuned. His blog, The Rational Male is a cornerstone of Married Red Pill
praexology and taken as a whole, his writings form the main intellectual justification for the
manosphere and Red Pill thought.
In The Rational Male Blog, Rollo has revealed how ridiculously busy he is right now with a major
project at work and the completion of his 3rd book so we are honored he accepted our invitation to
join the mod team on /r/MarriedRedPill.
Here are 10 Rational Male Posts that Changed My Life along with several other references in the
comments.
Welcome Sensei!
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Please Welcome Our Newest Moderator /u/bsutansalt from
/r/Theredpill
28 upvotes | January 26, 2017 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The Red Pill Reddits are moving beyond pointless rivalry and even beyond mere rapprochement
between TRP and MRP. Our central, unalterable, and unified mission is to optimize male sexual
strategy in a world increasingly lacking a positive identity for men. Both /r/TheRedPill and
/r/Marriedredpill have always drawn inspiration from the early MRA's and PUA's who blazed a path
in the 1990's and before, all the way back to Aristotle and the earliest writings of men on the nature of
women, love, sex, and relationships.
However, the audience for /r/Marriedredpill obviously differs from /r/Theredpill and we continue to
believe there needs to be a place for Married men to discuss Red Pill praxeology and insights without
the continual and immediate advice of "Next" offered by the (mostly) single men on The Red Pill.
"Neeeeext" is the ONLY solution for a girlfriend who cuts off sex but we have concluded an
immediate divorce may not always be the optimal strategy for a Married man (Ya think!).
/u/bsutansalt is actually the SECOND /r/Theredpill moderator we have on MRP (don't ask who the
first is, it's a secret) and we are delighted to add his experience as a Red Pill moderator and an all
round great guy to the MRP mod panel. We hope this move will continue to move us in the direction
of healing any perceived rift between TRP and MRP and propel us both forward together.
/u/bsutansalt is a Crossfit guy with a max bench of 325, and more than 10 years in the military,
including several years in special ops. He was married for more than 10 years but divorced before he
found The Red Pill. He has also had several LTR's and is currently living the Red Pill dream spinning
plates and dating young'uns which have included dozens of ONS's, a few threesomes, a 4some, and a
paaaaartridge in a pear treeeeee.
His moderating philosophy is:
largely walk softly but carry a big stick. I'll let guys blow off steam now and then, but if
they cross a line and attack mods and/or old-timers and guys who've contributed to the
community and know their shit, that's the fast track to meeting my banhammer of justice.
Like myself and the majority of Red Pillers- although certainly not all (TRP/MRP is amoral and
apolitical) he has:
a freedom-boner over someone with a pair finally getting into office (Trump AND Mattis =
dream come true) and heralding in the end of SJWs and identity politics in general. USA!
USA! USA!
I couldn't have said it better myself!
Welcome!
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What is up with the attack on the you tube MGTOW channels?
51 upvotes | March 28, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This video describes the war on MGTOW content on you tube. Apparently they are demonetizing the
content when feminists find it offensive. Angry MGTOW says give up because it won't get any better
and Howard Dare says this is my last video for a while from the you tube demonetization problem
and other channels going offline all in the last 24 hours.
I am writing this post to ask you all what can be done about this attack?
I am in the legal profession so I can answer legally. We need to start a damn legal defense fund and
sue the Hell out of You Tube. If they can find federal judges to strike down a COMPLETELY
Constitutional 'travel ban' then WE can find federal judges to enforce the clear
UNCONSITUTIONAL infringement on free speech. Public media cannot be allowed to regulate
content like this.
That is the legal solution. Are there other solutions? Public pressure? Boycots? Civil Disobedience?
Riots?
If you don't think this post is about male sexual strategy then once MGTOW is offline who is next?
They came for the MGTOW and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a MGTOW.....
Red Pilled of the world, unite! First the ignore you. Then they laugh at you. Then they fight you.
Then you win. This is a fight worth having. This should not stand.
Obviously many of you don't care and that's fine. Don't comment. If you do care, lets come up with
some constructive solutions on this thread.
And...Cheers!
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Texas Theater's Women-Only 'Wonder Woman' Screening Is
Infuriating Fragile Men
104 upvotes | May 27, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The title to the story is the most amazing and infuriating thing I have seen all week. Try to imagine a
male only screening of Terminator or Predator and the howls from the screeching soul sucking
banshees. Consider the lawsuits and the protests and the pussy hats of cunts screeching about the
inequality of it all.
The Headline would be:
Texas Theater's Men's-Only "Terminator" Screening has been declared unlawful by the federal courts
after strong independent women @TM protested.
Just try to imagine male only health clubs. Whoops, that's not allowed! Of course we have plenty of
all female clubs!
There are no male spaces left except the internet and Reddit but not for long. They are attacking all
the male cites on You tube with vigor while we stand and do nothing except watch them get picked
off one by one. Of course those guys are not REAL men like the guys on Reddit! Who cares if
MGTOW videos content makers all get demonitized and shut down. Those guys are just pussy's
anyway.
Who cares if we have all female health clubs, and all female screenings, and all female media, and all
female schools, and all female universities- but no all male anything. Real men don't complain!
We just take it in the nuts. We stoically stand their while we get kicked in the balls over and over
again. Then when a man stands up and cries out: "Ouch! Stop kicking me in the balls. Please!" We
get a chorus of MISOGYNY/WOMEN HATERS/YOU MUST BE GAY/YOU HATE ALL
WOMEN.
The women screech as a single team and the majority of men a/k/a White Knight defeated manginas
join in.
It is far past the time for men to respond to these constant provocations and in-your-face behaviors. It
is time for men to stand up and say: "Bitch, I don't hate all women, but God Dammit, my balls
fucking hurt because you keep kicking me. Knock it the fuck off right now!"
Gentlemen, if we don't hang together, we shall surely hang separately.
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More Whining about Sex Robots from the Gynocracy- They
are Starting to realize that bitchy, sex denying harpy's can't
compete. Time for shaming!
560 upvotes | July 5, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This story has it all: Sex Robots, Feminists, and Struggle Snuggle Angst.
they also raise concerns that sex robots could increase the objectification of women, alter
perceptions of consent and be used to satisfy desires that would otherwise be illegal.
Does anybody really believe this argument? Sex robots increase objectification of women??? You
mean like, more than make up and miniskirts.
manufacturer claimed that if “you touched her in a private area, more than likely, she will
not be to[o] appreciative of your advance”, leading some to claim that it is indulging rape
fantasies.
Why...the...fuck would you buy a robot to turn you down? I guess it is still cheaper than a wife.
it is more likely to “encourage paedophilia and make it acceptable to assault children
This is the delusional claim of a hamster gone wild. Looking for anything- ANYTHING- that might
stop the oncoming freight train aimed right at their soiled little stink-boxes.
Treating paedophiles with robot sex-children is both a dubious and repulsive idea. Imagine
treating racism by letting a bigot abuse a brown robot.
False dichotomy. The fear is that men will find outlet to their urges and women can only control men
if the men are weak and/or desperate. This will not stand!
there are particular concerns they could amplify objectification of women
Are we going to be fucking robots or are we going to be using Cylon's to objectify "real" women?
The real concern is whether men will bother to even interact with women enough to even objectify
them after sexbots become available. When they become indistinguisible from the "real" thing,
women will no longer have any power whatsoever. THAT is the real fear.
Lessons Learned: Everything in life is about sex except sex. Sex is about power and sex robots will
take away all the power of women in the sexual market place.
Expect the histrionic hysterics to increase. Expect the modern day Carrie Nation to form a group that
goes door to door smashing sex bots.
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6 Questions for Christian Merps
15 upvotes | July 8, 2017 | /r/RPChristians | Link | Reddit Link
Kudos to /u/Red-Curious for creating this Reddit. He will be crafting an introduction and SubReddit
rules soon. While Dalrock is quite a source on Christian Red Pill concepts, his blog is not like Reddit
with replies and a more open discussion which I hope this space might become.
So to get us started into the issue of crafting a Christian Red Pill praxeology let me throw out a few
questions to ponder.
1. How can you reconcile the message of Christ with Red Pill Praxeology? What about Married
Red Pill? Does the message of Paul and Peter change the picture?
2. Why are Christians such bloop caricatures? How did we go from Warrior Knights of the Cross
to this mess of de-testosteronized "men" in the church today?
3. Do you agree with Dalrock that feminism has invaded the churches and that more and more
apostate Christians are replacing the worship of the Lord Jesus with Vagina worship?
4. What Christian denominations have been able to hold back this feminist onslaught and why?
5. Can a Christian man use Dread Game with a disobedient wife?
6. Who agrees with me that we can fix this for the next generation if we bring back the authority
of a man over his family, including his wife, and children? Can we? Should we?
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Tips for saving your marriage for women- Laura Doyle has
your back ladies
67 upvotes | July 10, 2017 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
For those of you who cannot be bothered to read long, painful books such as "The Surrendered Wife"
or "First Kill All the Marriage Counselors" the author recently published a short piece in Fox News
that outlines her methods.
Here: Tips for Saving your Marriage.
This is my mansplaining explanation.
1. Couples Therapy is disrespectful to men and men need to be respected. Interesting that this was
not one of her bullet points but it is the take away for the article.
2. (this is her #1 bullet point): Stop being a nagging bitch. Shut the fuck up and trust your husband
once in a while. COMMUNICATE to him that you trust his judgment then STFU even moredon't bitch and whine if it doesn't go well immediately).
3. (this is her #2 bullet point): Stop being a nagging bitch and fucking TELL him what will make
you happy. Then when he does it SHOW him that it made you happy. I can hear most women
right now on reading this: "Communicate" means bitch, complain, and whine about how he
needs to change, not....fucking "communicate. What deep magic is this?"
That's it ladies. Can we handle doing that? Hell, combine that with sex on demand and we have the
makings of an actual marriage!
Laura Doyle couldn't put give him sex on demand and shut up in a national media publication so she
just told the ladies to shut up and quitcherbeefin if they want to "save their marriage."
The bar is...not high and "communicate" does not appear to mean what they seem to think it means.
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Decline of marriage hitting Vegas hard
424 upvotes | July 11, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This author's hamster is not going to be tamed.
Decline of Marriage Hitting Vegas Hard'
Nevada’s marriage rate has plummeted in recent decades...recent research suggests
America’s marriage gap is cementing disadvantage.
Why do women and Leftists ALWAYS have trouble telling cause and effect? "Cementing
disadvantage" is social science code talk for...this is bad because it helps rich white people but it is
nothing of the sort. They are claiming the poor baby mommas on welfare don't marry and that is why
they stay poor? Not because they are on welfare, refuse to work, and use their uterus like a bank- just
put in something hard and out pops a vaginal turd that can be turned into money? No! The baby
momma with 18 kids by 29 different putative fathers can't get married and that is "cementing
inequality." LMFAO. No self awareness. No personal responsibility.
America’s working and middle classes are faring badly, and the research points to
unraveling families as one cause.
Now who could be responsible for "unravelling families?" Who oh who might it be? Is it:
a. The 15% of men who initiate divorce and unravel families
or
b. The 85% of women who initiate divorce and unravel families?
Never mind. The quoted paragraph is over and we shall not revisit this issue again. Of course not. An
analysis into what is REALLY going on might make some ladies feeeeeelllll bad.
Durham, a 39-year-old from Montesano, Washington, has a 7-year-old daughter and an 11year-old son from a prior marriage, and she’s seen a cut to her child support now that she’s
in a dual-income family.
Cue the story of the long suffering woman who does NOT want to get married and is forced into this
tired old useless tradition by her "partner" because who wouldn't want to raise another man's 7 and 11
year old kids! The frequency of this happening where the man wants to cuck himself is 1 in 50. The
frequency of the opposite story where the woman is poking and pressuring to sign the contract is
about 90% or 45 in 50 (the other 4 are men who want a premade family and are probably sterile).
Yet they present these stories in distorted forms to avoid "enhancing cultural stereotypes." We need
to start recognizing this tactic and fighting back.
--Then they give us a survey of why people don't get married which shows the total futility of "Social
Science."
They use the age ranges 18-25; 24-35; and 35+ which totally ignores the SMV during a woman's life.
Want to bet there is a sharp difference is pre and post wall women? Just saying. The questions are
equally worthless and do not even tell us the male/female differences in the questions.
They decide on 3 reasons:
--not ready to settle down
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--not financially prepared
--haven't found what I am looking for...
but these are vacuous and could mean anything. It says 35% in the 18-24 range are "not ready to
settle down" but "not ready to settle down" is ridiculously vague. Does it mean: I AM NOT DONE
RIDING THE COCK CAROUSEL- I WILL FIND YOU AND PRETEND TO LIKE YOU AFTER
BEING FUCKED WITH MORE COCK THAN A FOOTBALL TEAM. Or does it mean that she
isn't done sorting her holy cards and need additional years to complete her sacred obligations washing
the feet of the poor and assisting the saints?
Another 25% "Are not financially prepared" so they would consider a marriage if the guy had enough
money? And how is that answer different than "haven't found what I am looking for?"
Social Science is a fraud.
In U.S. regions where fracking sharply increased in recent years, wages for working-class
men shot up, as did births. Marriage didn’t.
Can you hear me now?
Apparently not since all this author can talk about are economic reasons! Obviously women cannot
bear any responsibility. Obviously marriage is GREAT! It is right there in the short article- several
paragraphs on the advantages of marriage so it must be true.
I guess they can't hear us yet.
Don't worry ladies, there is a silver lining. Fewer weddings mean fewer divorces.
Do these people have any connection to reality whatsoever?
Lessons Learned:
1. Our opponents really believe the marriage deficit is a plot of rich white men to perpetuate
inequality.
2. Social science based on blue pill assumptions (aka 99.995% of it) is worthless.
3. Journalism is toxic, femcentric, and deceitful.
4. In other news, water is wet.
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BPP on Divorce in a Christian Marriage
6 upvotes | July 18, 2017 | /r/RPChristians | Link | Reddit Link
Book Excerpt: A Man's Guide to Dread, Seduction and the Long Game: Chapter 12- What if I am a
Christian
The Greek word for “unfaithful” or “Adulteress/Adulterer” used in the New Testament
translation for the Mathew “Divorce only for Adultery” exception is the word “Porneo”
which translates quite ambiguously. In fact, Porneo has a wide variety of meanings and
functions based on context and other criteria, including one meaning referencing any
misconduct, although it is most commonly used to describe any sinful conduct related to sex
and sexuality.
I am simply arguing with a strong hand, I believe, that a “sex denying harpy” could
eventually fall into the category of “unfaithful” spouse.
It is important to understand that there IS an actual word for somebody who sleeps with
another’s spouse in the Greek language. The word for a person who commits adultery is
“moicheia.”
Not a single interpreter uses the more specific Greek word moicheaia, for the Aramaic to
Greek divorce exception in the Book of Mathew. This is really quite amazing given that
most Christian denominations today interpret the Mathew Divorce exception as only for
adultery when that is not even the word that was used! Each Greek interpreter uses the word
“Porneo” to interpret what Jesus had said in Aramaic and this word is much broader than
“adultery” and probably includes any sexual sin and may even be interpreted to include any
sin whatsoever.
In other words, all the earliest translators of Mathew specifically ruled out that “adultery”
was the “only” valid grounds for divorce. If they thought Jesus meant THAT they would
have reported that Jesus said you can only get divorced for grounds of “moicheaia” which is
the proper word for adultery. Instead they wrote that Jesus said a man can only divorce his
wife for grounds of “porneo” which includes any sin and certainly any sexual sin. Hmmm,
is sexually denying your husband a “sexual sin” according the Bible?
Ephesians 5:22-22 Wives, be subject to your own husbands, as to the Lord. For the husband
is the head of the wife, as Christ also is the head of the church.
Ephesians 5:24 But as the church is subject to Christ, so also the wives ought to be to their
husbands in everything.
Colossians 3:18 Wives, be subject to your husbands, as is fitting in the Lord. 1 Peter 3:1
In the same way, you wives, be submissive to your own husbands so that even if any of
them are disobedient to the word, they may be won without a word by the behavior of their
wives,
1 Corinthians 7:3 The husband should give to his wife her conjugal rights, and likewise the
wife to her husband.
1 Corinthians 7:4 For the wife does not have authority over her own body, but the husband
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does. Likewise the husband does not have authority over his own body, but the wife does.
1 Corinthians 7:5 Do not deprive each other except perhaps by mutual consent and for a
time, so that you may devote yourselves to prayer. Then come together again so Satan does
not tempt you.
Sexual denial, indeed any disobedience, complaining, whining or even holding back on your
sexual duties looks like “Porneo” to me! The final layer to this analysis is that Jesus was not
even speaking in Greek! He was speaking in Aramaic! If we have an idea what Aramaic
word Jesus used to describe the divorce exception for adultery I couldn’t find it. We do
know that linguistically ancient Aramaic is similar to Arabic. It actually has very few words
compared to the 10’s of thousands of words in the English language. Therefore, it is very
likely that the actual Greek translation from the Aramaic is closer to a more general concept
such as “Marital Unfaithfulness” or “Sexual Sin” than even the word “porneo” or even the
common English translation as “sexual sin.”
Thus from the beginning it is clear the divorce exception given by the Lord is much broader
than we have been told. We are 3 languages removed from the original and I am confident
from my research that the divorce exception includes a sexually withdrawing spouse and not
merely a person who commits adultery.
Many modern translations phrase the exception that precise way: “Except for Marital
Unfaithfulness.” If there was almost no concept of sexual denial in marriages in the 1st
Century, there would be no concept of (a woman) being unfaithful to the marital vows
EXCEPT committing adultery. Given that context, “Marital unfaithfulness” certainly covers
the case of the frigid, soul destroying harpy and the sex denying post-feminist spouse of the
21st Century.
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How to fuck
78 upvotes | July 28, 2017 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This Post on TRP caught my attention. He describes a couple of hot dominant bedroom moves which
I see it as a bit of SGM light for my brothers. I do think he overplayed the cold death lifeless body
thing. Maybe he has a necrophelia kink because I like a warm, squirming body.
Anyway I think we can do better so I think guys posting on this thread should add one sexually
dominant trick to this guys list for the crowd. This is mine:
From missionary rotate 45 degrees and lift her leg over your head (so you are scizzoring) while
remaining deep inside. Now you are sideways and her remaining on the back. This is a variant of the
"X-position" (which I REALLY wish I had known when my wife was pregnant).
The dominance part is when you lock your hands around her opposite shoulder. If the height is right,
you can use her body to thrust her up and down (if not, hook her shoulders from underneath and
behind). In addition to enabling maximum penetration she is pinned and completely helpless.
However she can squirm nicely. If you let go of the tight grip you can use a free hand anywhere on
the front of the body (MAJOR bonus points if you have a bullet vibrator in easy reach).
Edit:
Pics added by request:
Kama Sutra Position 224
Sexy Scizzors (the 3rd picture down).
In both pics you lock your hands around her left- opposite- shoulder). Note also the choking/hair
pulling/nipple pinching possibilities as you have access to the entire front of her body. Just let your
fingers do the walking.
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The Taming of the Shrew- A Red Pill analysis
24 upvotes | August 1, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I saw Shakespeare’s circa 1490 Taming of the Shrew in London recently and thought it would make
an interesting post. In this timeless play about male and female behavior, Katharina is a vicious
Shrew whose rich father is desperately trying to marry off but she keeps Shit Testing her suitors into
oblivion. We first see Katherina dragging and beating her bound younger sister and yelling
hysterically at her father.
The Shrew talks disrespectfully and rudely but I had trouble seeing her as a “Shrew.” She is pretty
much like almost every woman today I have met in the last 10 years. Arrogant. Loud. Boisterous.
Petty. Aggressive. Mouthy. Opinionated. Useless but demands a perfect man. Katherina viciously bad
mouths every suiter who approaches her- aka: Normal and common shit tests men deal with today but
they are nothing! I have seen worse shit tests at the bank.
In Shakespeare’s time at least some men knew how to deal with mouthy, shit testing, harpy
TM
screechtards. Petruchio is an Alpha Red Pill Man who recognizes Katherina’s childish attitude and
attacks as Shit Tests inviting a masculine frame. He determines to conquer the Shrew (and get the
hefty dowry to add to his wealth). Early in their first meeting he basically tells her to shut her
complaining yap and she responds as a woman today might albeit without the eloquent rhyming
couplets:
Why, sir, I trust I may have leave to speak;
And speak I will; I am no child, no babe:
Your betters have endured me say my mind,
And if you cannot, best you stop your ears.
My tongue will tell the anger of my heart,
Or else my heart concealing it will break,
And rather than it shall, I will be free
Even to the uttermost, as I please, in words.
See what I mean? This is nothing! The “foul mouth” and “bad attitude” Katherina displays is really
the norm today and the “Shrew” is just a strong-independent-female. Perhaps mildly shocking to a
Victorian audience but not today!
Petruchio passes the shit tests and convinces Kate to marry him. Today a newly married man keeps
his head down. Certainly it is always important to remember “SHE HAS THE PUSSY” and to bow
deep and scrape before the majesty and glory of his wife- she of the most holy and gracious golden
uterus and overlord and gatekeeper of the coveted slimy, warm orifi. Today, Petruchio would be a
henpecked husband in a dead bedroom. Today, Petruchio would have almost NO WAY to respond to
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the violent, arrogant, cruel little bitch except of course Dread Game.
She would use sex to manipulate and control him. She would wear him down. What could any man
do in the face of complete female domination except give up and let the woman dominate and abuse
him?
Oh wait, this is Shakespearian times so there IS something the man could do to "man up" and stand
up to his haggard” wife and force her to submit beyond being prepared to Next that Bitch at any
moment. I wonder what masculine power looks like? Let's see what Pettruchio thinks:
Another way I have to man my haggard,
To make her come and know her keeper's call,
That is, to watch her, as we watch these kites
That bate and beat and will not be obedient.
She eat no meat to-day, nor none shall eat;
Last night she slept not, nor to-night she shall not;
As with the meat, some undeserved fault
I'll find about the making of the bed;
And here I'll fling the pillow, there the bolster,
This way the coverlet, another way the sheets:
Ay, and amid this hurly I intend
That all is done in reverend care of her;
And in conclusion she shall watch all night:
And if she chance to nod I'll rail and brawl
And with the clamour keep her still awake.
This is a way to kill a wife with kindness;
And thus I'll curb her mad and headstrong humour.
He that knows better how to tame a shrew,
Now let him speak: 'tis charity to show.
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Yep, that’s right! Petruchio denies his wife food and sleep. He tames the shrew and curbs her mad
and headstrong humour” by starving her into compliance and keeping her awake until she submits to
his demands! Obviously in real life he would have beat her ass with a stick but this is a comedy after
all.
Petruchio demands COMPLETE SUBMISSION. He tells Katharina the sun is the moon when he
says so and demands her to acknowledge that he is right and to submit to him completely:
PETRUCHIO: Come on, i' God's name; once more toward our father's. Good Lord, how
bright and goodly shines the moon!
KATHARINA: The moon! the sun: it is not moonlight now.
PETRUCHIO: I say it is the moon that shines so bright.
KATHARINA: I know it is the sun that shines so bright.
KATHARINA: Forward, I pray, since we have come so far, And be it moon, or sun, or what
you please: An if you please to call it a rush-candle, Henceforth I vow it shall be so for me.
PETRUCHIO: I say it is the moon.
KATHARINA: I know it is the moon.
PETRUCHIO: Nay, then you lie: it is the blessed sun.
KATHARINA: Then, God be bless'd, it is the blessed sun:
But sun it is not, when you say it is not;
And the moon changes even as your mind.
What you will have it named, even that it is;
And so it shall be so for Katharina.
With the wife’s submission to her husband, weirdly enough her behavior suddenly changes
completely. At the end of the play Petruchio and 2 new husbands are drinking and wager which wife
will be obedient when summoned. They lay out bags of gold and the first man sends a servant to
fetch his wife. He comes back and peevishly advises the lady will not come, 'she says she is busy.'
The second man sends for his wife and the servant returns to say ‘the lady says she will not come.
She says you are joking and bids you come to her.’ Finally, Petruchio summons Katharina, telling the
servant: “Tell your Mistress that I command her come to me.”
The men grumble that Katharina will not come but within seconds she is at the door:
“What is your will, sir that you send for me?”
Petrochio orders his wife to go get the other disobedient wives from the dressing room and even
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forces the Shrew to remove a cap that she liked and stomp on it. She obeys and her father says ‘you
have given me another daughter’ and doubles the dowry (along with the substantial bet).
At the close of the play, after Katharina has thrown the disobedient wives into their husband's arms
Petruchio commands:
“Katharina, I charge thee, tell these headstrong women What duty they do owe their lords
and husbands.
Her answer is shocking to a modern ear:
Thy husband is thy lord, thy life, thy keeper,
Thy head, thy sovereign; one that cares for thee,
And for thy maintenance commits his body
To painful labour both by sea and land,
To watch the night in storms, the day in cold,
Whilst thou liest warm at home, secure and safe;
And craves no other tribute at thy hands
But love, fair looks and true obedience;
Too little payment for so great a debt.
Such duty as the subject owes the prince
Even such a woman oweth to her husband;
And when she is froward, peevish, sullen, sour,
And not obedient to his honest will,
What is she but a foul contending rebel
And graceless traitor to her loving lord?
I am ashamed that women are so simple
To offer war where they should kneel for peace;
Or seek for rule, supremacy and sway,
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When they are bound to serve, love and obey…
Just in case we were in any doubt how Petruchio managed to tame the Shrew, it apparently wasn't all
torture because he responds affectionately. Weirdly enough it doesn't look like Katharina denying sex
was the issue- of course such a thing would be unheard of for a Victorian audience- but it was that
she was being mouthy and unpleasant.
Not any more.
Well there’s a wench.
Come and Kiss me Kate…
Come, Kate, we'll to bed.
We three are married,
but you two are sped (meaning you guys are done for!).
Lessons Learned:
1. Men today have a so much less power in intersexual games like marriage than they had in the
past that it has clearly become a bad deal. Consider that it was COMEDY to a Victorian
audience for a husband to starve and sleep deprive his wife if she mouthed off.
2. Nearly all you go girls of today hepped up on girl power and arrogance are AT LEAST as bad
as the Shrew. They won’t listen or shut their trap and quit complaining and they shit test and
challenge everything.
How are men supposed to tame the ubiquitous Shrews of today? Dread Game and the ability to walk
away helps a LOT, but it doesn’t seem as useful as the power to deprive them of food, water, and
sleep.
Just sayin.
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The Taming of the Shrew: A Red Pill Analysis (X-Post from
TRP)
57 upvotes | August 3, 2017 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I saw Shakespeare’s circa 1490 Taming of the Shrew in London recently and thought it would make
an interesting post. In this timeless play about male and female behavior, Katharina is a vicious
Shrew whose rich father is desperately trying to marry off but she keeps Shit Testing her suitors into
oblivion. We first see Katherina dragging and beating her bound younger sister and yelling
hysterically at her father.
The Shrew talks disrespectfully and rudely but I had trouble seeing her as a “Shrew.” She is pretty
much like almost every woman today I have met in the last 10 years. Arrogant. Loud. Boisterous.
Petty. Aggressive. Mouthy. Opinionated. Useless but demands a perfect man. Katherina viciously bad
mouths every suiter who approaches her and I recognized her "bad" behavior as nothing but normal
and common shit tests men deal with today. Katharina's Shit Tests are almost nothing! I have seen
worse shit tests at the bank.
In Shakespeare’s time at least some men knew how to deal with mouthy, shit testing, harpy
screechtards. Petruchio is an Alpha Red Pill ManTM who recognizes Katherina’s childish attitude
and attacks as Shit Tests inviting a masculine frame. He determines to conquer the Shrew (and get the
hefty dowry to add to his wealth). Early in their first meeting he basically tells her to shut her
complaining yap and she responds as a woman today might albeit without the eloquent rhyming
couplets:
Why, sir, I trust I may have leave to speak;
And speak I will; I am no child, no babe:
Your betters have endured me say my mind,
And if you cannot, best you stop your ears.
My tongue will tell the anger of my heart,
Or else my heart concealing it will break,
And rather than it shall, I will be free
Even to the uttermost, as I please, in words.
See what I mean? This is nothing! The “foul mouth” and “bad attitude” Katherina displays is really
the norm today and the “Shrew” is just a strong-independent-female. Perhaps mildly shocking to a
Victorian audience but not today!
Petruchio passes the shit tests and convinces Kate to marry him. Today a newly married man keeps
his head down. Certainly it is always important to remember “SHE HAS THE PUSSY” and to bow
deep and scrape before the majesty and glory of his wife- she of the most holy and gracious golden
uterus and overlord and gatekeeper of the coveted slimy, warm orifi. Today, Petruchio would be a
henpecked husband in a dead bedroom. Today, Petruchio would have almost NO WAY to respond to
the violent, arrogant, cruel little bitch except of course Dread Game. She would use sex to manipulate
and control him. She would wear him down. What could any man do in the face of complete female
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domination except give up and let the woman dominate and abuse him?
Oh wait, this is Shakespearian times so there IS something the man could do to "man up" and stand
up to his haggard” wife and force her to submit beyond being prepared to Next that Bitch at any
moment. I wonder what masculine power looks like? Let's see what Pettruchio thinks:
Another way I have to man my haggard,
To make her come and know her keeper's call,
That is, to watch her, as we watch these kites
That bate and beat and will not be obedient.
The eat no meat to-day, nor none shall eat;
Last night she slept not, nor to-night she shall not;
As with the meat, some undeserved fault
I'll find about the making of the bed;
And here I'll fling the pillow, there the bolster,
This way the coverlet, another way the sheets:
Ay, and amid this hurly I intend
That all is done in reverend care of her;
And in conclusion she shall watch all night:
And if she chance to nod I'll rail and brawl
And with the clamour keep her still awake.
This is a way to kill a wife with kindness;
And thus I'll curb her mad and headstrong humour.
He that knows better how to tame a shrew,
Now let him speak: 'tis charity to show.
Yep, that’s right! Petruchio denies his wife food and sleep. He tames the shrew and curbs her mad
and headstrong humour” by starving her into compliance and keeping her awake until she submits to
his demands! Obviously in real life he would have beat her ass with a stick but this is a comedy after
all.
Petruchio demands COMPLETE SUBMISSION. He tells Katharina the sun is the moon when he
says so and demands her to acknowledge that he is right and to submit to him completely:
PETRUCHIO: Come on, i' God's name; once more toward our father's. Good Lord, how
bright and goodly shines the moon!
KATHARINA: The moon! the sun: it is not moonlight now.
PETRUCHIO: I say it is the moon that shines so bright.
KATHARINA: I know it is the sun that shines so bright.
KATHARINA: Forward, I pray, since we have come so far, And be it moon, or sun, or what
you please: An if you please to call it a rush-candle, Henceforth I vow it shall be so for me.
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PETRUCHIO: I say it is the moon.
KATHARINA: I know it is the moon.
PETRUCHIO: Nay, then you lie: it is the blessed sun.
KATHARINA: Then, God be bless'd, it is the blessed sun: But sun it is not, when you say it
is not; And the moon changes even as your mind. What you will have it named, even that it
is; And so it shall be so for Katharina.
With the wife’s submission to her husband, and Katherina falling into Petruchio's frame, weirdly
enough her behavior suddenly changes completely.
At the end of the play Petruchio and 2 new husbands are drinking and wager which wife will be
obedient when summoned. They lay out bags of gold and the first man sends a servant to fetch his
wife. He comes back and peevishly advises the lady will not come, 'she says she is busy.' The second
man sends for his wife and the servant returns to say ‘the lady says she will not come. She says you
are joking and bids you come to her.’ Finally, Petruchio summons Katharina, telling the servant:
“Tell your Mistress that I command her come to me.”
The men grumble that Katharina will not come but within seconds she is at the door:
“What is your will, sir that you send for me?”
Petrochio orders his wife to go get the other disobedient wives from the dressing room but first, just
to demonstrate his power over her, he forces the Shrew to remove a cap that she liked and stomp on
it. She obeys and her father says ‘you have given me another daughter’ and doubles the dowry (along
with the substantial bet).
At the close of the play, after Katharina has thrown the disobedient wives into their husband's arms
Petruchio commands:
“Katharina, I charge thee, tell these headstrong women What duty they do owe their lords
and husbands.
Her answer is shocking to a modern ear:
Thy husband is thy lord, thy life, thy keeper,
Thy head, thy sovereign; one that cares for thee,
And for thy maintenance commits his body
To painful labour both by sea and land,
To watch the night in storms, the day in cold,
Whilst thou liest warm at home, secure and safe;
And craves no other tribute at thy hands
But love, fair looks and true obedience;
Too little payment for so great a debt.
Such duty as the subject owes the prince
Even such a woman oweth to her husband;
And when she is froward, peevish, sullen, sour,
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And not obedient to his honest will,
What is she but a foul contending rebel
And graceless traitor to her loving lord?
I am ashamed that women are so simple
To offer war where they should kneel for peace;
Or seek for rule, supremacy and sway,
When they are bound to serve, love and obey…
Just in case we were in any doubt how Petruchio managed to tame the Shrew, it apparently wasn't all
torture because he responds affectionately. Weirdly enough it doesn't look like Katharina denying sex
was the issue- of course such a thing would be unheard of for a Victorian audience- but it was that
she was being mouthy and unpleasant.
Not any more! Now she is sweet and affectionate.
Well there’s a wench.
Come and Kiss me Kate…
Come, Kate, we'll to bed.
We three are married,
but you two are sped (meaning you guys are done for!).
Lessons Learned:
Men today have a so much less power in intersexual games like marriage than they had in the past
that it has clearly become a bad deal. Consider that it was COMEDY to a Victorian audience for a
husband to starve and sleep deprive his wife if she mouthed off. Nearly all you go girls of today
hepped up on girl power and arrogance are AT LEAST as bad as the Shrew. They won’t listen or shut
their trap and quit complaining and they shit test and challenge everything.
How are men supposed to tame the ubiquitous Shrews of today? Dread Game and the ability to walk
away helps a LOT, but it doesn’t seem as useful as the power to deprive them of food, water, and
sleep.
Just sayin....
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For the Spergs: A quantitative formula to estimate your
likelihood of success if one of your goals is staying married
17 upvotes | August 20, 2017 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This is for all the Spergs on MRP- you know who you are. I have been reading Rollos series on The
Reconstruction (parts 1-3). In it he discusses the factors that play into whether men will have a
successful outcome to their (current) marriage when they run the MRP plan.
Rollo identifies two groups of men:
Defeated Alphas- this is the group of “Alpha-esque” men who were strong, had a mission in life, and
great sex at least in the beginning.
Beta In Waiting- this group of thoroughly Beta men were they guys who waited patiently until their
oneitis got tired of being pumped and dumped and they were “selected” by their prize.
He concludes that a Defeated Alpha has a much easier time running a MAP in marriage because the
wife has seen (and felt/experienced) you as an Alpha. However, if you have always been Beta,
several in the comments claim that there is no way to come back from that. Rollo disagrees and
claims that the earlier level of Beta determines the Shit Testing and fighting the woman will put up to
maintain her dominate frame BUT that a true transformation in a man can cause a true transformation
in a relationship.
I have come up with a VERY ROUGH quantitative formula that appears somewhat precise and
marginally accurate. The concept is simple:
Multiply the factors that go into how “Alpha” you are then divide how your wife perceives your level
of “Alpha.”
This is the formula but I am certain the variables are not arranged exactly right. Probably needs
additional number constants and to weight the variables better according to how important they are.
Ideally the formula would be greatly simplified but I have my doubts.
The most simple form of the equation is:
(Amount of Alpha Fucks) / (Her perceptions and feels) = Chance of “marriage saving” MAP
The somewhat more complex formula I have is this:
[(2NHP WTGL %DNGAF) (ASW) C] / [3NWP WAM RD%]
= A value reflecting the chance of a successful MAP that includes staying married
Top Variables- NOTE: These variables weight your “alpha” quotient and these are the variables you
can control!!!
NHP = Number of Husband’s Partners (lifetime): This is weighted double (i.e. * 2)
WTGL = Weeks to get laid, how many weeks it would take the man to find another soft, slimy hole
to fill.
%DNGAF= Percent of Fucks that you no longer give expressed as a number between 1 and 10 (i.e.
30% =3; 70% = 7)
ASW = Average Sex / Week (number of times you have sex per week with your wife currently)
Bottom Variables- NOTE: You have NO control over these variables after you choose a wife. None!
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So choose carefully.
These are:
NWP= Number of Wife’s lifetime partners before marriage. This is not weighted by a multiple of 3
because of the well known manosphere convention (women lie so always multiply their claimed “n”
by 3) but because this number is so important! I tried squaring it but that really screwed up the scale.
WAM= Women’s Age @ Marriage (I feel this should be weighted differently than just the number.
Something like a logarithmic scale after age 29?
RD%= Ratio of Denials Percent (Nearest tenth whole number so denied 30% = 3)
Let us break it down.
The top variables are your objective level of Alpha. The bottom variables weight how the wife views
you in terms of fuckable Alpha. The more lifetime partners she has, the harder she will poke and fight
(aka “Shit Test”) a “true”TM Alpha and the more viciously and dismissively she will treat a Beta.
Contrary to manosphere lore, once she has been run through a mile of cock it doesn’t necessarily
mean she is ruined. However, like swinging and cucking, you have to be the biggest dick in the room
to pull it off. A woman with 50 partners is almost never going to be happy with a man who only had
10. Similarly, the older she is at the time of marriage, the harder you will have to work before she can
see you as “Alpha.” Alpha’s don’t marry post wall women, Betas line up to do that horrible thing.
Together these factors roughly determine the “Alpha Viewing Quotient.”
Finally, there is the fudge factor “C.” I call it: The Cuntological Constant. It was a risk but I
ultimately decided on excluding this term because the equation was already complicated. Not
including this term may turn out to be my greatest error (bonus points to whoever gets the joke but
you will need to stand on the shoulders of giants to do pull it off). In simple terms, C references the
degree to which feminism has infected the wife and accordingly how big of a feminazi yougogirl cunt
she is. Of course this depends on several factors from whether her parents are still together, the role
of her father in life, her involvement in feminism and feminists ideals, education, degree, her friends
and family, and religiosity. Therefore it is not really a “constant” but varies by each woman and is a
“constant” only in the sense that it cannot be changed and it remains relatively constant in a given
woman.
This is the workbook for a dry run of this formula:
Example1: Chad Thundercock- Let’s say we have a wife with 10 lifetime partners who married a
man at age 22 with 20 lifetime partners. He is a stud and could get laid within hours if he chose. This
guy is Chad and he really doesn’t Give much Fucks at all- perhaps 20% and he almost never gets
turned down for sex which he has 4 times a week with a ratio of denials of just 10%. Thus
eliminating C (because it is constant in this particular woman) we get:
[(2NHP WTGL %DNGAF) (ASW) C] / [3NWP WAM RD%]
2(20) 1 20 4 / 3(10) 22 * 1 = 3200 / 660 = 4.84
Example2: Billy Beta- Wife with 20 lifetime partners who married a man at age 30 with 4 lifetime
partners. Billy couldn’t get laid for months in his present state. For ease of comparison we will say
Billy is really pissed off so he gives the same amount of fucks as Chad (20%). Billy gets laid twice a
month whether he wants it or not and then only reluctantly and gets turned down about 50% of the
time when he initiates.
[(2NHP WTGL %DNGAF) (ASW) C] / [3NWP WAM RD%]
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2(4) 26 20 .5 / 3(20) 30 * 5 = 2080 / 9000 = .23
Example3: Bluepillprofessor- wife with 5 lifetime partners married a man at age 25 with 12 lifetime
partners. After 3 years of MRP I could pull another hotty in less than a month and possibly in a week
or less so I will arbitrarily assign the number 3. Again we will use 20% as the number of fucks given
though I am probably much higher than that arbitrary number.
[(2NHP WTGL %DNGAF) (ASW) C] / [3NWP WAM RD%]
2(12) 3 20 2 / 3(5) 25 * 2 = 1440 / 750 = 1.92
SUMMARY:
CHAD: 4.84
BETA: .23
BPP: 1.92
Conclusion: This formula appears to provide a rough numerical estimate of the likelihood of
“Saving” your low sex marriage. It takes into account the Alpha that you are currently, and divides by
the perception of Alpha you have given the wife. This is an extremely rough guess and the variables
do not appear to be weighted exactly right. However, it provides the first ever quantitative method to
estimate ow much work will be required to “Save Your Marriage.” The data is insufficient to develop
a full scale at this time but from a first glance it appears that any score below about 1.0 suggests a
rough ride so buckle up.
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Sex Dolls More Popular than Actual Women
44 upvotes | August 22, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Well guys, the preliminary data is in and it turns out that primitive, motionless, freaky looking
silicone sex robots are preferred over actual women. These are not even robots but just "sex dolls"
and as far from Cylon 6 as they are from an actual woman.
These silicone monstrosities purchased by bordellos are booked solid for days at a time....and they are
buying more of them to keep up with the increasing demand.
I cannot shake the overwhelming foreboding that this is the end.
The lyrics seem to be written for this precise event in world history from "in need of a strangers hand
in a desperate land" (The Red Pill) to "the Blue Bus" coming for us which takes on a whole different
meaning through a Red Pill lense.
"I know it hurts to set you free, but you'll never follow me."
The Doors- This is the End
This is the end, beautiful friend
This is the end, my only friend, the end
Of our elaborate plans, the end
Of everything that stands, the end
No safety or surprise, the end
I'll never look into your eyes, again
Can you picture what will be, so limitless and free
Desperately in need, of some, stranger's hand
In a, desperate land
Lost in a Roman wilderness of pain
And all the children are insane, all the children are insane
Waiting for the summer rain, yeah
There's danger on the edge of town
Ride the King's highway, baby
Weird scenes inside the gold mine
Ride the highway west, baby
Ride the snake, ride the snake
To the lake, the ancient lake, baby
The snake is long, seven miles
Ride the snake, he's old, and his skin is cold
The west is the best, the west is the best
Get here, and we'll do the rest
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The blue bus is callin' us, the blue bus is callin' us
Driver, where you taken us
The killer awoke before dawn, he put his boots on
He took a face from the ancient gallery
And he walked on down the hall
He went into the room where his sister lived, and, then he
Paid a visit to his brother, and then he
He walked on down the hall, and
And he came to a door, and he looked inside
Father, yes son, I want to kill you
Mother, I want to, AHHHHH!
C'mon baby, take a chance with us
C'mon baby, take a chance with us
C'mon baby, take a chance with us
And meet me at the back of the blue bus
Doin' a blue rock, on a blue bus
Doin' a blue rock, c'mon, yeah
Kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill
This is the end, beautiful friend
This is the end, my only friend, the end
It hurts to set you free
But you'll never follow me
The end of laughter and soft lies
The end of nights we tried to die
This is the end
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Women are liars example #9,741: Whatever men do to improve
is just "fake" Masculinity: Says a woman who spends hours
putting on makeup every day
335 upvotes | September 10, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I had an exchange with a relatively new Redditor and mommy at the RP Christians reddit which I
thought I would share. She is a typical women who just 'knows' that Red Pill guys are mytho-gyinsts
and that everything we do is wrong.
I first encountered the objection that "game is fake masculinity" over 3 years ago when we were first
starting the married red pill reddit and was shocked to learn that (almost) ALL women "know" that
Alphalphas come right out of the box- confident and assertive, handsome, stoic, dark and brooding
well dressed lady killers!
I was already thinking about writing MY BOOK about red pill marriages and immediately
recognized the deeper problem.
If we assume that Alphas are "nature" not nurture, as women invariably do, then men don't need to
lift weights to build muscle. Men don't need to practice talking to women. All they need is to BE
YOURSELF if game is not learned. Of course this has the added advantage for women that it lets
them pick and choose among the Bad Boy Alphas, have fun until they are fucked out and hit the wall
at 100 MPH, and THEN pick up a pining, desperate Beta to torment until long after they decide to cut
off sex and later leave and take half his stuff.
It's a damn good racket and it is the essence of The Red Pill because this is really an AWALT.
Fucking All Women Are Like That.
Women only allow "True" Alphas and viciously put down Betas (EVEN THEIR OWN SONS)
because if Betas were allowed to improve, a woman might find herself swept off her feet by a man
she "thought" was a true Alpha but actually wasn't! To a woman, this is tantamount to "rape." Since
women avoid rape when possible, they ALWAYS advise men, even their own sons, to "just be
yourself."
I still become enraged at the audacity of women who claim that men who study game are "fake" (and
almost all do!). Men are shamed, but a woman who claims that men who study "Game" are "Fake is
freely encouraged to:
1. Wear make up FAKE! The purpose is to simulate youth and to hide the blemishes and wrinkles
so they can fool a man into noticing her FAKE neoteny.
2. Wear high heels FAKE! The purpose is to FAKE the leggy look that men prefer.
3. Get a boob job. FAKE! Game study involves reading and practicing. These women get their
breast cut into pieces, diced, pumped, and substantially altered. They get fat sucked out of the
butt and put into the breasts.
The examples are endless. They do almost EVERYTHING to attract a man from lowering their
voice, and raising the pitch, to sounding childlike (easy enough for most of them), to feigning
helplessness (again not a stretch), to wearing low cut blouses, to tight butt hugging pants with inserts,
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to pop up bras to spending 45 minutes every morning on their hair).
Women look you right in the eye and claim that men who study game are "fake" but women who
wear high heels, body hugging clothing, and makeup, or even have plastic surgery are NOT fake.
What?
Do women really claim that men who read books and get in shape are "fake" but women who lose
weight and enhance boobs using pills and liposuction and who wear makeup and high heels in order
to pretend to look younger and have more neoteny are NOT fake?
Yes they do gentlemen, and they argue it fervently.
Do you guys see why it is critical to ignore women when they try to tell you their horsehit about
attraction? To a women attraction....just happens!
They seem almost unable to conceive of the idea that it DOES NOT JUST HAPPEN! When a woman
is attracted IT IS BECAUSE A MAN MADE IT HAPPEN!!! That pesky river in Egypt runs strong in
women as they claim that a man improving himself to be more masculine is "fake" while at the same
time claiming that game doesn't work (or that it only works on "bad girls" or it only works for sex).
Then when it DOES work, they hamster that it is not because of game or frame but because THEIR
man was a 'natural Alpha' (until he isn't).
In fact, women claim that Red Pill is "abusing" women by faking it. They can never explain why so
allow me. We are taking away the magic vagina power by showing that love and attraction doesn't
"just happen" and it is not just "Chemistry."
If muscles don't make the man and it is whatever makes the magic vagina detector tingle then there is
NOTHING a man can do to accomplish that! Not if it "just happens." Therefore (to a woman)
assertiveness and confidence can't work because that would mean the magic vagina tingle detector
might not be infallible!
Listen to what they say guys! There is nothing a man can do to improve himself because if he does
that is just "faking it" and window dressing. The important thing is "inside."
Don't listen to her or ANY woman. They lie and hamster away the truth. You can LEARN game. You
can LEARN to be attractive. You can CHANGE your body to be attractive. You can LEARN to be
more stoic. You can LEARN to take control and lead. NONE of this is "fake." Men are MADE NOT
BORN. Men become men through effort and struggle. Women are just created out of whole cloth and
they max out at age 15 or 16. Most men do not even begin building their masculinity until that age.
There is nothing "fake" in learning how to behave and how to flip those little vagina tingle triggers!
Here is the thing that enrages me and it is another reason why women LIE about this game and frame
effect. If they admit the truth then the ENTIRE truth about what they have done to our civilization is
laid bare.
I don't think they really believe that the mythical Alphalpha came bawling out in a torrent of blood
and funk with a shot glass in one hand and a cell phone in the other. However, if they admit the truth
it doesn't make women look very well. In fact the mythical Alpha most likely had a woman in his
early life who told him the truth and encouraged him to be masculine.
That's all it takes girls and you lie rather than even consider raising a man to be "Alpha." you shit test
the ever living fuck out of young boys who have no idea how to respond. Then you LIE and do
everything possible to deny this information to men. You fucking cunts threw out a majority of the
men from their homes and then took away their families and their sons. Then you raised their boys to
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be simps, discouraged masculinity and assertiveness, and really showed them how to live under
female domination.
Then your daughters whine and howl like the fucking hurricane...where have all the good men gone?
The common Blue Pill loser who is TERRIBLE with women and cries himself to sleep at night in his
dead bedroom is the creation of THIS IDEA and THESE women. He is a man raised by women
almost assuredly without any strong male figure in his life BUT plenty of strong women, who poke
and poke and poke and poke until all the men in her life- especially her sons- just give up and by the
time they get married, MOST have given up completely.
THIS is the man I see they are telling to give up. This is the man they are calling "fake" when he
works to improve. I get it, and I understand why women do this. I even agree to an extent that men
need to be tested and he needs to persevere.
But what about the children? How isn't it CHILD ABUSE to tell a young boy to "Just be yourself and
the right girl will come to you." How isn't it CHILD ABUSE to tell a young boy there is nothing he
can do to improve himself?
When you tell a grown man (who sees all the women in his wife fucking bad boys) to "treat a woman
like a princess" and "girls like NIIIIIIIIIICE guys" that is one thing. But when you tell young boys
this, you get the desperately unhappy men (and women) we see today. We see men who resort to sex
dolls and women become more and more unhappy every year.
Nice job girls. This unchallenged female belief has managed to destroy the strongest, wealthiest
culture in all of world history in less than 2 generations. Very impressive. At least it is one for the
history books.
TLDR:
1. Bitches aint nothin but tricks and ho's.
2. Women lie about what attracts them even when it harms their own children.
3. Don't listen to women.
4. Watch what they do not what they say.
5. MEN ARE BUILT NOT CREATED
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"Do the women around here get to talk?" A short lesson in how
women completely control men and the dialogue
257 upvotes | September 15, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
The Red Pill is sexual strategy for men in a world increasingly dominated by feminism. However,
this well known phrase that describes the TRP Subreddit may be a slight misnomer. It is not just a
world increasingly dominated by feminists but a world increasingly dominated by WEAK MEN who
defer to women and STRONG WOMEN who are arrogant, aggressive, vile harpy feminists who use
their pussy to manipulate men as a primary strategy.
When that doesn't work right away, they immediately move from pussy power to victim power and
fiercely shame any man who dares to treat them like an equal. NO! Women are "Equal" when it
comes to job security and hiring and firing and everything where they want to be "equal." However,
if they begin to lose at the competition, the GO TO move is to shame and blame and suddenly they
are not equal because.....Vagina. It's a pretty damn good "heads I win and Tails you lose" racket they
have pulled off.
A man MUST defer to a woman, listen carefully when she interrupts, and ONLY talk using "inside
voices" when women are in the room.
The direct message that is drummed into our heads from the time we were toddlers is that the most
important thing to do is to look down when SOFTLY and CALMLY talking to a woman so she is not
threatened by your aggressive eye contact. Say "Yes Ma'am" and keep your hands folded in front of
you when you are talking to a woman. When SHE starts talking, the "masculine" thing to do is to
IMMEDIATELY SHUT UP AND LISTEN carefully to whatever the woman is saying! Let her
finish! Don't interrupt a woman!
Of course you can interrupt a man. You can mock what he is saying. You can talk over him. You can
tell him to shut up. Such words directed to a woman, however are "Misogyny."
Why? Because when you are used to privileged treatment, being treated as an equal feels like
misogyny.
It doesn't matter whether you are the most Alpha dude on the planet. You can make a living grabbing
em by the pussy. You can rule over a staff of 200 men. You can make decisions affecting the lives of
everybody in the world. You can preside over a budget in the hundreds of Billions. You can get
elected to Congress or to the Presidency. You can have a wife and a harem of eager, willing sluts to
service you. None of that matters.
YOU WILL SIT DOWN AND SHUT UP WHEN A WOMAN IS TALKING!
Yesterday President Trump met with Congressional leaders and a short exchange caught my
attention:
The Post reported that during the dinner, Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross asked the 11
people at the table -- including Pelosi, the only woman present -- what President Donald
Trump got out of the deal made with Democrats on border security and DACA.
As Pelosi tried to make her point that Trump would get support from Democrats on a
variety of issues, the men at the table started talking over each other.
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"Do the women get to talk around here?" Pelosi asked, two people familiar with the
exchange told the Post.
The table fell silent and she was not interrupted again
Readers take note that the question was not even directed at the woman but she was the person in the
room who got to speak uninterrupted. At this table were the most powerful men in the world and
ALL a women had to do to shut all of them up was to ORDER the men to shut up by shaming them.
All of the "Alpha" men immediately shut up. They stopped the discussion between themselves. They
IMMEDIATELY turned to the only woman in the room and everybody shut up for her.
Of course the WOMAN does not need to shut up and listen! NO! The women is the one running the
panel! She is the one in charge! No man in this, or any country, has this kind of power once we
exclude North Korea but EVERY woman in the country has this power.
Lessons Learned, Again:
1. ANY woman is free to whine "equality" when it suits her and "Mah Vagina" when it doesn't.
2. If you DARE speak up about the unfairness you must be a virgin woman hater (so keep quiet
and remember to use your inside voices).
3. ANY woman who is "equal" is actually dominate. As Rollo says: "For one sexual strategy to
win, the other must lose." Men have lost completely.
4. Feminism has won but has not created "equality" but female dominance and supremacy.
5. Enjoy the decline.
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Marriage and Divorce: Textbook Modern Day Slavery for Men
174 upvotes | October 1, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I had the misfortune of seeing yet another CNN special on "Human Trafficking" and, once again, the
bias and misinformation triggered me.
THIS is the definition of "slavery":
A relationship characterized by coercive control and a loss of freedom of movement such
that the person is not able to freely move about and/or is unable to leave their employment.
So according to the SJW lying fucks we have THREE elements of a "slave":"
1. Subject to coercive control
2. Unable to move about freely
3. Unable to leave their employment
As soon as I saw the definition flashed on the screen I recognized it immediately as a TYPICAL
divorce for men.
1. Coercive control: Men are subject to the coercive control of an emotional terrorist in the home.
In a divorce the woman will use the children, she will lie about sexual assault, she will withhold
the children from the man, she will alienate the man from his friends and even his family. This
is the essence of coercive control! If her power slips in any way, she can call in the White
Knights in Blue with big guns, small dicks, and billy clubs to pummel her husband into
submission, chain him up, and throw him in a dark cell where we laugh with great delight about
his risk of being a victim of sexual assault. I have seen MORE THAN ONE woman taunt her
husband as he was being taken to jail for non payment of support: "Don't bend over to pick up
the soap." Even the female judge smiled.
2. Unable to move about freely: A man with children in divorce is NOT free to move. He is not
free to take his kids to the park. He is not free to find a better place to live. A man with children
is literally held hostage by the woman. Eshar Villar talks about children as adorable but that
women use them as "hostages" and it is 100% true.
Divorced men almost never get custody so if they wish to see their kids they are literally held
prisoner in the location where the wife decides they are going to live. The husband has almost no say
whatsoever. I have seen SEVERAL cases where the man is trying to see the kids and the wife
continually thwarts his visitation. Nothing is done no matter how much money the man spends on
motions and lawyers.
Then a couple months later (after the husbands motion to enforce visitation is denied or delayed and
deferred) the woman comes in with a motion to change domicile. The man argues that she just wants
to move to a different State so she can take the kids away from the father and move in with a thug
boyfriend who has a record of child rape. The man almost always loses no matter what evidence is
produced. The kids go wherever mom decides no matter how bad it is for the dad because THE DAD
DOESN'T MATTER. ONLY THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILDREN WOMAN MATTERS.
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3. Unable to leave employment: I worked at a legal aid clinic for a year and represented men
thrown in jail for nonpayment of support almost every day. These were men who lost jobs or
were fired. They looked for work and could not find it. None of the reality mattered. All that
mattered was they owed a woman money. The State enforced this at the point of a gun.
No man is free to leave his employment once his wife files for divorce else he be thrown in jail for
nonpayment of support. Then while in jail, he obviously can't make any money but the amount owed
continues to go up. None of that matters. The State WILL force you to pay at the point of a gun and
under threat of being reduced to chains.
They whine almost every week on CNN about the so called 40 million human "slaves" that are
victims of "trafficking." Of course this only counts women. If we count the REAL slaves in the
world, the figure is closer to 2 billion.
Don't expect to see any CNN stories on the plight of REAL oppression in the world today.
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Hashtag Me Too- The Final Nail in the Coffin of the Modern
Relationship
202 upvotes | November 21, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Time for another short story about the adventures of my son- a Red Pill certified Alpha, football
player, pilot, and way to smart to be working at McDonalds.
My son, we will call him “Chad” is a late teenager who recently graduated from High School and
despite pressure from his mum to go to the 13th Grade at a Junior College, he decided to work at
McDonalds. Today was his first paycheck and he came straight from the mailbox screaming and
howling like a Banshee. Turns out his effective take home rate is less than $7.50 after taxes. Who
knew, right?
So during Chad’s mewling rant about how it is better to just be on welfare and watch the system
crumble, and vows that he is not working to keep this pathetic society afloat, he threw out a Red Pill
gold story:
“This bitch I work with came into the breakroom complaining about guys. She wanted to know what
was wrong with guys and why don’t guys talk to her anymore.”
My son looked at the 20 something quite attractive girl. First he checked her out up and down and left
her with a look of total disdain before giving her the answer in three words: “Me Too darlin.”
The girl was immediately defensive, demanding to know what he was talking about and my son
gladly advised her that if women are going to make it into a rape case every time a guy shows any
interest or asks a girl for a date then why would we make the effort.”
She huffed and puffed and they laughed at her. Then she tried to shame the boys at the table- ‘I guess
only real men ask girls out on dates anymore.” They laughed at her even more and made jokes about
their tiny penises without a shred of shame. Then she tried NAWALT- “Not all women are like that”
you know. I don’t know what yous guys problem is.” (Yes she is an inarticulate gutter snipe already
showing lines from her teenage and early 20’s life of parties, drugs, alcohol, and rough pumps and
dumps with Chad).
My son laughed at her some more and after wiping away his tears asked to see her phone. The girl
immediately clutched it like it was a life jacket.
“What…wh…why..why do you want to see my phone.”
My son smiled at her brightly. “I want to see your “Hashtag Me Too” post that proves you are not
like all the others.”
She looked from face to face trying to find a White Knight to come to her rescue but all the boys sat
stoic or grinning like Cheshire cats.
“You guys are all jerks” she said while stomping her feet like a little girl.
“Me too! Me too” the boys cried, slapping high fives all around.
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Alphas, Betas, Omegas, and Oaks: Let them NOT eat paint
61 upvotes | November 28, 2017 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This post is for the Rambo's, those who insist on eating paint, and all the guys who are so pissed off
at their wives they are being rude, petulant, cruel, denying them sex, or whatever else you think is
"punishment" enough for her treating you like a sexless Beta all those years.
I have for you men those 3 little words so many of us long to hear:
Get over it.
Leadership includes managing your subordinates and making sure they have everything they
need.
Women NEED validation and approval from men. They greatly prefer that validation comes from a
strong, attractive, Alpha man. They greatly appreciate it when you show them a warm gooey center
every now and then so long as that goo is encased in a hard shell of mostly Alpha. They really like it
when an Alpha male leads them on an adventure and a good time.
You know what they don't like? They don't like a petulant Beta male trying to "man up" by treating
her rudely, with cruelty, and/or with little or no awareness or regard for her needs.
On TRP/MRP we often tell guys to man up. We tell guys to take her off the pedestal. We tell guys to
not take shit and to respond to shit tests with Agree and Amplify and other methods.
You know what we don't teach?
We don't teach men to withhold love and affection from their woman.
A women will almost always CHEAT if she is denied love and affection for too long. If we accept
that women NEED love and affection and validation then this should come as no surprise.
I think some guys just don't get it in part because there is a divide over the terminology we use so let
me highlight that because I think some confusion is because we don't even agree on what exactly is
"Alpha" and what is "Beta."
I and many others have suggested that Alpha is what makes girls wet and Beta provides comfort but
not tingles. Unfortunately this makes women the gauge of MRP success and is problematic.
Another terminology dispute is that MRP has more tightly defined "Beta." As a result, in MRP terms,
the main sub conflates "Beta" with "Omega"(which is a person or behavior that does not generate
tingles OR comfort) and never ruses the term "Oak" (which creates BOTH tingles and comfort).
So to summarize:
MRP:
Alpha: Hot guy who get's all the girls or a behavior that tends to improve your chances of getting all
the girls (i.e. increases attraction for men).
Beta: Loving guy who shows his caring and comfort but rarely gets laid or a behavior that is loving
and caring and comforting (but doesn't generate the tingles).
Omega: Objectively gross and unattractive people and behaviors that provide neither comfort nor
tingles.
Oak: Attractive cool dude who generates the tingles AND brings all the warmth and comfort they
need (but not to much).
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TRP
Alpha: Hot guy who gets laid or behaviors that get you laid.
Beta: Weak men or weak, supplicating behaviors that turn you into a "nice guy" who doesn't get laid.
Thus, in TRP terms, one should avoid "Beta" and Rambo the fuck out of your plates.
However, in MRP terms, one should be Alpha, but also provide strong Oak and Beta comfort
especially to reinforce good behavior.
So fellows, get teeth off the window and wipe your chin already. Yes, take charge. Be the man. Lead
the family. Yes blast her Shit Tests from orbit and don't take any shit either. Just make sure you
realize that part of being the Captain is making sure your crew is getting what it needs.
TLDR: If a wife is NOT getting the affection, validation, and attention from you that she needs and
deserves she will get it from somebody. MRP is a praexology that you adapt to your own
circumstance. This information works but it is DANGEROUS. We are giving out dynamite to
children so please don't go full retard or Redpill Rambo; don't eat paint.
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Me Too Guys! Times are a Changing Faster than we know
0 upvotes | December 26, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
A quick field report.
I was on vacation last week and returning from Hawaii on Christmas Eve. We were deplaning our
connecting flight in LA, and a short woman in front of us was struggling to get down a piece of
luggage. She looked plaintively around, surrounded by perhaps ten men- and EVERY SINGLE
MAN LOOKED AWAY OR AT THE FLOOR.
My wife was still sitting and she crossly demanded that I help the woman- "Blue, she needs help
getting her bag down."
I shrugged and quietly informed her that I did not want to get charged with sexual harassment so she
was on her own. One of the men in front of me nodded vigorously and my wife frowned deeply. She
was no taller than the woman but she got up and tried to help her and, of course, she could not reach
the bag either.
"Can you help PLEASE!" She demanded.
I smiled grimly: "Of course I will help YOU, my dear, but I don't know this woman or her
intentions." Then I darkly muttered "Me Too Darling. A man's got to protect himself from toxic
femininity" as I took down her bag and set it in front of the woman without even a glance at her. This
time I was loud enough for everyone around to hear and several of the men continued to look at the
floor while grinning and nodding. Several of the women looked at me with piercing eyes full of hate
and fear. I calmly shrugged my shoulders. Pray tell exactly how these bitches expect men to react!
I have flown regularly for many decades and I have never witnessed a scene like this. A woman
desperately needed help and all the men around her simply looked away and refused to help. Then all
of the men nodded and smiled when I said the magic words "Me Too."
Women are programmed to push men and push and push and push and push. Men are supposed to
stop them. However, at some point an individual woman pushes her husband just a bit to far or, as in
this case, the group of howling feminazis as a whole have pushed men as a whole too far. In either
case the response of men is not to fight back or hit the women, or grab them by the POTUS. The
natural response of a man who has been pushed one step to far is to withdraw. Like a husband denied
sex one to many times by his wife, or talked to with disrespect one to many times, men today are
withdrawing from women.
Men today are consciously limiting contact with women. Increasingly we don't talk to them. We don't
even make eye contact. If they need help we fight our White Knight urges to help the "fairer" sex and
instead look at the floor and remember toxic masculinity. We remember Me Too. We remember the
ungrateful, pushy, demanding, bitchy, cunty women exhibiting toxic feminism, treating us like
second class citizens, denying us jobs in favor of affirmative action, and constantly testing us in never
ending and escalating ways.
We are looking at all this and increasingly men are saying: "Nope. I am good."
TLDR: # ME TOO is working! # MGTOW4LIFE
Edit: I reviewed this with my wife and she noted that the woman asked 2 men for help and they
ignored her. That was why she was so compelled to jump in and help- and it makes my point even
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stronger! There is a response brewing and men are sick and tired of this shit women.
Edit 2: I thought this scenario sounded familiar. Dalrock wrote about this in 2014:
https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2014/02/20/how-men-could-make-themselves-useful-to-katarina-krosl
akova/
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Bluepill Professor's Manifesto: Why I am a Radical Advocate
of Men’s Rights and What Do We Can Do Next
153 upvotes | January 2, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I have studied the great social movements from Suffrage to Civil Rights and the great movers of
social change from Marx and Lenin, to Friedan and Dworkin and from to Gandhi and MLK to Mao
and Pol Pot. The common thread of all these movements which succeeded in enacting stunning social
change is this: Social change is accomplished by force and power and the exercise thereof.
Gladly power does not equal violence because peaceful resistance is a form of force and power. A
very potent form.
Lasting and dramatic social change requires broad agreement that there is a problem and that specific
objectives must be established and specific actions must be taken to accomplish those objectives. In
short, if you want to change something you need broad agreement on the following:
(1) That there is a problem;
(2) that certain specific objectives (however vague) should be accomplished; and
(3) that specific and effective actions should be COLLECTIVELY TAKEN to accomplish one or
more of those objectives.
Once you have those 3 elements, there is at least a fighting chance. If you don’t have all of them then
you don’t have a social movement and nothing is ever going to change.
Red Pill is obviously not a social movement. It is a forum dedicated to the discussion of the problem
of male sexual strategy. Red Pill acknowledges that there is a problem (#1) and generally
acknowledges certain specific objectives (#2- i.e. getting more and better sex) but there is no attempt
to enforce a specific objective and no pretension of taking collective action. It is simply not possible
with Red Pill because we firmly believe that every man is his own judge. Therefore, the tenets of Red
Pill cannot enforce or even agree on COLLECTIVE actions which will enable men to better
accomplish their sexual strategy.
Or….Can it?
A little background first to set the stage. MRA’s, the Men’s Rights Activists have been clamoring for
at least 46 years in the face of steadily increasing misandric laws and those laws have not changed in
favor of men in the slightest amount. MRA’s agree with #1 that there is a problem and with #2 that
certain laws and customs need to be changed. I have heard there was a slight improvement in police
practices vis-à-vis domestic violence and custody at least in some States since the 2000’s but am not
aware of a single MRA legal “victory” in the last 46 years.
In contrast, MGTOW, Men Going There Own Way, has been advocating for specific actions to be
collectively taken (#3- Don’t get married, avoid women, pump and dump) for what? 6 years? The
Wiki article on MGTOW is so badly written it is hard to tell (as a side note, the wiki on the
“Manospehre” doesn’t even have The Red Pill Reddit listed!).
Compare the social change in the last 50 odd years with MRA’s and the last 6 years with MGTOW.
Or how about just the last year? Could Donald Trump have been able to foist off the grab em by the
pussy comment October surprise without the groundswell of support for ‘enough is enough?’ In
many ways, the subsequent pussy hat parade protest and the hysteria of Me Too has been a backlash
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against the successes- or at least the awakening- caused by MGTOW and The Red Pill. Men are
taking notice and are beginning to speak up. Women are taking notice and they are bitching, moaning
and whining and trying to play their favorite game- twist things completely around to blame men.
They say it’s not men who are oppressed by false rape charges and false domestic abuse charges with
no consequence whatsoever to the woman. No! It is women who are oppressed by sexual harassment!
And by the way, sexual harassment is the same as violent rape is the same as “date rape” and if you
question this premise then you must hate women.
Also, all prostitutes are no longer junkie whores sucking dick for a fix, but “victims of trafficking”
and the solution is not to give girls other opportunities to selling cash for gash but to plaster pics of
the perpetrators (i.e. “The Men”) all over the internet, destroy the man’s livelihood and family, and so
on.
The COLLECTIVE actions advocated and taken by MGTOW are well known. MGTOW is in (3)
“Agreement that specific actions should be COLLECTIVELY TAKEN.” Even though the objectives
of MGTOW have been decoupled from the MRA objectives (#1 and #2) we can easily see the power
of COLLECTIVE ACTION.
The womminz are losing their shit in a way they have never done over the weak sauce MRA’s. This
is because the MRA’s never proposed that men take collective action to effectuate change and so they
never even got noticed. They never accomplished anything. MGTOW doesn’t even know what the
Hell they want to accomplish and the women are taking notice.
Imagine a world where the actions of MGTOW are deliberately and consciously coupled to the
misandry, anti-male bias in government, criminal courts, family courts, the media, and the schools.
Imagine a world where men begin to take COLLECTIVE ACTION with a SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE
to improve the ridiculously unfair marriage and divorce laws, to roll back the snowflake protection
customs (i.e. sexual harassment) and to reverse the entire domestic violence scam (where women
commit more violence against men yet 99% of the time the man is arrested) and the false “rape”
histrionics. A world where men recognize themselves as a separate and (more or less) united class
rather than an isolated collection of individuals whining on the internet. Imagine a world where
WOMEN ARE GIVEN ACTUAL AND REAL CONSEQUENCES FOR THEIR COLLECTIVE
ACTIONS OVER THE LAST 150 YEARS.
Such a world would see rapid and dramatic social change. Power is not just the ultimate aphrodisiac.
Power and its use is the way to enact rapid legal and social change.
For the last 150 years, women have been steadily increasing their masculine power while retaining
every single scrap of female power. Women (and men) have ignored the 6:1 in group bias women
show towards women along with the 4:1 OUT-group bias that men show towards women. They have
demanded to ‘fight on an equal playing field’ and even an advantaged playing field but with those
bias numbers, an “equal” playing field is nothing of the sort and the unbalanced field we have today
is ridiculously unfair to 90% of men. Not just unfair. Ridiculously unfair. Future generations will be
laughing at how ridiculous we have been and will be amazed that Western Civilization could destroy
itself so rapidly and completely.
I for one am not yet ready to give up without a fight. That IS what we are talking about. If you have
one side willing to FIGHT and willing to commit violence, and willing to protest while the other side
does nothing COLLECTIVELY then the side using COLLECTIVE action will ALWAYS win.
Always.
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What does “collective action” look like in the context of the gender wars? I propose the following:
1. NO NEW MARRIAGES. More than ½ of marriages fail and the other 90% are miserable.
Even when they don’t divorce the men, which happens about 85% of the time, in the vast
majority of marriages the woman completely controls the sexuality and men have absolutely no
power except the power to walk away with the clothes on their back. This lack of male power is
a HUGE turn-off to women, and it is extraordinarily distressing to men. When one side- the
wife- has all the power and especially when she really doesn’t want all the power despite what
they collectively say, then there is not marriage. Until this changes nobody should be getting
married. Ever. Not to Western Thots and not to Asian princesses. Pump em and dump em or
plate them, don’t even date them. Be a Sugar Daddy with a renewable short term contract, not a
trapped Beta Husband with a blood soaked contract written in dollars. Abundance is the only
power men have in a modern relationship. We use it by keeping our options open and refusing
to give all of our commitment to a single woman. DON'T GET MARRIED. HASHTAG :
BOYCOT MARRIAGE
2. NO INTERACTIONS WITH WOMEN IN THE WORKPLACE OR IN SCHOOL.
Everybody knows not to fish in your own pond (right) and all about the sexual harassment shit
women have been pulling for the last 30 years. Now with the Me Too movement you would
have to be a complete moron to associate with any woman in the workplace or on Campus.
Don’t invite them to lunch. Don’t invite them to the after work gathering. Invoke the “Pence
Rule” and if you must have a meeting with a woman ask for a chaperone and/or a witness.
Make it a point to leave the door open to your office. Don't be afraid to tell the women exactly
why the door is staying open. "A man needs to protect himself these days" is all you need to
say. Meanwhile, don’t comment on a woman’s appearance. Don’t compliment them. Don’t
even talk to women unless ignoring them would make you seem autistic. Do your job, work
hard, study hard, but be a ghost.
3. RECLAIM MALE SPACES. We need to FIGHT to retain and reclaim male spaces. Women
have no inherent right to butt in on our golf groups or our fishing trips. Plan trips WITH MEN
ONLY and deliberately exclude the women. They will whine and cry. So fucking what! Spend
time with OTHER MEN and learn and trade notes. Leave the women at home more often.
Reclaim male spaces.
4. STOP RELYING ON WOMEN FOR VALIDATION. Men have always relied on women
for validation. All of us have mothers but today, older and older men continue to rely on the
women around them as if they were their mothers. I think this is because with women holding
all the power, it certainly looks and feels like most wives ARE mothers and most husbands
behave like children! How could it be otherwise when infant boys are raised by women, often
without fathers, and learn from a young age to be compliant to women in authority; when they
were schooled by women from awareness to puberty on how to be compliant to women in
authority. Once not so long-ago men were men and women were women. Women could always
use their feminine wiles and had great power over the children, over her husband and over
society. The queen could always whisper honey or poison into the ear of the king. The system
of power commonly called “the patriarchy” where Men held at least titular power worked
because men are genetically programmed to protect and care for women. Women are NOT
programmed in this way and giving them equal or even greater power means that men are
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imprisoned by their genetics to protect and serve women, while women are empowered by
society to dominate and abuse men. The solution does not require a violent overthrow or
reducing women to the imaginary chains of the patriarchy. The solution is to stop relying on
women for validation; stop worshipping at the altar of the sacred vaginal orifice; stop serving
women!
5. KNOCK OFF THE WHITE KNIGHTING: There are 4 things God should have never
created
a. Cockroaches, b. Mosquitos, c. Spider Mites, and d. White Knights.
All are blood sucking killer parasites who damage and destroy whatever they touch. The behavior
needs to be called out and challenged. On that note….
6. IF YOU SEE SOMETHING, SAY SOMETHING: Unlike the same anti-terrorist
catchphrase, this doesn’t mean report bad behavior to the authorities. This means if you hear or
observe bad behavior SAY SOMETHING. No this is not a call to break Rule 1 and 2 of Fight
Club. DON’T TALK ABOUT RED PILL. However, it is a call to be a man and speak up when
you see some bullshit that a woman is doing. When you hear a gob of misandry such as “you
know how men are” the response should always be some version of “much better than you
know how women are.” When the women are talking smack about, I don’t know, let’s pick
Harvey Weinstien, everybody’s favorite creep and how he is a rapist pull out your phone and
show them a pic of Harvey and his “Rape Victim” a few years later and almost 2 decades
before she reported it as “rape” in a tweet. Feel free to be an asshole: "Yah, that’s how I call in
a rape charge. I tweet it 20 years later. K." Don’t take their bullshit the least bit seriously. Stop
being afraid to correct sisters, cousins, and female friends. If they want to get pissed that is their
right just as it is yours to amuse yourself with their insanity rather than nodding your head in
agreement.
They will freak out but so what? Remember, NEVER argue with a woman but have fun with it. Troll
the shit out of them. Get them pissed off. I have asked more than one group of girls how many of
Harvey’s rape victims wore panties to the 2:30 a.m. meeting to discuss her career. They freak out,
trust me but it is hilarious. MAKE THEM FEEL SOMETHING. Let them know you are on to their
shit and laugh at their antics but call them out on the insanity. Don’t stay silent any longer. Say
something. They will get pissed off but that feeling is more likely to get you laid than White
Knighting. A lot more.
7. CHIVALRY IS DEAD. We didn’t kill it. They did. They want and expect us to lift their
bags and open their doors when it suits them and they want muh equality when it suits them. It
is either/or and the women have chosen. Stop helping women. Don’t stop to change their tire.
And yes, don’t help them get their bags down from the overhead bin (as I related to the hysteria
of The Blue Pill and the dismay of many Red Pillers in a recent post). It goes against our very
instincts but women want to treat men like servants and second class citizens, make false
allegations with no consequences, change the rules of society and relationships and they have.
We have not responded and I believe at a minimum this needs to be a response.
Men cannot just sit back getting kicked in the face over and over again. Stop it already.
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Now I am not saying be a clueless douchebag in public. I recently told the story of me deplaning and
(initially) refusing to take down a woman’s bag in the overhead compartment. She was an adult
woman with fiercely butched hair and business slacks. It wasn’t my problem and you motherfuckers
and bloops can shame me all you want. I have no duty to twist around in an awkward position and
help an adult woman I don’t even know.
Chivalry is dead but human decency still exists. I do not believe these principles apply to wives,
lovers, female friends, sisters, mothers, and other female relatives. Nor do they apply to the aged,
young or infirm. On the same trip we loaded onto a packed bus at Disneyland and several tired
women were standing while I enjoyed my seat and I wasn’t moving to give it up until I noticed a
young woman holding a 4 y/o little girl and both were leaning tiredly against the post. I stood up and
offered my seat to the child and she gratefully sat down on the moms (?) lap without saying a word to
me. No matter. Hopefully the reader can see the distinction. Adult woman wants my seat? I don’t
think so. Big girl can stand as easily as me. Why I heard women are MORE sturdy and have MORE
stamina than men! I am happy to test that claim.
But if a child (of any gender) or a little frail old lady is tired and needs my seat? Of course! Without
any expectations.
Conclusion: There can be no social change without broad agreement that there is a problem and that
specific objectives must be established and specific actions must be taken to accomplish those
objectives. MRA’s pointed us in the direction but took no COLLECTIVE action. MGTOW has
shown us the collective actions but no direction. The Red Pill is a unique forum that contains both
MGTOW and MRA flair. Both groups are “Red Pilled” and both are pursuing the enhancement of
male sexual strategy. We must draw from the lessons and experience of those groups in the singular
goal of rolling back the misandry in our society and the cruel advantages that women have in
relationships, family courts, and reproductive rights. This is the ultimate solution to ‘male sexual
strategy in a world increasingly dominated by feminism.
No change is possible so long as only men are affected. Nobody cares about men and certainly not
the fulfillment of male sexual strategy. If men kill themselves by the tens of thousands nobody cares.
The focus will be on the women who commit suicide even though it is 1/12 the number of men. If
men are homeless by the millions nobody cares. The focus is on the few hundred-female homeless. If
men lose their children by the HUNDREDS of MILLIONS nobody cares. The focus is on women.
Always. Nobody cares how many men are destroyed and die horribly. As a species we are not
programmed to care. We are programmed to protect and favor the eggs. Sperm is cheap. Eggs are
valuable. Women have value because of a wet sloppy hole between their legs and need to bring
nothing more to the table.
However, this genetic predilection also provides SOLUTIONS by showing that THE WAY TO
CHANGE THE SYSTEM IS TO MAKE THE WOMEN SLIGHTLY UNCOMFORTABLE.
All the MRA arguments fall on deaf ears because nobody cares about men. Nothing is going to
change if it only hurts men. The body count of men is not important. What is important in this and
every society is the comfort and security of women.
Therefore, we need to begin taking away some of this comfort and security. WE NEED TO
CONSCIOUSLY START TO MAKE WOMEN UNCOMFORTABLE.
That’s it guys. We don’t need to go on a rampage. We don’t need to even commit violence. We
probably don't even need to protest. We just need to stop taking it on the chin and we need
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CONSEQUENCES for the collective actions taken by women in the last 150 years.
Rollo teaches us that in order for male sexual strategy to win, female sexual strategy must be
DEFEATED. Right now it is late in the 4th Quarter, down by 6 with less than a minute to go. It is the
101st Airborne surrounded at Bastogne. It is the German Army surrounded at Stalingrad. It is time to
FIGHT and TAKE COLLECTIVE ACTION. It is time to martial our forces and unite to weaken this
monstrosity called feminism.
Gentlemen, if we do not hang together, then we shall surely hang separately.
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BPP Reads the "Complete Marriage Counselor": Confirmation
Bias galore in the belly of the beast
55 upvotes | January 10, 2018 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I am reading "The Complete Marriage Counselor" from 2009 which interviews America's "top"
marriage counselors from across the spectrum about common marital problems. Fortunately, they
include the erstwhile and one of the original manosphere icons Warren Farrell (The Myth of Male
Privilege) and some other males but at least 80% of the answers were from females or worse.
The first thing I noticed as I read this with a Red Pill lens was the amazing and obvious GENDERED
differences in the therapists approach to the problems.
Boys and girls are actually different fellows. Who knew?
The advice they give is hilariously predictable and often pedantic and the chapters are organized by
"common marital problems."
These PROMINENT MARRIAGE COUNSELORS provide 3-4 page short answers to the specific
problems in marriage and I will give you the main point of their responses.
Chapter 1: Chore Wars:
Female- 1: Come up with a list as a couple of what needs to be done and divide it up. List first what
you are willing to do and not willing to do. Then in respectful manner discuss your concerns with the
therapist.
Female 2: Get the woman to understand the value of male chores such as starting the car and
shoveling the snow. Women do things every day but men contribute differently. Chores disparity is
perception not reality.
Female 3: Let the woman explain how it makes her feel when the husband neglects to do his share of
the housework.
Male 1: Tell your husband you will be in be naked in bed waiting for him when he finishes loading
the dishwasher. (LOL)
Male 2: (Warren Farell): If a woman shows true gratitude by her tone and belief a man can be
induced to do anything for her.
Female 4: (the author of the book): The dude is right. "Give the lug what he craves (gratitude and
sex) in order to get him to do what he should be doing anyway."
BPP: ALL of these therapists from radical feminists to (somewhat) conservative Red Pill men agree
that men crave admiration and gratitude (aka "respect) from women even more than sex. None openly
make the connection that a woman who has the quality of being grateful to her husband is also
willing to sex him up at any time. Could these things be connected?
Chapter 2: Money Fights
Female 1: Make a list about what you disagree on and talk and talk and talk and talk
Female 2: Make sure you are unstressed. Then talk and talk and talk and talk...
Female 3: Take care of the feelings before finances. Forge a common goal to get out of your debt
problems. Talk and talk about your problems.
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Male 1: Set boundaries on spending.
Female 3: Talk about control problems and talk about a budget and talk about making good spending
decisions.
Female 4 (the book author): The dudes spending cap idea makes the most sense.
Male 2: Money is the number 1 cause of divorce because it is about power and freedom (he missed
the BIG one = ATTRACTION). So talk and talk and talk about your MOMMY AND DADDY’S
spending habits and how you grew up.
Male 3: Money is the center of an octopus with many tentacles like male ego and value. So talk and
talk about your values to solve money problems.
Female #4: (book author): The dude is right. It's all about early childhood experiences with money.
BPP's take: Notice that NONE of the therapists consider anything practical beyond making lists and
budgets. We say Acta non Verba- ACTIONS NOT WORDS- but I don't know the Latin for "ignore
the problem but be sure to stand around talking about the problem." Obviously somebody needs to
make more money and/or somebody needs to spend less. Vacations need to be cancelled and
purchases reconsidered but they want to encourage the wife to talk about how it feels being married
to a man who doesn’t earn enough money. Yah, that works.
Chapter 3: Sex
Female #1: Why does the husband want to fuck his wife? If it is just for his own gratification that’s a
problem. Husband needs to keep asking his wife “what can I do to make you feel safe” (I just puked
in my mouth).
Female #2: Wife should lower her barriers and husband needs to learn how to “get her interested.”
Let her know he is patient but will revisit the topic from time to time and give the wife the option of
suggesting something different (aka a sad, passionless blowjob).
Female #3: (Book author): Don’t pressure wife for sex and pay fervent attention to the wife’s sexual
pleasure. Man needs to get a clue and pay attention for when the wife might be receptive. Also,
differing sex drives suggest a “disease” in the relationship. Also, if he won’t fuck her it’s probably
weight related (LOL) or he is gay (LMFAO) and if she won’t fuck him it is because she never wanted
to fuck him. Ouch! Therapists Saving The Best.
Husband/Wife Counselor Team: The important thing is what sexuality represents. Being connected
and intimate. It is a unique bond and everybody should make an effort.
Male #1: Sex is important to men. She would want to fuck him if they were emotionally connected so
work on issues of insecurity and self-esteem.
BPP: Holy Matrimonials batman. I am now 100% sure that MRP is MUCH BETTTER than marriage
counseling. This Pablum has only a little to offer and is more damaging than doing nothing. MRP is
about ACTION and solutions. Most of this is an outrage. There are some helpful hints buried in the
text on Tantric Sex and “Switching It Up” and watching porn together and so on but there is a reason
why counseling is the direct path to divorce. This is the advice these counselors are giving! Most of it
would be hilarious were it not so damaging.
Chapter 4: Whelping and Rearing: Kids
Female #1: Celebrate the differences in parenting styles and don’t be afraid to argue in front of the
kids.
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Female #2: Celebrate the differences in parenting styles and try to understand your partners
perspective.
Female #3: (book author): Arguing in front of the kids robs them of their childhood. Why not just tell
them about Santa Clause (WTF?).
Female #4: When kids interfere with sex life just plan date nights.
Female #5: (Esther Perell- author of Mating in Captivity): Be willful and inventive about maintaining
sex after kids.
Female #6 (book author): Plan sex dates and take alone time.
Female #7: Don’t argue in front of kids.
Male ?? #1: The only thing that matters is the child’s welfare. Protect them from any arguing. Use
inside voices….
Female #8: Men need to not be a whiny bitch when there are kids to care for. It’s not about him.
Male #2: Women are not attracted to whiny bitches.
Male #3: Man needs to understand the biological and psychological changes of pregnancy on the
human female.
Female #9: These men suck. Husband doesn’t just need to understand- he needs to do 50% of the
child care and chores cuz the baby is half his (until it isn’t and the wife takes it and leaves- then it is
HER baby).
BPP’s take: OK, I am done. There is little of help here but I thought it was interesting to see in action
what we always advise against.
TLDR: Don’t go to marriage counseling.
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Kate Fisher, beautiful consort of handsome Billionaire Hits
Wall At Light Speed and Pulls The Pin On the Fat Grenade
39 upvotes | January 17, 2018 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybbzO9nd9xo
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Guidelines and FAQ (Updated January 26, 2018)
28 upvotes | January 26, 2018 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Who are we?
Is that important? The REAL issue is: Who are YOU!
We are men that subscribe to The Red Pill (TRP) philosophy of sexual strategy, and are dedicated to
applying it in marriage or in Long Term Relationships. This sub was created independently to address
the needs of married men to discuss relationships issues.
Our approach is different from /r/relationships and /r/deadbedrooms because those don't work.
Instead, here we focus on how to become stronger men to lead our marriage and LTRs to happiness.
Isn’t TRP against marriage?
Our goal is to help newly unplugging men trapped in loveless, unhappy, low-sex marriages. By
becoming stronger and more assertive men, they can bring a lot of happiness to their marriage and
LTRs. We encourage men to grow in those areas before reaching the point to "next that bitch." MRP
was specifically created so that married, committed men could have a place to discuss marital issues
without the younger crowd immediately howling: "NEEEXXXXT!"
Once you are married, especially if you have a family, it is not so easy to "Next" your wife. So yes,
Red Pill is against marriage because of the way it works in modern society. However, in MRP we are
already married. We don't support modern marriage, but we detest divorce even more. However, we
no longer fear it.
I’m new here, where do I start?
We strongly recommend you start reading the sidebar so you understand the concepts and language
we use. This post is a good folksy introduction to the jargon of Married Red Pill. Red Pill Terms and
Acronyms from our parent site /r/TheRedPill is a more comprehensive list that is on the MRP
sidebar.
What can I post?
We expect correct grammar and well-thought out posts. We can’t help much with play-by-plays, but
we can help a lot as brotherhood by discussing how to become stronger men in our marriages and
LTRs. Our goal is high-quality insightful posts that lead to insightful discussions. If you don't know if
your post belongs here, read this post explaining what are good quality posts and what aren't.
How do I post?
We only allow subscribers to participate. Click the subscribe button.
Are women welcomed?
This debate has created continual discussion and friction and after literally several years of
arguments, the Moderation panel has decided that MRP will be a MEN ONLY subreddit. This
decision was made with full knowledge that many women have a LOT to contribute and we are fully
aware that we are losing that strong body of knowledge with this decision. However, our several
years of experience on MRP along with past experiences have led us to this heavily contested
conclusion.
The only other attempt to create a men's blog for problem marriages based on Red Pill principles was
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the Married Men's Sex Life Blog by Athol Kay. Unfortunately, this blog degenerated over the years
into a female dominated forum and this excellent resource was recently closed.
On MRP we are determined to learn from the mistakes of the past and to provide a place where men
can talk to other men. MRP is a place where men can do their thing and women are free to observe
and learn.
However, WOMEN ARE NOT FREE TO POST ON MRP. The moderators have decided that any
woman posting on MRP will be banned on sight. This is a subreddit for men to speak with one
another.
"As a woman" you are, however, welcome to observe. You are also welcome to bring to the
moderators attention any issues you observe which should be brought to our attention. That is, you
can message the moderators with your concerns but posting by women on this Reddit is not
allowed.
MRP Wives is a dedicated subreddit for women ONLY who are looking for support, advice and self
improvement, particularly those women with husbands in MRP.
The main /r/theRedPill Reddit also has a dedicated sub for women although they allow both men and
women to post. This Reddit can be found at /r/redpillwomen.
How do I get flair?
It might not always be wrong to nominate another user for Flair but please do not ask the Moderators
for Flair for yourself. Flair is assigned by the Moderators and is informational only. The purpose of
Flair is to provide people some ability to weight the answers provided by different users. Flair is
merely the Moderators opinion and it can and does change.
The flair of MRP APPROVED means that the person provides reliable "Red Pill" advice and he
understands the principles and applications that we use. Most likely this person has read the Sidebar
books and has studied Red Pill for several months. Anything said by a person with this flair should be
considered very carefully before you reject it.
The flair "HARD CORE RED" usually identifies a man from the main /r/TheRedPill Reddit full of
piss and vinegar and a take no prisoner's attitude towards masculinity. A few of these guys are
married and 'spinning plates' (i.e. married with one or more "girlfriends") so bear that in mind when
considering their comments.
A Flair of TRP ENDORSED means that the user has a rare and very difficult to achieve
"Endorsement" on the main Red Pill Reddit so what they say deserves respect and consideration.
However, being endorsed by TRP is not always an ideal fit for MRP so that should be considered
when weighing their answers.
Moderators also use several "Flairs" to identify and single out specific individuals and this may be
done rather than banning the individual. For example, a flair of "USES SHAMING LANGUAGE"
reminds the moderators and the user to watch out for this issue in future posts.
Are you thinking about divorcing her?
Read this first about when to know it is time to Next your wife.
What if I don’t like TRP?
If you don’t like the look or methods of bodybuilders, don’t go to /r/bodybuilding. You have nothing
of value to contribute there. Similarly, if you are not interested in our kind of self-improvement, you
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don’t belong here. If you want to debate TRP, go to /r/purplepilldebate. Repeated offenders will be
considered trolls. And if you see a troll, click that report button!
Note: These rules were updated on 1/26/18 from the Original Post by /u/strategos_autokrator which
he updated in February, 2014.
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Red Pill Going Mainstream: I thought I was reading a Reddit
Post on this Fox News column!
971 upvotes | February 5, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
From Fox News:
Male Backlash Against Metoo is Brewing
Men are scared, and feminists are delighted. But the urge to call out and punish male sexual
transgression is bound to clash with an inescapable truth: We’re all in this together, men and
women.
Read carefully. Men being "scared" is fine until it affects......women!
Female staffers and lobbyists have found “many male legislators will no longer meet with
them privately,” reported The Miami Herald. “I had a senator say, ‘I need my aide here in
the room because I need a chaperone,’ ” lobbyist Jennifer Green told the paper. “I said,
‘Senator, why do you need a chaperone? . . . Do you feel uncomfortable around me?’
‘Well,’ he said, ‘anyone can say anything with the door shut.’ ”
Oh No! Women are being affected by the whole Metoo thing. It is time to back off! We are all in this
together don't ya know. Men and women, together. Forever. LMFAO.
“I’m getting the feeling that we’re going back 20 years as female professionals,” said
Green, who owns her company. “I fully anticipate I’m going to be competing with another
firm that is currently owned by some male, and the deciding factor is going to be: ‘You
don’t want to hire a female lobbying firm in this environment.’ ”
HAHHAHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAAHH!!!!!!! Do you mean that extreme actions beget
extreme reactions? Who knew?
This kind of thinking is catching on in aggressively P.C. Silicon Valley, where men are
taking to message boards like Reddit to express interest in sex segregation — sometimes
labeled “Men Going Their Own Way,” or the “Man-o-Sphere.”
Yah! She said it. So what is important about MGTOW and the Manosphere?
How will that work out for women in the tech industry, where they already face substantial
challenges?
Of course.
My guess is not good. The Pence rule, as advocated by none other than the professor, is now in full
force and effect. Men are not stupid and we are not going to be put into helpless situations where
'anybody can say anything' BUT women are to be believed.
Nope!
Several major companies have told us they are now limiting travel between the genders
Yes they are. But don't forget what is important. How is all this going to affect THE WOMEN!
If men start to back away from women, at least in professional settings, it’s difficult to see
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how that will aid the feminist cause.
Oh, so not good huh. Maybe this Metoo thing wasn't such a good idea. Maybe going for the jugular
and total supremacy was a bridge to far? Of course none of that matters. The important thing is how it
affects the women. Got it. Goddesses must be comfortable. KK.
Wait, what happens if we decide to MAKE THEM A BIT UNCOMFORTABLE? Maybe something
happens? Who knows.
be wary of unintended consequences. Turning men and women into hostile opposing camps
is not going to be good for either sex.
We are WAY past that point broh. Way past it.
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Teenage Girls are Facing Impossible Expectations: More
Sickening Gynocentrism from CNN
219 upvotes | March 14, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
This article really took my cheese so let me get right to the quotes.
teen girls tell researchers they are twice as depressed, anxious and stressed out as boys. And
though girls beat out boys in college and graduate school admissions, according to a
University of California-Los Angeles study, female college freshmen have never been
lonelier or less happy.
What! So girls are unhappy? Boys are killing themselves at a rate 4 - 6 times higher than girls but that
doesn't matter! What matters is if girls are unhappy or "lonely."
In the so-called age of girl power, we have failed to cut loose our most regressive standards
of female success -- like pleasing others and looking sexy -- and to replace them with
something more progressive -- like valuing intelligence and hard work.
Oh No! Girls are pressured to be attractive and to do the unthinkable: Please others!!! That is obvious
misogyny. Women should not have to please anybody. Men have to please women.
Can you hear me now?
social media -- where, according to Pew Research, girls tend to dominate, using visual
platforms like Instagram and Snapchat in far greater numbers than boys -- isn't helping the
matter. The pressure to get at least one like per minute on Instagram and keep up scores of
daily Snapchat "streaks" is unending.
Oh, yes! Boys blow out their brains and end up homeless and/or estranged from their children, die 8
years younger than women, are murdered at many times the rate, make up 90% of people in prison
and are 1/3 LESS likely to go to college. They are falsely accused, hounded, ridiculed, screamed at,
and defiled- and that is just the husbands.
But women are pressured to get "likes" on their social media. Are we seriously publishing FAKE
NEWS stories like this?
a daily feed of friends and celebrities showing off tight abs and thin arms deepens girls'
body shame
Can we hold women accountable for things they are able to control like loose abs and fat arms? No!
We can only hold MEN accountable for things over which they have absolutely NO CONTROL like
their height or dick size.
That seems fair.
Girls who spend the most time using technology, a 2017 study revealed, were most likely to
say they were sad or depressed nearly every day. They were also more likely to want to
change their appearance, not enjoy coming to school and not participate in sports and other
activities.
Of course this is NOT due to anything the girls do. Why that I-Phone FORCED her to continue
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posting on Instagram and trolling for likes/validation/dopamine hits. It was the phone...and the phone
was invented...by a MAN.
Therefore, it is men's fault.
reassure daughters that it's a toxic culture that is asking too much of girls. This can mitigate
girls' feelings of isolation and self-blame.
Obviously society asks to much of girls!
Society FORCES them to wear makeup.
Society FORCES them to spend mindless hours staring at their phone trying to get another "like."
Society FORCES them to be nice and "please" others. Wait, are they serious?
Show me a single scrap of evidence that society forces or pressures girls to act pleasing and pleasant.
I haven't seen it. Feminist society encourages girls to be arrogant, headstrong, unpleasant, obnoxious,
self absorbed and even cruel.
Then when girls who are headstrong, arrogant, headstrong, unpleasant, obnoxious, self absorbed, and
cruel, it turns out they report being more unhappy!
Do I think this is good?
Your God Damn Right
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Book Review: 31 DAYS TO MASCULINITY by Hunter Drew
41 upvotes | March 20, 2018 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
31 Days To Masculinity: A Guide to Help Men Live
I recently read this book and wanted to plug the excellent work done by our good friend Hunter
Drew, aka /u/TheFamilyalpha whose blog is on the MRP sidebar and is a man who has never stopped
“Training the Brain.” The 31 Day Masculine Challenge provides a 31-day program for selfimprovement that is sure to increase your masculine quotient even if you can’t complete it. Hunter
provides us an overall direction for the challenge in a well-written Introduction and then, in 31
chapters, takes us through a 31-day challenge that includes a daily task that can be a physical, mental,
or emotional exercise. He also challenges us EVERY SINGLE DAY to do 100 push-ups. This means
if you complete the challenge you will have done 3100 push-ups in a month. 100 pushups a day is a
Hell of a start but I recommend you pace them out through the day.
Hunter begins by providing general instructions that are repeated each chapter saying that part of the
challenge (besides the 100 pushups) is instructing us to give up our vices for 31 days. He makes the
overall Challenge very clear. He is not talking about smoking weed unless it is a “vice” or drinking,
unless it is a “vice” or a problem. IF it is a problem- whether it is drugs, video games, addiction or
whatever- then you must give it up for the 31-day challenge. Apparently, he considers masturbation a
default vice and instructs those accepting the challenge to refrain for an entire 31 days. Sex with
another person is encouraged but jerkin the terkin is the first thing to go.
Hunter then provides a different Masculine Challenge every day for 31 days. Some of these
challenges are physical and some are Mental and some are Emotional. For example, the first
challenge on day 1 is to start reading a book and begin consciously being your true, genuine self by
beginning to give the world genuine and true answers.
If someone asks if you are busy and you are not say “no.” You have to stop avoiding
conflict at the expense of your true self.”
I won’t spoil all the surprises but in sum, the overall goal of this 31-day journey is to start getting into
shape and shed your vices. Once you start working on that and at least being mindful of your
challenges, then you need to start reading books and begin building your frame by being mindful
about your genuineness with other people. Each of the 31 challenges reinforces the goal of building a
physical, emotional or physical and masculine presence.
Bottom Line? I have read 20 or 30 books lamenting the loss of masculinity from a huge range of
authors. Almost none of them offer any solution. Most of the minority that do offer solutions focus on
‘mindfulness’ and fighting the social changes by attacking feminism and strengthening the family but
almost none suggest how we can INCREASE OUR PERSONAL MASCULINITY. This work is BY
FAR THE BEST BOOK EVER WRITTEN on improving your personal masculinity. . “The Rational
Male” and “The Way of Men” are still must reads for the theory as are several other books, but this
book is unique in presenting an actual short-term plan that is achievable and doable for almost every
man which will increase your masculinity every day.
I also think that because this is not a traditional book and it is not meant to be read in a few sittings as
I did (you are supposed to read 1 chapter a day for 31 days and much of the material is repeated) that
I think this work would actually be better as an I-Phone App than a feature length book. When you
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upload the app you get the Introduction as written and a button that says “Start The Challenge.” Then
the app could automatically feed you day-by-day excerpts from the text with the challenge for the day
along with daily reminder. You could have checkboxes for when you complete the challenge and
reminders throughout the day that turns off the notices. You could even let users do the 31-day
challenge and have the option to refuse a challenge that day (or simply not respond) so that then the
next day you can pick right up and do the challenge. You could have an option to complete 2 or more
challenges in one day with a flashing reminder to do the 100 pushups that go with completing each
challenge. If you do 2 challenges in a single day it will keep reminding you about the 100 and then
200 pushups you owe until you check it off. For an app like this I would make the no masturbation
and no “vice” general rule only effective on days when you accept the challenge. That way even a sex
pervert like me could complete it! An App would let you assume the challenge is 31 days but not
consecutive days and you could modify the challenges accordingly and make them even more
difficult and thought provoking. Just some thoughts.
TLDR:
Gentlemen, get the book 31 Days To Masculinity: A Guide to Help Men Live by Hunter Drew.
Hunter, I think this would make a great I-Phone App so you techies who know how to do this sort of
thing should get in contact with him.
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David Takes on Goliath: Married Red Pill Relationship Coach
Sues Our Social Media Host Alleging Gender and Political
Discrimination in Access to Advertising
3 upvotes | May 10, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I am crossposting this from the Married Red Pill Reddit for my good friend and Coach:
/u/Redpillcoach
Mods, I appreciate this is an unusual post but it describes the first Red Pill lawsuit involving The Red
Pill and Married Red Pill so I think the main point is something other than asking for donations or
money or even advertising services. I do not believe this violates rule 7 but if my estimation is wrong
I stand corrected and appreciate all that the mod team does to keep the content on TRP high quality
and useful to men.
Full Disclosure: I have been a Client of the Coach for several months and he has helped me clarify an
awful lot. He has greatly helped me learn how to relax and how to get past the "Anger Stage" of Red
Pill unplugging. I no longer hate women and I no longer resent them. Now I not only understand
them, I appreciate them for what they bring to my life. This is what Coaching did for me because that
was my problem. What will it do for you depends on YOUR problem.
Let me tell you about the Coach. This guy has balls of steel and an impatience bordering on
recklessness. Suing Reddit on his own and then doxxing himself complete with a web site and
pictures is not something very many Red Pill men have done or could do. The Coach is not just
'breaking fight club' and he is not just cracking the Overton Window. He is taking a god damn
sledgehammer to them.
By /u/redpillcoach :
Fellow Red Pill Men:
I am a “Red Pill” life and relationship coach who works with men in troubled marriages and longterm relationships to make them better or to end them. I can work both sides because in most cases
the “Stay Plan” is the same as the “Go Plan.” The “Plan” is drawn from Red Pill praxeology,
including Married Red Pill and The Red Pill and includes a healthy but skeptical dose of Gottman
Centered Marriage Therapy. (See my post history for more on some of these concepts). “The Plan”
always includes self-improvement, understanding the cardinal rules of attraction, being mindful of
attraction, establishing your boundaries, and leading your life and marriage.
I am writing to let my Red Pill brothers know that the discrimination is real; but take heart because I
am taking the fight from all of us right into the belly of the beast.
A few days ago I [filed a lawsuit in the State of Michigan with the Wayne County Circuit Court
(Detroit)] alleging Reddit discriminated against me, my brand (the name Redpillcoach and the
website www.coaching4men.com) because of my political affiliations and sympathies for the Red
Pill and Married Red Pill Reddits in violation of California law, and because of my gender as a man
in violation of Michigan law. Further, that these violations constitute a breach of contract with Reddit
on it’s term of use policy causing actual economic damages to me.
This is a copy of my Complaint
I was a divorce attorney long before I ever thought of becoming a life and relationship coach and
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have started several businesses. None have been as difficult to get off the ground as this one with
advertisers suddenly getting squirrely and jerking me around for weeks. Normally companies in the
business of selling advertising likes to, you know, sell advertising! Not so with Reddit which appears
determined to stamp out offensive advertisements like mine.
For the record, This is the ad Reddit refused to run:
And it simply asks: “Are you a man ready to move forward with better relationships and a better
life?”
I tried to get a reasonable accommodation or at least an explanation and was ignored. Apparently, the
idea of a man working with another man to better his relationships and life offended them so bad they
said:
"Upon revisiting our policy and reviewing your ads, we are unable to approve your ads and allow you
to advertise on our platform. This decision cannot be appealed.”
I am not here with my hand out asking for donations. I just want to get the word out about my unique
coaching service to the Reddit community. My coaching is targeted at men in problem marriages. I
participated in writing u/bluepillprofessor ‘s book on Saving a Low Sex Marriage: A Man’s Guide to
Dread, Seduction, and the Long Game and I was inspired by the comradery, and the work being done
on both The Red Pill and Married Red Pill. I left the practice of law and went back to school to
pursue Board Certification in Coaching (BCC) where I added much more than "Red Pill" into my
toolbox.
Now I am done with my coursework and I am studying for the BCC examination and busily working
to open a full time coaching practice. I picking up some traction and had picked up several clients just
from random posts on Reddit and Quora with a few comments linking my web site. I was so certain
there might be an explosion when my Reddit ad hit that I spent several weeks preparing for it. ((I set
up referral networks to handle any expected overflow, purchased liability insurance, a separate
business phone line, and delayed other marketing strategies for several weeks. I am advertising on
Quora right now and the ad is not doing nearly as well as the Reddit ad would have done as
evidenced by me obtaining several new clients just from my post on Married Red Pill.) Then Reddit
rejected the ad at the 11th hour like a wife rejecting her husband at 11:00, and just like that in fact. I
have to say these unpleasant and unnecessary bumps in the road are quite irritating. Frankly, like a lot
of you, I am sick and tired of getting pushed around all the time by these damn SJW’s, and wives. We
are right this time and I will not go quietly into that good night.
TLDR: Get me some Clients Brah.
Help out yourself or a guy you love who is in a lousy marriage and wants some help by referring him
to me. You probably know 10 off the top of your head.
You can visit me at:
www.coaching4men.com
for my pics and personal information and for more information about coaching. I can help you, your
dad, your cousins, uncles and brothers- and yes, I can help the wives, sisters, mothers, and daughters
who love them.
Dave the “Red Pill Coach”
Oops! I think I just doxed myself!
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Marriage and Divorce: Textbook Modern Day Slavery for Men
(TRP Archives)
46 upvotes | June 5, 2018 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link
The question is: Where All The Good Men Are and the Answer is MGTOW, Checking Out,
Avoiding Women and Marriage, and ultimately refusing to "Man Up" because they have assessed
that this requirement is a terribly hard piece of fruit that today produces little juice. With no reward
for "manning up" the "good men" are checking out. That is /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre !!
This is one example I posted on TRP a bit ago:
I had the misfortune of seeing yet another CNN special on "Human Trafficking" and, once again, the
bias and misinformation triggered me. THIS is the definition of "slavery":
A relationship characterized by coercive control and a loss of freedom of movement such
that the person is not able to freely move about and/or is unable to leave their employment.
So according to the SJW lying fucks we have THREE elements of a "slave":" Subject to
coercive control Unable to move about freely Unable to leave their employment.
As soon as I saw the definition flashed on the screen I recognized it immediately as a TYPICAL
divorce for men.
Coercive control: Men are subject to the coercive control of an emotional terrorist in the home. In a
divorce the woman will use the children, she will lie about sexual assault, she will withhold the
children from the man, she will alienate the man from his friends and even his family. This is the
essence of coercive control! If her power slips in any way, she can call in the White Knights in Blue
with big guns, small dicks, and billy clubs to pummel her husband into submission, chain him up, and
throw him in a dark cell where we laugh with great delight about his risk of being a victim of sexual
assault. I have seen MORE THAN ONE woman taunt her husband as he was being taken to jail for
non payment of support: "Don't bend over to pick up the soap." Even the female judge smiled.
Unable to move about freely: A man with children in divorce is NOT free to move. He is not free to
take his kids to the park. He is not free to find a better place to live. A man with children is literally
held hostage by the woman. Eshar Villar talks about children as adorable but that women use them as
"hostages" and it is sadly true. Divorced men almost never get custody so if they wish to see their
kids they are literally held prisoner in the location where the wife decides they are going to live. The
husband has almost no say whatsoever.
I have seen SEVERAL cases where the man is trying to see the kids and the wife continually thwarts
his visitation. Nothing is done no matter how much money the man spends on motions and lawyers.
Then a couple months later (after the husbands motion to enforce visitation is denied or delayed and
deferred) the woman comes in with a motion to change domicile. The man argues that she just wants
to move to a different State so she can take the kids away from the father and move in with a thug
boyfriend who has a record of child rape.
The man almost always loses no matter what evidence is produced. The kids go wherever mom
decides no matter how bad it is for the dad because THE DAD DOESN'T MATTER. ONLY THE
BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILDREN WOMAN MATTERS.
Unable to leave employment: I worked at a legal aid clinic for a year and represented men thrown in
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jail for nonpayment of support almost every day. These were men who lost jobs or were fired. They
looked for work and could not find it. None of the reality mattered. All that mattered was they owed a
woman money. The State enforced this at the point of a gun. No man is free to leave his employment
once his wife files for divorce else he be thrown in jail for nonpayment of support. Then while in jail,
he obviously can't make any money but the amount owed continues to go up. None of that matters.
The State WILL force you to pay at the point of a gun and under threat of being reduced to chains.
They whine almost every week on CNN about the so called 40 million human "slaves" that are
victims of "trafficking." Of course this only counts women. If we count the REAL slaves in the
world, the figure is closer to 2 billion. Don't expect to see any CNN stories on the plight of REAL
oppression in the world today.
With boys seeing how their fathers, uncles, and brothers are treated in family courts you are still free
to ask Where the good men are? But answer will be stay the same until society changes. The "good
men" are where the Women Aren't.
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The Little THOT That Could
14 upvotes | June 27, 2018 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link
A comment on the /r/whereareallthegoodmen Reddit inspired this work- and quite a piece of work it
is!
The Little THOT that Could: A Rewrite of the timeless Children's Classic for the Manosphere
Fuck, fuck, fuck. Suck, suck, suck. Ding-dong, ding-dong. The little Thot rumbled through her life.
She was a happy little Thot for she took many jolly loads inside her. Her holes were filled full of
creamy goo for slutty girls.
There were sex toys, dildos, long cocks, vibrating, and some with nubs and even a giant elephant
cock. Then there were the cock rings, rings with blue and brown nubs, and golden curls and the
gayest ass congo line of Chads, Tyrones, and fuckbois with cocks and fingers and all kinds of jack
knifed objects that every kind of Thot could want.
But that was not all. Some of the cocks were filled with all sorts of creamy goo for the little Thots to
eat- big dripping gobs of red cheeked testicles and creamy milk for her breakfast, fresh cocks for her
dinner, and peppermint drops before her after-hours date of the night.
The little THOT was carrying all of her good things to all the Chads and Tyrones on the other side of
the mountain. She puffed on them happily. Then all of a sudden, it stopped with a jerk. The little
THOT could simply not go another inch. She tried and she tried but her pussy could not juice up any
more.
What were all those Chads and Tyornes on the other side of the mountain going to do without their
jolly THOTS to play with and the wholesome fresh pussy to eat?
Here comes the shiny new THJOT said the little Chad who had jumped out of the little THOT’s train.
“Let us ask her to help us.”
So all the Chads cried out together: “Please shiny new THOT, carry us over that mountain. Our old
THOT has broken down and the Chads and Tyrones will have no toys to play with and no wholesome
pussy to eat unless you help.”
But the shiny new THOT snorted: “I fuck you? I am a princess. I have just fucked a big fine Chad
over the mountain more times than you ever dreamed of. My pussy has extra room and comfortable
berths. It has special ripples and it not used up. I fuck the likes of you? Indeed not! And off she
steamed to the bar where her thirsty pussy was well used.
How sad the little THOT and all the old Chads and Tyrones felt!
Then the little Chad called out: “That THOT is not the only one in the world. Another is coming! It is
an Asian THOT. So all the Chads cried out together: “Please shiny new THOT, carry us over that
mountain. Our old THOT has broken down and the Chads and Tyrones will have no toys to play with
and no wholesome pussy to eat unless you help us.”
But the Asian THOT snorted: “I fuck you? I have just fucked a rap star and have pulled more trains
than you can ever dream of. My hot little box is roomy and is valuable. I give the thirsty boys
whatever they want and mount them on soft chairs and beds. I fuck the likes of you? I think not. I
have just fucked a big fine Chad over the mountain more times than you ever dreamed of. My pussy
has extra room and comfortable berths. It has special ripples and is not used up. I fuck the likes of
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you? Indeed not! And off she teamed to the bar where her thirsty pussy was well used.
How sad the little THOT and all the old Chads and Tyrones felt!
Then the little Chad called out: “That THOT is not the only one in the world. Another is coming! It is
big THOT loaded with debt. So all the Chads cried out together: “Please Big THOT, carry us over
that mountain. Our old THOT has broken down and the Chads and Tyrones will have no toys to play
with and no wholesome pussy to eat unless you help us.”
But the Big THOT snarled: “I only fuck big, important men and not the likes of you! And the THOT
puffed off indignantly to her meeting with her fuckboi of the night.
All the Chads and Tyrones were very sad. Cheer up cried the little Chad. Another older THOT has
stopped. “Please older THOT, carry us over that mountain. Our old THOT has broken down and the
Chads and Tyrones will have no toys to play with and on the other side of the mountain and will have
no good pussy to eat unless you help.no wholesome pussy to eat unless you help us.”
But the older THOT sighed: “I am so tired and must rest my weary pussy. I cannot. I cannot. I
cannot.” And off she rumbled to the bar muttering I cannot. I cannot.
Then indeed the Chads and Tyrones were very sad they were ready to cry.
But the little Chad cried out: Here is another Basic THOT coming! Maybe she will help us.
“What’s up boys” said the Basic THOT throatily.”
“Oh Basic THOT, cried the Chads and Tyrones, “Will you fuck us? Our old THOT has broken down
and the good Chads and Tyrones on the other side of the mountain will have no good pussy to bang
and eat unless you help.”
“I don’t have a lot of experience said the Basic THOT. Guys use me just as a practice girl and I have
never been over the mountain.”
“But we must get over the Mountain and bang you before the children are awake said the Chads and
Tyrones.”
The Basic THOT saw that the Chads and Tyrones would not have any good pussy unless she helped.
Then she said: I think I can. I think I can. And she hopped on the first Chad’s cock. She tugged and
pulled and tugged and pulled slowly, slowly, they started to take off.
Then the little Chad jumped aboard and all the Chads and Tyrones started to smile and cheer.
Fuck, fuck, suck, suck went the Basic Thot. I think I can-I think I can-I think I can-I think I can. I
think I can-I think I can-I think I can-I think I can.
Up and up. Faster and faster. More and more guys got ridden while the Basic THOT climbed until
she reached the Wall. On the other side lay the shining city on a hill.
Hurray cried the little Chad. All the Chads and Tyrones will be happy because you helped us kind,
Basic THOT.
And the Basic THOT smiled and seemed to say as she puffed steadily down the mountain to her
eventual life of cats and loneliness.
“I thought I could. I thought I could. I thought I could. I thought I could. I thought I could. I thought I
could.”
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Redonkulas On Where All the Good Men Went
15 upvotes | July 1, 2018 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link
Live from the Lair! Terrence Pop answers the question in this entertaining video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7MVa9lHes98
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A Tale of Two Nursing Home Patients
106 upvotes | July 4, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
A Tale of Two Nursing Home Patients
It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age
of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season
of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of
despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct to
Heaven, we were all going direct the other way—in short, the period was so far like the
present period, that some of its noisiest authorities insisted on its being received, for good or
for evil, in the superlative degree of comparison only.
To avoid the NAWALTs, Unicorns, pixie dust, and fairy farts in your replies let me acknowledge
right away that yes, there are women who stand by their man to the end, but I am suggesting it is a
much smaller number than the men who spend their final days carting their women around while
ignoring their own medical problems.
In my recent past I have seen my father in-law and now my mother placed into a nursing home for
dementia and severe, maladaptive delusions. The contrast between how they were treated by their
spouse has been forever and indelibly etched into my soul. Perhaps it is confirmation bias, but I don’t
think so. I think the horrors I have observed are extremely common and almost completely
unacknowledged.
First my father in law. This is one of those perfect possible examples of a woman forcing her
husband’s hand so that he will “kill the puppy.” This is an MRP term meaning to kill the relationship
which women often refuse to do- instead they become intolerable harpies in an attempt to force the
man to do it and take the blame for it.
The thing is, just a couple years before the shit hit the fan, she had written a long, sickening love
letter to her son (about her husband). She went on and one about how she loved her husband so much
and they had been through so much together and detailing her deep, passionate love in extremely
inappropriate terms for a letter to your son but I digress. Nobody told the hapless husband that she
loved him beyond doubt- RIGHT NOW and then when it became inconvenient to her she didn’t.
Never forget to preface ANYTHING a woman says with “Right now I feel like.” As in: “Right now I
feel like I love you.” Or, “right now I feel a deep passion for you.”
My Father In law was always a quirky bird with a violent temper and later in life he began to have
delusions. They started with him insisting that his son was taking his tools and hiding them. His wife
never tolerated it and viciously fought him about it, protecting her son at every opportunity from any
and all accusations and attacking and mocking her husband continually about it. Eventually one year
she ruined Christmas by destroying the tree and all the presents. The next day she attacked her
husband, leaving horrible scratches and dumping water on his head. He punched her in the face and
left her with a small black eye. We saw it before she called the police and it was just a little bitty
thing. The next day in court at the Arraignment on Domestic Violence for her husband of 34 years,
she appeared in the gallery with a gigantic black eye. I believe (in fact I am almost certain) that she
repeatedly punched herself in the eye to make it much worse than it was. Total bullshit.
Long story short, she hired the Ball Stomping Women Lawyers Association and took the house and
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everything he had accumulated in his life. Then she threw him out. Within a year of the divorce his
delusions had become worse and shortly he was placed in a mental institution, and then a nursing
home paid for entirely by his remaining estate. He died last year- alone.
Did you catch that guys? Wow! She dodged a bullet there. Got out just in time dontyaknow. What a
coincidence! You go girl! I know for a fact all her friends told her exactly that. You go girl. You
don’t need no man.
The second story is my own mother and father. My mother is a BPD mess who made it her mission in
life to make my father’s life miserable. Granted he is a typical, clueless, Bluepill sperg who had no
idea how to deal with her emotions. She took every advantage and put all her energy over an entire
lifetime towards the singular task of criticizing and nitpicking my father. In the past few years she has
declined due to dementia and delusions. She continually demands to be taken to see her mother (who
has been dead for 30 years) and her brothers (who have been dead for 20). She continually demands
that my father “take her home” even when she is home. She has attacked my father repeatedly and
injured him (a 78 year old man with diabetes and cancer) repeatedly. Not long ago I called the police
on my own mother after I heard her hit him while he was on the phone with me. Nothing was done.
Nothing was ever done. Nobody cared. He is a man.
Long story short. He is finally placing her in the best nursing home in the area although it is going to
take his entire monthly income to do so. Yesterday we had dinner with them and she constantly
complained, nitpicked, and criticized my father. Nothing new but I watched their interactions with
more disgust than ever. He continually reassured her. Called her honey. Helped her stand. Helped her
walk to the car. She continually shit on him. Every word was criticism and complaining and
demanding. She demanded self-righteously and knowing that SHE was right about everything that he
take her to see her mother. He didn’t argue but deflected and ignored and did everything he could to
reassure her. He tried to hold her hand and she violently shook it away, sharply telling him keep your
hands to yourself.
Fuck that shit up the ass!
I no longer see “Oneitis” in glowing, romantic terms. It is a horrifying disease that infects men that
needs to be eliminated from the planet. It is a social control mechanism they have used to capture the
body and soul of men, but despite what we are told it rarely infects women. What this means is
everything we talk about on The Red Pill but it also means that in your old age, as a man, it is much
more likely that you will be destroyed, and then abandoned at the precise time of your greatest need.
Meanwhile as a woman- as it has been for her entire life- it is much more likely that some man will
be there at the time of your greatest need to make sure everything goes just fine for you.
If this is what patriarchy looks like I am not interested any more.
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You-Tuber Explains the 'Big Question' by Highlighting Thots,
hypergamy, and the Unreasonable Demands of Women Today:
WAATGM? Running, hiding, dodging, weaving from entitled
Tinder Sluts
184 upvotes | September 16, 2018 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link
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A Lesson to the Virgins from the 15th Century about the
consequences of Thottery- The good men are still there ladies,
you just "used your time" and "lost your prime" and now shall
"forever tarry"
61 upvotes | October 27, 2018 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poem/virgins-make-much-time
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A Red Pill Typology of the types of viable sexual relationships
with women
33 upvotes | November 5, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
I have done some inspirational thinking and reading and recently came across the term, “Juggling
Puppies” to mean the art of having sex with multiple girls who are exclusive to you. This inspired me
to expand my mind and the Red Pill nomenclature with this post. Of-course I know that none of this
is new, but I have not seen it all put together in quite this way as a kind of sequence or ladder rather
than scattered throughout the manosphere. Sometimes we miss the forest (what is our actual goal
with women) for the trees (how do we get this specific girl’s clothes off). My goal is to hack down
those bitches
You might think of the below typology as a ladder representing increasing commitment on the part of
the man as you descend. You might see it as a scatter gram or like a fluid with some girls moving in
and out of different categories. It is probably all of those and more but the point was defining the
levels of commitment with girls and giving those levels an actual name. Then you can evaluate where
you are- and more importantly, where you would like to be.
POSSIBLE TYPES OF SEXUAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH WOMEN
1. ONS: One Night Stand is a Girl you smash and probably never see again/ ONS’s are often
repeated but if it happens to much you might inadvertently upgrade the girl to “Plate Status.” I
suggest you do it consciously (though not necessarily openly).
2. Plate: Girl you smash but don’t spend much time with outside of bed. Neither of you are
expected to be exclusive and contact is often monthly (often at the time of her cycle when she
gets that itch). It is unlikely you would take a plate on an actual date. Plate’s often Shit Test and
rarely Comfort Test. Most Plates drop if she begins Comfort Testing.
3. Mistress: Type of Plate who screws a married man regularly. She can be any of the Possible
Types of Sexual Relationships with women.
4. Fuck Buddy: Type of plate that is also a “buddy” who you enjoy spending time with outside of
bed on occasion. You may even take a Fuck Buddy on a short vacation but certainly not a
typical Plate. You might spend a lot of time with a Fuck Buddy and only rarely have sex
because you have others and she is the backup. She may have tried to have the “exclusivity
talk” but you blew her off. There are various types of FB relationships, but the common thread
is they are “casual” and not exclusive. Fuck Buddies give you Shit like a buddy and have also
been known to comfort test, often resulting in their demotion to “Regular Plate.”
5. Friends With Benefits: A type of Plate or Fuck Buddy who you frequently enjoy spending time
with outside of bed. You may take a FOB on a long vacation together and you may not always
have sex when you are together. Often in this type of relationship the woman pretends to be a
"Puppy" but her hypergamy sensors are fully active (although set on passive mode) and she will
not have the slightest problem "cheating" or "breaking up with you" (in total secret) and then
"getting back with you" after a night of debauchery on the Cock Carousal without you ever
knowing. FOB's are "officially" not exclusive but emotionally and psychologically they are
often exclusive- for now.
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6. Puppy: A special and dear type of plate that is a person you genuinely like spending time with
AND who is exclusive to you while tolerating your bad boy/fuckboi ways at least by ignoring
them. Puppies can also be Girlfriends, live-ins, and wives though usually on the condition that
she is not embarrassed and that her provisioning and attention is secure. Puppy’s rarely Shit
Test but can fiercely comfort test. When a Plate drops you move along and let somebody else
pick up the shattered pieces but when a Puppy drops it may require extra care and attention as
well as more care in not letting it smash into the ground very hard if it happens to drop. The art
of “Juggling Puppies” may be the apex goal for the apex Alphas.
7. Girlfriend: Is a mutually committed and exclusive relationship that is usually open to the
public.
8. Live-In: Live in Fuck Buddy’s have been known to work but Plates and ONS girls are not
always the same as the girls you would live with and spend substantial amounts of time on. A
Puppy can be a great live-in companion and the Girlfriend to whom you have agreed to
exclusivity is moving in sooner rather than later.
9. Wife: A legal relationship subordinating the man to the State for the benefit of a particular
woman. A “wife” has none of the ancient legal obligations of a “wife.” For example, a wife is
not obligated to have sex with her husband. However, the husband is still held to all the ancient
legal obligations such as Alimony. The Wife is also presumed to be the guardian of the children
in any separation and the Husband is responsible for paying her for this.
10. Ex-Wife: A legal relationship subordinating the man to the State for the benefit of a particular
woman. An Ex-Wife has the precise same legal responsibilities as a wife (“0”) and it goes
without saying she has absolutely no responsibility to her ex-Husband. For example, an ex-wife
is not obligated to have sex with her ex-husband. In fact, an Ex-Wife has free reign to defraud,
defame, lie, steal, and even perjure herself in order to attack her Ex-Husband. However, the exhusband is still held to all the ancient legal obligations such as Alimony. The Ex-Wife is also
presumed to be the guardian of the children and the Husband is responsible for paying her for
this. Despite her living off of your money, society will cheer her for bravely raising her family
alone as a “brave single mom” while castigating you as a “deadbeat dad” while you are living
by the airport in a hovel and paying 2/3 of your paycheck to “the family.”
What do you guys think about turning a Wife or GF into a Puppy?
Did I miss a level?
edit: Added Category "Friends With Benefits" as a level with deeper commitment than Fuck Buddy's.
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Basic Tinder Thot With a young face full of metal "Calls Out"
men who "are becoming aggressive and hostile when told no"
17 upvotes | November 28, 2018 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.foxnews.com/lifestyle/tinder-user-calls-out-creepy-man-who-harassed-her-about-date-af
ter-she-rejected-him
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I was setting up google ads and tried to use the term MGTOW
8 upvotes | May 7, 2019 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link
married MGTOW Disapproved 0.00 $0.00
Disapproved Dangerous or derogatory content
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MRP: The Soulless Reddit that teaches men to game their
wives- look at the hamster go! Also notice the Google search
algorithms
51 upvotes | September 26, 2019 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
Greetings one and all. This post is a response to a media story and is not a typical post on MRP. Don't
ban me broh, it's a special case of responding to a media story about MRP.
MR:: The soulless Reddit that teaches men to game their wives
First we should note that according to Google, more people read this soulless twit of a feminazi
author than MRP! Our little MRP Reddit is now THIRD down on the list of hits when you type in
"Married Red Pill."
Uh Huh. Tell us more about that algorithm Massa Google. Could it be any more blatant and obvious?
This chicks hamster is amazing and properly harnessed, would be able to clean up Log Angeles!
The Red Pill philosophy of sexual strategy (and especially Married Red Pill) contains bits of
useful relationship/communication advice
Yes we know. Tell us more!
but the deeper meaning has been stripped away and replaced with patriarchy
AHAHAHAHAHA!!! Yes...we know. That IS the deeper meaning.
Married Red Pillers, though already in serious relationships, are studying pickup artist
tactics designed to trick women into having sex with men. MRP followers discuss tactics to
get their wives to quit asking them to do stuff (what they call “nagging” and “shit tests”)
and to have more sex with them.
OK, so what's the problem?
And they call it Fight Club. Married men are out there, swallowing the Red Pill, and
discussing tactics with each other. They’re not respecting their wives
LOLOLLLLLZZZZZ... Men are discussing tactics with one another! We must stop that immediately.
They are not respecting their wives and worshipping them the way we demand!
What's that? They are getting laid like tile? Their wives are happy? Well, but, but, Patriarchy! Men
and women are the same and equal and stuff except women are more equal.
My husband is a visual artist and he listens to a lot of podcasts while he works.
Can you smell the dripping slime all the way to the floor as she talks about about her artsie faggot
husband?
He told me last week that he listened to a relationship podcast, that it was great, even though
it was really, “Men are like this and women are like this.” Immediately, I felt panicked.
Oh no! I could lose total control of my husband! That's not panic darling. Those are the tingles. I bet
you screwed hubby into next week later that night. We know, it just happened and he was looking
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especially handsome that night. AMIRIGHT?
Also, why is hubbie listening to Relationship Podcasts? Hmmmmm?
My husband is a leftist anarchist, identifies as a feminist.
Did you take out the trash and do the dishes. Dammit, why is it so dry? I need you to get me another
bottle of Replenz after you finish cleaning the house.
The Red Pill promises a solution, then gives them textbook toxic masculinity.
Wait, I thought we were giving them Patriarchy? Of course you mean that all patriarchy is 'toxic"
because before feminism everything was toxic.
I think we have you pretty much pegged. Rails against the patriarchy and drips when a man is strong
enough to stand up to her. She cries about equality and then demands special treatment. She is
horrified (HORRIFIED I SAY!!) that men would talk with one another about issues that concern
men. Standard feminist tropes.
Her other article is: "My Rapist Wrote Me An Apology, No I never reported him."
Obviously.
TLDR: MRP made the news and they don't like it one bit
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Hypergamy: The Final Act
84 upvotes | January 16, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/tinder-granny-we-tv-extreme-love-reality-show
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Hypergamy: Defined- or ...Just Alpha Up Brah! You can tame
her hypergamy and make her horny for you all the time if you
are attractive. Yah...sure. Tell Brad Pitt or Elon Musk...or
Clark Kent.....
1028 upvotes | January 18, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link
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Where are the Good Men? Hiding from all the Psychopathic
killers, Liberal Women, and Manginas: The EYES have it
10 upvotes | January 25, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link
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Triggered: Harvey Weinstein and the Lying, Devious Hoes We
are Required to Believe tells us Whereallthegoodmenare….
75 upvotes | February 26, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link
I won’t name names but this is what the women are saying about good old Harvey. This is multiple
women with the same story:
https://www.thecut.com/2020/02/emily-gould-gawker-shame.html
--All of the “rape victims” were young, hot actresses looking for work
--All of the “rape victims” flirted with the producer mogul
--All of the “rape victims” were “raped” but maintained regular contact with their “rapist” after the
“rape.”
--All of the “rape victims” were given acting roles and paid in full for their services.
--Most of the “rape victims” never told a soul about the “rape” until #MeToo changed the definition
of “rape” from a vicious assault to “whatever the woman doesn’t like later.”
--All of the “rape victims showed up at the moguls hotel room after midnight, and intoxicated and
then testified they went to the apartment to “talk about a script” or “talk about a role.” Uh Huh, sure
you did.
--All of the “rape victims” were slutted up in high heels, short, sleeveless dress, when they went to
the man’s room at midnight or later while drunk and coked up. None of that was admissible under the
rape shield laws.
--All were shocked- SHOCKED I say- that Harvey would try to have sex with them.
--All of them claims they said “no” as if they meant it at the time but in reality they were saying “Oh,
oh, oh, oh no, oh, oh, don’t, don’t stop.” Then they all testified: I said “no” and “stop.”
Here is some of the actual testimony:
It was so disgusting my body started to shake in a way that was unusual. It was like a
seizure or something.”
And when he was done, Harvey stood up, proud that he had given such a slut an Earth shattering
orgasm. They cuddled for quite a while afterwards. Then he kissed her and she went home, happy she
had secured the role.
4 years later, after being nominated for an Oscar and starring in a movie by Harvey, she realized that
she had been raped. She told nobody for years. She stayed in contact with her “rapist.” She sent him
love notes and emails thanking him. Then she decided she was “raped” and it was time to put the old
man in prison for the rest of his life. #Believewomen !!
Weinstein had called her into a meeting in his hotel room to ask for a massage and had
repeatedly asked her to travel to Paris with him
He harassed her so she went to his hotel room AGAIN, AFTER the first “rape.” OK, tell us more. Of
course that doesn't get in either under the rape shield laws.
assault, which she says occurred in Weinstein’s apartment in July 2006. “Really soon into
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me being there, he kind of came towards me and lunged at me, trying to kiss me.
Oh…my…God! An ugly dude tried to kiss me. RAPE!!!!
a second assault, two weeks later, at a Tribeca hotel, noting that Weinstein “was very
persistent and insistent” and that she had agreed to meet him because she thought that doing
so would somehow enable her to regain a sense of power.
See, it’s all about power. They want it. They want to take it from us. She was “raped” but 2 weeks
later she goes back to his hotel to “regain her power.” How do women “regain her power?” Usually it
involves laying down naked and spreading their legs.
“threw her down, and she was still saying stop, and he pulled off her underwear, pulled out
her tampon, and went down on her while she was saying no.”
Obviously no woman can close her legs when a man is eating out her bloody, raw cunt. Imagine the
logistics. She claims a hugely obese man struggled with her for minutes. That he undressed her. Then
he took out her tampon. And THEN he held her down while he ate out her blood like a vampire. He
never banged her. This is “rape?” How about shut your legs you disgusting bitch!
I used to play the “rape game” with my GF in college. I could not get her clothes off or even achieve
penetration if we started off naked. You cannot disrobe a struggling person and you certainly cannot
rape a struggling person without leaving serious injuries or at least torn clothing. COME ON! Think
Sheeple: They were all wearing paper thin dresses and not even a torn dress! Think! A fat slob like
Harvey would not be able to struggle with a young, hot girl for more than a few seconds before he
started gasping for breath. I don't believe it for a second. The guy could barely bust a nut, much less
subdue a young, healthy woman and then fuck her. Fuck off.
This bitch is the same type who drops to her knees and swallows a cock and then claims he “jammed
it inside of me.”
Total and complete bullshit.
she had gone to Weinstein’s apartment for a work-related meeting
Yes, because I always get drunk, coked up, slutted up, and go to my boss’s hotel room at midnight to
discuss business- especially when he has a well-known reputation as a perv. That last fact no doubt
requires extra makeup and eyelashes and freshening up by scrubbing off the cum from the last guy
with a wet wipe.
Weinstein touched her genitals without her consent and later offered her movie roles in
exchange for a “threesome.” Of the first meeting, in which they were discuss a role,
Dunning testified that “I was talking with Harvey, and he kind of led me into the other
room. And I sat next to him on the bed, and I was wearing a skirt that day … and he put his
hand up my skirt … His hand went under my underwear … He was trying to put it in … put
it in my — he was trying to put it in my vagina.”
Notice how this one manages to fight off the slob and the slob takes no for an answer. He doesn’t
rape her!
But of course, now attempting to seduce and have sex with a woman is ATTEMPTED RAPE- just
ask Kavanaugh: If at any time she decides that is what happened no matter how much time has
passed and no matter whether she maintained the relationship over years and continued to have sex
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with him!!!
This is what Harvey was convicted of- 3rd degree sexual assault. This is now a crime- putting your
hand in a girl’s shirt and trying to touch her vagina. It’s a crime and you can go to jail for life.
#Believeallwomen!!!!
cocktail waitress and currently a model, testified on Wednesday that Weinstein both
masturbated in front of her at a members-only Soho lounge and raped her in 2005. Wulff
said she met Weinstein while working at Cipriani Upstairs. “He asked what I did, and I said
I was an actor,” Wulff told the jury. “He said that you have a great look, you should come
talk to my people.” Then, she continued, he grabbed her arm and pulled her up a set of stairs
to a secluded part of the club. “Once he had me in front of him, at some point, I said, ‘I have
to get back to work,’ and he was like, ‘One second, one second,’” Wulff testified. “And I
noticed that his shirt started moving … and I realized he was masturbating under his shirt.”
Red flags? What red flags? Obviously this is just a normal businessman!!! Let me put on a sleeveless
cocktail dress after 9 drinks and go to his room to talk to the producer about my "role." It's just a
business meeting. Tee Hee!
subsequently got a call from someone at Weinstein’s company about meeting with a casting
director.
Again? She goes to his room to be alone with him AGAIN!!! I guess the “sexual assault” was not so
traumatic after all.
When she got to Weinstein’s office for what she believed was an audition,
Oh the lying whore. She KNEW what she was auditioning. It’s not like Weinstein or the casting
couch are secrets. Fuck off.
Weinstein held her arms and laid her on the bed while she herself felt “numb…..He was on
top of me, and I said, ‘I can’t.’ And he said, ‘I had a vasectomy,’ and I just went blank and
looked off,” Wulff told the court. “He put himself inside me, and he raped me. I just
remember getting up.”
Listen carefully guys. THIS is rape now. Understand? “I went blank.” Obviously she was fighting
and screaming and Harvey should have known. Kill him!!!! I bet her damn panties were soaked when
she “went blank.” It bet he drove his little pecker into her wide, slippery maw without any trouble
whatsoever and blanked the shit out of her.
he forced oral sex on her and raped her in early 2013. Mann also alleged that she entered
into an abusive and sexually humiliating relationship with him.
Got that? This SAME GIRL who cries “rape” “entered into a sexually humiliating relationship” with
her “rapist.”
I checked my Hamsturlator and “sexually humiliating” means: Whatever the woman wants but
decides later that she didn’t want because she has extracted all the resources that she can from this
relationship.
Weinstein again pulled her into a hotel room and demanded she undress, blocked her exit,
and raped her.
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Yep, I see it all the time. Young girls dragged, screaming into hotel rooms to be raped by fat movie
moguls. Uh Huh. Let me guess all the men in the sold out hotel cheered loudly as the screaming girl
was dragged into his room and then lined up outside the hotel room waiting for their turn to abuse
her? Men are such awful pigs!
What? There were no witnesses and no lines of men? The Hell you say!
After these events, Mann said she “made the decision to be in a relationship with
[Weinstein],

Believewomen !!!!!!! He brutally raped me…..I decided to be in
a relationship with him…..Makes perfect sense.
Why do I suspect the “rape” is not of the forced kind but the “regret rape” kind.
The first time I saw him fully naked, I thought he was deformed and intersex.”
But I entered into a sexual relationship with him…..because, it's not about the nail, amiright?
set a meeting at his motel room with the movie mogul
I have read this script before! In fact, quite a few pornos start this way. Can’t Hollywood come up
with any new ideas?
“I felt so trapped, and I was in shock, and I started backing away from him,” Young told the
court. She added that, as Weinstein kept reassuring her they were “just going to have a
talk,” she repeatedly told him no. When she turned away from him, she said, he unzipped
her dress and pulled it down, pinning her arms to her sides and turning her around to face
him.
Sure your voice may have said “no” but making out with the guy and turning around in his arms so
he can unzip you is kind of saying “yes.” Do you know you can pull away from a man? You can push
him away. You can fight. You can yell. You can even shut your creamy, filthy little mantrap by
closing your legs! Who knew? Instead she stands there like Janet Jackson with her breasts hanging
out, staring, pretending to be shocked, continuing to make out with the guy while he fondles himself.
Rape! Give me a break!
My hands were down to my sides because the dress was pulled down to my elbows — so
my breasts were out,” Young recalled. “At that point, he went from grabbing my right
breast to touching my vagina.” He proceeded to masturbate until he ejaculated onto a towel,
she continued, and then he left the bathroom, leaving her “standing there in shock.”
Obviously he made her uncomfortable so this is RAPE!!!!! Take note, this is the BEST they could do.
No bruises. Maintained contact with the “abuser.” Traded favors with the “abuser.” Continued having
sex with “abuser.” The victim never told police or (in most cases) anybody about the “rape.”
In the new world order, we don’t need evidence of assault. We don’t need evidence of rape. We only
need a woman saying she didn’t like it. Also, don’t pay attention to ANYTHING a woman says or
does or you are blaming the victim and no better than a rapist.
Conclusion: Where Are All The Good Men? Why are men increasingly not asking women on dates,
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mentoring women at work, meeting coworkers for lunch, or even speaking to women- any womanalone in the office. Why is MGTOW and the Where Are All The Good Men Reddit growing so
quickly?
Gee, it’s a mystery.
Also, go to jail. Go directly to jail. If you are creepy. If you are Chad, well, boys will be boys and we
get a different answer, until we don't.
Edit: Ann Coulter has a great column about this today:
Every time I hear about Weinstein’s predations, I wonder how many waitresses, real estate
agents and housewives in Los Angeles might be celebrated actresses today, except that
when Weinstein barged out of the bathroom stark naked and lunged at them, they fled the
room and didn’t look back.
Our media are so infantile. Can’t we agree that Weinstein is a psychopathic scumbag
without calling the witnesses against him “heroes”?
The true heroes are the girls whose names we don’t know -- not the ones who were grossed
out by the pig, but had sex with him anyway, then sent him emoji-filled, suck-up emails
because they wanted to be “stars.”
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Relationshits Redditor Tells a sordid tale of "rape" while the
White Knights and waymen demand his execution: A story that
shows why all the good men are running like hell away from
women!
15 upvotes | March 16, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link
From some relationshits Reddit:
made plans to stay the night with my boyfriend about a week ago. We’ve had a busy few
weeks and I wanted to just settle down, relax, and enjoy a night in each other’s company. I
get to his house last night and he’s invited his friend over, despite knowing about the plan. It
was a little frustrating, but all three of us are pals and it wasn’t too big a deal. They thought
it could be like a sleepover and spend the night in the room together. I wasn’t too keen, but
went to sleep pretty much immediately, and my boyfriend decided to join me while leaving
his buddy to play a cool new video game on my BF’s computer.
This is where I’m conflicted. I woke up to my boyfriend initiating sex, and I whisper for
him to stop because his friend’s still on the computer a few feet from us. He does not. I’m
not an assertive person, and I was feeling so embarrassed I didn’t want to get noticed by the
other person in the room. It eventually escalated to him being less subtle and I’m telling him
to stop a bit more—still whispering and really uncomfortable. The word STOP was burned
into my brain. When I realize he won’t stop I try to get it over with, which I think he took as
reciprocating and just forewent even trying to hide it. He finished, and I just curled up and
began to cry. Between me waking up and my BF finishing, my BF’s friend had migrated to
the floor in heap of blankets blocking the door. So he’d been awake for it. That made me
cry harder.
Immediately freaking out, my BF pulled me into the living room to check on me. I’m a
wreck, just sobbing and feeling so gross and conflicted. He’s telling me to to talk to him
saying, “I’m so sorry, I’m sorry,” over and over. He sounds like he’s on the edge of crying.
I ask him, “Did I not say stop?” And he breaks down, saying he didn’t hear me, he’s sorry
he put me in that situation. The embarrassment and the disgust I feel were, and still are,
warring with my love for him. In that moment, watching him cry, I comforted him and told
him it was okay.
I’m numb. I feel disgusted with myself, and went home this morning so conflicted.
Shouldn’t I have been more assertive, told him no? What did I do wrong? The scariest
question I’ve asked myself involves one scary word that I don’t want to think
about...because I didn’t want it.
How do I communicate with my boyfriend about this? What do I even do now? I can’t see
clearly and need help.
This alone does not tell us where all the good men are. It tells us of a confused young girl who is not
mentally prepared to be having sex. But don't worry! She is gaining experience very, very quickly
and sex will be nothing for her in a very short time.
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The part that shows WATGMA is found in the comment section. Do you think they told this young
girl to be more careful about which beds she jumps into naked in the future if she is not sure she
wants to have sex? Yeah, sure they did.
Here is a sampling:
Break up and have therapy, don't let him have this hold over you.
Therapy will go a long way to helping you heal.
This is the typical response. Anything bad happens? THERAPY!!!! Go to a feminist and be reassured
that you did nothing wrong, that you have to change NOTHING, and that all the fault is on the man.
Also, you are a RAPE VICTIM!!!!!
You did nothing wrong. You ask if you should have told him no, but you did. Multiple
times.
This isn't your fault. You didn't deserve it. And you didn't cause it.
Ummmm did we read the same little piece? I see a girl going to BF's room to fuck. She stays the
night. She gets naked. She gets into bed, waiting for her BF. He wakes her up with sex. Most likely
he slipped inside her wet, soggy little noodle while she let out a satisfied moan and started grinding.
She said 'wait' or stop and I will bet you ten million dollars that he DID. He stopped. Then she tingled
and gripped him and probably started pumping herself so he started again.
That is the reality that all of us are missing. This is almost certainly what happened. This guy cares
deeply for this girl and was clearly upset and shocked that she was so histrionic. He was not trying to
hurt her or dominate her. He was having sex with his GF who, was naked and waiting for him in his
god damn bed, dripping wet and ready to slide into just like the proverbial hot dog down the hallway.
Want to bet?
Is this chick even aware that a girl is not a passive object but an actual functioning human being!
Your kidding! A girl need not weakly groan out a throaty "stop" but she could actually move her
hips. She could move her hips to pump and grind or she could move her hips away. She can roll over,
and dislodge the cock that is buried deep inside the orient. She could kick, push away or YELL! She
could do that or she could keep pumping in rhythm! She almost admits it: He took it as me
"reciprocating." So he was pumping and you were pumping back. "Reciprocating" is a very
descriptive word when you think about it. Y'all know I am right.
Here is my analysis of this girl's mental processes. This was, as is all sex with women, about one
thing and one thing alone. POWER. She was pissed at her BF because she went over there to fuck
and he spent the time playing with his buddy and the new video game instead of worshiping her.
So she consciously decided that she wasn't going to fuck him that night because he deserved to be
punished. Then she stripped naked and into his bed.
Knowing that she was going to torture her BF and lord her feminine power over him probably gave
her pleasant and sopping wet dreams as she went to sleep. Later, BF comes to bed and slips balls
deep into her with no resistance. He is thinking "OMG, my GF is the BEST!" She is pumping hard
and wriggling like a slut...and then she wakes up....and her first rational thought is that THE FRIEND
IS THERE.....that's right, I am mad at BF. I wasn't going to have sex. Now I lost my power and I am
going to throw a shit fit to get it back.
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All of this is not why all the good men have left. This is just normal female thinking and behavior.
Nothing nefarious. She just needs a man to calm her hamster and soothe her gyrations.
I wonder if the waymen's of Reddit Relationshits will calm her concerns:
shame is not an uncommon feeling when someone is violated the way you were.
you are a good person and your boyfriend is not please do not let him treat you like this
Shame and guilt are common feelings around sexual assault. He also has gaslit you into
feeling sorry for him, which only adds to the guilt.
You were raped and now he's trying to manipulate you into thinking he made an innocent
mistake. Do you have someone you trust that you can talk to and get support from? I also
suggest you go to the police.
This was an act of rape. You should seek solace by contacting a mental health clinician or
local crisis center immediately.
I am just astounded that fucking your naked GF in your bed can now be considered "rape." In a
nutshell, THIS is the REASON all the good men are long gone.
Yes, I get that she said "stop" and I have tried several so called "rape" cases and every one is the
same. They are not the violent attacks of feminist lore! They are mostly like this. A woman decides
she doesn't want to have sex because she is pissed for some reason. Then she has sex. Then she
consults with the herd of women and decides that since she didn't want to have sex, and did have sex,
then she must have had UNWANTED SEX which is now "rape." Then the man goes to jail while
waiting for trial and everybody laughs when word gets out that he is gang raped by his 3 roommates.
And the woman? She now has a loaded gun to use for the rest of her life. She will pull out the "i
WAS RAPED" trump card to win every argument, and to subdue every single man she is with from
now until the end of time.
That is why the men have left. That is where all the good men are. They went MGTOW.
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The Book of Sirach: Ancient Wisdom About Women That
Confirms Everything
2 upvotes | April 14, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Sirach+26&version=DRA
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A song from the 1800's shows us that hypergamy has not
changed: Details in post
69 upvotes | July 28, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link
In 1894 a popular song was written and performed that swept through the entire world! It was a love
sonnet to a woman followed by her reply and it shows that hypergamy is nothing new!
Daisy Bell (A Bicycle Built for Two)
There is a flower within my heart, Daisy, Daisy!
Planted one day by a glancing dart,
Planted by Daisy Bell!
Whether she loves me or loves me not,
Sometimes it's hard to tell;
Yet I am longing to share the lot
Of beautiful Daisy Bell!
CHORUS. (a little faster.) Daisy, Daisy,
Give me your answer, do!
I'm half crazy,
All for the love of you!
It won't be a stylish marriage,
I can't afford a carriage,
But you'll look sweet on the seat
Of a bicycle built for two!
I will stand by you in "wheel" or woe, Daisy, Daisy!
You'll be the bell(e) which I'll ring you know! Sweet little Daisy Bell!
You'll take the "lead" in each "trip" we take, Then if I don't do well;
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I will permit you to use the brake, My beautiful Daisy Bell!
Notice the theme: He loves the girl. He wants to marry her. He offers her the chance to be in control.
In fact he offers her all that he has. He wants to take what he has and build more with his lover.
Then notice her response.
Michael, Michael,
Here is my answer true!
You're half crazy,
If you think that that will do!
If you can't afford a carriage,
There won't be any marriage,
'Cause I'll be switched if I'll get hitched
On a bicycle built for two
This clean, chaste woman from 1894 would rather be beaten with wooden sticks than marry a guy
who doesn't own his own carriage! If the guy wants any action he better come with a carriage or there
won't be any marriage.
Women absolutely LOVE this song and have loved it for more than 120 years.
TLDR: Women have not changed in the last 100 years at least.
So where all the good men are? They have been disempowered and told their lot in life is to satisfy a
woman, just as they have been for centuries. Unfortunately for them, men are now informed about
AWALT by the internet. Having no power to reign in a woman's hypergamy (except the power to
walk away) increasingly men are doing just that.
THAT is where all the good men are. They are fiddling with bicycles rather than elaborate carriages
because the juice isn't worth the squeeze- and because there is plenty of juice to share without buying
it!
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Let's Start Out Our Manic Monday With Proof of one of our
favorite aphorisms- and for Poe's Law! It's not a joke after
all!!! They really think Math is a Tool of the Patriarchy!
45 upvotes | August 10, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.breitbart.com/education/2020/08/09/brooklyn-college-education-prof-claims-math-is-wh
ite-supremacist-patriarchy/
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